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In her 2012 pornographic role-play scene, Skin Diamond, a black queer femme, 
performs as the rebellious naughty schoolgirl who is punished by getting fucked hard by 
her white male teacher in detention. She teaches him a lesson by returning this hardcore 
fuck. In a viral 2015 case, Shakara, a black femme-presenting teenager, refuses to be sent 
out of a South Carolina public high school classroom and is punished by getting socially 
and symbolically fucked, hard; Shakara is brutally arrested by a white male police 
officer, taken into custody, and subjected to legal charges. “Race, Power, and the 
Pornographic” uses theatrical performances from interracial pornography to read real-life 
state encounters and vice versa. Specifically, drawing on Black Feminisms, Black 
Sexuality, Genocide, and Afterlife of Slavery (BBGA) scholarships, I close read Skin’s 
schoolgirl performance and Shakara’s school policing encounter. I aim to denude the 
unconscious racialized pornographic BDSM (Bondage and Discipline/Domination and 
Submission/Sadism and Masochism/Sadomasochism) structured into interracial relations 
across porn, public schools, and beyond. Visual, discursive, and textual analysis exposes 
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how U.S. civil society depends on coercive modes of this BDSM practice to (re)produce 
the State itself and dominion over black communities, particularly black femmes.  
More precisely, I assert that genocidal antiblack policing and captivity are 
racializing, sexualizing, gendering, and erotic acts. These concomitant features set the 
ground work for these types of violences to unavoidably serve a pornographic purpose, 
and in fact, function as a type of pornography for state forces on, and most 
problematically, off the pornographic screen. To sustain this sexually electrifying and 
titillating process, I argue that the antiblack State and its forces continually construct and 
project racialized pornographic tropes onto black femmes for sexual amusement as well 
as self and State coherence. Particularly, I focus on The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl 
trope and the material consequences of this fantasy and fetish of these femmes in 
schoolgirl porn and public schools. This looks like their subjection to parodied or deadly 
racial-sexual punishment, respectively. Furthermore, I contend that black femmes 
employ, what I call, erotic mastery to reject, toy with, or transform elements of racialized 
BDSM to flip-the-script in these interracial encounters. For example, Skin offers us this 
via virtuosic sexual actions like sultry sex positions, ecstatic moans, and rebellious humor 
that toy with domination, submission, and its sexy in-betweens. For Shakara, this 
emerges in her brave refusal to school staff disciplinary orders and self-defense against 
lethal police violence. In doing so, Skin, Shakara, and other similar black femmes’ 
employment of erotic mastery rattles trope formation, on and off-screen interracial 
pornography, and the broader racialized pornographic economy of antiblack genocide 
that produces and is produced by this collective process. An alarming process fraught 
with pain, pleasure and power. This vexed and knotty relation may present black 
communities with an opportunity to imagine other pornographic and social worlds in 
black autonomous spaces.  
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Note to Readers  
 
 Similar to other online pornography websites, Pornhub.com’s interface has a 
feature that allows site visitor’s to hover their mouse over a porn film’s still frame to then 
see moving-images that reel key highlights of the production. This still and in-motion 
snapshot allows viewers to easily skim and browse the site as well as gain a sense of the 
pornographic performance without the hassle of clicking on and watching the full 
version. This is a convenience because it allows site visitors to make quick and acute 
discretionary selections. As one of my key sources of study, I am inspired to structure my 
dissertation in a similar way to this porn site feature and overall porn media genre. Thus, 
readers will find that each body chapter has a Snapshot section that offers key highlights 
for readers to do precisely what Pornhub.com’s interface offers, the convenience for 
viewers and, in this case, readers to gain a quick distillation of the chapter and have 
ultimate discretion in deciding if they’d like to indulge in what proceeds in the full body 
text.  
 Another literary device I use in this dissertation to emulate this media form in 
textual format is language repetition from the professional porn and school event scenes 
under study. For the most part, the scenes I present are reconstructed reusing the language 
directly imported from the theatrical and real-life performances and its related sources as 
well as my own added language to offer coherent and complete narratives. This imported 
language is quoted upon first exposure to the presented scenes in chapter 1. Then, every 
time after, it is recited in italics (I use italics for other more traditional means as well) and 
weaved throughout the analytical chapters as relevant. This language recycling may 
become banal, repetitive, and tedious. Careful readers may grow exhausted from this 
excess and repetition, and this is precisely my goal. So much of these interracial 
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porno/graphic images circulate to a level of virality that often causes for affirmative black 
viewers to have this same and, at times, magnified experience. Thus, scene language 
repetition is repeated to offer a mere snippet into how banal, repetitive, tedious, and 
exhausting it is to see, encounter and experience events that aim to remind black womxn 
and gxrls of their social position in U.S. society and its perpetual and structural reliance 
on antiblack policing, captivity and ultimate genocide.  
Finally, each analytical body chapter takes recited lines from the two scenes under 
study to read and analyze them through the lens of racialized BDSM pornographics (a 
methodology described in the Introduction chapter) and different camera angles. This is 
my final attempt at emulating the pornographic media form whereas each of these 
chapters examine the same two scenes from a particular type of pornographic lens, but 
take on a unique and varied camera angle. These same scenes are often times maintained 
via italicized recitations and the different vantage points are signified via the close 
reading theme. This allows for analysis of how black femmes are subjected to racialized 
porntrope formation (chapter 2 thematic camera angle) and antiblack genocide porn and 
its symbolic money shots (chapter 3 thematic camera angle), and how they navigate this 
dilemma via per/forming as erotic masters doing erotic mastery (chapter 4 thematic 
camera angle). These intricate dynamics of the racialized pornographic economy of 
antiblack genocide can be excavated via maintaining our same scene (often signified in 
italicized or quoted recitations and intentionally less often in paraphrasing) but shifting 
our camera angles (signified via the different close reading theme). Ultimately, this 
attention to and literary technique of same scene, different angle also mimics the banality, 
redundancy, and violent pornographic life of U.S. antiblack genocide. It also enables us 
to see professional porn and public schools as complicated and contradictory settings 
fraught with black femmes’ subjection and subjectivity. 
 ix 
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INTRODUCTION: No, It’s Not Fuck Me, It’s ‘Fuck You!’: Black Femmes 
Flipping-the-Script in Racialized Pornographic Policing Encounters  
 
 
... The Genocide Convention...adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations on 
December 9, 1948, defines genocide as... ‘killing members of the group.’ Any intent to 
destroy, in whole or in part, a national, racial, ethnic or religious group... [and] ‘causing 
serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group’ is genocide... 
 
 —William L. Patterson, We Charge Genocide (1951), p. xi-xiii  
 
... [Jean-François] Lyotard’s maxim [is]: ‘Every political economy is libidinal’...    
 
—Jared Sexton, “The Consequence of Race Mixture (2003), p. 254 
 
... [B]lack women’s bodies [in racialized pornography] make race a pornographic subject, 
placing racial fictions and fantasies on pornography’s visual agenda... In so doing, they 
center racial fictions’ inextricable connection to sexual fictions, and emphasize that race 
is necessarily a pornographic fantasy [my emphasis].  
 
—Jennifer Nash, The Black Body in Ecstasy (2014a), p. 4  
 
I. OVERVIEW  
 
 The hallway was pretty clear and quiet when I arrived around noon at Tiger Middle 
School.1 A few students here and there were returning back to their classrooms after potential 
restroom breaks. And there was Ronda, a black woman security guard whom I typically greeted 
every time I entered the building. It was another Friday in early May 2014 that I came to 
volunteer at my former middle school in a low-income neighborhood in East Oakland, CA. I 
walked passed the first door of the main office and I saw a glimpse of Myra and Bria, two black 
femme-presenting teenagers in the seventh and eighth grade, respectively. After I signed the 
volunteer sheet at the front desk, I went to the second section of the office to check-in with them.  
                                                
1 Early iterations of Myra’s account can be found in El Henson’s “‘Scenes of Subjection’ & Subjectivity: 




 Myra was sitting on top of an empty admin table and Bria was standing adjacent to her. 
Myra was of a cashew-brown complexion with sandy-brown hair and blue-green eyes. She was 
about 5’3’’ and had a mid-weight physique. Bria’s complexion was an almond-brown. She had 
black-brownish hair and coffee-brown eyes. Bria stood at about 5’6’’ with a slender figure. As 
Myra expressed her concerns with a tone of irritation, Bria comforted her. I asked what was 
going on and why they were in the office. Myra told me she was sent out of class with a referral. 
I asked why. She explained that Mr. Ingram, a white male history teacher, said her tank top was 
‘too distracting,’ ‘inappropriate,’ and she either cover up with another shirt or get sent out of 
class. She took the latter of the options. Myra said ‘fuck you!’ to the teacher and left the 
classroom. Mr. Ingram reprimanded her with a referral to the office for using profanity and 
leaving before ‘officially’ instructed.  
 I asked Myra what was ‘too distracting’ and ‘inappropriate’ about her shirt. I was looking 
for a verbal response, but she responded physically. She took off her hoody and showed me. She 
had on a spaghetti strap tank top. Her body presented that she was entering puberty and by virtue 
of its U-Neck design, her cleavage was showing. It was hot and there was barely any effective 
air-conditioning in classrooms due to lack of adequate funding and resources given to the school. 
Thus, within the context of the weather in May and school resources, Myra wearing a tank top 
was, indeed, appropriate. However, why did Mr. Ingram render Myra’s shirt as ‘too-distracting’ 
and ‘inappropriate’ for the classroom setting? And, why did a white male teacher disrupt the 
learning of the entire classroom in order to discipline and make a spectacle of a black femme 
seventh-grader for wearing a tank top?  
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 This necessitates us to come to the broader context of how black gxrls in the classroom 
are routinely faced with gendered antiblack violence,2 criminalization (Crenshaw, 2012; Morris, 
M., 2012), hypersexualization, and adultification (Epstein, Blake, & González, 2017; Blake & 
Epstein, 2019). For instance, “Girlhood Interrupted: The Erasure of Black Girls’ Childhood” 
(2017) by the Georgetown Law Center on Poverty and Inequality reveals that in educational 
systems, adults perceive black girls as “less innocent and adult-like [my emphasis]” (p. 1) in 
comparison to their white peers. We see that via age compression, black girls become 
interchangeable with black women (Morris, M., 2016 in Epstein, Blake, & González, 2017, p. 
4). Subsequently, this informs why school and other state forces target black girls with excessive 
surveillance and subject them to “greater use[s] of force,” “harsher penalties” (Epstein, Blake, & 
González, 2017, p. 1) and punitive practices. This predicament of gendered antiblack policing 
mirrors the precise condition that black womxn face in general public spaces across the United 
States (see also: Crenshaw, 2015b). 
 Building on this, the Georgetown Law Center on Poverty and Inequality (2017) 
historicizes their findings. Epstein and colleagues (2017) emphasize that school disciplinary 
practices arise from the period of New World chattel slavery, its historical stereotypes, and 
culturally rooted fantasies of Black girls’ sexualization (p. 5). Slavery and its lasting legacy 
continue to shape the contemporary experiences of black girls in schools; these children are 
perpetually faced with hypersexualization, criminalization and excessive punishment (Epstein, 
Blake, & González, 2017). Even further, Connie Wun’s ethnographic study, “Against Captivity: 
Black Girls and School Discipline Policies in the Afterlife of Slavery” (2015) reveal that based 
on aforementioned factors, school staff and discipline policies position black girls as captive 
                                                
2 See also João Costa Vargas’ discussions of gendered antiblackness in “Gendered Antiblackness and the Impossible 
Brazilian Project: Emerging Critical Black Brazilian Studies” (2012).  
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objects in public schools. Continuing the history of bondage, this is where black girls are under 
constant surveillance and systematically denied access to agency, autonomy, and self-defense 
against varying types of antiblack violence such as gratuitous punishment by school staff and 
additional state forces (Wun, 2015).  
 Furthermore, Monique W. Morris’ article “Race, Gender and the School-to-Prison 
Pipeline” (2012) names some very specific on-the-ground features we see in Myra’s account. 
Morris (2012) reveals that black girls are often times criminalized because of misconceptions of 
sexuality, appearance and manners that school staff project onto their bodies. For example, like 
Myra, black girls are generally reprimanded for supposedly being loud, defiant, precocious, 
unladylike, and promiscuous; wearing revealing clothing; having bad attitudes with loud and 
profane language; and confronting people in positions of authority (Morris, M., 2012). While all 
of these are considered infractions to school policies, being loud and defiant have historically 
been two core strategies for black women and girls’ resistance and resilience to the multi-layered 
forms of oppression such as racism, sexism, classism and objectification (Morris, M., 2012).  
 These research findings enable us to ask: Did the white teacher police Myra in order to 
fulfill his own racial-sexual fantasy of Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirls who need to get 
punished hard for wearing ‘slutty,’‘distracting,’ and ‘inappropriate’ clothing? Was Myra’s tank 
top really ‘too distracting’ and ‘inappropriate’? Or, was the teacher’s inability to suppress his 
desires and projections ‘too distracting’ and ‘inappropriate’? Myra saying ‘fuck you!’ to Mr. 
Ingram and leaving the classroom was resistance to serving as a vessel to his racial-sexual 
fantasies, projections and, resulting, disciplinary punishment.  
 This ‘fuck you!’ part of the interaction is a beautiful moment amidst the terror. This 
beauty lies in Myra’s finesse in flipping-the-script of who is supposed to submit to a symbolic, 
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social or literal fuck in interracial state policing encounters. In this everyday form of employing 
profanity, ‘fuck you!’ means: No, I will not offer you the right to offend, dominate, subdue, or 
master me! Here then, Myra overtly denies him this right to fuck by implying: No you cannot 
fuck me. Instead, her alternative to this routine racial-sexual policing follows in her direct 
statement: ‘fuck you!’ She flips-the-script of the fucking dilemma, if you will, on the symbolic 
and social plane, shifting the maxim to: No, it’s not fuck me, it’s ‘fuck you!’ In the face of erotic 
violence, her rebellious spirit also emerges from her erotic to say that she will not be mastered 
and punished, erotically. She will fight pornographic violence with pornographic violent 
language, also known as profanity. She will fight fire with fire. And, she will refuse acquiescing 
to a policing interaction entangled with elements of coercive Bondage and 
Discipline/Domination and Submission/Sadism and Masochism/Sadomasochism (BDSM).3 This 
story articulates an entanglement of subjection and subjectivity as well as terror and beauty.   
 As scholars who engage Black Feminisms and, at times, combine Afterlife of Slavery 
scholarships,4 educational studies, and carceral studies reveal, Myra’s experience is not an 
anomaly. In fact, her experience represents the myriad forms of sexual, antiblack policing that 
                                                
3 In the abstract sense, I see Sadism (S) as the practice of one receiving sexual gratification or enjoyment via 
inflicting pain on others. And Masochism (M) as the practice of one receiving sexual gratification and enjoyment 
from receiving pain. And Sadomasochism (S/M) as the practice where one enjoys both administering and receiving 
pain. To review a more thorough discussion that interrogates the complexities of these terms, especially concerning 
mutual consent and contracts in sex and pornography to practice S/M versus coercive and pathological modes of 
S/M in everyday life, see Ariane Cruz’s The Color of Kink: Black Women, BDSM, and Pornography (2016). In 
short, in the former, I see the deployment of S/M as a healthy mode of sexual and pornographic practice because of 
the factors of mutual consent and/or contracts. In the latter, I see it as dangerous and deadly because of the factors of 
coercion and obsession beyond un/sub/conscious power.    
4 When using the phrase Afterlife of Slavery scholarships, I am referring to scholars who consider the paradigms of 
Hartman’s (1997) concept of afterlife of slavery, Orlando Patterson’s (1982) ideas of social death, and Sexton’s 
(2011) ideas of black social life and black social death as pivotal to analyzing the historical and contemporary 
formation of black positionality. Typically, this scholarship is referred to as Afro-Pessimism (popularized by Frank 
B. Wilderson) by some in and out of the theoretical field, however, some refute and challenge this categorization 
(e.g. Hartman; Sexton, 2011, 2012; Patterson, O. as cited in Mineo, 2018; etc.). Additionally, this particular 
terminology may invoke readers to displace the utility in its theory, approach the body of scholarship with angst as 
well as negatively stigmatize the theoretical category. Instead, I use Afterlife of Slavery scholarships to refer to this 
theoretical tradition on a more neutral basis. Though I contribute energy towards both building on and destabilizing 
theories within this body of literature, I do hope that using this particular terminology in my own written work 
reserves its theoretical productivity for readers. 
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queer femmes—both children and adults—continue to face since chattel slavery and in its 
afterlife.5 Moreover, Myra’s account serves as an entry point to discuss more spectacular forms 
of this policing that are just as routine as these quotidian moments, its historical linkages, and 
black femmes’ grappling strategies of erotic subjectivity and subversion. With this study’s focus 
on interracial pornography and public school settings in the U.S., the dialectical relationship 
between State antiblack captivity and state forces’ racial-sexual fantasies and projections become 
crystal clear.6 Equally important is the clarity we reach in understanding black femmes 
complicated and dynamic attempts at rattling this system. 
                                                
5 To echo Darieck Scott (2010), I also acknowledge that in Western cultures, blackness is queerness as it embodies 
nonnormative sexuality and sexual practices as well as gender and racial difference (p. 8). I also adopt Sarah Haley’s 
(2016) ideas on black female subjects as defined by white supremacist carceral and medical discourses during Jim 
Crow modernity. These controlling ideologies construct black females as always already the vestibule to queerness 
(p. 5-6). Meaning that, black female bodies function as the defining point of what is queer, non-human, other, 
abnormal, and sexual antinormativity (Haley, 2016, p. 5-6). Additionally, throughout this dissertation, I use black 
women and girls as well as black females when a study or research by another author uses these phrases. This is 
done to maintain the integrity of their message. However, when not referencing someone else’s work, I use the terms 
black queer women and girls and black womxn and gxrls. While not unanimously practiced, it is common in some 
black queer communities to use the “x” in womxn and gxrls to include both queer and non-queer feminine figures. 
Also, I use black queer women and girls and black womxn and gxrls interchangeably because I am choosing not to 
operate within hegemonic intuitive knowledge that assumes cis-heteronormativity as the standard way of being and 
that over-deterministically classifies someone as cisgender and heterosexual if not self-proclaimed or demonstrated 
otherwise. Regarding these terms as synonymous with one another aims to include black feminine communities 
from an array of gender identities, performances, sexualities, and ways of being. In this way, the x is meant to both 
visually disrupt these terms (e.g. black women and girls) and its common sense meanings. I hope that using these 
phrases interchangeably throughout this text encourage the reader to imagine black feminine communities as always 
already beyond a monolith, heteronorm, and a dynamic group of people. Furthermore, I also use black queer 
femmes, black femmes, and black femme-presenting interchangeably to refer to figures who may appear 
stereotypically feminine and/or cisgender. While the outside world may treat them as black and femme, their self-
identification remains expansive. This may include self-identifying as: gender fluid, genderqueer, transgender, non-
genderconforming, nonbinary, and cis as well as sexually fluid, polysexual, pansexual, bisexual, asexual, lesbian, 
heterosexual, and more. Using terms that are both inclusive of queer and non-queer feminine communities enable 
me to consider how across studied sites, some black feminine figures—who may be presumed as stereotypical 
demonstrations of cisgender and heteronormative sexuality—remain elusive about their own particular self-
identification with gender, sex, and sexuality. Thus, I want to control for this ambiguity and leave it open for the 
possibility to live gender and sexuality on a spectrum, regardless of outside stereotypical presumptions. Lastly, when 
necessary to distinguish between age differences of these femmes, I use adult black femmes/black femme adults and 
young black femmes/black femme children. Ultimately, I employ all of the aforementioned phrases to enable me to 
maintain flexibility of gender, sex, and sexuality categories. However, these are in no way definitive terms and 
definitions. They are both debated and celebrated within black queer communities and have no fixed reception 
across identity, politics, generation, and time.  
6 This study acknowledges that general public individuals in the quotidian domain also function as state forces, 
regardless of their non/institutional affiliation (see also: Fanon, 1986 [1967]; Richie, 1996, 2012). This means that 
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 In this way, we learn that black femmes perpetually contend with and employ strategies 
to navigate these unconscious desires that play out on and off the interracial pornographic screen. 
We also learn, and most problematically because of its real-life repercussions, that public school 
sites are not safe, positive and wholesome educational spaces for black gxrls. Instead, public 
schools are highly dangerous places where these young children are subjected to projections of 
racialized pornographic tropes that shape and are shaped by these hostile environments.7 And the 
subsequent material consequences of these racial-sexual fantasies look like black gxrls facing 
harsh school punishment. This is because these tropes and disciplinary treatment serve as violent 
pornographic amusement for the antiblack State and its forces as well as offers them individual 
and collective identity coherence. In other words, femme-presenting children like Myra suffer 
from having to grapple with being symbolically, and at times literally, fucked by these state 
forces because this is how they come to know of themselves as nonblack subjects and extract 
sexual fuel in the process. Professional porn and public schools are just two sites that inform us 
about the social worlds black femmes are forced to navigate and negotiate in larger civil society. 
Therefore, broadly, my work stakes a claim that reaches beyond just the professional 
pornographic screen and public school setting. We are made aware that the fantasies of and 
desires for chattel slavery continue to fuel the libidinal economy8 of policing and detaining black 
femmes across U.S. society.   
                                                                                                                                                       
white and nonblack (as well as black subjects who embody antiblackness) school staff, police, pornographic actors, 
and civilians, etc. are all state forces.  
7 This is common jargon in Critical Black Feminist Porn scholarships to describe tropes that are racialized, 
eroticized, and sexualized for a pornographic purpose on the pornographic screen. But I, of course, apply it to 
everyday spaces as well. 
8 Though this idea is described later in this Introduction, a brief laymen distillation of Afterlife of Slavery 
scholarships’ definition of libidinal economy might be useful. In their blog entry, “A Primer on ‘Libidinal Economy’ 
in Relation to Black Folks (2011), Chico eloquently writes: “But can there be an economy that exchanges something 
other than money or capital? Yes. To understand ‘economy’ as Wilderson and Sexton use it, we have to think of 
economy in a more general way as things of all kinds that we can trade or save. You can accumulate not only cash 
or material items, but also fears and desires. Certain people accumulate more fear (the black athlete) and desire (the 
 
8 
 To echo Genocide scholars, we would be remiss if we did not acknowledge how these 
policing aggressions are only a fraction of the genocide against black communities (W. L. 
Patterson, 1951; James, 1996; Vargas, 2005, 2010). Even further, Black Sexuality Studies 
scholars inform us that pornotroping (Spillers, 1987) or the action of invoking black suffering 
for shocked and aroused viewers is a gendering, racializing, and sexualizing site of violence 
(Spillers, 1987; Weheliye, 2008, 2014). In fact, Critical Black Feminist Porn scholarships9 reveal 
                                                                                                                                                       
blonde cheerleader) than others. The term libidinal economy refers to the systems of exchange and valuation for 
fantasies, desires, fears, aversions, and enjoyment. Economy is about exchange and accumulation. Everyone feels 
fear and aggression, but where is it directed? The libidinal is about both people’s desires, fantasies, and pleasures 
AND their phobias, fears, and violent consumptions. A libidinal economy has to do with which groups a subject is 
attracted to, which groups it is willing to form alliances with, and which people it is willing to provide affection to. 
Where can we see this libidinal economy? How can we illustrate this distinction? The libido is the collection of 
things like phobias and desires that are unconscious and invisible but that have a visible effect on the world, 
including the money economy. Some examples: We see libidinal economies at work any time there is a response by 
state that is out of all proportion to the material effects of any practice they are regulating. [For example,] [t]he USA 
incarcerates three million people, despite the fact that doing so has an adverse impact on US financial security. 
Hence the libidinal economy of the fear of black and brown people (who together comprise the overwhelming 
majority of inmates) trumps the political economy of the cost-benefit analysis of maintaining prisons...” (Chico, 
2011). Finally, I must note that when I employ the phrase racialized pornographic economy of antiblack genocide, I 
consider this as precisely naming the type of libidinal economy at play. Put another way, this is my attempt to 
signify that the libidinal economy of antiblack genocide is a violent racialized, pornographic one. 
9 To echo Jennifer Nash (2014a), while my project is not “unabashedly pro-pornography” (p. 149), I do prioritize 
Critical Black Feminist Porn scholarships to apply another set of logics to read black femmes in interracial 
pornography (see also: Miller-Young, 2013, 2014; Nash, 2014a, 2014b; Cruz, 2013, 2015, 2016). Critical Black 
Feminist Porn scholars do not simply argue for the goodness of pornography; instead, these scholars offer a critical 
investigation into the politics of producing pleasure (Taormino, T., Penly, C., Shimizu, C. P., & Miller-Young, M., 
2013) for black women. These theorists stimulate new ideas on the complexity of porn as a genre, industry and 
sight/site of erotic and sexual pleasure amid structural oppression. Critical Black Feminist Porn scholars 
acknowledge and appreciate feminists in the porn industry and their labor performed in mainstream and 
countercultural porn spaces. Broadly, Critical Black Feminist Porn scholarships reveal how black women’s sexual 
pleasures can be critically understood through a transformative conversion of pro-porn, sex-positivity, sex 
radicalism, and Black Feminisms. Furthermore, they insist that a few Black Feminist scholars enter, intersect and 
depart from the four traditions of feminisms on porn such as anti-porn, pro-porn, sex-radical and feminist-porn-
studies (see: Nash, 2014a; Taormino, T., Penly, C., Shimizu, C. P., & Miller-Young, M., 2013). For Critical Black 
Feminist Porn scholars, they take on political projects that prioritize discussions of Black Feminists texts that move 
beyond the domain of pain, injury, trauma, and recovery. Instead, they simultaneously explore the domain of 
pleasure, power, ecstasy, and freedom of black women’s bodies, sexualities and pornographies (Miller-Young, 
2010; 2014; Musser, 2014a; Taormino, T., Penly, C., Shimizu, C. P., & Miller-Young, M., 2013; Nash, 2014a; 
Brooks, S., 2010; Lindsey, T. B., & Johnson, J. M., 2014; Stallings, 2015; Cruz, 2013; 2016). These Critical Black 
Feminist Porn scholarships do not reject the significant contributions of Black Feminisms that focus on the 
subjection of black feminine figures in representation (Spillers, 1987; Collins, P. H., 2008 [1999] [1990], 2006; 
Carby, 1992; Abrahams, 1998; Collins, L., 2002), visuality and performance (Davis, 1999; Brooks, D., 2006; 
Fleetwood 2011), as well as pornography (Gardener, 1980; Forna, 2001 [1992]; Collins, P. H., 2008 [1999] [1990]; 
Walker, 1971, 1980, 2000). Instead, these scholars consider historical and structural oppressions while also critically 
engaging pornography—and particularly relevant for my study—racialized pornography, as potential sites of 
pleasure, subjectivity and agency for black women.  
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how race, in and of itself, is an erotic project and pornographic fantasy (Nash, 2014a). Taken 
together, we can conclude that antiblack racism is pornographic antiblack racism; thus, antiblack 
genocidal policing violence is nothing other than pornographic antiblack genocidal policing 
violence. It, and the reproduction of these events via material and immaterial means have 
sexually energizing, electrifying and entertaining capacities for violent enactors and uncritical 
viewers.10 For the material domain, this may look like the live enactment of violence as well as 
its reproduction in print, electronic media, online platforms, and so forth. For the immaterial 
domain, this violence may live and reproduce itself in the individual or collective 
un/sub/conscious, imagination, ideology, dialogue, and the like.  
 This is to say that across these vast domains, the genocidal aggressions against black 
femme adults and children serve as masterbatory11 material for the State and its contemporary 
surrogate slavemasters such as antiblack school staff, police and other state forces. Simply put, 
the antiblack State and its agents experience sadistic pleasure (Fanon, 1986 [1967]; Farley, 1997; 
Wilderson, 2010) and perhaps orgasmic relief from the excess (re)production of black suffering. 
This happens on literal and symbolic registers. As I discuss later in chapter 3, in short, I am 
defining the pornographic and pornography as any material or immaterial form that incite erotic 
and sexual titillation for producers, enactors or spectators. Therefore, the gendering, racializing 
and sexualizing site of policing encounters with black femmes do, indeed, serve a pornographic 
                                                
10 See also interesting and relevant discussions from Anthony Paul Farley in “The Black Body as Fetish Object” 
(1997), Jasbir Puar in Terrorist Assemblages: Homonationalism in Queer Times (2017), Stephen F. Eisenman in The 
Abu Ghraib Effect (2010), and Greg Thomas in The Sexual Demon of Colonial Power: Pan-African Embodiment 
and Erotic Schemes of Empire (2007). 
11 In order to emphasize the inextricability of the process of “mastery” and the involvement of someone performing 
either “master” of self or other, I spell “masturbatory,” “masturbation,” and “masturbate,” throughout this 
dissertation, using an “er” as opposed to a “ur” in order to keep the term “master” in tact. I play on the spelling of 
these words in hopes to remind readers of how they are associated with ideas of power, domination, and/or 
discipline, whether it be in the mode of skill proficiency or mode of punishment.   
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purpose, and in fact, function as a type of pornography for state forces and the State itself. (This 
is elaborated on later in chapter 3, “Antiblack Genocide Porn and Its Symbolic Money Shot.”)  
 With this, we learn that in the afterlife of slavery (Hartman, 2007), black womxn and 
gxrls are continuously positioned as the culpable, transgressive, and porn object of captivity by 
the salivating surrogate slavemaster. The ideological, structural and interpersonal antagonism 
that state policing forces perpetuate aim to remind the general public that white/black 
positionality cannot transcend the master/slave ontological relation in U.S. white western civil 
society. As Afterlife of Slavery scholars remind, this fixation pervades, because it offers these 
forces White ontological coherence (Wilderson, 2010), a coherence that depends on sadistic 
aggression (see Fanon cited in Wilderson, 2010) and necrophilia (Wilderson, 2010). These 
qualities are a necessity to structurally position whites as whites and for the broader maintenance 
of civil society (Wilderson, 2010). This is ultimately how the whitened subject achieves sexual 
gratification in the literal and figurative sense. Largely, then, positioning black womxn and 
gxrls—as well as black communities more broadly—as these types of objects of captivity feeds 
the U.S. libidinal economy’s desires for antiblack violence, punishment and power.   
 As Afterlife of Slavery scholarships informs us, the libidinal economy is an economy or 
process that depends on sexuality and the unconscious in attributing, distributing, and arranging 
desire and identification, whether its condensation or displacement (Wilderson, 2010). As Frank 
B. Wilderson and Jared Sexton remind, this economy:  
 
...is linked not only to forms of attraction, affection and alliance, but also to 
aggression, destruction, and the violence of lethal consumption... [Sexton] 
emphasizes that it is ‘the whole structure of psychic and emotional life,’ 
something more than, but inclusive of or traversed by, what Gramsci and other 
marxists call a ‘structure of feeling’; it is ‘a dispensation of energies, concerns, 
points of attention, anxieties, pleasures, appetites, revulsions, and phobias capable 




—Wilderson, 2010, p. 7 
 
In short, the libidinal economy is a circulation, flow, and attribution of desires, fantasies, and 
pleasures as well as fears, phobias and violent consumptions (Wilderson, 2010, 2017; Chico, 
2011). And social subjects are, to name a few, racialized, sexualized, eroticized, and gendered 
according to and by this economy and, consequently, come to constitute a particular social value. 
In the U.S., black/ened subjects accrue the most desire and fear and become repositories for the 
nonblack subject’s fantasies and pleasures as well as phobias and violent consumptions. This 
imaginative distribution and arrangement of value as well as its material world is how the 
nonblack subject comes to identify and position itself in the social order.  
 The nonblack subject, then, prioritizes the debasement of the black/ened subject in order 
to maintain the symbolic value of domination and dominion of black communities. This need to 
uphold the symbolic value of antiblack power also means that the maintenance of the libidinal 
economy of antiblackness trumps the State’s political economy if necessary (Wilderson, 2010, 
2017; Chico, 2011). For example, despite the fact that mass incarceration of black communities 
and the maintenance of U.S. prisons negatively impact the financial security of the State, the 
symbolic value of the containment, captivity, and control of black people is more important 
(Chico, 2011). Here, the State’s libidinal fear of black bodies and lustful interest to demonstrate 
domination of these bodies trumps the political economy and its cost-benefit analysis of the 
prison industrial complex (Chico, 2011).  
 This aspect of prioritizing the maintenance of the libidinal economy over capitalistic 
financial gain is also seen in the instance of the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade. For example, 
Wilderson (2010) cites economic historian David Eltis, to expose that if Europeans would have 
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bought, traded and enslaved other Europeans, they would have made more economic financial 
gain and significantly reduced the costs of settling the New World (Chico, 2011). However, 
because of the symbolic value of owning and trading black bodies, they instead went to Africa 
and stole black bodies to maintain the symbolic value of domination, accumulation, and 
fungibility of the black/ened Other (Wilderson, 2010). As Wilderson (2010) concludes, “...what 
Whites would have gained in economic value, they would have lost in symbolic value; and it is 
the [symbolic value] which structures the libidinal economy of civil society” (p. 15). This 
importance of the symbolic dimension necessitates us to investigate what antiblack genocide 
signifies about State power and what material actions are taken to constitute and reconstitute this 
power. In short, it means that state-sanctioned racial-sexual domination of black communities is 
used to perpetuate this symbolism and libidinal economy. It means that the racialized erotic and 
pornographic violence of these communities is used to fuel and sustain this symbolism and 
economy. It means that the captivity and accumulation as well as killing and fungibility of these 
communities are mechanisms used to produce and reproduce this State domination and its 
libidinal economy of antiblackness. And it is the antiblack subject’s fears, phobias and violent 
consumptions as well as fantasies, pleasures, and desires of the black subject that will continue to 
animate and be animated by this State’s symbolic antiblack power and libidinal economy.    
 Taken together, we learn that the genocidal policing of black femmes and its libidinal 
economy serve a racialized pornographic purpose at every instantiation of structural, 
institutional, systemic, systematic, and interpersonal exchange for nonblack subjects. In addition 
to its titillating capacities, the material and immaterial form of this economy birthed and 
continues to fuel the identity formation of the nonblack U.S. citizen and their State. This 
necessity for individual and collective coherence means that these eroticized elements are 
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unavoidably structured into interracial encounters across historical and contemporary sites. This 
is with intentional or unintentional means as well as with explicit or implicit affect. Largely then, 
genocidal policing feeds the State and its agents’ (unconscious, subconscious, and conscious) 
insatiable appetite for the pain, suffering and death of black womxn and gxrls.  
 Nonetheless, the State and it forces’ attempts at domination and dominion do not go 
uncontested by black femmes. Myra’s account is an example of this. With her insistence on 
wearing what she wants and refusing the white teacher’s orders to leave the classroom on his 
timing, she tells us that she will own her body, take pleasure in wearing tank-tops, and, for those 
who have a problem with it, she will censure them with profanity and eject herself out of their 
presence before any formal referrals could be written. Leaving antiblack teachers like Mr. 
Ingram feeling embarrassed, humiliated, and socially fucked in front of the students and school 
community. Largely, Myra’s reaction was, indeed, self-defense against the teacher’s attempts at 
achieving white ontological coherence, and thus, master/slave power-play that relies on coercive 
BDSM. Myra’s defiance to the white teacher’s sadistic disciplinary punishment was necessary to 
protect herself and challenge these unconscious racialized, pornographic, and necrophilic 
dimensions of policing that black femmes face in low-income public schools, neighborhoods, 
and beyond. The co-constitutive nature of these dimensions typically goes unsaid. And the 
aspects of black femme pleasure and power are also written out of these painful narratives. 
Therefore, the aim of this study is to lay bare what should be plainly spoken and to ensure that a 
narrative of black femmes’ subjection and subjectivity make it into the written and imaginative 
Archive.  
 In doing so, this dissertation juxtaposes scenes of black femmes in hardcore interracial 
pornography and policing interactions. In existing Black Feminisms, Black Sexuality Studies, 
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Genocide, and Afterlife of Slavery (BBGA) scholarships, the simultaneous conversation about 
the racial-sexual, the pornographic, BDSM, and antiblack genocidal policing violence within the 
context of U.S. public schools and slavery’s afterlife is absent. Thus, “Race, Power, and the 
Pornographic” attempts to fill this theoretical gap by asking: (1) What is the relationship between 
adult black femmes’ erotic performances in online interracial role-play pornography and the 
policing of black femme children in public school settings in the United States? (2) More 
pointedly, what can adult black femmes’ schoolgirl porn performances expose about the 
racialized pornographic BDSM structured into genocidal policing violence against black femme 
children in these school sites, and vice-versa? (3) And, finally, what does this circulatory 
reading tell us about the disciplinary structures used to feed the libidinal economy of antiblack 
genocide in broader U.S. society?   
 This dissertation turns to the hardcore pornographic screen to denude how black femmes 
experience pornographic antiblack policing across porn and public school settings in symbolic or 
literal ways. Interracial porn—and its broader sociocultural currency and relevance—illuminates 
how slavery’s lasting legacy feeds, and is fed by, the State and its forces’ racialized pornographic 
desires and fantasies.12 These desires and fantasies simultaneously arise from both the antiblack 
social environment and its actors. This is where we see the perpetual relation between the 
imaginative and the physical constantly fueling each other. The nonblack subject is sexually 
fixated on and desirous of disciplining the black femme subject. This antiblack sexual inclination 
remains one of the unsaid and unconscious forms of ideological validation for their punishment 
and captivity. Simultaneously, the social environment of antiblack genocide continue to create 
and depend on these imaginative and physical features of individual and state processes to 
                                                
12 I am thinking here of Cruz’s (2016) discussion on race-play BDSM pornography and its broader sociocultural 
currency and relevance. 
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consistently position black womxn and gxrls as repositories of the antiblack State and the 
nonblack subjects’ libidinal economy. This is the dialectical relationship between the libidinal 
economy of the State’s genocidal antiblack policing and state forces’ libidinal desires and 
fantasies for this policing.    
 In other words, this is where the State and its forces use policing and confinement as 
vehicles to materialize their impulsive libidinal desires and sadistic pleasures of owning, 
accumulating, and rendering black femme subjects as fungible. It is also a tactic to mediate their 
fears of black femme subjects and their potential disruption to this libidinal order and economy. 
These very same impulses lie at the core of their fabricated reasonings and projections that 
supposedly prove why these femmes deserve policing and confinement. And the genocidal State 
constantly forms, informs, and relies on these politics and practices to sustain itself and its order. 
Meaning that, black femmes need not commit any transgression because they are rendered 
vessels for the white subject and the State’s disposal. We cannot help but be exposed to how the 
State and its forces depend on coercive modes of racialized BDSM to aim for this level of bodily 
dispossession (This idea is further discussed in the “Method & Methodology” section as well as 
throughout the body chapters of this dissertation).  
 Nonetheless, I must make very clear: First, along with Critical Black Feminist Porn 
scholars, I assert that pornography did not create these racial-sexual stories about blackness and 
taboo interracial interactions. However it does, in fact, use these narratives as fodder for sexual 
titillation, amusement, and fantasy fulfillment (Miller-Young, 2014). This means that scenes of 
interracial role-play porn and state violence have an a-causal relation; They symbiotically 
function as political theaters (Miller-Young, 2014) that articulate stories about black femmes’ 
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historical and social worlds. Here then, we gain insight into their experiences at the intersection 
of race, sex, gender and class as well as the erotic and pornographic dimension.  
 Additionally, I do not regard the pornographic, pornography, and BDSM as always 
already having an antagonistic, dangerous, or unproductive affect on black womxn. My 
argument is not concerned with anti-pornography (Walker, 1971, 1980, 1981; Gardener, 1980; 
Teish, 1980; Forna, 2001 [1992]; Lorde, 2007 [1984]; Collins, 2008 [1999] [1990]) and anti-
BDSM (Lorde, 1982; Walker, 1971, 1980) debates that regard these dimensions as monolithic, 
strictly dangerous, or purely bad. While these scholarships make significant contributions to our 
understandings of the pornographic, pornography, and BDSM, I am, instead, interested in seeing 
these as historically complex and dynamic entities that fuel me to think about the pain, pleasure 
and power (Cruz, 2016) producing capacities of pornographic and BDSM content in professional 
porn settings and everyday life. Thus, I predominantly engage the works of Critical Black 
Feminist Porn scholars (Miller-Young, 2010, 2014; Nash, 2014a, 2014b; Cruz, 2013, 2015, 
2016) who discuss them as complicated terrains fraught with contradictions and possibilities.  
 These scholars enter, intersect and depart from the four traditions of feminisms on porn 
(e.g. anti-porn, pro-porn, sex-radical and feminist-porn-studies).13 More than this, Critical Black 
Feminist Porn scholars take on political projects that prioritize discussions of Black Feminist 
texts that move beyond the domain of pain, injury, trauma, and recovery. Instead, they 
simultaneously explore the domain of pleasure, power, ecstasy, and freedom of black women’s 
bodies, sexualities (Brooks, S., 2010) and pornographies (Miller-Young, 2010; 2014; Taormino, 
T., Penly, C., Shimizu, C. P., & Miller-Young, M., 2013; Nash, 2014a; Lindsey, T. B., & 
Johnson, J. M., 2014; Stallings, 2015; Cruz, 2015; 2016). These Critical Black Feminist Porn 
                                                
13 For an elaborated conversation on these four traditions of feminisms, see: Nash, 2014a; Taormino, T., Penly, C., 
Shimizu, C. P., & Miller-Young, M., 2013. 
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scholarships do not reject the significant contributions of Black Feminisms that focus on the 
subjection of black feminine figures in representation (Spillers, 1987; Collins, P. H., 2008 [1999] 
[1990], 2006; Carby, 1992; Abrahams, 1998; Collins, L., 2002), visuality and performance 
(Davis, 1999; Brooks, 2006; Fleetwood 2011), as well as pornography (Gardener, 1980; Forna, 
1992; Collins, P. H., 2008 [1999] [1990]; Walker, 1971, 1980, 2000). Instead, these scholars 
consider historical and structural oppressions while also critically engaging pornography as a 
potential site of pleasure, subjectivity and agency for black womxn. 
 This expansive and multi-dimensional argument that Critical Black Feminist Porn 
scholars make clear in their work is also why I do not invest concerted energy in discussions 
from others on torture porn (Eisenman, 2010; White, 2013 as cited in Cruz, 2016; Kerner, 2015), 
war porn (Baudrillard, 2005; Scranton, 2016), and the like. These conversations often censor the 
socio-political antagonism as dangerous because of the pornographic and/or BDSM element in 
and of themselves, as opposed to the ways in which it is being coercively used by state powers to 
maintain domination and dominion. In other words, they tend to see pornography/BDSM as 
inherently and monolithically a condemnatory media form, genre, and practice. Lastly, these 
discourses often times simply use the language of pornography in a figurative sense. This is 
different than my political project. In short, I declare antiblack genocide is pornography for state 
forces in the literal sense, carefully dissect the racialized pornographic economy that makes this 
so, and simultaneously illuminate the terror and beauty and power black femmes may find in 
grappling with this vexed economy.  
 For example, this is why for Myra’s account, I am interested in illuminating not just that 
she faced racial-sexual humiliation and punishment, but she also flipped-the-script of this 
antagonizing interaction and made the pornographic function in her favor. To go even further 
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than I analyzed above, if the goal was debasement and embarrassment, the white teacher took the 
title. His social power as a (white) teacher was not taken seriously, nor was his orders to dress 
according to his standards that might tame his sexual proclivities. Myra affirmatively exclaimed 
in response, fuck you! She dismissed him and the social power he thought he had. She also, 
essentially, told him to go fuck himself instead of attempting to socially fuck her. With this, she 
refused to adapt and overcompensate for his violent pornification of black children’s bodies. Mr. 
Ingram’s attempt at redeeming his power was writing her a referral that which she left before he 
could formally do.  
 Based on my own experiences of seeing similar encounters growing up while at this 
school, I would imagine that he only had a few options to navigate the remaining scene. If he did 
not resort to physical violence or bring the security guards to do so, some of his possible 
strategies may have included: finishing the write-up of the formal referral; sulking quietly in his 
embarrassment; becoming nervous and fearful that other black students would rebel in the spirit 
of others like Myra; punishing the rest of the remaining students with more assignments or 
academic labor; and/or attempting to move forward with the lesson plan for the sake of 
professionalism. In any direction of possibilities, it sounds like Myra may have rattled his sense 
of power and confidence as an authority figure and (white) teacher. She also presented us with 
the extent at which she goes to protect her pleasures in dress and style. In the end, Myra 
informed us that she will not allow anyone to dictate her fashion choices and self-fashioning. 
This is the subjection and subjectivity embedded in Myra’s story and these dimensions similarly 
emerge in the two scenes of study such as Skin Diamond’s schoolgirl performance and Shakara’s 
school policing encounter in South Carolina.14 (These are two scenes I detail below and closely 
                                                
14 Shakara’s last name was not released in public online records. Thus, throughout this dissertation, I refer to this 
student by her first name: Shakara.   
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examine and analyze throughout each body chapter.) While Myra, Skin, Shakara and other black 
femmes alike may not make a fundamental shift to antiblack structural antagonisms, they 
certainly rattle them. And, in so doing, they enable us to map distinctions between coercive and 
violent versus consensual and playful deployments of (racialized) pornography and the 
(racialized) pornographic. We are also exposed to the moments these distinctions are not so clear 
where symbolic racialized pornographic violence may happen on screen and symbolic and literal 
forms of this violence may happen off-screen in everyday life.           
 Despite this ambiguity, my research project makes the underlying presumption that the 
existence of pornographic and BDSM components become particularly violent and violating 
when fused with real-life gendered antiblackness and genocidal violence such as policing and 
captivity. (It can become dangerous with others, but my focus is here.) While I do offer attention 
to how black womxn play with these narratives and representations in pornography, I offer 
slightly more attention to what their sexy, provocative, and pornographic performances can teach 
us about the libidinal economy of state violence against black femmes in everyday life. (This is 
because I am a bit more concerned with how the latter presents us with real life-or-death 
dilemmas.)  Nonetheless, I make a commitment to seeing, reading, and acknowledging black 
femmes’ subjectivity and power amid structural violence across professional porn and public 
schools.   
 Therefore, my project aims to employ what I call, racialized BDSM pornographics as a 
critical hermeneutic tool to read across these political theaters. Because this tool is elaborately 
described in the Methodology section below, I will describe it briefly here. In short, racialized 
BDSM pornographics is a critical reading practice to analyze interracial encounters across porn 
and school sites. First, this method is informed by Jennifer Nash (2014a) and Ariane Cruz’s 
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(2016) definitions of racialized pornography and race-play BDSM, respectively. I want to state 
clearly that they do not address these as reading methods, but instead genres within the porn 
industry. Nonetheless, these genres hold great amounts of sociocultural currency and relevance 
beyond the pornographic screen (Cruz, 2016). Thus, we can use their definitions to carefully read 
the unsaid and unconscious racialized, BDSM, and pornographic content structured into black 
femmes’ interracial encounters in porn and school settings. Second, Nash and Cruz’s critical 
reading methods of racial iconography (Nash, 2014a) (a tool to read for black womxn’s ecstasy 
as opposed to injury) and the politics of perversion (Cruz, 2016) (a queering tool to read sexual 
deviance and kink as a black feminist choice) enable racialized BDSM pornographics, as a 
critical hermeneutic tool, to consider black femmes’ theatrical or everyday performances as 
complex and contradictory sites of injury, ecstasy, and power. 
 Ultimately, with this reading practice, we are able to directly and explicitly discuss the 
genocidal policing of black femmes as a hardcore racialized pornographic violence and name 
their strategies for subjectivity. This state violence is both a historical and contemporary 
phenomena that depends on coercive BDSM, and so we see black femmes reject or toy with 
these elements to perform, or at least make attempts at, the usurpation of power. Along with 
racialized BDSM pornographics and Critical Black Feminist Porn scholarships that inform this 
tool, offering a circulatory reading of professional hardcore porn videos and state encounters 
reveal that using raw and hardcore grammar is imperative to exposing this unconscious 
racialized pornographic and violent domain and attempts at its disruption. This approach enables 
us to learn of the insidious ways that these unsaid features are structured into interracial state 
encounters and the ultimate genocide of black communities and their grappling strategies.  
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 Even further, if anti/blackness functions at the genital level as Black Sexuality Studies 
scholars (Fanon, 1986 [1967]; Scott, 2010) insist, it requires us to turn to sites where we can see 
genitals and genital relations in plain sight. It is here that we get to read into the ways that sexual 
acts gesture to social meaning, power relations and structures and vice versa. As Wilderson 
(2010) remind, the symbolic value of the libidinal economy of antiblackness is significant to the 
maintenance of civil society. Thus, turning to theatrical stagings of hardcore pornography are of 
utmost importance to unambiguously explore and analyze what happens at the literal, gestural, or 
symbolic genital level in interracial policing encounters with black femmes. In turn, we see how 
vestiges of these policing narratives lie in the subtext of interracial porn performances. This 
happens across sites because of the un/sub/conscious interest to sustain a coherent civil society. 
Simultaneously, in the second register of racialized BDSM pornographics, we also see how these 
juxtaposed texts illuminate black femmes exercising erotic subjectivity and subversion to play 
with, reject, or transform these narratives across porn and school settings. In the process, both 
spaces become complicated sites of injury and suffering as well as pleasure and capability.   
 To examine these intricacies, this dissertation first opens with detailed scene descriptions 
of interracial role-play porn and school campus events. I present a series of two vignettes 
reconstructed from Internet pornography, online videos and articles, social media posts, and/or 
legal and court records. Specifically, drawing upon these primary and secondary sources, chapter 
1 juxtaposes Skin’s interracial role-play scene, one that, I argue, implicitly and unconsciously 
plays with race and BDSM, to Shakara’s violent state encounter at Spring Valley High School in 
South Carolina. In the former scene, Skin plays as the Naughty Schoolgirl who is constantly 
being held captive in detention because of her slutty uniform and finally exacts revenge by 
vandalizing the classroom. For this, she is punished by getting fucked hard by her white male 
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teacher in detention. However, Skin also teaches him a lesson with a hardcore fuck in return. The 
second scene narrates the viral 2015 case of Shakara who is brutally arrested by a white male 
police officer for alleged cellphone and off-task activities in a public high school classroom. 
Along with another black femme-presenting teenager, Niya Kenny, who protests this violence, 
she is held in custody and faces legal charges. Eventually, both are released and charges are 
dropped. Inspired by her experiences, Kenny joins a social justice organization to continue 
fighting school policing violence against black gxrls across the U.S.   
 Pairing these scenes prime readers to visualize the analogies and divergences in 
per/forming the racialized pornographic trope, that I name, “The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl” in professional porn and public school settings. In order to dissect these elements, 
chapters 2, 3, and 4 cover and take on the corresponding themes and camera angles: Racialized 
Porntrope Formation, Antiblack Genocide Porn and Its Symbolic Money Shot, and Erotic 
Masters Doing Erotic Mastery. Each thematic camera angle and chapter uses visual, discursive, 
and textual analysis to close read the two vignettes under study. I carefully excavate the mutually 
constitutive racialized, pornographic and BDSM dimensions structured into interracial 
pornography and policing encounters. In the same breath, I explore how black femmes use erotic 
subjectivity and subversion to resist genocidal state politics, punishment and captivity. Taking all 
of this into account, the concluding chapter offers a closing meditation on the urgent necessity to 
retreat from antiblack integrationist territory that rely on coercive, racialized pornographic 
BDSM to affirming black autonomous spaces.15 (See the “Major Theoretical Argument & 
Chapter Breakdown” in this Introduction for a detailed chapter outline.)  
                                                
15 I am thinking here of Sexton’s conversation on the affirmation of blackness in “The Social Life of Social Death” 
(2011). Here, he states: “...Lewis Gordon’s sustained engagement finds Fanon situated in an ethical stance grounded 
in the affirmation of blackness [my emphasis] in the historic antiblack world. In a response to the discourse of 
multiracialism emergent in the late twentieth-century United States, for instance, Gordon writes, following Fanon, 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW: Black Feminisms and Afterlife of Slavery Scholarships on 
Antiblack Policing, Punishment and Captivity  
 
 This section does not seek to offer an all-encompassing exploration of Black Feminisms 
and Afterlife of Slavery scholarships. Instead, it summarizes some basic theoretical conclusions 
of key texts and points to a few crucial quotes. Afterlife of Slavery scholarships enable my 
project to situate interracial pornography and policing violence of black femmes within the 
context of historical modes of state power, punishment, and antiblack enslavement. They lay a 
theoretical foundation to understand the social and political formation of anti/blackness and its 
libidinal economy during New World chattel slavery and its afterlife.  
 Ultimately, these scholarships encourage my work to operate within the presumption that 
fabrications of white master/black slave ontologies and its meta-narrative unavoidably structure 
itself into interracial encounters across time, space and place. Furthermore, scholars who engage 
Black Feminisms and, at times, combine Afterlife of Slavery scholarships, educational studies, 
and carceral studies enable us to further explicate the lasting legacy of slavery on the policing, 




                                                                                                                                                       
that ‘there is no way to reject the thesis that there is something wrong with being black beyond the willingness to 
‘be’ black – in terms of convenient fads of playing blackness, but in paying the costs of antiblackness on a global 
scale. Against the raceless credo, then, racism cannot be rejected without a dialectic in which humanity experiences 
a blackened world’ (Gordon 1997: 67). What is this willingness to ‘be’ black, of choosing to be black affirmatively 
rather than reluctantly, that Gordon finds as the key ethical moment in Fanon?” (Sexton, 2011, p. 25-26). In this 
way, I am positing to choose black autonomous spaces affirmatively as opposed to reluctantly as a means of black 




A. Afterlife of Slavery Scholarships: Anti/Blackness as Structural Antagonism During Slavery 
and its Afterlife  
 
 Canonical to Afterlife of Slavery scholarships, Saidiya Hartman’s Lose Your Mother: A 
Journey Along the Atlantic Slave Route (2007) is foundational to how my study situates the 
impact of chattel slavery and its lasting legacy on interracial relations. Hartman (2007) explains 
that the skewed life chances, limited access to health and education, incarceration, and 
impoverishment of black communities are all markers of the afterlife of slavery (p. 6). It is this 
afterlife of slavery that requires an investigation into conditions of post-emancipation society and 
fundamental questions undergirding the structural conditions of anti/blackness in contemporary 
United States and beyond.  
 In another canonical text of Hartman’s, Scenes of Subjection: Terror, Slavery, and Self-
Making in Nineteenth-Century America (1997) illuminates how this condition of slavery’s 
afterlife can only be critically explored by first understanding the historical constructions of the 
black captive and slave as well as the white captor and enslaver. These conceptions are 
inextricable to formations of blackness, antiblackness, and thus, whiteness. To explore these 
dynamics we must start with acknowledging that, in contrary to common presumptions, the 
exploitation of slave labor was actually peripheral to the juridical structure of slavery. Instead, 
the racialized libidinal economy was of more importance because it offered a recognizable white 
self in the personal, socio-political, and legal realms. 
 Thus, the fungibility and interchangeability of the black captive as a dispossessed body, 
commodity, and legal property was core to slavery as an institution (Hartman, 1997). This 
replaceability and interchangeability rendered the slave subject an abstract and empty vessel 
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vulnerable to the slaveholder’s projections of feelings, ideas, desires, and values (Hartman, 1997; 
see also: Marshall, 2012). Integral to the slaveholder’s identity and obsession with power and 
dominion, the captive body signified an external object, person, and surrogate to the master’s 
body. This meant that “while the beaten and mutilated body presumably establishes the brute 
materiality of existence, the materiality of suffering regularly eludes (re)cognition by virtue of 
the body’s being replaced by other signs of value, as well as other bodies” (Hartman, 1997, p. 
21).   
 Marked by a racial calculus and political arithmetic entrenched centuries ago, as 
Hartman (2007) contends, the black body remains a vessel for the social and political antagonism 
as well as the materiality of antiblackness to thrive. Whereas the black subject is coerced into 
knowing of its positionality via its subjection and suffering, the white and nonblack subject 
knows of its positionality by coercing and debasing the black subject. It is in this fabricated 
notion of ontologies that the white and nonblack subject perpetually finds pleasure and 
enjoyment in the act, display, representation, and circulating imagery of their opposition to the 
black body. This signification to, particularly, white domination and dominion is what offers, as 
Frank B. Wilderson (2010) terms, White ontological coherence. In other words, the libidinal 
economy of violence against the black body is a means to manufacture a comprehensible white 
self across personal and socio-political spheres and maintain civil society. It is a self that 
necessitates necrophilia and sadistic aggression (Wilderson, 2010). Largely, the white subject 
constructs the law to validate its means and ultimately uses antiblack violence to reserve its 
structural positionality as the white (Wilderson, 2010). 
 In order to reproduce the historical order of white master/black slave ontology, as 
Hartman (2007) reminds, the condition of black debasement that manifests in skewed life 
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chances, limited access to health and education, incarceration, and impoverishment remain 
foundational to the social, political, and legal structure of modern U.S white civil society. This 
means that black communities are continuously reminded of their modern ranking of life and 
worth. At this very core and existence of anti/blackness is that black positionality, as Hartman, 
Wilderson (2010), Jared Sexton (2011) and others suggest, fundamentally operates in its 
historical vulnerability to poverty, rape, torture, death, culpability, captivity, and fungibility.  
 Furthermore, other Afterlife of Slavery scholarships like Sexton’s “The Social Life of 
Social Death: On Afro-Pessimism and Black Optimism” (2011) builds on some of Hartman’s 
(1997; 2007; 2008) work as well as Orlando Patterson’s (1982) social study that conceptualizes 
how the institution of chattel slavery subjected the enslaved black subject to a state of social 
death and liminality. Within this context, Sexton (2011) posits black social death and black 
social life as conceptual tools to think through the construction of black positionality and 
antiblackness in the afterlife of slavery—as economic value, political category, legal right, 
cultural practice, and lived experience.  
 The contentious relation between slavery and freedom, Sexton (2010) argues, is 
analogous to the contentious relation between black social death and black social life in post-
emancipation society. These loci of blackness and antiblackness are both one in the same. Racial 
subjugation and the construction of black identity during slavery and its afterlife operate beyond 
interpersonal exchange. Instead, black positionality is an ontological paradigm, organizing 
principle and structural antagonism—one of both vulnerability and fungibility—that is 
irreconcilable in U.S. white civil society. This renders nonblack and black relations to function 
as a seemingly perpetual master/slave ontology (Sexton, 2011; see also: Hartman & Wilderson, 
2003; Wilderson, 2010; Marshall, 2012; Sharpe, 2017). 
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 This is where (re)inscriptions of white/black ontologies follow: black as slave/non-human 
subjected to gratuitous violence and white as settler/master/human who inflicts gratuitous 
violence (Hartman & Wilderson, 2003). As Hartman and Wilderson (2003) suggests, this 
(re)inscription causes for the displacement of culpability onto blackness, that in turn enables 
white innocence. From this perspective, blackness is a transgression and culpable agent within 
itself (Hartman & Wilderson, 2003). Thus, the black subject continues to function as an external 
vessel for the white subject to manufacture their own sense of internal power and truth (Hartman, 
1997). Echoing Hartman (1997), this feeds the sadistic pleasure and enjoyment of possessing the 
black/slave property, its fungibility, and its suffering. In this way, blackness is subject to 
gratuitous violence with or without needing to commit any transgression. The positionality of 
blackness, here as synonymous with antiblackness, is rendered fuel for the State’s libidinal 
economy. Ultimately, then, the white subject’s racialized and eroticized economy of 
antiblackness creates and sustains the U.S. white settler-colonial state.  
 
B. School and Policing Violence: Black Feminisms and Afterlife of Slavery Scholarships on the 
Punishment and Captivity of Black Womxn and Gxrls in Slavery’s Afterlife  
  
 Scholars who engage Black Feminisms and, at times, combine Afterlife of Slavery 
scholarships, educational studies, and carceral studies enable us to further explicate the policing, 
punishment and captivity of black womxn and gxrls in schools and larger U.S. society. As we 
briefly explored at the opening of this dissertation, black gxrls are rendered interchangeable with 
black womxn, thus, this section discusses the conditions of both age groups. Firstly, a key legal 
scholar and theorist in Black Feminisms and carceral studies, Kimberlé Crenshaw elucidates the 
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pervasive policing and killing of black womxn and gxrls in the U.S. Although she does not 
specifically engage Afterlife of Slavery scholarships, her findings reiterate similar points made 
within this theoretical tradition, which is that state violence and death is a condition of black 
positionality. For example, in her article “Say Her Name: Resisting Police Brutality Against 
Black Women” (2015b) Crenshaw reveals that 2014 and 2015 marked the increase of unjust 
police brutality and killings of black women, girls, and non-genderconforming groups. To name 
a few, in 2014 black women such as Gabriella Nevarez, Aura Rosser, Michelle Cusseaux, 
Tanisha Anderson, and Sheneque Proctor were killed by police. By 2015, the lives and bodies of 
black feminine communities killed by police officers extended to others such as Alexia Christian, 
Meagan Hockaday, Janisha Fonville, Natasha McKenna, Mya Hall, and much more.  
 Of all of these murders by police officers, law enforcement officials were not held 
accountable, punished or charged for these deaths. In fact, many officers were given impunity for 
these crimes. These killings represent the various ways in which black queer women and girls are 
over-policed and under-protected by the State and law enforcement policies, agencies and 
officials (Crenshaw, 2015b). Building on this, Crenshaw also draws on educational studies in her 
article “The Girls Obama Forgot” (2014) to illuminate specificities of this particular dilemma for 
black girls in public schools and beyond. Crenshaw (2014) tells us that black girls face the 
highest levels of school suspension of any girls, experience domestic and sexual violence, are 
more likely than any other girls to be forced into child welfare and juvenile justice systems, and, 
ultimately, more likely to die violently (p. 2). The disparities among girls of different races are at 
times more than that of boys (Crenshaw, 2014, p. 2). To reiterate, although she does not 
specifically engage Afterlife of Slavery scholarships, Crenshaw’s (2014) findings echo similar 
points made within this theoretical tradition, which is that state violence and death is a condition 
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of black positionality. And, this structural condition of antiblackness plagues the daily lives of 
black gxrls in public schools and beyond.  
  Moreover, as discussed at the beginning of this Introduction chapter, Monique W. Morris  
(2012) also offers analysis to the condition of black girls in schools. Drawing on Black 
Feminisms, educational studies, and carceral studies, Morris (2012) reveals that black girls are 
often times criminalized because of misconceptions of sexuality, appearance and manners that 
school staff project onto their bodies. For example, black girls are generally reprimanded for 
supposedly being promiscuous, wearing revealing clothing, having bad attitudes with loud and 
profane language, and confronting people in positions of authority (Morris, M., 2012, p. 9).16 
Other researchers have added loud, defiant, precocious, and unladylike (Morris, E., 2007; see 
also in Morris, M., 2012, p. 5) as well as talking back (Sharma 2013; Wun, 2015) to this—
truncated—list of behaviors that are subjectively determined worthy of reprimand (Morris, 2012, 
p. 5). While all of these are considered infractions to school policies, being loud and defiant have 
historically been two core strategies for black women and girls’ resistance and resilience to the 
multi-layered forms of oppression such as racism, sexism, classism and objectification (Morris, 
M., 2012).17 
 Even further, “Girlhood Interrupted” (2017) by the Georgetown Law Center on Poverty 
and Inequality contributes to this discussion in Black Feminisms and educational studies. To 
restate, this article informs us that much of the school and state policing of black girls emerge 
from a process called adultification. This study reveals that in educational systems, adults 
perceive black girls as less innocent and adult-like (p. 1) in comparison to their white peers. In 
fact, compared to white girls of the same age, survey participants believed that presumably black 
                                                
16 See also: Lerner, 1972; Blake, et al., 2011. 
17 See also: Davis, 1981; Lerner, 1972; Morris, E. W., 2007; Blake, et al., 2011. 
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girls need: less nurturing, less protection, to be supported less, and to be comforted less (p. 1). 
Additionally, survey results exposed how black girls are assumed to be more independent, know 
more about adult topics, and know more about sex (p. 1). These assumptions are projected onto 
black femmes’ bodies as early as 5-years-old and grow out of the period of enslavement as well 
as its historical stereotypes of the Sapphire, Jezebel, Mammy, and so forth (Epstein, Blake, & 
González, 2017).18  
 Although “Girlhood Interrupted” (2017) does not engage Afterlife of Slavery 
scholarships, it does, indeed, reveal a strong correlation between this history and the 
adultification of black girls by school staff and police. Specifically, the legacy of slavery shapes 
the process of age compression where black girls become interchangeable with black women 
(Morris, M., 2016 in Epstein, Blake, & González, 2017, p. 4). Subsequently, this informs why 
these and other state forces target black girls with excessive surveillance and subject them to 
greater uses of force, harsher penalties and punitive practices (Epstein, Blake, & González, 
2017, p. 1). This predicament mirrors historical and contemporary forms of gendered antiblack 
policing that black womxn face in general spaces across the United States. Largely, Epstein and 
colleagues (2017) accentuate the fact that these disciplinary practices arise from culturally rooted 
fantasies of Black girls’ sexualization (p. 5). Chattel slavery, its legacy and historical stereotypes 
continue to have real-life consequences for black girls today (p. 5). These consequences look like 
                                                
18 This is similar to conversations in Patricia Hill Collins’ key text, Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, 
Consciousness, and the Politics of Empowerment (2008 [1999] [1990]). Black Feminist Thought explores the 
historical relationship amongst controlling images of black women (e.g., mammies, matriarchs, jezebels, welfare 
recipients, hot mommas, etc.), their presumed sexual deviancy, and New World chattel slavery. Collins (2008 [1999] 
[1990]) illuminates how controlling images and myths continue to work as visual and ideological justifications to 
maintain black women social and sexual subordination. Collins and other Black Feminist scholars contend that these 
types of representations serve to uphold dominant elite white male power, regimes, social structures and 
interpersonal interests (see also: Spillers, 1987; Carby, 1992; Roberts, 1997; Abrahams, 1998; White, 1999; Collins, 
L., 2002; Collins, P. H., 2006).  
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the adultification and hypersexualization as well as criminalization and excessive punishment of 
these children (Epstein, Blake, & González, 2017). 
 Furthering these discussions on black girls, school punishment, and policing, Connie 
Wun’s (2015) ethnographic study explores these dynamics within the larger structure of 
carcerality, antiblackness, and the afterlife of slavery. To remind, her article, “Against Captivity” 
(2015) engages Black Feminisms, Afterlife of Slavery scholarships, educational studies, and 
carceral studies to demonstrate how varying methods of school discipline function as apparatuses 
that subject black girls to continuous and involuntary surveillance and control by school staff. 
This article is a qualitative study about black girls’ experiences with school discipline in a 
Northern California public high school.  
 Wun (2015) reveals that continuing the legacy of slavery, school staff and discipline 
policies position black girls as captive objects. They are under constant surveillance and 
systematically denied access to agency, autonomy, and self-defense against varying types of 
antiblack violence such as gratuitous punishment by school staff. This research focuses on school 
discipline and educational reform to highlight how black girls’ so-called deviant behavior is 
actually a reaction to interpersonal and structural oppression in these spaces and beyond. Thus, 
the “more deviant, more defiant, and more disobedient” (Wun, 2015, p. 22) behavior black girls 
express, the more they should be encouraged to challenge captivity and object formation in the 
school setting and the policies used to reinforce this violence.  
 Broadly, scholarships similar to Wun’s (2015) reveal that school discipline and its policies 
are structured to funnel youth into prisons and create highly unsafe environments for black 
students in the afterlife of slavery (Dumas, 2014, 2016; Dumas & ross, 2016; Shange, 2019). 
These conditions of antiblackness produce and rely on black suffering to sustain the power of 
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various white-dominated social spheres and institutions (Wilderson, 2010; Wun, 2014, 2015, 
2016; Dumas, 2014, 2016; Dumas & ross, 2016). For black womxn and gxrls, often times their 
suffering emerges from being criminalized, brutalized and killed for their, supposedly, over-
sexual, promiscuous, loud, deviant and defiant behavior.19 They are positioned as captive objects 
for these very same reasons (Wun, 2015). State forces’ projections onto, and I add longings for, 
the black femme body undergird policing violence of these womxn and gxrls in public schools 
and general public spaces (see also: Epstein, Blake, & González, 2017; Blake & Epstein, 2019). 
These are, without a doubt, fictions that emerge from racial-sexual desires of both the antiblack 
subject and the State (a point that is further explicated in the body chapters).20 These 
presumptions about black femininity, then, serve as ideological validation for disciplinary 
torture, captivity, and murder of these communities. 
 
III. THEORY: BBGA Scholarships: Antiblack Policing, Captivity and Ultimate Genocide 
as Racialized Pornographic Structural Violence 
 
A. Genocide Scholarships: Antiblack Racism, Mass Killings, and Police Violence Adds to the 
Calculation of Genocide Against Black Communities 
 
 Although aforementioned scholars in Black Feminisms and Afterlife of Slavery 
scholarships do not engage Genocide scholarships, their findings when placed in conversation 
                                                
19 For general discussion on antiblack racist presumptions and resulting violence against black bodies, see also: 
Patterson, W. L., 1951; Hartman, 1997, 2007, 2008; Moten, 2003; Vargas, 2010; Sexton, 2010, 2011; Wilderson, 
2010; Dumas & ross, 2016. For particular discussion on these issues for black womxn and gxrls, see also: Hartman, 
1997, 2007, 2008; James, 1996, 1999; Roberts, 1997; Morris, E. W., 2007; Morris, M., 2012; Richie, 1996, 2012; 
Crenshaw, 2012, 2015a, 2015b; Miller-Young, 2014; Wun, 2014, 2015, 2016.  
20 See Fanon (1986 [1967]) for antiblackness/negrophobia that emerges from white racial-sexual desires.  
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with this theoretical tradition do indeed reveal the ways that school, police, and state violence of 
black womxn and gxrls add to the calculation of genocide. In fact, combining Black Feminisms, 
Genocide, and Afterlife of Slavery scholarships reveal how these demonstrations of gratuitous 
violence serve to sustain the historical order of white master/black slave ontology. To echo 
Hartman (1997), these displays of mastery depend on obliterating exercises of power, displays of 
power, and representing power. This violence against black communities, and particularly here, 
black womxn and gxrls, remain foundational to the socio-political, legal, and capitalistic 
structure of modern U.S white civil society.  
 This society, then, continues to depend on the white subject/slaveholder’s dominion and 
the black subject/captive’s abasement. This representation of power fuels the reproduction of 
domination and remains equivalent to the necessity of the legal title of black positionality or 
slave property. Additionally, we would be remiss if we did not acknowledge how chattel slavery 
embodied descriptors that William L. Patterson and colleagues (1951) deemed as proof of 
genocide (e.g. lynching, mental harm, sexual exploitation, and killing, just to name a few). Thus, 
as an economic, legal, and socio-political structure intended to destroy, in whole or in part, black 
enslavement was, indeed, antiblack and genocidal. Thus, this legacy continues. Largely, my 
study situates black femmes’ interracial state encounters in porn and school settings within this 
broader context of antiblack policing, captivity, and ultimate genocide. Combining these 
theoretical traditions allow us to acknowledge how the—literal, symbolic or gestural—policing 
violence against black womxn and gxrls indicates that government-supported genocide of black 
communities persist since the period of enslavement. 
 Let us turn to some foundational scholars who consider the perpetual policing and killing 
of black people as evidence of the U.S. as an antiblack and genocidal state territory. For 
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example, W. L. Patterson (1951), Joy James (1996), and João Costa Vargas (2005; 2010) argue 
that genocide is, indeed, a structural antagonism against black communities in the U.S. (and 
beyond) as well as upheld by socio-political and legal forces. Firstly, W. L. Patterson and the 
Civil Rights Congress states in their 1951 petition titled, We Charge Genocide: The Historic 
Petition to the United Nations for Relief From a Crime of the United States Government Against 
the Negro People: 
 
... It is sometimes incorrectly thought that genocide means the complete and 
definitive destruction of a race or people. The Genocide Convention, however, 
adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations on December 9, 1948, 
defines genocide as any killings on the basis of race, or, in its specific words, as 
‘killing members of the group.’ Any intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a 
national, racial, ethnic or religious group... [and] ‘causing serious bodily or mental 
harm to members of the group’ is genocide....  
 
—Patterson, W. L., 1951, p. xi-xiii 
 
 
Largely, Patterson and his colleagues (1951) assert how the pattern of lynching, police brutality, 
mental harm, sexual exploitation, killing of, and war on the black body are, indeed, collateral 
damage and acts of “government-directed and sanctioned genocide” (p. 10).21    
 Furthermore, James (1996), who theorizes in Radical Black Feminisms and Genocide 
scholarships, explains the importance of acknowledging that, in fact, white supremacy, racism, 
and genocide are inextricably connected. In Resisting State Violence: Radicalism, Gender, and 
Race in U.S. Culture (1996), she insists that speaking in semi-illiteracy prevents the dominant 
discourse on race to specifically name this precise relation. James (1996) eloquently states: 
“Language often mystifies racism to disconnect it from institutional white supremacy and 
genocide and privatizes it as personal behavior and speech. How we talk about racism, however, 
                                                
21 See also interesting discussions that track some of W. L. Patterson and colleagues’ efforts to fight against 
genocide in Carol Anderson’s Eyes Off the Prize: The United Nations and the African American Struggle for Human 
Rights, 1944-1955 (2009).  
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determines what we say and do about genocide” (p. 46). Meaning that, if racism is 
conceptualized and talked about in public discourse as something of the past as well as apart 
from racist state policies, the discussion of genocide, and particularly of black people, follows 
this disavowal. Largely, James (1996) encourages us to think about how white supremacy—in 
both social and institutional contexts—antiblack racism, and genocidal politics are embedded in 
the linguistic, legal, and societal fabrics of the U.S.  
 Building on this, Vargas’ Never Meant to Survive: Genocide and Utopias in Black 
Diaspora Communities (2010) further elaborates on the diabolical nature of the States’ (both 
U.S. and Brazil’s) orchestrated genocide against black communities. Drawing from Patterson, 
James, Raphäel Lemkin, and Ward Churchill’s22 initial theorizations of genocide, this text 
further elaborates on antiblack genocide and how it functions as a structural antagonism. 
Moreover, Vargas (2010) contends that discourses and discursive silences about antiblack 
genocide—and the hesitance to proclaim it as such—maintain and sustain the systemization of 
premature black death and killing. More specifically, mass incarceration, police brutality, high 
infant mortality, discriminatory medical facilities and treatment, lack of adequate educational 
systems, few economic opportunities, control of black reproductive rights, fertility and 
sterilization, hypersegregation of black neighborhoods, poverty, everyday violence in the inner-




                                                




B. Black Sexuality Studies & Critical Black Feminist Porn Scholarships: Antiblack Racism, 
Violence and Death as Erotic, Sexual, and Pornographic 
 
 
 Even further, Black Sexuality Studies and Critical Black Feminist Porn scholarships 
enable us to conclude that these structural conditions of anti/blackness are entangled with 
violence as well as the erotic, sexual, and pornographic. In fact, they tell us that race in and of 
itself is an erotic project and pornographic fantasy (Nash, 2014a). This is to say that however 
subtle, all of these elements are unavoidably structured into black femmes’ interracial encounters 
across everyday settings. Furthermore, then, taking what we know from the cumulation of Black 
Feminisms, Black Sexuality Studies, Genocide, and Afterlife of Slavery (BBGA) scholarships, 
we may think of antiblack racism as always already a pornographic antiblack racism. 
Subsequently, antiblack policing, captivity and ultimate genocide function as forms of racialized 
pornographic structural violences. State forces in the contemporary moment continue to depend 
on these politics. They are able to feed their insatiable erotic desires for New World chattel 
slavery and its lasting legacy of deeming black communities as property and, thus, things to be 
consumed,23 mastered and possessed via bondage. All of this allows them to sustain a fabricated 
sense of self, state power and—although not the focus of this discussion, but an unavoidably 
fundamental feature—capitalism. 
 Broadly, Black Sexuality Studies and Critical Black Feminist Porn scholarships 
illuminate how interracial relations, however explicit or implicit, are also sexual relations. Let us 
first come to early canonical discussions by Frantz Fanon in Black Skin, White Masks (1986 
[1967]). Here, Fanon reminds us that antiblackness or in his terms, negrophobia, is inherently a 
                                                
23 See also interesting discussions on the consumption of black bodies in Vincent Woodard’s The Delectable Negro: 
Human Consumption and Homoeroticism Within U.S. Slave Culture (2014) and bell hooks,’ “Eating the Other: 
Desire and Resistance,” (pp. 21-39) in Black Looks: Race and Representation (1992). 
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racialized libidinal economy. Fanon (1986 [1967]) states that the: “Negrophobic woman is in fact 
nothing but a putative sexual partner—just as the Negrophobic man is a repressed homosexual. 
In relation to the Negro, everything takes place on the genital level” (p. 156-157). Moving 
Fanon’s analysis beyond a presumed hetero/homo/normative relation, we can conclude more 
generally that the negrophobe/antiblack subject, regardless of gender performance, is nothing but 
a putative sexual partner. Ultimately, echoing Homi Bhabha’s “Forward” in the 1986 edition of 
Black Skin, White Masks, Fanon’s maxim is: the antiblack subject is a putative sexual partner 
who has fear, hate and desire at the genital level for the black subject.  
 Furthering this discussion, Darieck Scott in Extravagant Abjection: Blackness, Power, 
and Sexuality in the African American Literary Imagination (2010) elaborates on Fanon’s (1967) 
premise that “Negrophobia is essentially a sexual phobia” (p. 6). Scott (2010) contends that these 
co-constitutive phobias render blackness to signify perverse, nonnormative sexuality in Western 
and Western-influenced cultures. Through the process of abjection as racial-sexual humiliation, 
domination, and otherness, the “sexualization of black bodies” and the “blackening of sexualized 
bodies” (p. 7) is relentlessly repeated. In this way, in Western cultures, blackness is queerness as 
it embodies nonnormative sexuality and sexual practices as well as gender and racial difference 
(p. 8). Having affect on multiple registers, queer blackness, Scott argues, offers the opportunity 
to “consider how the history that produces blackness is [also] a sexual history...” (p. 8). It is “a 
history of state-sanctioned, population-level manipulation of sex’s reproductive and pleasure 
producing capacities” (Scott, 2010, p. 8). 
 Sexton (2003) contributes to this conversation as well. He draws on Fanon (1967), Calvin 
Hernton (1988), and Jean-François Lyotard’s (1993) central theses to further our understanding 
of this racial-sexual analysis. In his article, “The Consequence of Race Mixture: Racialised 
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Barriers and the Politics of Desire” (2003), Sexton resounds Hernton’s (1988) key ideas in 
telling us that “‘all race relations tend to be, however subtle, sex relations,’” (p. 250-251) and 
“‘the race problem is inextricably connected with sex’” (p. 251). For Sexton (2003), this means 
that race is “unavoidably sexualised” (p. 251), and, thus, a sexual politics is always already 
inseparable to this formation. In turn, sexualities, then, are always already racialized. This is to 
say that, as Sexton (2003) echoes Lyotard (1993), every political economy is libidinal (Lyotard, 
1993 cited in Sexton, 2003, p. 254; see also: Fanon, 1986 [1967]; Hernton, 1988; Spillers, 1987; 
Hartman, 1997, 2008; Hartman & Wilderson, 2003; Moten, 2003; Sexton, 2003, 2011; 
Wilderson, 2010; Scott, 2010; Weheliye, 2008, 2014). For me, this means the unavoidable 
triptych takes formation: every race relation is a sex relation; racial domination is sexual 
domination; and racial violence is sexual violence.  
 Finally, Critical Black Feminist Porn scholarships offer a careful exploration of the 
entanglements of race, the pornographic/pornography, and its broader socio-cultural currency 
and relevance (Miller-Young, 2014; Nash, 2014a; Cruz, 2016). They also historicize these 
entanglements. More precisely, in her pivotal text, The Black Body in Ecstasy: Reading Race, 
Reading Pornography (2014a), Nash contends, racialized pornography featuring black women, 
or hard-core moving-image pornography that uses explicit racial images on the pornographic 
screen, make evident how racial fictions are inextricable to sexual fictions. Thus, Nash (2014a) 
insists that pornography illuminates how “race is an erotic project” (p. 150)24 and, in fact, “race 
is necessarily a pornographic fantasy” (p. 6).  
 Even further, in her canonical book, A Taste for Brown Sugar: Black Women in 
Pornography (2014), Mireille Miller-Young points to how this formation of race as an erotic 
                                                
24 See also scholars like Aliyyah Abdur-Rahman (2012) who remind us, race operates as erotics and Sharon P. 
Holland (2012) who emphasizes, the erotic life of racism. 
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project and a pornographic fantasy is clear in the black female/white male relation as well as the 
construction and positionality of blackness and femaleness during slavery. To elucidate this 
point, she recites historian Walter Johnson’s (1999) depiction of the auction block as “a visual 
event, where buyers became intimately involved with and aroused by ‘reading bodies’ of slaves 
in the inspection process at market” (Miller-Young, 2014, p. 32). White slave buyers rationalized 
“‘examinations’” (p. 32) as necessary to ensure the reproductive abilities of enslaved black 
females to “produce more profit-generating slaves” (p. 32). However, Johnson and Miller-Young 
insist that this rationale “served as public cover for a much more general interest in her naked 
body’” (Miller-Young, 2014, p. 32) and committing brutal sexual assaults against her. To quote 
her at length for the necessary precision, Miller-Young (2014) states:  
 
The rationalizations of slave buyers were “careful stories” that masked 
“something everybody knew: that for white men, examining slaves, searching out 
hidden body parts, running hands over limbs, massaging abdomens and 
articulating pelvic joints, probing wounds and scars with fingers, was erotic.” This 
corporeal intimacy of power enacted on the bodies of enslaved blacks reflected a 
ritualistic, private eroticism at the heart of domination. These ritualistic 
examinations in the slave pen resemble the imaginative, titillating, and 
consumptive practices of pornography. “Gazing, touching, stripping, and 
analyzing aloud,” Johnson tells us, “the buyers read the slaves’ bodies as if they 
were coded versions of their own imagined needs.” The process of “reading 
bodies” at the slave market vitalizes our understanding of the deep, intimate, 
tactile, and scopophilic gaze that made black female bodies legible for economic, 
political, and social relations. Their blackness and femaleness served as objects 
upon which to animate desire and capital. Black women’s fecund, firm breasts 
signified their capacity to create wealth for the plantation economy, to perform 
sexual labor, and to suckle the children of their owners, thereby reproducing the 
white family and its inheritance through gendered labor. 
 
—Miller-Young, 2014, p. 32 
 
 Largely, Miller-Young (2014) illuminates how this serves as one of the many dimensions 
of slavery’s racial-sexual economy that is saturated with a “pornographic element” (p. 32). 
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Combining Black Sexuality Studies and Critical Black Feminist Porn scholars allow us to see 
that anti/blackness emerges from a process that uses violence as a tool for racialized-
sexualization and sexualized-racialization (Scott, 2010). This is how (anti/black) racialization in 
and of itself operates on a simultaneous violent, erotic, sexual, and pornographic dimension. 
Taken together, Black Feminisms, Black Sexuality Studies, Genocide, and Afterlife of Slavery 
(BBGA) scholarships enable me to concretize the social and political backdrop in which 
symbolic, literal, or gestural violence is structured into black femmes’ interracial encounters 
across porn and school settings in the U.S. I resolve that these interactions are part of larger 
sexual, disciplinary structures such as pornographic antiblack policing, captivity, and ultimate 
genocide. Inextricable to this, the libidinal economy of these structural antagonisms fuel and are 
fueled by slavery’s afterlife.  
 In other words, the institution of slavery was always already a pornographic, antiblack, 
and genocidal structure. Further formations of social systems on U.S. white settler-colonial 
territory are only reincarnations of this originary institution that birthed and, quite apparently, 
still sustains the State itself. My project acknowledges these structural violences to carefully 
excavate part and parcel the collateral damage of these politics and resulting practices. 
Ultimately, converging BBGA theoretical traditions sets the stage for my study to operate within 
the logics that there are, indeed, racialized pornographic gestures, symbolisms, and fictions 
always already embedded in black femmes’ interracial encounters across time, space, and place. 
The task of my dissertation is to name antiblack genocide as pornography for state forces in the 
literal sense, carefully dissect the racialized pornographic economy that makes this so, and 
simultaneously illuminate the power, possibility, and impossibility black femmes may find in 
grappling with this vexed economy across porn and public school sites. 
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  From 2016 to 2020, I collected data from primary and secondary sources such as Internet 
hardcore pornography, online videos and articles, social media posts, as well as legal and court 
records. More specifically, I compiled about 100 black womxn’s online hardcore pornographic 
videos from pornhub.com. This is a pornographic video sharing and free pornography website 
launched in 2007 (Wallace, 2011). As of June 2020, it stands as the 10th most trafficked website 
in the world (SimilarWeb, 2020) with 219, 985 videos viewed per minute in the year of 2019 
(Pornhub Insights, 2019). Also in 2019, PornHub had a record amount of newly uploaded videos 
totaling to 6.83 million videos posted on the website (Pornhub Insights, 2019). This translates to 
1.36 million hours worth of porn, and if strung together, it would take 169 years to watch this 
entire stream of content (Pornhub Insights, 2019). Needless to say, PornHub served as a very 
robust sexual archive for my study.  
 I must note, however, this dissertation is not a qualitative study that explores, analyzes, 
and draws conclusions on this collected data and the large body of online black womxn 
pornography. Nor does it seek to compare the treatment of black womxn to other non-black 
counterparts’ experiences in the adult entertainment industry. While additional collected scenes 
inform my work, the purpose of this dissertation is to close read a singular professional 
pornographic text and place it in conversation with an everyday life encounter to animate my 
analysis of the racialized pornographic economy of antiblack genocide. More precisely, I focus 
on one interracial role-play porn scene to juxtapose to a real-life encounter in a public school 
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site. The selected porn scene depicts the former pornographic actress Skin Diamond, a bisexual 
black femme, who performs as the naughty Schoolgirl continually held captive in detention for 
her slutty uniform. She seeks revenge by vandalizing the classroom with spray-paint. For this, 
Skin is punished by getting fucked hard by her white male Teacher. However, she also teaches 
him a lesson about receiving a hardcore fuck in detention. Taking this visual production, I then 
made a video-to-textual transcription of the scene. I also collected additional online videos and 
articles (academic and non-academic) on Skin and her original full-length production for 
background context into the selected truncated vignette re-circulated on PornHub.  
 Additionally, I collected numerous online articles, videos, social media posts, as well as 
legal and court records for thirteen cases concerning policing encounters of black womxn and 
gxrls in the U.S. Because my study centers the parodied and real public school site, I selected 
and formed a written narrative based on 80 different sources about the 2015 case of Shakara, a 
black femme-presenting teenager whose violent police encounter at Spring Valley High School 
in Columbia, South Carolina, goes viral on social media. Here, Shakara refuses school staff’s 
reprimands and resists a white male police officer’s arrest for alleged cellphone and off-task 
activities. Another black femme-presenting teenager, Niya Kenny, films and protests this 
violence and is arrested too. Shakara and Kenny face legal charges. Eventually both are released 
and charges are dropped. Kenny, then, becomes well-known for her political activism in fighting 
school policing violence against black gxrls. Early iterations of this case were also explored in 
my 2017 study that used a race, torture and genocide lens.25 Thus, I wanted to use my 
dissertation project to further track the case’s development as well as integrate the previous lens 
with the pornographic and BDSM dimensions to expand on my earlier analysis.  
                                                
25 See El Henson’s masters thesis titled, “‘Scenes of Subjection’ & Subjectivity” (2017). 
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 From primary and secondary sources related to Skin’s schoolgirl scene and Shakara’s 
case, I reconstructed two vignettes. I then hand-coded and analyzed each written document 
according to three emergent themes (and what later became camera angles in which to articulate 
each chapter’s analytical vantage point): Racialized Porntrope Formation, Antiblack Genocide 
Porn and Its Symbolic Money Shot, and Erotic Masters Doing Erotic Mastery. Largely, I focus 
on these two vignettes and three themes, or vantage points, to historicize the contemporary 
relationship amongst black femme girlhood, adulthood, and policing encounters with white 
(attempted) surrogate slavemasters.    
 My dissertation employs close reading as a method to examine these scenes that depict 
role-play porn and school campus events. I offer visual, discursive, and textual analysis to data as 
I consider them as cultural texts. Collectively, they depict stories about a racialized pornographic 
trope under study: The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl. Subsequently, to examine the 
emergence of this trope, in chapter 1 of this dissertation, I first present a paired recounting of 
Skin’s schoolgirl porn scene and Shakara’s school policing encounter. This juxtaposition primes 
readers for a circulatory reading across cultural texts.  
 Specifically, in chapters 2 through 4, I use a theatrical porn performance to read real-life 
encounters and use real-life encounters to read a theatrical porn performance. I explore some of 
the analogous symbolisms embedded across sites and its divergent consequences of playful or 
perilous outcomes. More precisely, I name a few of the continuities that lie in the racialized 
pornographic gestures and fictions superimposed across scenes. These imaginative dimensions 
shape material realities. For the most part, this is where unconscious modes of BDSM are used 
towards black femmes to evoke sexual pleasure in professional porn settings or against them to 
commit lethal violence in everyday spaces.  
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 At the same time, I acknowledge that the overarching distinctions of these scenes lie in 
the very nature of a paid, theatrical performance with professional actors and a production team 
versus an everyday life performance with real-life civilians and calculated, or otherwise, co-
conspirators. The differences also extend to the factors of mutual consent via written contracts to 
participate in a (live, scripted or otherwise) performance versus being forced to perform survival 
to navigate and negotiate a real-life threatening encounter. Another key factor includes 
intentionality to offer sexual pleasure to a femme performing a trope or actually endanger her life 
due to a coercive projection of a trope. Resultantly, these factors shape most of the tangible and 
obvious discontinuities that arise in these interracial encounters. Broadly, the nuances of the 
parallels and divergences exhibited across sites are explored throughout the body chapters. I aim 
to deepen understandings of the cultural texts produced from sites of pornography and schools as 
well as its relative meanings. Ultimately, this sheds light onto black femmes’ positionality across 




 I employ what I call, racialized BDSM pornographics as a critical hermeneutic tool to 
analyze my data set. First, this method is informed by Nash’s (2014a) definition of racialized 
pornography and Cruz’s (2016) definitions of race-play BDSM. To remind, I want to state 
clearly that they do not address these as reading methods, but instead genres within the porn 
industry. Nonetheless, these genres have important sociocultural currency and relevance (Cruz, 
2016). Thus, we can use their definitions to interrogate the unsaid and unconscious racialized, 
BDSM, and pornographic content structured into black femmes’ interracial encounters in porn 
and public schools. Second, Nash and Cruz’s critical reading methods of racial iconography 
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(Nash, 2014a) and the politics of perversion (Cruz, 2016) enable racialized BDSM pornographics 
to function as a lens in which to read black femmes’ theatrical or everyday performances as 
complex and contradictory sites of subjection, subjectivity, and power.  
 To reiterate, Nash’s The Black Body in Ecstasy (2014a) suggests that racialized 
pornography is hard-core moving-image pornography featuring black women. This porn uses 
explicit racial images on the pornographic screen. Nash (2014a) insists that racialized 
pornography illuminates how race is an erotic project. Even further, she states, “... [B]lack 
women’s bodies [in racialized pornography] make race a pornographic subject, placing racial 
fictions and fantasies on pornography’s visual agenda... In so doing, they center racial fictions’ 
inextricable connection to sexual fictions, and emphasize that race is necessarily a pornographic 
fantasy [my emphasis]” (p. 4). Nash (2014a) uses racial iconography to read texts from this 
genre. She argues that it is a critical hermeneutic tool to theorize ecstasy as pivotal to 
destabilizing the dominant Black Feminist theoretical archive. By reading for ecstasy as opposed 
to injury, Nash provides a counter-reading to black women’s racialized pornography. She invests 
in reading black women’s pornographic texts as informative to the surprising pleasures they may 
find in performing racial fictions and parodies of race that toy with the very project of race itself. 
 Building on this, in The Color of Kink (2016), Cruz uses race-play to make clear the 
specific subset of racialized pornography under investigation. In short, race-play is a type of 
BDSM pornographic practice that explicitly plays with race and elements of bondage and 
discipline, domination and submission, and sadism and masochism with mutual permission and 
consent. Race-play BDSM traditionally straddles lines of invocation and reinforcement of racial 
slurs, hatred, and humor to challenge, defy and humiliate racial and racist constructions. It draws 
on racial epithets, role-playing, scenes, tools, and props to set a platform that eroticizes racial 
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difference and histories of racialized exploitation. This type of performance often includes the 
fetishization of aesthetics such as skin complexion, hair texture, and facial features, to name a 
few. However, this fetishization and eroticization of black skin and other bodily features are not 
new phenomena. In fact, Cruz tells us that, these leitmotifs, and especially the fixation of 
transgressing black-white skin taboos, on the racialized pornographic screen has a genealogy as 
far as early-to-mid-1900s stag film pornography. Furthermore, Cruz reveals that race-play 
BDSM also draws on racial epithets, role-playing, scenes, tools, and props to set a platform that 
eroticizes racial difference and histories of racialized exploitation. This premise in exploitative 
racial histories has also frequented race-play to be referred to as “slave play,” “nigger play,” or 
“cultural trauma play” (Cruz, 2016, p. 50). 
 Largely, race-play/BDSM pornography has significant sociocultural currency and 
relevance. For example, Cruz points to how some black women feel that they experience race-
play in their every day without consent (which is a very important point to why and how I can 
employ racialized BDSM pornographics as a critical reading method across settings of 
professional porn and everyday life). However, when in mediated porn performances, race-play 
is a “precarious erotic game of race” (p. 76) that becomes a game when consent is involved. In 
fact, mutual consent is fundamental to what makes race-play/BDSM dangerous and deadly or 
pleasurable and exciting (Cruz, 2016).  
 For Cruz (2016), black women’s race-play BDSM performances present us with how 
black women’s sexuality are capacious sites of peril, potential, and power. We learn that black 
female sexuality and experiences function in fraught terrains of pain, restriction, repression, and 
danger as well as pleasure, agency, exploration, and subjectivity (see Vance, 1984, p. 1 as cited 
in Cruz, 2016, p. 19 and Cruz, 2013, p. 224). Instead of being confined to the politics of 
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respectability in the context of porn and traditional Black Feminisms, Cruz (2016) emphasizes 
the importance of drawing on Nash’s (2014a) strategy of racial iconography and moving towards 
a politics of perversion as both critical reading practices for understanding black women’s race-
play BDSM performances. These approaches illuminate how black women in this subset of 
racialized pornography may draw on domination and submission as mechanisms of power and 
modes of pleasure (Cruz, 2016, p. 3). Ultimately, black women’s race-play BDSM pornography 
serve as a venue to critically explore dimensions of racialized shame, humiliation, and pleasure 
that are embedded in the genre of contemporary commercial interracial pornography in the U.S. 
 Taken together, first, Nash (2014a) and Cruz’s (2016) definitions of racialized 
pornography and race-play/BDSM, respectively, enable us to apply a lens that carefully reads the 
unsaid and unconscious racialized, BDSM, and pornographic dimensions embedded across black 
femmes’ interracial encounters in porn and school settings. More precisely, my dissertation 
points to these types of pornographies to illuminate how racialized and sexualized BDSM 
content is unavoidably structured into interracial role-play pornography and everyday interracial 
encounters for titillation purposes. Broadly, then, I acknowledge all pornography featuring black 
and nonblack bodies as performing a type of racialized pornography that articulates messages 
about race, sex, gender, and other social categories and, in some shape or form, includes 
elements of BDSM. Particularly, I contend that, explicitly or implicitly, dynamics of racialized 
BDSM are always already written within the meta-narrative of interracial porn scenes and 
everyday encounters to feed the un/sub/conscious erotic desires of the antiblack subject. This 
persists because it is a libidinal component that the State (as well as whiteness, nonblackness, 
and antiblackness) depends on to construct itself. 
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 This is to say that regardless of race being intentionally played on as a site of difference, 
eroticization and fetishization, the interaction between black and white bodies always already 
incite inter/racial histories and dynamics. This is how I can conclude that there are 
undergirding—softcore or hardcore, subtle or extreme—elements of racialized BDSM embedded 
within white (captor/slavemaster)/black (captive/slave) relations. These strategies of 
socialization lie at the foundation of forming racial-sexual constructions that have worked to 
delineate the ontological difference between brown skin as a signifier of black captive and slave 
and pale skin as a signifier of white/nonblack captor and slavemaster during slavery and its 
afterlife. Meaning that, interracial role-play and everyday performances are configured within a 
U.S. society founded and existing on nonconsensual and, thus, unhealthy forms of racialized 
BDSM politics and practices. These ultimately shape and are shaped by ideologies of 
antiblackness and happen at the unconscious, subconscious, and conscious level. 
 This means that antiblack policing, captivity, and ultimate genocide are always already 
knotted together with the erotic, sexual and pornographic because they all play a mutually 
constitutive role in forming U.S. social structures and its larger libidinal economy. Thus, reading 
for racialized BDSM pornographics in this register, is about acknowledgment, not mere 
existence. As in, of course, race, BDSM, and pornographic content exists in interracial 
encounters in the everyday and pornographic screen, regardless of antiblack rhetoric that argues 
otherwise. From the matter-of-factness of it being interracial, race as a pornographic fantasy and 
structure that emerges from using coercive BDSM practices has something, in fact, everything to 
do with the dynamics of the interaction. And these racialized, BDSM, and pornographic politics 
have been reinforced by state policing forces during slavery and its afterlife to offer ontological 
coherence to the U.S. and the white settler-colonial subject.  
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 For Skin’s schoolgirl performance and the case of Shakara, these politics can serve 
playful or perilous capacities in porn and everyday life, respectively. For example, as discussed 
later in chapter 2, we can read into how the meaning of Skin’s blackness never escapes the 
subtext of her parodied punishment. This is where the white male teacher signifies via dialogue 
and narrative sequence that other nonblack children are deserving of only getting detention for 
breaking school rules. Meanwhile, Skin deserves to be held captive in detention and get punished 
by getting fucked hard because she is a black femme. For Shakara, this specificity of 
anti/blackness, emerges in that the school staff administer harsh reprimand and condone the 
white police officer’s lethal arrest. Regardless of the validity of Shakara’s alleged off-task 
behavior, this violent course of action should never be the case. However, genocidal 
antiblackness structures this as an acceptable possibility and mode of discipline for school staff 
and police. And so, the state forces act according to the unscripted script of antiblackness. Skin 
and Shakara’s scenes illuminate the symbolic and literal terror of antiblack policing, captivity 
and ultimate genocide.  
 At the same time, their performances demonstrate how black femmes’ erotic navigational 
strategies re/present the beauty ingrained in these theatrical and everyday life settings (chapter 
4). For instance, for Skin, this beauty emerges in virtuosic sexual positions and active ownership 
of bodily pleasures. Throughout her performance, she captivates audiences with her sexy stylistic 
gestures and postures that range from dominating cowgirl positions to submissive missionary 
ones. With this, we see Skin taking an active role in the racial and sexual power-play dynamics 
that challenge her position as a passive object merely for the white teacher’s gratification. 
Instead, she tells us that she is a black femme subject who takes an active role in owning and 
enjoying her sexual pleasure and does so with sultry adroitness. For Shakara, one example of this 
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emergence of beauty is the ways in which she commits to refusing excess reprimand and 
employs physical self-defense. This is where despite school staff and officer demands, she does 
not leave the classroom and stays seated in her desk. Even when the police officer begins to 
aggressively manhandle her out of her seat, at one point, she hits him in self-defense to combat 
his physical attack. Here then, Shakara tells us that she is no passive object and vessel for 
antiblack abuse. Instead, she is a black femme subject who takes an active role in exercising her 
moral and bodily subjectivity and does so in a brave manner. Both Skin and Shakara present us 
with the ways that their erotic power and mastery emerges in theatrical and real-life encounters 
as performance and survival strategies to navigate symbolic or literal modes of antiblack 
violence. This is the beauty amidst terror.   
 This mutability is how I simultaneously employ racialized BDSM pornographics in 
another register to read for black femmes’ theatrical or everyday performances as complex and 
contradictory sites of injury, joy, and im/possibility. With this in mind, role-play scenes 
demonstrate how black womxn’s erotic performances in interracial pornography may expose 
porn and quotidian sites as political spaces where racial-sexual revenge challenges their 
positionality in porn and school settings. Because racial-sexual violence is symbolically or 
literally structured into their interactions, their resistance is unavoidably entangled with elements 
of this type of revenge across both spaces of role-play and policing encounters. This usurpation 
of power necessitates mastery, one that turns to the inner and creative self to enact bodily, 
sensual and sexual strength. This outward display of inner capability is the masterful 
performance of the erotic. In this way, racialized BDSM pornographics in its second register 
enable us to carefully read and elucidate how black femmes’ draw on erotic power to display 
mastery and discipline of themselves and, at times, of others who attempt to play the role of 
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(erotic) master. They use this source of energy to rebel against unjust symbolic and social forces. 
At some points, they toy with explicit or implicit forms of racialized BDSM, reject it, or 
transform it.  
 Broadly, as implied in the term, racialized BDSM pornographics allow for a careful 
reading of the unsaid and unconscious racialized, BDSM, and pornographic content embedded in 
black femmes’ interracial encounters across porn and public school settings. Simultaneously, it is 
also a critical reading practice that opens the space for us to center how black womxn and gxrls 
use subjectivity and subversion to resist larger structures of antiblack policing, captivity, and 
ultimate genocide. Therefore, I use this particular lens from different camera angles to achieve a 
few specific analytical positions. This looks like seeing and reading for precise themes like 
racialized porntrope formation (thematic camera angle one) in chapter 2 and antiblack genocide 
porn and its symbolic money shots (thematic camera angle two) in chapter 3. Racialized BDSM 
pornographics while in the first two camera angles expose the particularities of state power and, 
symbolic or otherwise, coercive modes of racialized BDSM. Then in chapter 4, this lens is used 
in the final thematic camera angle of erotic masters doing erotic mastery. From the standpoint of 
this third angle, the specificities of black femme erotic power and how they refuse, transmute, or 
play with racialized BDSM to challenge state disciplinary structures become of focus. While the 
chapters may read or sound like one happens in a linear fashion, this is not the case. Instead, I 
hope for us to come to understand that in one moment, many phenomena are happening. Many 
power breaches and exchanges are happening in one moment and across moments. This means 
that we must continue to return to these very same scenes and occurrences to read for more and 
more possible standpoints. By reading in one instant, across instances and their collective 
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meanings, we come to learn of the complex power-play of consensual or coerced racialized 
BDSM that happens on and off-camera. 
 
Theoretical Implications & Contributions 
 
 Black Feminisms, Black Sexuality Studies, Genocide, and Afterlife of Slavery (BBGA) 
scholarships offer us insightful analytics to begin to interrogate the erotic, sexual, and 
pornographic dimensions of antiblack genocide. However, a combined analysis of the racial-
sexual, the pornographic, BDSM, and antiblack genocidal policing violence within the context of 
U.S. public schools and slavery’s afterlife is absent from these theoretical traditions. Thus, my 
political project is interested in contributing to this analytical niche. For example, Critical Black 
Feminist Porn scholarships provide cutting-edge analysis on black womxn’s hardcore 
pornography and sexuality. However, I attempt to build on their work by offering: (1) a specific 
engagement with black femme sex and sexuality in relation to the paradigm of gendered 
antiblackness, state-sanctioned policing violence, and the afterlife of slavery26; (2) a discussion 
that characterizes the larger socio-political structure as, simultaneously, eroticized, 
pornographic, antiblack and genocidal; and (3) a focused investigation of juxtaposed scenes of 
black femmes’ hardcore pornography and state encounters.   
  Additionally, there is a growing body of Black Feminist literature on state and police 
violence against black womxn and gxrls in the U.S. that critically analyze these encounters at the 
intersection of race, class, gender, sexuality, and sexualization. Moreover, other Black Feminist 
and Black Sexuality Studies scholarships provide compelling discussions that contend antiblack 
                                                
26 While Critical Black Feminist Porn scholarships do consider chattel slavery as an influential force to 
contemporary social conditions and racialized pornography, they are not interested in necessarily operating within 
the paradigm that Afterlife of Slavery scholarships layout for us with the concept of the afterlife of slavery.  
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violent encounters are simultaneously race relations and sex relations. Furthermore, Afterlife of 
Slavery scholarships offer critical excavation of the libidinal economy of slavery, its afterlife, 
and antiblackness. Finally, Genocide scholarships acknowledge antiblackness as genocidal and 
thus part and parcel of the larger formulation of antiblack genocide. My research project is 
unique in that I aim to blend the analytics of BBGA scholarships and make a serious attempt at 
integrating a lens of race, the pornographic and BDSM to unearth the positionality and treatment 
of black femme subjects across pornography, public schools, and beyond in slavery’s afterlife. 
My overarching goal is to provide a balanced discussion to this matter. On the one hand, I 
acknowledge antiblack genocide as a racialized pornographic violence with symbolic and literal 
repercussions. On the other hand, I do not allow this structural antagonism to eclipse the 
possibility of ecstasy and subjectivity black femmes may experience in navigating their social 
worlds.   
 Thus, “Race, Power, and the Pornographic” offers an innovative meditation on the U.S.’s 
racialized pornographic economy and its insatiable appetite for antiblack policing as well as the 
pleasure-producing capacities of black femmes’ performance and survival strategies. In order to 
carefully dissect this process, I offer a circulatory reading of interracial pornography and state 
encounters. To reiterate, this study asks: (1) What is the relationship between adult black 
femmes’ erotic performances in online interracial role-play pornography and the policing of 
black femme children in public school settings in the United States? (2) More pointedly, what 
can adult black femmes’ schoolgirl porn performances expose about the racialized pornographic 
BDSM structured into genocidal policing violence against black femme children in these school 
sites, and vice-versa? (3) And, finally, what does this circulatory reading tell us about the 
disciplinary structures used to feed the libidinal economy of antiblack genocide in broader U.S. 
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society? While my work cannot provide an all-encompassing answer, I do insist that these types 
of questions encourage a lens of racialized BDSM pornographics. Ultimately, as its name 
implies, this lens enables us to more rigorously analyze this unsaid and unconscious content 
(race, BDSM, and the pornographic) structured into black femmes’ interracial pornography and 
genocidal policing encounters. In the same instant, we can also explore the danger and delight 
black femmes may experience in grappling with these fraught economies.  
 
Limitations & Possible Future Studies  
 
 
 Shortcomings of this dissertation may include that it is a theoretical project and does not 
incorporate in-person observations or consult key figures from close read sites. However, this 
preliminary study, additional compiled data, and future ethnographic interviews of relevant 
participants may strengthen the credence of my theoretical argument. All of this will contribute 
to my future book project, On Erotic Mastery: Black Femmes, Pornography, and U.S. State 
Encounters. Here, I will offer a comprehensive study that broadens the scope of my 
dissertation’s focus on professional porn and public schools by also discussing historical sites of 
chattel slavery as well as contemporary university and neighborhood spaces. This manuscript 
will include five body chapters that juxtapose interracial role-play porn scenes to policing 
encounters in sites of slavery, public schools, universities, as well as low-income black and 
wealthy white neighborhoods. Like my dissertation, this project simultaneously centers how 
black femmes employ erotic mastery to reify, disembody, and transform racialized pornographic 
tropes and, in doing so, ultimately rattle the libidinal economy of genocidal policing and 
captivity.27   
                                                
27 More specifically, my future book project, On Erotic Mastery: Black Femmes, Pornography, and U.S. State 
Encounters builds on the scope of my dissertation’s focus on professional porn and public school settings by also 
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V. MAJOR THEORETICAL ARGUMENT & CHAPTER BREAKDOWN  
  
 
 Chapter 1, “Reconstructing the Scene” aims for us to gain a visual imagination of the 
parallels and divergences in per/forming the racialized pornographic trope, that I name, The 
Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl. I draw on Fred Moten (2003), Saidiya Hartman (1997; 2008), 
and Darieck Scott (2010) to theorize the possibilities and impossibilities of reproducing scenes of 
racial-sexual violence and pleasure. I also discuss the importance of reconstructing accounts of 
black femme subjects to enter the archive from the standpoint of the affirmation of blackness. 
This situates the significance of (re)telling and (re)presenting Skin’s interracial schoolgirl porn 
performance and Shakara’s school policing encounter in the proceeding section. Exploring 
Moten, Hartman, and Scott’s conversations also frames why I return to these sights/sites to 
perform a (re)reading of Skin and Shakara’s texts in the remaining body chapters.  
 This framing and a paired recounting of these scenes prime readers for chapters 2 through 
4 that denude the unavoidable triptych that produces and is produced by the racialized 
                                                                                                                                                       
including historical sites of chattel slavery as well as contemporary university and neighborhood spaces. This 
manuscript will be a comprehensive study with five body chapters that correspond to each racialized pornographic 
trope per/formed across sub-genres of interracial porn and everyday sites. Chapter 1 analyzes “The Naughty Black 
Femme Slave/Girl” to set the historical foundation of the racialized pornographic economy of chattel slavery and the 
ways its brutality is recited and toyed with as a cinematic spectacle in black womxn’s race-play BDSM 
performances. Chapter 2 analyzes The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl to further explicate the linkages between 
black womxn in schoolgirl porn and black femme children’s policing experiences in public schools. Chapter 3 
discusses “The Naughty Black Femme Teacher” to advance discussions on teacher porn and the policing of black 
womxn professors in universities. Chapter 4 focuses on “The Naughty Black Femme Hood Bitch” to investigate the 
policing narratives in ghetto porn and the racialized pornographic violence police officers commit against black 
womxn living in low-income neighborhoods. Chapter 5 closes with “The Naughty Black Femme Criminal, Turned 
Cop” to interrogate this violence and the ways black femmes are structurally positioned as criminals in wealthy 
white neighborhoods (and beyond). Thus, in police porn, she comes to represent the Cop who avenges the affluent 
white civilian, as he is guilty of making her the porn object of criminalization. This discussion is covered in the 
manuscript’s last substantive chapter to tie together a consistent arch across interracial role-play, slavery, school, 
and neighborhood settings. This is where themes of master/slave ontologies, power-play inversions, and racialized 
revenge porn in (re)imaginations of interracial encounters continually re-emerge. Broadly, I illuminate how the 
racialized pornographic state encounters black femmes face are ubiquitous. Akin to my dissertation, my future book 
simultaneously centers how they employ erotic mastery to reify, refashion, and transform racialized porntropes and 
challenge the libidinal economy of antiblack policing, captivity, and ultimate genocide. Largely, this research 
expands on Ariane Cruz’s The Color of Kink: Black Women, BDSM, and Pornography (2016) and Joy James’ 
Resisting State Violence: Radicalism, Gender, and Race in U.S. Culture (1996). 
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pornographic economy of genocidal policing violence against black femmes. Using racialized 
BDSM pornographics as an overarching critical reading practice, these chapters offer an in-depth 
exploration of the analogous and divergent gestures, symbolisms, fictions, and outcomes that 
take shape across professional porn and public schools. Particularly, chapter 2, “Racialized 
Porntrope Formation,” (thematic camera angle one) close reads Skin and Shakara’s vignettes to 
explore the formation of, what I call, racialized porntropes.28 I turn to these scenes to discuss 
how The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl who breaks school rules serves as a sexually 
energizing, electrifying, and entertaining projection for the antiblack State and its forces. The 
material consequences look like sexy or deadly punishment of black femmes in porn and school 
settings, respectively. My discussion draws on Alexander Weheliye (2008; 2014), Hortense 
Spillers (1987), Jennifer Nash (2014a), and Patricia Hill Collins (1990) to think about how the 
formation of racialized porntropes is a gendering, racializing, and sexualizing site of violence. 
This process is also a pornographic one that depends on elements of racialized BDSM to be 
executed.  
 Chapter 3, “Antiblack Genocide Porn and Its Symbolic Money Shot,” (thematic camera 
angle two) takes on another dynamic of this economy’s unavoidable triptych. Here, I use the 
professional racialized pornographic screen and its jargon to explicitly describe and analyze 
Shakara’s state encounter as the violent racialized pornographic scene that it is. This is to denude 
how state policing violence against black femmes function as everyday forms of, what I call, 
antiblack genocide porn. And, following the traditional schema of U.S. hardcore pornography, 
                                                
28 Throughout this dissertation, I spell my idea of racialized porntropes differently than Hortense Spillers’ (1987) 
term pornotrope. This is to offer a parallel to my personal preference to refer to pornography in its shorthand form 
as porn and not porno. Additionally, while I certainly take inspiration from Spillers (and Weheliye’s) theorization of 
pornotrope/pornotroping, I depart from some of their thinking. Thus, I use the spelling and phrasing of racialized 
porntropes/racialized porntrope formation in order to signify this distinction. A distinction that primarily lies in my 
interest in centering Critical Black Feminist Porn scholarships that center the pain, pleasure and power aspects of 
pornography and the pornographic for black womxn.   
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there is of course the money shot or the cum shot. However, in this coercive and real-life 
pornographic event, it becomes a peculiarly violent money shot. This, what I refer to as, symbolic 
money shot is where the height of black pain, suffering, and humiliation parallel the height of 
white sadistic pleasure, aggression, and domination. This chapter revisits the emergences of the 
money shot in Skin’s schoolgirl scene and theories from João Costa Vargas (2005; 2010), Ariane 
Cruz (2016), and Linda Williams (1999) to read for this theme in Shakara’s case. Ultimately, by 
reading into the symbolic and signifying nature of violence, antiblackness, BDSM, sex, and 
orgasms, we learn that social interaction in everyday spaces gesture to and, very much so, has 
sexual meanings, and vice versa.   
 Chapter 4, “Erotic Masters Doing Erotic Mastery,” (thematic camera angle three) takes 
on yet another aspect of the unavoidable triptych ingrained in the libidinal economy of genocidal 
antiblack policing. Using a thematic angle that is most flattering to the black femme subject and 
her capabilities, I return to Skin and Shakara’s texts to center some of the beauty that lies in their 
employment of what I call, erotic mastery. Here, they draw on virtuosic modes of erotic power 
and discipline to materialize, reshape, and fundamentally alter The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl trope. In this way, they rattle racialized porntrope formation, antiblack genocide porn 
and its symbolic money shot, and thus, the larger structural antagonism of antiblack genocide. I 
draw from Audre Lorde (2007 [1984]), LaMonda Horton-Stallings (2015), Hartman (1997), and 
Cruz (2016) to argue that black womxn and gxrls tap into their deep erotic root to resist and, at 
times, make a parody of, The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl trope and the broader libidinal 
economy of antiblack policing, captivity, and ultimate genocide. In doing so, they toy with, 
reject, or transform elements of racialized BDSM in order to flip-the-script of being fucked and 
mastered by another disciplinary force. This happens on literal and figurative registers. Largely, 
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we see black femmes mastering and being erotic masters of their own life force energy. And, in 
doing so, we see them mastering their sensual, pornographic, and/or inner selves.   
 Finally, “A Climax: Dark Matter ‘Space Is the Place’: Erotic Mastery, Teleportation, and 
Black Autonomy” is a closing meditation on the urgent necessity for black life, liberation, and 
autonomy. It begins and ends with a space-age themed photoshoot by Skin. Her shots animate a 
range of elements such as blackness, femmeness, queerness, erotic mastery, autonomy, dark 
matter, extraterrestrialism, to the intergalactic. More specifically, Skin comes to represent The 
Sexy Extraterrestrial Dark Matter Femme whose erotic mastery and autonomy keeps us 
gravitating towards her delightful black holes. Her single-person shots of sultry, intergalactic 
blackness become an allegory about the imperative need for and sexy capacities of black 
autonomy. Skin’s space-age performance incites us to draw on our erotic mastery—in its creative 
life force, sexual, and pornographic capacities—as a tool to teleport to, what I call, dark matter 
space, or black autonomous space. Assata Shakur (1973), Sheree R. Thomas (2000), and Sun Ra 
(1974) provide the theoretical blocks to decode and build on Skin’s allegory as well as strategize 
for instantaneous transportation to black freedom and mobility. Escaping forced interracial 
integration in U.S. civil society and its superimposed structure of pornographic antiblack 
genocide may teach us a key lesson about organizing for sovereign black nation-states. Perhaps 
we may learn that dark matter space is the place. It is a place where our love, life and liberation 





Chapter 1: Reconstructing the Scene 
 
 
How does one revisit the scene of subjection without replicating the grammar of 
violence? Is the ‘terrible beauty’ that resides in such a scene something akin to remedy as 
Fred Moten would seem to suggest?... Do the possibilities outweigh the dangers of 
looking (again)?” 
 
 —Hartman, “Venus in Two Acts” (2008), p. 4  
 
 
If we [black people] are racialized (in part) through domination and abjection and 
humiliation, is there anything of value or to be learned from the experience of being 
defeated, humiliated, abjected?  
 





 The overarching aim of chapter 1, “Reconstructing the Scene” is to set the stage for 
imagining the analogies and divergences in per/forming the racialized pornographic trope, that I 
name, The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl. This chapter, however, first opens with a meta-
analytical conversation between Fred Moten (2003) and Saidiya Hartman (1997; 2008) as well as 
a discussion by Darieck Scott (2010) to critically think about the repercussions, if any, in 
reconstructing, recounting and retelling Skin’s schoolgirl scene and Shakara’s school policing 
encounter. More specifically, Moten and Hartman stimulate a discussion about the violent 
economy of reproduction (Moten, 2003) and what it means to reproduce scenes of subjection and 
grammars of violence (Hartman, 1997, 2008). For my particular study, this requires a meditation 
on what it means to reproduce literal and symbolic scenes of interracial violence against black 
femmes on and off the pornographic screen.  
 Moten and Hartman enable me to conclude that the economy of reproduction is 
unavoidable. Due to its unavoidability, it becomes important to return to the ‘terrible beauty’ 
that resides in such scenes as a means of examining its possibilities, which is something akin to 
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remedy (Hartman, 2008). I understand this remedy to lie in what Scott (2010) suggests as the 
potential in revisiting texts of black suffering and sexuality. These historical moments of 
black/sexual conquest, Scott contends, simultaneously teach us about black defeat and 
humiliation as well as black power and ability. Taken together, Moten, Hartman and Scott 
elucidate my intentions in returning to the political theaters of black femmes on the hardcore 
pornographic screen and in state encounters. I recount and revisit Skin and Shakara’s scenes as a 
means of critical reflection on the pain, ecstasy and power embedded across sites.  
 Furthermore, Hartman’s (2008) theorization and method of critical fabulation allows me 
to revisit these texts with the intended purpose of (re)constructing counter-histories and 
narratives told from the standpoint of the affirmation of blackness. Briefly, critical fabulation is a 
“recombinant narrative” that “loops the strands” of incommensurate accounts and which weaves 
the present, past, and future in retelling the historical account of its actors (Hartman, 2008, p. 
12). This method aims to uncover a (counter)history that acknowledges the clashing voices that 
serve as parts to a larger sum of history, narrative, event, and fact that challenges dominating 
discourse of these particular faculties. Largely, Hartman allows me to make clear why 
reconstructing and retelling the below scenes of black femmes in interracial porn and policing 
encounters are necessary components to the black femme subject’s entry into the archive. And of 
critical importance to my political project, it is my goal that she enters from the standpoint of the 
affirmation of blackness, and particularly the affirmation of black femmeness.   
After exploring Moten (2003) and Hartman’s (1997; 2008) conversations, I then layout 
the two scenes under study. The segment, “Scenes of Per/Forming the Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl Trope” depicts interracial role-play porn and school campus events. This part of the 
chapter presents a series of two vignettes reconstructed from Internet pornography, online videos 
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and articles, social media posts, and/or legal and court records. Drawing upon these primary and 
secondary sources, I juxtapose a black femme’s pornographic role-play schoolgirl scene to a 
violent state encounter in a public school site. Specifically, “Scene 1: ‘Naughty Skin Diamond 
Gets Punished By Getting Fucked Hard’: Skin’s Interracial Schoolgirl Porn Performance” 
describes an interracial role-play scene starring former pornographic actress Skin Diamond, a 
black queer femme. It is one that, I argue, implicitly and unconsciously plays with race and 
BDSM. Here, Skin performs as the naughty Schoolgirl who is in detention everyday just because 
of the way she looks (italics recited from Team Skeet, 2012). The faculty can’t get passed the 
way (Innocent High, 2011) she dresses, so Skin is always sent to detention for her slutty (Team 
Skeet, 2012) uniform. What annoys her the most is the red marker used to write her up and tell 
her she needs to stay after school (italics recited from Innocent High, 2011). However, this 
occasion of detention is different, she seeks revenge by tagging the classroom’s walls, books and 
desks with red spray-paint. Skin thought she could get away with it (Innocent High, 2011), but 
her white male Teacher, TJ Cummings, catches her and administers some sultry discipline. He 
spanked, slapped, licked, and fucked her in class. Though Skin gets punished by getting fucked 
hard (Team Skeet, 2012), her Teacher also learns a lesson about receiving a hardcore fuck in 
detention. 
 “Scene 2: ‘I Didn’t Move Cause I Didn’t Do Nothing’: Shakara’s Interracial School 
Policing Encounter” narrates the 2015 case of Shakara, a 16-year-old self-presenting black 
femme, whose violent police encounter at Spring Valley High School in Columbia, SC goes viral 
on social media. Here, Shakara is sent out of class and ordered to hand over her cellphone for 
allegedly playing with the device during instruction (italics recited from SLED Investigative File, 
2016 in El Henson, 2021). She is also accused of additional off-task activities. However, Shakara 
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refuses the teacher, and later, the administrator and police officer’s reprimands to leave the 
classroom on false pretenses. Shakara felt that she had not done anything wrong because she put 
her phone away when initially told and stayed on task (italics recited from Shakara in CBS 
News, 2015 in El Henson, 2021). Nonetheless, because the teacher assumed she was on her 
phone, when in fact, she was simply looking down at her hands on her lap, Shakara is punished 
by getting brutally arrested by white male police officer, Benjamin Fields. Kenny, another young 
black femme-presenting classmate, films and protests this violence. Deputy Fields arrests her 
too. Although their sentences are eventually dropped, Shakara and Kenny face legal charges. 
While little to none is circulated online about Shakara outside of this event, Kenny becomes 
well-known for serving as a lead plaintiff in a successful federal lawsuit against the state of 
South Carolina and joining a community-based organization to continue fighting school policing 
violence against black gxrls. 
Finally, I must note that in this vignette description section, Skin’s scene is presented 
before Shakara’s in order to further prime the audience to read the latter cultural text through the 
lens of racialized BDSM pornographics. This allows for a simultaneous reading of the 
unconscious racialized, BDSM and pornographic content structured into Skin and Shakara’s 
scenes as well as the subjection, subjectivity, and capability inextricable to their experiences 
across these sights/sites. By first turning to a black femme’s role-play schoolgirl scene that 
implicitly and unconsciously plays with race and BDSM, we become sensitized to this content 
that is structured into everyday interracial school policing encounters in hidden, yet obvious 
ways. In turn, readers can also imagine the social gestures, symbolisms, and fictions that 
manifest in real-life interracial encounters and find its way on the pornographic screen. 
Ultimately, this ordering of scenes pushes us forward in more tangibly applying racialized 
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BDSM pornographics as a critical reading tool. (We get to see this application elaborately 
carried out in the remaining body chapters and its subsequent careful analysis.)  
 
I. A Counter-History, A Counter-Narrative, A Counterintuitive Black (Femme) Power: The 
Im/Possibilities of (Re)Constructing, (Re)Telling, and (Re)Reading Scenes of Black Femmes 
in Interracial Schoolgirl Porn and Public Schools29 
 
 Readers may ask: What is the importance of reproducing Skin’s schoolgirl performance 
and Shakara’s school policing encounter? Does the recounting and retelling of these events feed 
into the violent economy of reproduction? And if so, how? In short, to answer the latter two 
questions: Yes, the recounting and retelling of Skin’s schoolgirl performance and Shakara’s 
school policing encounter does feed into the violent economy of reproduction. This is because 
this economy of reproduction is unavoidable. However, it becomes important to take an active 
role in forming counter-narratives (re)produced about the black femme subject and especially 
from a standpoint that does not organize itself around antiblackness. And as Fred Moten (2003), 
Saidiya Hartman (1997; 2008), and Darieck Scott (2010) instructs, to address the former 
question: I return to these political theaters of black femmes on the hardcore pornographic screen 
and in state encounters as a means of critical reflection on the possibility and impossibility of 
subjectivity and power embedded across sites. I also return to these texts with the intended 
purpose of (re)constructing counter-histories and narratives told from the standpoint of the 
affirmation of blackness, and particularly the affirmation of black femmeness.  
                                                
29 Earlier iterations of Moten (2003) and Hartman’s (1997, 2008) conversation can be found in El Henson’s 
“‘Scenes of Subjection’ & Subjectivity” (2017). 
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 To explicate my objectives and to understand them on a deeper level, I explore Moten 
(2003) and Hartman’s (1997; 2008) conversation on the violent economy of reproduction, 
replicating grammars of violence, and the possibility of remedy in its critical recitation and 
reflection. This is thought in conjunction with Scott’s (2010) discussion of re-examining 
moments of black/sexual defeat as texts of domination and conquest as well as texts of 
counterintuitive black power and ability. Finally, Hartman’s (2008) theorization of critical 
fabulation provides for a meta-cognitive map of and framing for reconstructing stories of black 
femmes and their entry into the archive.  
 Moten’s introduction “Resistance of the Object: Aunt Hester’s Scream” of In the Break: 
The Aesthetics of the Black Radical Tradition (2003), posits that Hartman’s attempt to avoid the 
violent reproduction of the slavemaster’s flogging and torture of Frederick Douglass’ Aunt 
Hester in Scenes of Subjection (1997) is an impossible project. The account and beating, Moten 
(2003) argues, is reproduced in two key instances: (1) at Hartman’s mere reference and refusal to 
insert the incident and (2) the remaining scenes covered throughout the book. Moten further 
elaborates that in the effort to evade this problematic we are warped into another dialectic of both 
avoiding and arriving at Douglass and repressing and returning to him and his memories of Aunt 
Hester. In other words, the horrid incident through Douglass’s original narration and, 
simultaneous, original repression of the primal scene is perpetuated in Hartman’s critical 
suppression (Moten, 2003, p. 5).  
 Moten (2003) stresses that the only missing feature in Hartman’s text is a direct quote 
that recounts Douglass’ experience from his 1845 Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass. 
Although Hartman critically attempts to avoid the violent scene of the slave’s ravaged body, the 
(re)production of the horror is inevitable. In other words, the scene of subjection and the 
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subsequent grammar of violence (Hartman, 1997; 2008) cannot be avoided. This perpetual 
(re)production of the performance and repression demonstrates its inescapable existence 
regardless of any attempts to refrain from its (re)telling. The event exists always already before it 
is re-told and, thus, perpetually resides in the economy of reproduction (Moten, 2003, p. 4). 
Because of this, Moten (2003) includes a passage of Douglass’ recounted memories in his text, 
as it is something that might as well be done due to is unavoidability.  
 Building on their discussion, Hartman in “Venus and Two Acts” (2008) asks: “How does 
one revisit the scene of subjection without replicating the grammar of violence? Is the ‘terrible 
beauty’ that resides in such a scene something akin to remedy as Fred Moten would seem to 
suggest?... Do the possibilities outweigh the dangers of looking (again)?” (Hartman, 2008, p. 4; 
see also: Moten, 2003). Hartman and Moten’s conversation illuminates that there is no simple 
yes or no answer to these questions. Instead, the complexity resides in the fact that the 
performance of violence renders any attempts of critically suppressing the violence that is always 
already embedded in its original action, narration, recitation, imagination and reenactment an 
impossible project. The grammar of violence is inevitable and inescapable in nature. Thus, upon 
critical reflection and return to the scene of subjection, there is also the scene of subjectivity. The 
scene of the black subject being violated, is also the scene of the black subject resisting, and at 
times, refusing this violation.  
 In fact, Darieck Scott in Extravagant Abjection (2010) takes us further in this 
argumentation and poses a similar question as Moten and Hartman inquires: “If we are racialized 
(in part) through domination and abjection and humiliation, is there anything of value or to be 
learned from the experience of being defeated, humiliated, abjected?” (p. 5). Scott suggests that 
there is something to be learned here. Firstly, he informs us that sexuality is used as a tool 
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against black communities and sexual(ized) domination is part of what fuels the very formation 
of blackness and the marking of a subject as black. Sexuality, then, functions as a mode of 
conquest and is often times unavoidably called upon in the field of representation as an 
introjection of historical defeat. Nonetheless and because of this, Scott argues, “it is in and 
through that very domination and defeat also a mapping of political potential, an access to 
freedom” (p. 9) for the black subject. This abjection in and of blackness is what endows its 
inheritors with a type of counterintuitive power. Scott (2010) encourages us to think of this form 
of power as black power and reconstitutes our notions of what we conceive of as black/power in 
the first place. He elaborates on this iteration of power and its counterintuitive nature: 
 
This [black] power (which is also a way of speaking of [black] freedom) is found 
at the point of the apparent erasure of ego-protections, at the point at which the 
constellation of tropes that we call identity, body, race, nation seem to reveal 
themselves as utterly penetrated and compromised, without defensible boundary. 
“Power” in this context thus assumes a form that seems repugnant or even 
nonsensical, for its conditions of appearance are defeat and violation, and thus it 
seems to be antithetical to the robust self-endorsement that the definition of Black 
Power in American political history emphasizes. Yet in the texts I read to answer 
this study’s set of questions, capabilities emerge through the unflinching 
investigation, depiction, and manipulation of an originary history of violation. 
[Emphasis in the original] 
 
 —Scott, Extravagant Abjection (2010), p. 9 
 
 Even further, Scott (2010) encourages us to imagine that via the process and project of 
using domination, abjection and humiliation to form blackness, the simultaneous formation of 
blackness as queerness emerges. In western and western-influenced cultures, blackness 
represents nonnormative gender, sexuality, and racial difference. Blackness becomes a repository 
for the antiblack subject’s fears about sexualities. And it is this moment where blackness is made 
queer and black queerness and sexuality become elements “of that abject state as well as 
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strateg[ies] and capabilit[ies] for working with that abjection” (p. 16). Re-reading the mutually 
defining relationship amongst blackness, queerness, abjection, sexuality, and resistance, Scott 
(2010) insists on the possibilities of re-examining sites of black abjection—or racialized and 
sexualized black debasement—as insightful to “heroism in disguise” (p. 5) and counterintuitive 
power. We are incited to rethink earlier iterations of Black Power and to read for it going against 
the common American political history that frame its meanings. Revisiting these sites with this 
counterintuitive logic, Scott (2010) contends, simultaneously reveal black suffering and sexuality 
as black power, cap/ability, and possibility. The display of black defeat signifies both domination 
of the black subject as well as the political potential and access to freedom of the black subject.  
 Taken together, Moten, Hartman, and Scott’s elucidations hold importance to an 
overarching goal of my dissertation. Largely, my political project is geared towards returning to 
Skin and Shakara’s scenes to lay out for us the missing features in the dearth of discussions 
about black femmes on the interracial hardcore pornographic screen and state encounters. And 
these repressed missing features are brought to the forefront in my exploration of the terror, 
beauty and power entangled in their experiences of grappling with the racialized pornographic 
economy of antiblack genocide. Upon revisitation, we develop a grammar in which to explore, 
negotiate and interrupt the inevitable problematic of the “unavoidably reproducible and 
reproductive performance” (Moten, 2003) of violence and resistance. In the words of Hartman 
(2008), a critical reflection on the ‘terrible beauty’ that resides in such scenes are something akin 
to remedy as Fred Moten would seem to suggest. And, in fact, in the spirit of Scott (2010), we 
are exposed to black femmes’ heroism in disguise and counterintuitive power, or precisely here, 
black femme power. It is in and through the very racialized pornographic BDSM that black 
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femmes must navigate and negotiate in real-life or parodied pornographic settings that a mapping 
of political potential, and an access to freedom opens.   
 This complex entanglement is, of course, dissected in each body chapter that addresses a 
single aspect of this economy’s unavoidable triptych. In doing so, we are able to see how black 
femmes become erotic masters doing erotic mastery (chapter 4) in order to navigate and 
negotiate racialized porntrope formation (chapter 2) and antiblack genocide porn and its 
symbolic money shots (chapter 3). From this, we learn that, first and foremost, the conditions of 
black people require urgent attention and revolutionary transformation. This is because far too 
much of their erotic energy is being used to merely survive U.S. white civil society’s genocide 
against them. This is where the representation of defeat of the black femme is also the 
representation of black femme power. This complex twinning of representation is a 
manifestation inherent to the white settler-colonial setting. It is a twinning I am interested in 
disrupting and operating outside of. More to the point, I am more so interested in imagining and 
configuring a society where black femme power and mastery is not twinned with antiblack defeat 
and mastery. I see this rupture as a possibility only outside of U.S. civil society and jurisdiction. 
Thus, as my conclusion chapter elaborates, the powerful erotic energy and mastery that black 
people have the capacity to tap into should be redirected to organizing outside of antiblack 
integrationist politics and spaces. This is to say that fighting for black life, liberation and 
autonomy in separate nation-states is key for black livelihood and longevity.  
 For the smaller goal of this particular chapter, Hartman’s theorization of critical 
fabulation in “Venus in Two Acts” (2008) makes clear why reconstructing and retelling the 
scenes below are necessary components to the black femme subject’s entry into the archive. And 
of particular importance to my political project, it is my goal that she enters from the standpoint 
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of the affirmation of black femmeness. Let us then revisit Hartman’s discussion. In “Venus in 
Two Acts” (2008), Hartman ties in Octavia Butler’s method of speculative fiction to say that the 
image of the subaltern in which we hope not to (re)imagine is what we come back to because 
without it, we could not be who we are today. Largely, respects must be made to the conditions 
in which the subaltern is found. As Hartman has it, we cannot simply escape through a hopeful 
utopia or happy-ending. Thus, she uses critical fabulation as a methodological foundation to 
rearrange basic elements of story and re-present the sequence of events from divergent stories 
and contested points of view. This method aims to uncover a (counter)history that acknowledges 
the clashing voices that serve as parts to a larger sum of history, narrative, event, and fact that 
challenges dominating discourse of these particular faculties. Overall, critical fabulation is a 
“recombinant narrative” that “loops the strands” of incommensurate accounts and which weaves 
the present, past, and future in retelling the historical account of its actors (Hartman, 2008, p. 
12).  
 In hopes to loop the strands of incommensurate accounts, Hartman (2008) re-collects and 
re-articulates these different narratives of an enslaved black girl to reimagine and destabilize how 
to go about telling the historical narrative of black girl subjects (p. 12). Moreover, she reveals 
how this narrative of enslaved black girls, and others alike, cannot ever fully be captured and 
recounted as a facsimile of the event that occurred in its own time period. Instead, critical 
fabulation is aimed at using a speculative approach and providing a fuller description of the 
relic’s past. It is an imagination of “what cannot be verified, a realm of experience which is 
situated between two zones of death—social and corporeal death—and to reckon with the 




 Hartman’s meta-analysis to how important it is to be critical in reconstructing counter-
narratives of enslaved/black girls from the archive—a site that is always already violent—
necessitates my work to take on this sensitivity. Though my project draws from contemporary 
events, it contributes to a historical archive that future audience and readers may draw on to 
reconstruct a narrative of the past. With this possibility in mind as well as for present audience to 
engage Skin and Shakara’s scenes from my own authorship and standpoint, I find it imperative to 
layout a reconstruction of their texts as I experienced them. For Skin’s scene, my method of re-
narrativization was, for the most part, direct and clear cut by virtue of transcribing her visual 
recorded production into written narrative. However, it still required me to engage other videos 
and written work related to her and this particular scene to make sense of her production and be 
able to situate it as best I can for the audience.  
 For Shakara’s scene it was a bit more laborious. Because there was an excess of 
sensationalized accounts circulating online about what did and did not happen, I found myself 
employing more aspects of Hartman’s (2008) critical fabulation to form a recombinant narrative 
that loops the strands of incommensurate accounts. For example, I had to consult and sift through 
over 80 different sources that ranged from online articles, videos, social media posts as well as 
legal and court records. Many of these of which had their own political projects in mind. One 
article, for instance, referenced Shakara as an “orphaned teen” (Love, 2015) which had the effect 
of dramatizing Shakara as a disadvantaged and powerless teen in need of sympathy. Later 
articles clarified this was a false statement and that her mother and grandmother are still alive but 
she did recently enter foster care at the time (Barnes, 2015). Sensationalized accounts like these 
required me to corroborate all elements of the story (e.g. was Shakara really an orphan, did she 
hit the officer in self-defense (Cleary, 2015a), what was Deputy Fields’ verbal comments upon 
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his entry to the classroom to the end scene of him brutally arresting Shakara, etc.) to conclude on 
its final insertion into my own reconstructed narrative. These insertions often found their way 
into the final account based on what, how, and how often the “fact” appeared and stayed 
essentially the same across sources.     
 Another instance of my employment of critical fabulation to reconstruct and retell 
Shakara’s scene was the incorporation of the South Carolina Law Enforcement Division 
Investigative File No. 32-15-0130 (SLED Investigative File, 2016) from Dan Johnson, a 
Solicitor from the Fifth Judicial Circuit of The State of South Carolina. This account, as a state 
account, presented its biases with protection of the antiblack State in mind. However, it was the 
only source that had extended quotes from Shakara. Some were from her statements submitted to 
the Solicitor and some were retrieved from her cellphone where she had text message exchanges 
between a friend/classmate. All other online articles only had limited quoted lines where Shakara 
was responding to Deputy Fields’ demands. This included: I don’t know you / No, I have not 
done anything wrong / I don’t even know who you are. Because these painted a limited picture of 
Shakara’s character, I was interested in reconstructing her as a more nuanced and textured person 
with emotional and moral range, which the three aforementioned lines prevent us from being 
exposed to.    
 Nonetheless, I do not read Johnson’s account as the ultimate final and absolute truth of 
what Shakara really shared with the legal officials. However, it did enable me to share an 
approximation of her standpoint on the policing encounter. This document also controversially 
presented statements from her classmates that made it appear as if the entire event could have 
been prevented if Shakara just left the classroom when instructed. Implicitly written in this 
reconstruction of students’ accounts is the logic that police forces like Deputy Fields should, in 
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fact, use lethal force on black children if they act like Shakara and this lethal force can be 
prevented by black students if they merely present good behavior in the classroom. As we 
continue to learn in this dissertation, this logic is a facade because black students will face 
aggressive policing simply because they are black. This is because black is always already made 
culpable, criminal, and in need of punishment without any actual transgression.  
 This narrative that Johnson’s SLED Investigative File (2016) presents also writes out 
(and is not interested in considering) the fact that, as Tony Robinson Jr., a classmate and 
advocate of Shakara’s who recorded the incident and spoke out against the violence to news 
outlets, shared many students were in fear of what had taken place before them (Cleary, 2015b). 
Robinson Jr. stated that the brutal arrest was “‘…so nasty looking, so sick to the point that you 
know, other students are turning away, don’t know what to do, and are just scared for their lives. 
That’s [Deputy/SRO Fields] supposed to be somebody that’s going to protect us. Not somebody 
that we need to be scare off [sic], or afraid [of]’” (Cleary, 2015b). It is this fear invoked in the 
students that make me speculate about the validity of the student accounts narrativized for 
Johnson’s SLED Investigative File.  
 In other words, with students in fear of what they saw Deputy Fields was capable of and 
the possible retaliation, we are prompted to ask: What account would you submit to the State (a 
state that is often times on the side of figures like Fields because it creates and endorses figures 
like Fields)? As a child (or adult for that matter), would you speak against this intimidating 
antiblack aggressor, or would you present yourself as on the side of your aggressed classmate? 
Even further, we must ask: Were students’ statements tampered with by these state 
representatives? And if so, to what extent? While I do not include Johnson’s account of students’ 
narratives in the reconstructed scene below, this aspect of the document did inform how I 
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evaluated its credibility. (However, this will be addressed in my future book.) Needless to say, I 
approached Johnson’s SLED Investigative File with much skepticism because it is the epitome 
of the State and state documents that contribute to the facilitation of antiblack policing, captivity 
and ultimate genocide.      
 Nevertheless, I lay this out before us to illuminate how many incommensurate accounts, 
clashing voices, divergent stories, and contested points of view (Hartman, 2008) I had to select, 
dissect, and omit as well as loop and weave together to present Shakara’s scene as a coherent 
narrative. However, my goal is not to present an unbiased or objective account of Shakara’s 
scene, as this is never possible anyway. Instead, I am interested in presenting one that writes 
against the mainstream antiblack logics and dominating discourses that always already frame 
black femme/students—and black people more broadly—as criminals and in need of 
punishment. These dominating discourses circulate narratives that debate what the aggressed 
black subject could have done in order to prevent the violence they were subjected to by state 
forces. Or, how the State can engage in law enforcement reform in order to address its excess.  
 These stances take its opposition to those who are, instead, interested in challenging the 
aggressing police forces and, even further, abolishing broader law enforcement institutions and 
structures that should be non-existent in the first place (James, 1999, 2020; Rodriguez, 2018, 
2019a, 2019b, 2020). This only makes logical soundness to those who see these carceral 
institutions and technologies as extensions of the pornographic, antiblack, and genocidal state 
apparatus. And because I see these institutions as such, I prioritize and take seriously the latter 
logic to frame the way I order and retell events in Skin and Shakara’s texts. Needless to say, in 
the below accounts of their scenes I rearrange basic elements of story and re-present the 
sequence of events from divergent stories and contested points of view (Hartman, 2008). This 
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method aims to uncover a (counter)history that speaks from the affirmation of blackness, and not 
its antithesis, antiblackness. These reconstructions of Skin and Shakara’s texts are attempts at 
(re)presenting coherent narratives counter/histories, and accounts of black femme subjects that I 
hope make it into the Archive.  
 Lastly, I intend for audiences to read the below sections through the lens of racialized 
BDSM pornographics. Because I offer an in-depth exploration of this critical hermeneutic tool in 
the Introduction chapter, I eclipse a detailed discussion here. In short, I offer racialized BDSM 
pornographics as a prism in which to see two emerging dynamics entangled in the process of 
how The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl trope emerges and black femmes’ navigational 
strategies in interracial encounters in porn and school settings. The first dynamic is the 
unconscious racialized, BDSM, and pornographic content structured into these interactions. The 
second is the ways that black femmes’ theatrical or everyday performances in these encounters 
become complex and contradictory sites of pain, pleasure, and power. The ordering and pairing 
of scenes as laid out below (e.g. Skin’s schoolgirl scene, then Shakara’s school policing 
encounter) aims to further facilitate this lens. By first turning to a black femme’s role-play 
schoolgirl scene that implicitly and unconsciously plays with race and BDSM, we become 
sensitized to this content that is structured into everyday interracial school policing encounters in 
hidden, yet obvious ways. In turn, we are able to use this everyday event to read deeper into the 
racialized disciplinary structures that unconsciously reanimate themselves on the interracial 
pornographic screen. 
 Juxtaposing Skin and Shakara’s scenes ultimately set the stage for a circulatory reading 
of cultural texts from pornography and public school sites in the remaining body chapters. These 
later chapters are where I use theatrical porn performances to read real-life encounters and use 
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real-life encounters to read theatrical porn performances. Broadly, I explore some of the parallels 
and discontinuities exhibited across settings to deepen understandings of the cultural texts 
produced from these spaces as well as their relative meanings. Altogether, this sheds light onto 
black femmes’ positionality across time, space, and place. However, before we can get to this 
critical reading, we will visit a recounting of the two vignettes under study. Without further ado, 
let the scenes begin.   
 
II. Scenes of Per/Forming The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl Trope 
 
A. Scene 1: ‘Naughty Skin Diamond Gets Punished By Getting Fucked Hard’: Skin’s Interracial 
Schoolgirl Porn Performance30  
 
The best dishes are always international. So what do you get when you stir up 
Ethiopian, Danish, Czech, German, and good old American hotness in one body? 
You get Skin Diamond. It’s no accident that this nude model and edgy porn star 
calls herself Skin. That tight little body is wrapped up in the sweetest mocha skin 
you just want to lick all over. She’s got a rebel haircut that feeds your naughty 
bad girl fantasy until you’re stuffed. Speaking of stuffing, Skin doesn’t just pose a 
pretty face, but also knows how to stuff a hot rod or two into her holes for those 
vital sex injections. Skin is often seen rocking lesbian scenes for the luckiest girls 
in porn valley. She’s got a genuine taste for sweet snatch and we bet her pussy is 
just a slice of paradise too. For those who are into body art and ink, Skin’s skin is 
a tapestry of hard rock art. She’s the alternative to your everyday blonde 
cheerleader princess. She’s the avant-garde when other girls are just learning sex 
education 101. Her body is a natural wonder of the world, curving and swelling in 
all the right places, without an ounce of fake parts. She puts the “pack” in 
package, in the sense that we would love to pack our piece deep into her poon. 
For all the comic book nerds out there, you might recognize Skin as the model for 
                                                
30 Team Skeet’s “Naughty Skin Diamond Gets Punished by Getting Fucked Hard” (2012) is originally sourced from 
a 34-minute long porn scene titled, “Red is Dead!” (Innocent High, 2011). The former scene is a truncated version 
with about a 5-minute long duration. It was recirculated by a third-party source on PornHub.com. I focus on this 
shorter version due to page limitations and because, for the most part, it keeps the integrity of the plot from the full-
length scene. This is with the exception of a few genital worshipping positions that TJ performs. For example, when 
he is doing anal and vaginal oral sex on Skin and she is ecstatic. This is important to future analysis that examines 
these types of sexual positions that signify a flipped racialized power-play dynamic of teacher-student and white 
male and black femme subject. 
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Echo in Marvel Comics’ “Daredevil: End Of Days” series. This is one rough 
diamond you could only dream of taming. 
 
—Pornhub, Home: Skin Diamond Bio31 
 
The scene is set in the detention classroom. There are off-white walls, a black book shelf 
with a few books, and oak-brown student desks with connected olive-green seats. Skin Diamond 
is sitting in a desk in the second row closest to the door entry. She is revealed to be wearing a 
low-cut, burgundy and white plaid top. A black lace and short-sleeved shawl offers an overlay. 
Adorning her soft cinnamon brown complexion, the camera shot reveals a few of Skin’s facial 
piercings and arm tattoos. She has brown-black hair styled into a buzz cut on the left side of her 
head and the other side falls down to mid-shoulder. This longer side is flat-ironed and curled into 
a wavy texture. The front portion is pinned into a hump and the back hair hangs down. She has 
smoky black eyeshadow, extended lashes and burgundy lipstick to match her sexy rendition of 
the schoolgirl uniform.  
                                                
31 To contextualize Skin Diamond’s career in professional pornography, note the following. Skin’s career started in 
2009 when she was 23-years-old and spanned to her retirement in 2016 at 30-years-old. She transitioned into music 
as well as directing and acting in films outside of the adult porn industry (see also: Saul, 2016; Sydor, 2016; 
HipHopDX.com, 2016; Lewis, 2016). Building on this, Cruz’s (2016) biographical statement on Skin offers us 
insight into how her career started and its success when she was active in professional pornography. She writes: 
““Often referred to as an ‘exotic beauty’ in the press, Skin, who is of Ethiopian, Danish, Czech, Yugoslavian, and 
German descent, has recently risen to new heights of mainstream hard-core pornography stardom. She was named 
the Female Performer of the Year at the Urban X Awards in 2012 and Adult Video News nominated her as Best 
New Starlet in 2012 and as Female Performer of the Year in 2013 and 2014. Born Raylin [Joy] Christensen in 1987 
in Ventura, California, where she lived until she was four, Skin lived in a good portion of her life in Scotland before 
returning to California in her early twenties. Her account of her ‘accidental’ entry into porn resonates with the tale of 
many a young woman’s entry into the industry. She cites an unquenchable libido, a fondness for sex, and ‘complete 
exhibitionist’ tendencies as what motivated her career in the adult entertainment industry. Skin credits her early 
work in fetish modeling and ‘immersion in the fetish scene’ as gateways to her entrance into BDSM porn. With this 
professional background and ‘a personal preference’ for BDSM, hard-core BDSM porn was, as she saw it, ‘just the 
next step.’ Since her debut in hard-core porn with Burning Angel, she has worked with top names in the industry 
such as Penthouse, Vivid, Evil Angel, Elegant Angel, Kelly Madison Productions, Kink.com, and more. Skin has 
also been successful in mainstream performance and modeling outside the adult entertainment industry” (Cruz, 
2016, p. 87-88). For an extensive list of her awarded pornographic performances, see also Wikipedia’s page on Skin 
Diamond (Wikipedia: Skin Diamond, 2018).  
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While sulking in her seat, Skin has an open book on the table. She is contemplating and 
begins to smoke a cigarette. As she smokes, she continues to fiddle with the book. A voiceover 
of her talking is playing:  
 
“You know it’s not like I’m a bad student or anything. I’m, I’m really good 
actually. I always hand in my homework on time, I’m always nice to all the staff, 
and, and, the students and everything. [sigh] It’s just they, just because I, I’m an 
individual and I have my own style, you know. I like to wear the, thee uniform in 
my own way. I mean they say my uniform is too slutty but it says school uniform 
on the box soo... but you know what, that’s not even it. [light exhale] It’s not even 
TJ Cummings who I have to look at every single fuck-ing [emphasis] day. It’s not 
the staff, it’s not, it’s not anything, it’s not the fact that I’m in detention everyday 
just because of the way I look. [Sigh and exhale] It’s because I know that when 
they hand me that detention slip, it’s gonna be written in that stupid red pen!” 
 
As Skin reminisces and mentions “that stupid red pen,” TJ Cummings, the white male 
teacher, is briefly positioned in a quarter of the camera’s shot. Wearing a white T-shirt 
and red sweat pants, his words are muted as he is motioning the pen and saying 
something to Skin.  
 The screen quickly transitions to her spray-painting the classroom, walls, and 
text/books with red ink. As she is spray painting, Skin says:  
 
“See how you like this huh? [a reference to her spray painting the walls and 
textbooks on student desks] Can’t fuckin study now... Oops. [She does a small 
chuckle and continues to spray paint the textbooks sitting on desks. Skin looks at 
a book and reads line]: Photosynthesis, eehhh... I don’t think soooo! Fuck you... 
[mimics] Don’t tell me what to fuckin do. [Skin continues to spray paint books on 
different tables. She continues with small chuckles:] They’re gonna be so fuckin 
pissed.” [More chuckles. She walks to other end of classroom board and spray 
paints on the wall under the chalkboard. It reads: “Mother Fucker! TJ Cummings 





Skin walks to the wall nearest to the front door of the classroom. She sprays messages on the 
wall next to the American flag. She draws a huge rounded “W” and two dots in the center to 
appear as breasts. She calligraphies at the bottom of this drawing: “yum!” and underlines it. She 
backs up a little to see what she drew. She continues to spray more paint to bolden the lines of 
her drawings.    
  TJ eventually busts into the classroom door in the midst of Skin writing. She hides the 
spray paint can behind her back and backs away from the wall. Her face attempts to present a 
serious, yet humorous, innocence. She welcomes him with a quick transition of a wide smile and 
motions her mouth to a silenced gasp.  
 TJ says: “Whaaaat.... The.... Fuuuck has happened here?”  
 Skin with her right arm holding the spray can behind her back and left arm motioning to 
refer to the classroom walls, replies: “Someone just caaame in here and did all this...”  
 TJ says: “And, and, drew titties on the board and wrote yum and wrote motherfucker TJ 
Cummings.” While he directs his eyes away from Skin to continue scanning the classroom, she 
places two arms behind her back. Her face is smirking trying to prevent large laughter. She 
attempts to play off her amusement by nudging her nose and then immediately placing both her 
arms behind her back. TJ continues: “...and, and what is all this shit?” 
The scene transitions to TJ backing and pinning Skin against the chalkboard that reads in 
pink chalk and is underlined twice: “DETENTION.” He says: “It’s little girls like you that just 
don’t seem to listen. I’m nice.”  
As TJ points his red sharpie into Skin’s chest, she makes a sound effect: “Ooh.”  
He points sharpie again and continues: “I’m awfully nice. And you disrespect me.” TJ 
holds the sharpie close to Skin’s mouth, and she air bites at it. TJ says “Mm,” and then he throws 
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it some where into the classroom, glances and turns as it flies into the air. He grabs Skin by the 
midriff area, aggressively turns her around with her face against the board and back towards him, 
still with his hand in her midriff area. Skin has her hands against the chalkboard with a sexually 
mischievous facial expression that gestures both a humorous and serious shock. Her right arm 
closest to the camera reveals red spray paint residue on her bicep and forearm.   
While holding Skin’s body tightly, TJ says: “You wanna act like a child, I’m going to 
treat you like a child.” He places one hand at the top of her back and keeps one hand clasped 
around her lower-back and behind, hip area and says: “Bend over.” As TJ lifts Skin’s skirt and 
caresses her buttocks, she stands bent over with her hands against the wall.  
She is scrunching her face and says in a phony and curious tone: “What are you doing?”  
He says while grabbing her stomach more tightly and lifting her skirt higher to reveal a 
fuller image of her buttocks: “I’m going to you kn...” TJ rubs her buttocks and begins to force 
her to bend over to a more 90-degree angle. He continues to caress and then clenches her right 
buttocks and says: “... A little old school discipline, you don’t wanna be part of the group. We’re 
gonna treat you like we wouldn’t treat all the others. The others get detention and you get a little 
of this.” TJ rubs and clenches Skin’s buttocks one last time and the hardcore sex begins.  
 The scene transitions into TJ performing foreplay while Skin is laying on top of the 
teacher’s table with her legs opened widely. He is rubbing and patting her clitoris and vagina. 
She is moaning. He holds her right hip and pelvis area with his left arm while he does foreplay 
with his right hand. Skin moans in reaction to him patting her vagina and says: “Ooh fuck... 
Mmm...” He kisses the back of her thigh as her legs are spread. 
 The scene transitions. Skin is in another variation of missionary position on the teacher’s 
desk. TJ is penetrating her vagina. He is jackhammering, or intensely thrusting his pelvis, while 
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holding her right leg on top of his shoulder. Her left leg rests on the table while cornering his 
pelvis area. There is loud sounds of moist skin smacking together and Skin moaning in the 
rhythm of his thrusts. TJ breathes heavily as he motions. 
 The scene transitions. This is the minor money shot; the major comes/cums later. TJ 
faintly says: “Oh shit” and stands erect while Skin performs fellatio on her knees. She deep 
throats. Semen is oozing from his penis. TJ is breathing heavily. The sound of his moist penis in 
her mouth causes for suction cup like sounds. Performing until she almost gags and gasps for air, 
she pulls her head back with semen covering her hand and holding his penis. TJ’s fluids are 
trailing from her mouth. His hand is holding the back of her head and neck area to control her 
head bobbing motions. After gasping for air again, Skin then deep throats to the extent at which 
her mouth and face is pressed into TJ’s pelvis area and his testicles are touching her chin. As the 
screen fades out, he faintly says twice and with heavy breathing: “Get it wet.” 
 The scene transitions. Skin is bent over on the teacher’s desk. Her back is facing the 
camera while TJ penetrates her. It is unclear whether it is vaginal or anal play. TJ is holding her 
lower back area with both hands. At this point, Skin is topless and her plaid skirt is flipped up 
revealing her full buttocks. TJ’s red shorts are pulled down to the level of his knees. The sound 
of moist skin smacking against one another is intense. Skin is moaning loudly and vigorously. 
Her face expresses that of experiencing both pleasurable sex pain and painful sex pleasure. With 
his left arm, TJ holds Skin’s neck and aggressively pins her head to the table. His right arm is 
grabbing the right side of her lower back. Skin rests her head on the table with less resistance and 
moans in orgasmic relief: “Ooaaahh.” 
 The scene transitions. Skin is on top of TJ in cowgirl position. The camera zooms into her 
buttocks and closely reveals the intense thrust and fast motioning of his penis moving up and 
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down in her vagina. Skin is screaming and moaning to the motion of TJ’s pelvic thrusts. She 
releases a moan as if to indicate great ecstasy or orgasm. The camera zooms in closer. Of focus is 
her buttocks and his testicles and penis shaft. Skin continues to scream and moan: “Aawe, Ahh.” 
TJ continues to breathe intensely while placing and removing his hands from her lower back 
area. Skin begins to take control of the motions more dominantly and bounces up and down. 
 The scene transitions. Skin is on top of TJ while he vaginally penetrates her. She is in 
reverse cowgirl position. Her back is facing him. The camera focuses on the front of her body. 
Her breasts (about A to B-cup size) are jumping up and down to the rhythm of the pelvic thrusts 
and motions. Her toned, slender and flexed stomach is panting up and down as she breaths 
intensely. TJ’s hand is clenching Skin’s midriff area. She says: “Oh fuck.... Oh fuck, aaahhh, 
oooh, I’m gonna cum. I’m gonna fuck-in cum.” She is clenching her eyes with her mouth 
opened. Skin screams and voluminously exhales in ecstasy to indicate, presumably, an orgasm. 
 The scene transitions. Skin is on the teacher’s desk in a variation of missionary position 
again. TJ has residue of red spray paint on his right arm at this point. His hands tightly clenching 
Skin’s pelvis and hip area. Her legs spread in the air. She is using her arms to hold her legs up at 
the bend of her knees. Skin is moaning to the rhythm of TJ’s thrusts. He is breathing heavily. She 
says: “Ooooh fuuuck ahhhh, owwee-ah.” 
 The scene transitions. Skin and TJ are still on top of the teacher’s desk. Skin is sitting up 
about a quarter-way and resting on her left elbow. To what the camera vaguely reveals, her right 
arm is holding the back of her knee as her leg rests on TJ’s shoulder. He stands as he is vaginally 
penetrating her. TJ firmly grips the upper right thigh area and rubs on her right breast. Skin is 
closing her eyes and moaning. With intense velocity and force, he continues to thrust his pelvis. 
Skin continues to moan and scream. TJ removes his hand from her breast and firmly grips her 
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right thigh with both hands to increase his velocity and force. He continues to jackhammer with 
high intensity. This new position allows for him to get deeper into her vagina. There are loud 
sounds of moist skin smacking. With heavy emphasis and deep vocal vibration, Skin says: 
“Ahhhh, uhhh.” She intensely releases her breath. TJ releases sighs. 
 The scene transitions. This is the final epic money shot. TJ’s shorts are completely off. 
His left foot appears to be stepping on them. The camera positions only to see his mid-stomach 
and half of his foot that stands on his shorts. Skin is of focus. She is on her knees with her tongue 
out, eyes closed, head tilting back. TJ stands with his left hand on the table. His right hand rubs 
his penis and he shoots, directing the semen onto Skin’s face and mouth area. He releases intense 
sighs to the rhythm of his semen shooting in her mouth. Her eyes are still closed. TJ’s hand is 
still on the desk behind her head area. He wraps up the end of his ejaculation period. He releases 
more sighs of orgasmic relief in tandem with shooting his remaining semen. As TJ continues to 
shoot his semen in and on Skin’s face, she briefly smiles. She does a small “Hmm,” that sounds 
like a very brief or beginning of a tiny laugh. Skin is opening and closing her mouth to swallow 
his ejaculation fluids. 
 The scene fades out to a black screen with written text that advertises the porn website, 
InnocentHigh.com. The screen transitions to film graphics to wrap up the advertisement. A green 
laser beams light on cement-like wall with two metal nametags chained together. It is centered. It 
eventually spells out: “TEAM SKEET: WE PLAY DIRTY.” It dramatically fades to black 




B. Scene 2: ‘I Didn’t Move Cause I Didn’t Do Nothing’: Shakara’s Interracial School Policing 
Encounter32  
 
‘I know this girl [Shakara] don’t got nobody and I couldn’t believe this was 
happening... I had never seen nothing like that in my life, a man use that much 
force on a little girl. A big man, like 300 pounds of full muscle. I was like ‘no 
way, no way.’ You can’t do nothing like that to a little girl. I’m talking about 
she’s like 5’6”...’  
 
—Niya Kenny, WLTX-TV Exclusive Interview, Cleary, 2015b 
 
On Monday, October 26, 2015, Richland County Senior Deputy and Student Resource 
Officer (SRO) Benjamin Fields, a 34-year-old white male, brutally arrested Shakara, a 16-year-
old self-presenting black femme, in math class at Spring Valley High School in Columbia, South 
Carolina. The Algebra teacher, Mr. Robert Long, a 62-year-old white male, initially demanded 
that Shakara leave the classroom and hand over her cellphone for, allegedly, “playing with” 
(Johnson, SLED Investigative File, 2016, p.1) the device during instruction (Love, 2015). He 
also accused her of logging into her email account when “they were [supposed to be] doing 
required schoolwork on their Chromebooks” (Johnson, SLED Investigative File, 2016, p. 1).   
However, Shakara refused to leave the classroom because she felt that she did not do 
anything wrong since she put her phone away when initially instructed. Additionally, according 
to her, Shakara only had her “‘Gmail up so if’” she “‘get[s] an email from a teacher or 
something’” she could be notified, but other than that, she “‘wasn’t even looking at it’” (Johnson, 
SLED Investigative File, 2016, p. 8). She continued:  
 
‘...[Mr. Long] was logging me out all my stuff so I was like, I turned around to the 
girl, and I was like why would he log me out of my work? She was like I don’t 
know I guess he’s in one of his moments or something. And he was like, put the 
                                                
32 Earlier iterations of this section, “‘I Have Not Done Anything Wrong’: The Torture Scene of Shakara” is also in 
El Henson’s “‘Scenes of Subjection’ & Subjectivity” (2017). 
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phone up, and I did. So I was, I started back doing my work or whatever and I 
didn’t know what was going on cause I didn’t know how to do it so I was just 
looking in my lap like this playing with my fingers or something. And he was 
like, came over there like give me your phone, and I said you can get out of my 
face. That’s what you can do, cause I don’t have no phone. But he didn’t really 
ask me, he didn’t see me with the phone he [w]as just like give me your phone 
cause he saw me looking down. And I was like, that’s when he went to write me 
up and [he said] take your stuff and get up out. I didn’t move cause I didn’t do 
nothing so he called the administrator [KaRon Webb] in and asked me the same 
thing but I didn’t say anything then he said he gonna have to call the resource 
officer [Benjamin Fields]...’  
 
—Shakara in SLED Investigative File, 2016, p. 8 
 
 
Mr. Webb, the black male administrator, continued to make orders that Shakara “leave 
the classroom and come with him” (Johnson, SLED Investigative File, 2016, p. 2). Shakara “sat 
quietly and refused to comply with Mr. Webb’s directives or respond to him in any way” 
(Johnson, SLED Investigative File, 2016, p. 2). She refused to leave because she felt that she did 
not do anything wrong since she put her phone away when told the first time (Love, 2015). 
Nonetheless, Deputy/SRO Fields was then called to the classroom to “remove” the little girl 
(CBS News, 2015). 
 Deputy Fields walked over to Shakara’s desk and demandingly said, “‘You’re going to 
come with me or am I going to make you? Come on. I’m going to get you up’” (Cleary, 2015a; 
see also: ACLU Foundation, 2016). According to ABC News (2015), he closed shut her laptop 
and placed it on a nearby desk and continued, “‘I treated you fair last year right?’”   
 Shakara responded, “‘I don’t know you.’”  
 Fields, “‘You don’t know me?... You gonna come with me, or am I gonna make you?’” 
(ABC News, 2015).  
 Niya Kenny, an 18-year-old black femme-presenting classmate, was sitting nearby and 
took out her iPhone to record the interaction because she heard stories about Fields’ violent 
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history and had a feeling that things might get “extreme” (ACLU Foundation, 2016). She also 
whispered to some of the other students to take out their cellphones and record as well. Tony 
Robinson Jr., a black teenage boy classmate who, in addition to Kenny, videotaped the incident 
because he was “terrified” (ABC News, 2015), explained in WLTX-TV’s Exclusive Interview 
that Fields further ordered Shakara with, “‘you will move, you will move’” (CBS News, 2015). 
Robinson Jr. continued: “‘[She said] No, I have not done anything wrong’... Then he [Deputy 
Fields] said, ‘I’m going to treat you fairly.’ And she said, ‘I don’t even know who you are.’ And 
that is where it started right there’” (CBS News, 2015).  
 Shakara explained that she “‘don’t remember’” what happened during the physical 
portion of the brutal arrest, she “‘just saw the video’” (Johnson, SLED Investigative File, 2016, 
p. 8). According to her text message exchanges to another classmate, all she knows is that she 
“‘was talking to the resource officer,’” “‘fought him,’” “‘got thrown across the room,’” and put 
in “‘handcuffs [a]nd everythang’” (Johnson, SLED Investigative File, 2016, p. 9). This very 
much so sums up the encounter. However, the multiple student-filmed videos of the incident 
captured from various angles that went viral on social media offer a few more details. Some 
reveal that Deputy Fields “wrenched the girl’s right arm behind her and grabbed her left leg” 
(ACLU Foundation, 2016). Shakara attempted to resist his hold, however, Fields increased his 
level of force and continued to wrestle her out of her chair (ACLU Foundation, 2016). In self-
defense, Shakara “can be seen pushing her arm, and possibly hitting, the officer, but only after he 
had already grabbed her by the neck and was starting to throw her to the ground” (Cleary, 
2015a).  
 Once he gained a firm grip of “the back of her neck,” Deputy Fields “flip[ped]” the desk 
“with the girl still in it” (Cleary, 2015b). After he “violently slammed” Shakara onto the floor, 
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Fields continued to aggressively drag her and the desk to the front of the classroom (Cleary, 
2015b). He then slammed Shakara, again, this time, onto her stomach (Cleary, 2015b). As Fields 
was pinning her to the floor and handcuffing Shakara, he was exclaiming, “‘Put your hands 
behind your back... Gimme your hands! Gimme your hands!’” (ACLU Foundation, 2016).  
 Some of the remaining students continued to scream, turn away, or film the incident. 
Robinson Jr. expressed:  
‘I’ve never seen anything so nasty looking, so sick to the point that you know, 
other students are turning away, don’t know what to do, and are just scared for 
their lives. That’s [Deputy/SRO Fields] supposed to be somebody that’s going to 
protect us. Not somebody that we need to be scare off [sic], or afraid [of].’  
 
—Tony Robinson Jr. in Cleary, 2015b  
 
 
In the midst of this “‘nasty’” and gruesome scene and despite the potential physical threat, 
Kenny stood up for Shakara. Kenny exclaimed, “‘Ain’t nobody gonna put this shit on 
Snapchat?’” (ACLU Foundation, 2016). The administrator attempted to “quiet her down, saying 
her name over and over, but she would not be silenced” (ACLU Foundation, 2016). Kenny 
continued “‘crying,’” “‘praying out loud,’” and “‘screaming ‘What the f, what the f is this really 
happening?’” (Barnes, 2015). Pressed by the urgency and severity of Deputy Fields violent 
arrest, she immediately pressed the upload button on her Iphone’s Snapchat application (ACLU 
Foundation, 2016). As Fields was pinning down Shakara and forcing her arms behind her back, 
he shouted at Kenny for her protests: “‘I’ll put you in jail next’” (Moore, Hensley, & Siemaszko, 
2015).  
 After he handcuffed Shakara, another SRO, “Officer Bradley” (Johnson, SLED 
Investigative File, 2016, p. 2), came to aid Fields in the arrest by standing “the student up and 
walk[ing] her out of the classroom” (p. 2). Kenny questioned the two male adult staff members 
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standing still at the scene. She frantically asked whether they would stand there and allow this to 
happen to the little girl or do something about it (Barnes, 2015). Deputy Fields “after beating up 
Shakara,” “walked back into the room and bullied” Kenny by saying, “‘you want some of this 
too?’” (Barnes, 2015). He continued “‘You got so much to say?... Come on’” (ACLU 
Foundation, 2016). Frightened by the violence Shakara was subjected to, Kenny did not speak 
(ACLU Foundation, 2016). She immediately placed her hands behind her back and Fields 
arrested her (CBS News, 2015).  
Although some surrounding classmates, such as Kenny, were screaming at the sight of 
their classmate in danger, Shakara was in complete silence while being aggressively manhandled 
by Deputy Fields. A black woman interviewer from WLTX-TV expressed to Robinson Jr. that 
she was shocked that Shakara, herself, did not “make a sound...as she was ‘thrown across the 
room’” (CBS News, 2015). Upon inquiry of whether this was the videotaping’s inability to pick 
up such sound, Robinson Jr. explained that he noticed her silence as well and thinks that “‘she 
was frozen.’” He concluded that all he is certain about is that “‘it was crazy, it was, it was 
crazy’” (CBS News, 2015).  
According to her attorney and South Carolina Minority Leader, J. Todd Rutherford, 
Deputy Fields’ lethal force left Shakara with “a cast on her right arm, a swollen neck, back and 
shoulder, and a carpet burn on her forehead” (Love, 2015). In addition to Shakara being tortured, 
both she and Kenny were charged with a misdemeanor of South Carolina’s Disturbing Schools 
Law and faced a maximum fine of $1,000 and up to 90 days in jail (Love, 2015). All of this was 
Shakara’s experience as a recently enrolled student at Spring Valley High. She was new to Mr. 
Long’s math class and, amongst her peers, was known to be a quiet student who rarely talked to 
anyone (Cleary, 2015a; ACLU Foundation, 2016). Contrary to some of the narratives circulating 
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online, attorney Rutherford confirmed that Shakara’s mother and grandmother are, indeed, still 
alive, however she had also recently entered foster care (Barnes, 2015).  
In report to WLTX-TV, Kenny expressed her sentiments of her classmate’s family 
situation and disbelief of witnessing Deputy Fields’ lethal force used on Shakara (Cleary, 
2015b). Kenny felt that a big man police officer who is about 300 pounds of full muscle using 
that much force on a little girl is certainly no way (Cleary, 2015b) to treat a child or to make her 
feel welcomed to the classroom as a new student. On top of this, Kenny was even more 
concerned that Shakara’s recent entry into foster care may mean that she don’t got nobody 
(Cleary, 2015b) and after facing such a brutal arrest, there would be little to no love and support 
from anyone who could assist her in healing from a traumatic situation.  
During and after the occurrence, school staff and police officers attempted to make 
Kenny feel guilty for her actions (ACLU Foundation, 2016). However, she ultimately felt 
adamant about speaking out against this tragedy because she was empathetic towards Shakara’s 
position and intense experience (ACLU Foundation, 2016; Klein, 2017). Similar to the 
sentiments of her daughter and other parents in the Richland 2 Black Parents Association at 
Spring Valley High (Cleary, 2015a), Kenny’s mother, Doris Ballard-Kenny, felt that Kenny 
legitimately protested Fields’ egregious (Cleary, 2015a) arrest of Shakara. In another WLTX-TV 
interview, Ballard-Kenny shared:  
 
‘I’m not mad at her, she was brave enough to speak out against what was going 
on and didn’t back down and it resulted in her being arrested...Looking at the 
video, who was really disturbing schools? Was it my daughter or the officer who 
came in to the classroom and did that to the young girl?’  
 





 On the one hand, Richland County Sheriff Leon Lott, the official in charge of Deputy 
Fields, claimed that he felt “‘very disturbed by’” the viral video recordings of Fields brutally 
arresting Shakara and “‘wanted to throw up’” at the sight of it (Moore, Hensley, & Siemaszko, 
2015). However, on the other hand, Sheriff Lott agreed with the math teacher and administrator 
who “‘felt the deputy acted appropriately’” (Moore, Hensley, & Siemaszko, 2015). Even further, 
Sheriff Lott reasoned that race was not a factor in Fields’ use of excessive force because he is 
“no racist, he’s dating a black woman” (Moore, Hensley, & Siemaszko, 2015). Lott continued: 
“Deputy Ben Fields has been dating an African-American woman for ‘quite some time’... 
‘Would that have a bearing on his thought process?... It may have, but I would think that would 
have effected it in a positive way, not a negative way.’” Lott concluded that “‘She [Shakara] was 
the one resisting arrest and it [Fields’ actions] wasn’t racial’” (Moore, Hensley, & Siemaszko, 
2015).   
 Sheriff Lott’s claim that Fields’ is no racist because he’s dating a black woman was 
faced with much criticism “on social media from people who say dating a black woman does not 
absolve him of racism” (Cleary, 2015a). Supporting these social media commentators who were 
outraged with and unconvinced by Lott’s logic, student accounts reveal that Deputy Fields has 
been continuously caught disturbing black school children at disproportionate rates. In a school 
of about 2,000 students where “52 percent are black and 30 percent are white” (Cleary, 2015a), 
current and former black students reported that he has a “history of abusive behavior” (Cleary, 
2015b) and “being over-aggressive, especially with black kids” (Moore, Hensley, & Siemaszko, 
2015). One Spring Valley High graduate named Janae Ricks, a black femme-presenting young 
adult, shared online, “‘it’s sad it [the brutal arrest of Shakara] wasn’t a big surprise to me bc 
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[because] deputy fields BEEN slamming kids since I graduated 3yrs [years] ago[,] just was never 
captured’” (Cleary, 2015a).  
 Meaning that, the incident of Shakara was not the first or only account of Fields’ violent 
behavior against black children at Spring Valley High. Contrary to Sheriff Lott’s reasoning, all 
of his consistent aggressions against black students in particular, points to Fields’ actions as part 
of a chain of racially charged events and illuminates how dating a black woman does not absolve 
him of racism. In fact, Breanna Blake, an 18-year-old black gxrl, further explicates how Fields’ 
thought process is, indeed, a racially motivated one and has been over-aggressive, especially 
with black children, particularly, black gxrls. Blake shared that after she and her sister got into a 
“shouting match” with some other gxrls, “Fields threw her off a bus” (Moore, Hensley, & 
Siemaszko, 2015). Blake reasoned that Fields’ physical aggression against black students is 
because “‘He has to prove how big and bad he is’” (Moore, Hensley, & Siemaszko, 2015).  
 Even further, some other students on Twitter corroborated Blake, Shakara, and additional 
school children’s experiences. One black femme-presenting student shared:  
 
‘Yes, Deputy Fields has done this numerous times. But this [Shakara’s incident] is 
the first time I’ve seen it captured on video and shared like this... [In 2012] I was 
coming from lunch and saw Deputy Fields slam that pregnant woman. I was 
frozen in shock at how he was man handling her.’  
 
—Student on Twitter in Cleary, 2015b 
 
 
With Fields being known to have, as another black femme-presenting student terms it, “‘a history 
of being aggressive with [black] students’” (Cleary, 2015b), it is no surprise that some at Spring 




 As a student remarked, the key difference between other students’ encounters with 
Deputy Fields and the case of Shakara, is that the latter was the first time that his excessive force 
was captured on video and shared like this. Because the viral videos of Fields’ brutal arrest 
brought such “bad press” about South Carolina’s “law-and-order culture” to the public eye 
across the U.S., the school district fired him two days after the incident (ACLU Foundation, 
2016). They also ordered Fields not to return to any school in the district permanently (Cleary, 
2015a). Additionally, Sheriff Lott suspended him without pay while the sheriff department 
performed an internal investigation (Cleary, 2015a). However, although the administrator later 
transferred to another school district, both he and the math teacher’s jobs were unaffected 
(ACLU Foundation, 2016). 
 Under pressure by continued bad press, Lott later requested an external civil rights 
investigation by the Columbia FBI Field Office, the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the District of 
South Carolina and the Department of Justice’s Civil Rights Division (Cleary, 2015a). The FBI 
explained they were “investigating the matter to determine if Fields violated civil rights law” 
(Love, 2015). Meanwhile, Fields’ attorney alleged that his “actions were ‘justified and lawful,’ 
‘carried out professionally,’ and was ‘performing his job duties within the legal threshold’” 
(Love, 2015; Hensley, 2015). WCNC revealed that in 2016, he was acquitted from the crime 
(WCNC, 2016; Thomas, 2016; ACLU Foundation, 2016). The Justice Department concluded 
that investigators felt “Fields did not intend to violate the student’s [Shakara’s] civil rights” 
(Associated Press, 2018a). Thus, “State and federal prosecutors declined to bring charges 
against” (Associated Press, 2018a) him and instead offered Fields impunity for brutally arresting 
a young black gxrl.  
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 However, this comes as no surprise considering the results of a Public Policy Polling 
survey of South Carolinians conducted shortly after the videos went viral (ACLU Foundation, 
2016). This survey revealed that about half of the residents opposed the decision of firing Deputy 
Fields, meanwhile, only about a third of participants agreed with the outcome. In fact, 
approximately 100 Spring Valley High students staged a walk out to protest his termination. 
These students included a mixture of black and nonblack students. Some were from the football 
team where Fields also served as one of the coaches. Administrators knew about the planned 
protest, however, did nothing to interfere because they “felt that stopping it would have caused 
‘more disruption [to the] school’ than allowing it” (ACLU Foundation, 2016).    
 By the 2016 school year, much had taken place at Spring Valley High. Dan Johnson, the 
local solicitor, eventually dropped the disturbing-schools charge against Shakara and Kenny in 
September. However, it was simply not enough for the harm caused to two black gxrls. Thus, 
beginning a month prior in August, lawyers from American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) were 
“frustrated by a lack of action” and continued to file a federal lawsuit against the state of South 
Carolina where Kenny served as the lead plaintiff (ACLU Foundation, 2016). ACLU lawyers 
argued that the state’s “disturbing-school” and “disorderly conduct” charges are 
unconstitutionally vague and unnecessarily criminalizes “normal adolescent misbehavior” such 
as “loitering, cursing, or undefined ‘obnoxious’ actions on school grounds” (ACLU Foundation, 
2018). In addition to breaching students’ due-process rights under the Fourteenth Amendment, 
“‘The Disturbing Schools statute creates an impossible standard for school children to follow and 
for police to enforce with consistency and fairness’...” (ACLU Foundation, 2016).  
 ACLU lawyers asserted that, because of this, hundreds of students are unconstitutionally 
charged by the disturbing-schools law, some as young as 7-years-old (ACLU Foundation, 2018). 
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Even further, the statute has dramatically impacted “disabled students” (Associated Press, 2018a; 
2018b), black students, and “students who speak out against policing abuses in schools” (ACLU 
Foundation, 2018). Specifically for black girls and boys, with disturbing-school and disorderly 
conduct charges in place, they are about four times as likely to be targeted (ACLU Foundation, 
2018). Using these findings to argue a compelling case, the ACLU eventually won their appeal 
by March 2018.  
 Also within the 2016 school year, the U.S. Department of Justice, which financially 
supports the police force in Richland County schools, began requiring “more outside oversight 
and training to ensure that” officers “are not involved in enforcing classroom discipline in the 
future” (ACLU Foundation, 2016). This was an outcome from an audit that began before 
Shakara and Kenny’s arrest (ACLU Foundation, 2016). Additionally, Sheriff Lott entered into an 
agreement with the Justice Department that his agency “...would do its part in ending what 
federal authorities described as a ‘school-to-prison pipeline’” (Associated Press, 2018a). He 
claimed that by offering school-employed deputies “intensive annual training,” they would be 
able to “de-escalate situations, avoid bias and interact properly with [black students and] disabled 
students” (Associated Press, 2018a). The agreement also alleged that the forming of an advisory 
group that consists of students and parents as well as the hiring of outside consultants approved 
by the department would be used to facilitate “compliance” (Associated Press, 2018a).  
 As for the faring of Shakara and Kenny, while online news stories reveal that Shakara 
was released to her guardians after the incident (Moore, Hensley, & Siemaszko, 2015), we learn 
nothing about her well-being and trajectory after this point. However, for Kenny, we learn a few 
things because of her organized political activism in the public domain. After witnessing the 
arrest of Shakara, being arrested and led to a police van in front of her peers, and having to spend 
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hours in jail before she was released, Kenny dropped out of Spring Valley High (Klein, 2017). 
She spent a bit time at a local charter school but eventually withdrew and opted to get her GED. 
Her mother shared that she was thinking about applying to college (Klein, 2017).  
 2016 was also the year that Kenny, along with her mother, moved to New York City 
(ACLU Foundation, 2016). This is where Kenny started her internship with the African 
American Policy Forum (AAPF) to work closely with the co-founder, Kimberlé Crenshaw, 
Professor of Law at University of California, Los Angeles and Columbia Law School. AAPF is a 
nonprofit organization as well as research and think-tank that focuses on fighting for 
intersectional social justice for women of color communities, particularly, black women and 
girls. They have jumpstarted many political campaigns and movements such as 
#SAYHERNAME, #BLACKGIRLSMATTER, and “Spring Valley is Everywhere,” to name a 
few (AAPF.org, 2015). Directly and immediately in response to state and police violence in 
schools like Spring Valley High and beyond, in 2015, AAPF launched “Spring Valley is 
Everywhere.” This was an online special issue that provided short blurbs, a webinar recording, 
and resources that expressed outrage for the arrest of Shakara and Kenny as well as the ubiquity 
of school policing violence against black students (AAPF.org, 2015).33 
                                                
33 The AAPF community-based organization is oriented towards fighting for women’s rights and dismantling racial 
injustice, gender inequality, class discrimination and advancing the indivisibility of all human rights in the U.S. and on an 
international scale (AAPF.org, 2015 as cited in El Henson, 2017). AAPF links academics, activists and policy-makers with 
an intersectional sensibility to strategize for structural social transformation. Additionally, the organization offers 
themselves as resources and a clearinghouse for others to collaborate and build partnerships in their own local 
communities through town hall hearings, focus groups, politician outreach, op-eds, and letters in newspapers. AAPF also 
uses teach-ins to discuss political matters and movements they jumpstarted, such as #SAYHERNAME and 
#BLACKGIRLSMATTER to name a few, that fight for intersectional social justice for black women and girls (AAPF.org, 
2015 as cited in El Henson, 2017).  
 In 2015, directly and immediately in response to state and police violence in schools like Spring Valley High and 
beyond, AAPF launched “Spring Valley is Everywhere.” This was an online special issue that provided short blurbs, a 
webinar recording, and resources that expressed outrage for the case of Shakara and the ubiquity of school policing 
violence against black students (AAPF.org, 2015 as cited in El Henson, 2017). Particularly, short blurbs explained that 
while Sheriff Lott justly fired Fields, the formally pending charges (that came to last a year-long) on both Shakara and 
Kenny were unjust. AAPF explained that the objectification and victimization of these two black teenage girls extended 
beyond police brutality to other discriminatory school staff and policies. For example, they noted that Shakara was 
criminalized by the teacher who attempted to expel her for a minor infraction, the administrator who went further to call 
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 AAPF has opened space for Kenny to transmute “her trauma into activism” (Klein, 
2017). Kenny has been working with Crenshaw and AAPF to raise awareness about the gendered 
aspects of school to prison pathway (Morris, M., 2012, p. 10; Crenshaw, 2015a) systems and the 
criminalization of black gxrls in school settings. Kenny shared: “‘I feel like people are more 
aware of the issues that young black females face now, because its actually caught on camera 
this time. It wasn’t just a he-said, she-said, situation’” (Klein, 2017). Because viral videos of 
Shakara’s “incident has become one of the highest-profile examples of the dangers of stationing 
cops in school” (Klein, 2017), Kenny continues to fight alongside AAPF because she “doesn’t 
want anyone to forget its lesson” (Klein, 2017). She feels that particularly amongst this anyone 
who should not forget the jarring lesson at hand are lawmakers, law enforcement, and school 
districts. The lesson: in addition to lawmakers changing policies that, advertently or 
inadvertently, target black students, school districts should remove police officers from campus 
all together and replace them with counselors (ACLU Foundation, 2016). Instead of the policing 
and punishment embedded in school culture, Kenny hopes for black students, particularly black 
gxrls, to receive helpful hands, not hurtful ones.  
 Similar to her daughter Kenny, Doris Ballard-Kenny was also inspired to raise awareness 
about and address “‘all the issues dealing with the school-to-prison-pipeline’” (Klein, 2017). She 
got involved in organized political activism geared towards spreading awareness of and ending 
                                                                                                                                                       
the police, and policies that allow students to be detained for uncooperative behavior. Even further, the criminal justice 
system “continues to punish two traumatized girls rather than apologizing to them and supporting them” (AAPF.org, 2015 
as cited in El Henson, 2017).  
 AAPF asserts that Shakara’s incident reveals how ingrained and dangerous punitive practices are to educational 
settings (AAPF.org, 2015 as cited in El Henson, 2017). Moreover, it is illustrative of how punitive measures affect the 
everyday lives of black girls and routine experiences they have with state and police violence. This special issue aimed to 
bring awareness to the ways in which Spring Valley is indeed everywhere in the U.S. In fact, this school site represents an 
array of institutional settings that continue to threaten the lives of black communities, particularly black girls and women, 
across the United States and beyond. AAPF extended their efforts to support black girls’ lives and subjectivity in a 
webinar recording by women of color speakers (AAPF.org, 2015 as cited in El Henson, 2017). This webinar focused on 
black girls and school discipline more broadly. Speakers amplify the voices of queer black girls who have suffered from 
punitive discipline policies and practices, educators who witnessed the criminalization of black girls in schools, and 
scholars who study racially gendered aspects of school to prison pathway systems.  
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school policing violence against black students. Ballard-Kenny has taken action with the 
community-based organization, Every Black Girl, which was also launched directly in response 
to the arrests of Kenny and Shakara (Klein, 2017). This campaign and program aims to “bring 
awareness and solutions to issues impacting black girls and to create a world where 
#EveryBlackGirl can thrive” (Every Black Girl Inc., 2015).   
 Initially, Kenny just wanted to stand up against something she thought was wrong; her 
classmate being brutally arrested by a police officer (Klein, 2017). However, she and her mother 
unexpectedly became a part of larger organized movements that aim to transform the conditions 
of young black gxrls in schools and beyond. Kenny remarked: “‘Before I was involved in that 
situation I had never heard of the school-to-prison pipeline. That’s actually come to the light 
now. It’s not a conversation that’s overlooked’” (Klein, 2017). Ultimately, both she and Ballard-
Kenny hopes that amidst all things, their suffering and activism do not go in vain (Klein, 2017).  
 Unfortunately, depending on the crowd, their struggle and efforts just may be overlooked 
and taken in vain. This crowd looks like state forces such as Deputy Ben Fields. More pointedly, 
he felt entitled to file a lawsuit fundamentally, but not exclusively, based on two audacious 
claims against Sheriff Lott, the Richland County Sheriff’s Department, and Richland Two 
School District (Associated Press, 2018a). Fields claimed that “his reputation was ruined by the 
sheriff’s comments” at a 2015 news conference (Associated Press, 2018a). This is where Sheriff 
Lott announced that, although “some responsibility for the confrontation” lies with Shakara 
because she “refused to comply with the deputy’s demands,” “‘the maneuver that he [Fields] 
used was not based on the training nor acceptable’” (Associated Press, 2018). Sheriff Lott 




 Not only did Fields feel his reputation was ruined by Lott’s comments, he further 
alleged, “Lott acted so swiftly to punish [and fire] him because the student was black and Fields 
is white” (Associated Press, 2018a). Meanwhile, Lott’s attorneys argued in court documents that 
“Fields hasn’t shown evidence that Lott discriminated against him” (Associated Press, 2018a). 
Some portions of Fields’ lawsuit against Lott, the sheriff department and school district were 
dismissed by U.S. District Judge Mary Geiger Lewis in August 2018. However, other portions 
that purported Fields’ reputation was ruined and swiftly faced punishment by Lott because he is 




 The broader goal of this chapter was for readers to develop a visual vocabulary to better 
imagine the analogous and non-analogous moments in per/forming The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl trope. This chapter, however, first opened with a meta-analytical conversation 
between Moten (2003) and Hartman (1997; 2008) as well as discussion by Scott (2010) to 
critically think about the repercussions, if any, in reconstructing, recounting and retelling Skin’s 
schoolgirl scene and Shakara’s school policing encounter. More specifically, I turned to Moten 
(2003) and Hartman’s (1997; 2008) discussion on the violent economy of reproduction, 
replicating grammars of violence, and the potential for remedy in the critical recitation of and 
reflection on black subjection. Scott (2010) facilitated a further conversation on how returning to 
scenes of black/sexual defeat simultaneously instruct us on the domination and humiliation of the 
black subject as well as their ability and power. Cumulatively, Moten, Hartman and Scott 
enabled me to theorize the importance of returning to the political theaters of black femmes on 
the hardcore pornographic screen and in state encounters as a means of critical reflection on the 
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subjection and subjectivity embedded across sites. Furthermore, Hartman’s (2008) theorization 
and method of critical fabulation allowed me to revisit these texts with the intended purpose of 
(re)constructing counter-histories and narratives told from the standpoint of the affirmation of 
blackness, and particularly the affirmation of black femmeness.   
After exploring Moten (2003), Hartman (1997; 2008), and Scott’s (2010) conversations, I 
then laid out the two scenes under study that depict interracial role-play porn and school campus 
events. This part of the chapter presented a series of two vignettes reconstructed from primary 
and secondary sources. I juxtaposed a black femme’s pornographic role-play schoolgirl scene to 
a violent state encounter in a public school site. Specifically, “Scene 1: ‘Naughty Skin Diamond 
Gets Punished By Getting Fucked Hard’: Skin’s Interracial Schoolgirl Porn Performance” 
described an interracial role-play scene starring former pornographic actress, Skin Diamond, a 
black queer femme. It is one that, I argue, implicitly and unconsciously plays with race and 
BDSM. Here, Skin performs as the naughty Schoolgirl continually held captive in detention for 
her slutty uniform. She seeks revenge by vandalizing the classroom with spray-paint. For this, 
Skin is punished by getting fucked hard by her white male Teacher. However, she also teaches 
him a lesson about receiving a hardcore fuck in detention. 
 “Scene 2: ‘I Didn’t Move Cause I Didn’t Do Nothing’: Shakara’s Interracial School 
Policing Encounter” narrated the 2015 case of Shakara, a 16-year-old self-presenting black 
femme, whose violent police encounter at Spring Valley High School in Columbia, SC goes viral 
on social media. Here, Shakara refuses school staff’s reprimands and resists a white male police 
officer’s arrest for alleged cellphone and off-task activity. Another black femme-presenting 
teenager, Kenny, protests this violence and is arrested too. They both face legal charges. 
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Eventually both are released and charges are dropped. Kenny, then, becomes well-known for her 
political activism in fighting school policing violence against black gxrls.  
 Lastly, I must reiterate, Skin’s scene was presented before Shakara’s in order to further 
prime audience to read the latter cultural text with and through racialized BDSM pornographics. 
More precisely, by first turning to a black femme’s role-play schoolgirl scene that implicitly and 
unconsciously plays with race and BDSM, I aimed for readers to become sensitized to this 
content that is structured into interracial school policing encounters in hidden, yet obvious ways. 
In turn, my hope was for readers to be able to imagine the social gestures, symbolisms, and 
fictions that may manifest in real-life interracial encounters and develop an awareness of this 
content that is also embedded in the parodied pornographic screen. Ultimately, this ordering of 
scenes oriented us in more tangibly applying racialized BDSM pornographics.  
 Continuing with this critical lens but from my first analytic angle, the next chapter will 
examine one part of the unavoidable triptych that produces and is produced by the racialized 
pornographic economy of antiblack genocide. More specifically, chapter 2, “Racialized 
Porntrope Formation,” close reads Skin and Shakara’s vignettes to explore the contemporaneous 
nature of race and violence as well as the erotic, sexual, and pornographic as superimposed into 
the (re)creation of what I call, racialized porntropes. I turn to these scenes to discuss how The 
Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl who breaks school rules serves as a sexually energizing, 
electrifying, and entertaining projection for the State and its forces. The material consequences 
look like sexy or deadly punishment and captivity of black femmes in porn and school settings, 
respectively. Largely, my idea of racialized porntropes, particularly the formation of The 
Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl, thinks about how this process depends on elements of 
racialized pornographic BDSM to be executed.  
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Chapter 2: Racialized Porntrope Formation 
 
...[P]olitical domination frequently produces a sexual dimension that cannot be controlled 
by the forces that (re)produce it... 
 
 —Weheliye, Habeas Viscus (2014), p. 90 
 
...Black women writers have documented [the] depth of skin—its existence as a site of 
memory, particularly the memory of the trauma of chattel slavery. [Hortense] Spillers 
considers this memory to be pain etched in the archives of flesh... Toni Morrison’s 
concept of “skin memory”... describes skin as a site that chronicles the remembrance of 
pain and “the body’s recollection of pleasure.” For Morrison, skin memory is distinctly 
sexual; the flesh is a palimpsest of sexual impression, “accumulating its own sexual 
memories like tattoos”... 
 
 —Cruz, The Color of Kink (2016), p. 92  
 
...[For Patricia Hill Collins,] pornography is also a racialized episteme or “way of 
thinking” and a mode of “treatment”... Pornography is thus a quintessential “controlling 
image,” a way of thinking that exceeds a representational practice; it is a mode of seeing 
black female bodies and a mode of knowing, or rendering knowable, black female flesh... 
The harm of controlling images are not simply that they instruct viewers in how to wound 
and rewound black female flesh with the injury of alterity; controlling images are also 
structures of knowledge which shape how black female bodies are known and knowable 
both on-screen and, perhaps most problematically, off-screen... 
 




 Chapter 2 carefully excavates one feature of the unavoidable triptych that (re)constitutes 
the racialized pornographic economy of antiblack genocide. More specifically, I apply racialized 
BDSM pornographics from the vantage point of camera angle one, racialized porntrope 
formation. This means that I employ a specialized critical hermeneutic tool to examine the 
(re)construction of what I call, racialized porntropes, particularly The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl. This chapter close reads the two vignettes of Skin’s schoolgirl performance and 
Shakara’s school policing encounter. In order to recount specific scenes of analysis, I draw from 
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the reconstructed narratives in chapter 1 and place my recitations in italicized texts. (I also use 
italics for more traditional academic writing purposes as well.) Careful readers may grow weary 
of these repeated lines, and this is my aim. I hope to invoke the banality and repetition of such 
scenes and narratives that the affirmative black viewer encounters in everyday life. At the same 
time, it is to invoke the same scene but approach it with a different camera angle; the thematic 
angle of racialized porntrope formation. This allows for us to see and analyze Skin and Shakara’s 
scenes from a particular analytic standpoint.  
More precisely, in exploring racialized porntrope formation, I dissect the simultaneous 
race, violence, erotic and—not just sexual, but—pornographic register embedded in the 
projections black femmes like Skin and Shakara continually negotiate on the interracial 
pornographic screen and in state policing encounters. Particularly, I turn to Skin’s scene and 
Shakara’s case to discuss how The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl who breaks school rules 
serves as a sexually energizing, electrifying, and entertaining projection for the State and its 
forces. The material consequences look like sexy or deadly punishment of black femmes in porn 
and school settings, respectively.  
 My discussion is inspired by Alexander Weheliye’s (2008; 2014) engagement with 
Hortense Spillers’ (1987) concept, pornotroping. This term captures how the enactment of black 
suffering for a shocked and titillated audience (Weheliye’s, 2008, 2014) is a gendering, 
racializing, and sexualizing site of violence. I also draw on Nash’s (2014) read of Patricia Hill 
Collins’ (1990) conversation on the nineteenth-century forced exhibition of Saartjie Baartman, a 
South African womxn. Their discussion lays out how the coerced display and scientific 
dissection of Baartman and her body by colonial European figures functioned as the genesis of 
contemporary pornographic tropes and a kind of racialized pornography (Nash, 2014a). I am 
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also inspired by Nash’s framing of Collins’ understanding of pornography as a racialized 
episteme or way and habit of thinking that happens on and off the pornographic screen, as well as 
her interest to critically push back on Collins’ insistence on writing off all pornography or the 
pornographic as a monolithic and condemnatory media form, thinking pattern, and/or optic field. 
This is because my political project is interested in making a clear distinction between the 
coercive deployment of racialized pornography (episteme) in everyday life as an exercise of 
pornographic violence, rather than racialized/pornography and the pornographic as violence in 
and of themselves. 
 Ultimately, Weheliye, Spillers, Nash, and Collins encourage me to think about how the 
formation of racialized porntropes is a gendering, racializing, and sexualizing site of violence. 
This process is also a pornographic one that depends on elements of racialized BDSM to be 
executed. Specifically, this chapter analyzes the per/forming of The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl trope in Skin’s schoolgirl scene and Shakara’s case. I take a close look at how state 
forces’ projections of racialized and pornographic figures simultaneously emerge from racial-
sexual fantasies and fetishisms of black femmes as well as the States’ antiblack genocidal social 
order that necessitate these imaginative structures for civil maintenance and coherence. We learn 
that this imaginary domain has material consequences; Whether in the spirit of play or peril, it 
shapes the sexual, disciplinary treatment of black womxn and gxrls across time, space, and place. 
Ultimately, these sites of racialized porntrope formation offer sexual titillation and amusement 
for the State and its forces. The ways that black femmes destabilize these disciplinary 
technologies and processes simultaneously emerge. However, while I touch on this latter aspect 




I. Theorizing Racialized Porntrope Formation: A Type of Racialized Pornography and 
Episteme That Happens On and Off the Pornographic Screen  
 
 Alexander Weheliye’s Habeas Viscus: Racializing Assemblages, Biopolitics, and Black 
Feminist Theories of the Human (2014), thinks about the relationship amongst race, racialization, 
sexuality, violence, the human, and black subjects. This text is informed by the works of Black 
Feminisms, particularly Hortense Spillers and Sylvia Wynters, to complicate and build on 
Giorgio Agamben’s bare life, Michel Foucault’s biopolitics, Orlando Patterson’s social death, 
and Achille Mbembe’s necropolitics. Weheliye (2014) insists that his text differs and departs 
from these aforementioned theorists because, unlike his own work, they negate the possibility of 
alternative modes of social (after)life existing in tandem with violence, subjection, exploitation, 
and racialization that define the modern human. While he is not preoccupied with celebrating 
lexicons of agency and resistance as it might prevent from coming to “a more layered and 
improvisatory understanding of extreme subjection” (p. 2), Weheliye is interested in thinking 
about how racializing assemblages—or the conceptualization of the place of race—“never 
annihilate the lines of flight, freedom dreams, practices of liberation, and possibilities of other 
worlds” (p. 2).  
 Particularly relevant to this chapter’s discussion on racialized porntropes is his chapter 6: 
“Depravation: Pornotropes.” Here, Weheliye (2014) uses Hortense Spillers’ (1987) ideas of 
pornotroping to name the (un)gendering, racializing, and sexualizing acts of violence that create 
monstrous black flesh. Pornotroping is defined as “the enactment of black suffering for a 
shocked and titillated audience” and a process that “unconceals the literally bare, naked, and 
denuded dimensions of bare life, underscoring how political domination frequently produces a 
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sexual dimension that cannot be controlled by the forces that (re)produce it” (Weheliye, 2014, p. 
90). This means that the racial-sexual and un/gendering formations are inevitable and, in fact, a 
fundamental feature of (re)constructing the States’ political power as well as social structures 
and relations. And political domination that is deployed via heinous acts of violence against the 
black body are mundane—albeit its spectacularly atrocious and gruesome aesthetics—rituals to 
(re)produce this domination that shape and is shaped by these types of social arrangements. All 
of this happens with un/sub/conscious intent by the antiblack State and its forces.  
Weheliye (2014) exposes the systematization of this process. He uses readings of 
cinematic scenes of naked black bodies being whipped and tortured to theorize about depravation 
and pornotroping. Violence and suffering, Weheliye argues, is a condition of being made and 
unmade a black subject. More precisely, the act and display of excruciating torment of the black 
female body and the white subject’s extraction of pleasure from her physical agony is a 
gendering, sexualizing, and racializing process (p. 92-93). The persistently abused flesh of the 
black subject formulates a mixture of desire, violence and desubjectification that works in the 
racializing assemblages constantly reforming in the present moment. For both the African 
captive (during New World chattel slavery) and modern African-descended civilian (during 
slavery’s afterlife), violence and pleasure “always already moves in excess of the sovereign 
subject’s jouissance; pleasure (rapture) and violence (bondage) deviate from and toward each 
other; setting in motion the historical happening of the slave thing” [Emphasis in the original] (p. 
91). Thus, this process of pornotroping is not simply a by-product of an established state, but 
pivotal to its very construction of the flesh (p. 110). Meaning that, this pornographic violence (as 
framed in my own lexicon) and reconfiguring of brown skin as black flesh are at the core of 
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racialization and modernity as well as what makes racialization and modernity possible by the 
State and its forces (Weheliye, 2014).  
 Building on this discussion, Nash’s (2014) distillation of Collins’ (1990) entry, 
“Pornography and Black Women’s Bodies” in Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, 
Consciousness, and the Politics of Empowerment (1990) thinks about how this pornographic 
violent dimension inevitably constitutes and performs a kind of racialized pornography in and of 
itself. However, drawing from Nash’s read of Collins’ work enables us to split the hairs in not 
necessarily conceptualizing all pornography and racialized pornography as performing this type 
of violence, but taking the time to close read the dynamic complexities, both pain and pleasure, 
embedded within the fraught terrain of black womxn’s pornography. In other words, I see Nash 
encouraging us to not think so over-deterministically about the capacities of a vast media genre 
(pornography) and visual field (the pornographic). Thus, I find it most productive for readers to 
be exposed to a combined discussion of Nash and Collins’ standpoints.  
 Thinking about the particularly pornographic component of Collins’ (1990) controlling 
images,34 Nash (2014a) posits that Collins’ key argument contends that white dominant culture is 
not only organized around racialized scopophilic visual practice, but operates with the 
pornographic as an episteme, a “‘habit of thinking’” (Collins in Nash, 2014a, p. 39). In other 
words, Nash (2014a) insists that Collins reads racialized pornography as not just a collection of 
representational images of black womxn that reduce them to fixed traumatized flesh, objects, 
animals, and excessive desires, but “pornography is also a racialized episteme or ‘way of 
                                                
34 Collins’ canonical text, Black Feminist Thought (2008 [1999] [1990]) explores the historical relationship amongst 
controlling images of black women (e.g., mammies, matriarchs, jezebels, welfare recipients, and hot mommas, etc.), 
their presumed sexual deviancy, and New World chattel slavery. Collins (2008 [1999] [1990]) illuminates how 
controlling images and myths continue to work as visual and ideological justifications to maintain black women 
social and sexual subordination. Collins and other Black Feminist scholars contend that these types of 
representations serve to uphold dominant elite white male power, regimes, social structures and interpersonal 
interests (see also: Spillers, 1987; Carby, 1992; Roberts, 1997; Abrahams, 1998; White, 1999; Collins, L., 2002 
Collins, P. H., 2006). 
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thinking’ and a mode of ‘treatment’” (p. 38). Nash (2014a) further lays out Collins’ (1990) 
standpoint: 
 
Pornography is thus a quintessential “controlling image,” a way of thinking that 
exceeds a representational practice; it is a mode of seeing black female bodies and 
a mode of knowing, or rendering knowable, black female flesh... The harm of 
controlling images are not simply that they instruct viewers in how to wound and 
rewound black female flesh with the injury of alterity; controlling images are also 
structures of knowledge which shape how black female bodies are known and 
knowable both on-screen and, perhaps most problematically, off-screen.  
 
—Nash, 2014a, p. 38-39  
 
In this way, Nash (2014a) distills from Collins’ ideological universe that “virtually all images are 
‘controlling’ unless they are produced by black women and outside the trappings of a regime 
invested in rendering black female bodies spectacular” [Emphasis in the original] (p. 35).   
 Along with the “radical contention” (Nash, 2014a, p. 38) that sees pornography as an 
episteme and not just a collection of representational images, Nash emphasizes that Collins made 
another radical proposition that theorized how the nineteenth-century display of Saartjie 
Baartman35 served as “a kind of racialized pornography, one where Baartman’s flesh was 
                                                
35 Nash provides us with an eloquent distillation on the case of Saartjie Baartman in The Black Body in Ecstasy 
(2014). She writes: “At the dawning of the nineteenth century, European audiences were fascinated by [Saartjie] 
Baartman, a Khoikhoi woman who was an object of caged display at exhibitions in London and Paris. In an era 
where locating the other’s imagined racial, sexual, physiological, and moral differences justified colonialism and 
slavery, Baartman’s body functioned as a ‘master text’ that allowed audiences to access and assess the ‘primitive’ 
other. Of particular interest were her breasts, her buttocks (her imagined steatopygia), and her labia (her imagined 
‘Hottentot apron’), all of which were thought to indicate an abundant sexual appetite... The recent explosion of 
interest in Baartman can be traced, at least in part, to Sander Gilman’s seminal article ‘Black Bodies, White Bodies: 
Toward an Iconography of Female Sexuality in Late Nineteenth-Century Art, Medicine, and Literature,’ which 
documents the nineteenth-century European fascination with Baartman’s body. Gilman details the myriad ways that 
Baartman’s body—particularly her buttocks—was proffered as a site of racial-sexual difference, preoccupying and 
pleasuring European audiences. Baartman’s exhibitors required her to wear costumes that emphasized her buttocks 
‘in order to render her strange and sexual,’ and advertisements promoting her display regularly called attention to 
her mythologized rear... Baartman’s imagined steatopygia also attracted scientific attention, as scientists sought to 
trace connections between Baartman’s body, the Hottentot physiology generally, and animals... As Anne Fausto-
Sterling notes, ‘Baartman’s buttocks, [Georges] Curvier believed, bore a striking resemblance to the genital 
swellings of female mandrills and baboons which grow to ‘monstrous proportions’ at certain times in their lives.’ 
Scientific interest in similarities between Baartman’s ‘deviant’ buttocks and genitalia and animals’ genitals 
continued even after her death, in 1815, when Georges and Étienne Geoffrey Saint-Hilarie petitioned to ‘retain [her] 
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‘reduced to... sexual parts’” (p. 37). Baartman was a South African womxn who was 
interpellated as the so-called Hottentot Venus and whose living and dead body, particularly her 
buttocks and genitalia, was violently experimented on by European scientists and obsessed over 
by the white general public. It was this treatment of Baartman and her body that she became “the 
quintessential Hottentot body, and the Hottentot body became the quintessential African body, 
such that ‘in the course of the nineteenth century, the female Hottentot comes to represent the 
black female in nuce’” (p. 37). Put differently, according to Nash (2014a), Baartman became “a 
symbol of a symbol” who was positioned as the chief “metaphor for imagined racial and sexual 
difference” (p. 37).  
 In this way, for many Black Feminists like Collins, Nash (2014a) continues, Baartman 
and this treatment of her body also became a symbol and “quintessential example of the violence 
of the visual field” (p. 37) done to black womxn. More broadly, for Collins, this exploitation of 
Baartman marks “the genesis of contemporary pornographic tropes” (Nash, 2014a, p. 38). And 
Baartman’s story, Collins posits, uncovers that black womxn’s bodies are “‘key pillar[s] on 
which contemporary pornography [and the pornographic visual field] itself rests’” (Nash, 2014a, 
p. 37). In other words, this early exhibition of a kind of racialized pornography in everyday life, 
served as the basis of representations that the black female body would continually be predicated 
                                                                                                                                                       
corpse on the grounds that it was a singular specimen of humanity and therefore of special interest.’ When the 
request was approved, Curvier conducted an autopsy, produced a plaster mold of Baartman’s body, and dissected 
her genitalia. Sharpley-Whiting notes that as Curvier explored Baartman’s body, “the mystery of the dark continent” 
was also “unfold[ing],” as his violent exploration of her body was an attempt to explore (and even conquer) Africa. 
Her preserved genitalia (along with her brain and her skeleton) were displayed in Paris at the Musée de l’Homme 
until 1974, when mounting criticism forced the museum to place her skeleton and body cast into storage. Ultimately, 
Gilman’s canonical work offers the important insight that Baartman’s body became the quintessential Hottentot 
body, and the Hottentot body became the quintessential African body, such that ‘in the course of the nineteenth 
century, the female Hottentot comes to represent the black female in nuce.’ In other words, Baartman became a 
symbol of a symbol, a primary metaphor for imagined racial and sexual difference” (Nash, 2014a, p. 29-37). For 
additional elaborated discussion on the infamous and coerced exhibition of Saartjie Baartman, see also:  Nash’s 
“Black Anality” (2014b); Sander L. Gilman’s “Black Bodies, White Bodies: Toward an Iconography of Female 
Sexuality in Late Nineteenth-Century Art, Medicine, and Literature” (1985), Yvette Abrahams’ “Images of Sara 
Bartman: Sexuality, Race, and Gender in Early-Nineteenth-Century Britain” (1998) and Christina Sharpe’s, 
Monstrous Intimacies: Making Post-Slavery Subjects (2010).  
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on in the professional pornographic screen and the pornographic visual field in the quotidian. It 
is this fixation of positioning black womxn as traumatized flesh, objects, animals, and excessive 
desires on-screen and, perhaps most problematically, off-screen (Nash, 2014a) that, for Collins, 
positions the visual field, pornography, and the pornographic as unredeemable for the black 
feminine subject.   
 Nash (2014a) informs us that the way Collins (and she also includes Spillers in this 
extraction) theorizes the visual field, pornography, and the pornographic, places this media form 
and optic as monolithic entities that are restricted to always already referencing the historical 
legacy of chattel slavery and (re)inflicting trauma onto black bodies with no pleasurable 
components. For these reasons, Nash sees Collins and Spillers’ work suggesting to turn outside 
of pornography—to literary texts and music authored by black womxn, respectively—to generate 
positive narratives of black womxn. And their ideological universes that see all pornography as 
incapable of black womxn pleasure and positive self-image operate within the anti-pornography 
camp. I, along with Nash (2014a) and other Critical Black Feminist Porn scholars, depart at this 
antagonistic view of all pornography. Instead, as I continue to emphasize throughout this 
dissertation, I view pornography and the pornographic as complex phenomena that can produce 
subjection, subjectivity, and possibility for black womxn. For me, it becomes violent and 
dangerous when this media form and optic field is entangled with antiblackness and genocide 
(e.g. antiblack genocide porn, pornographic antiblack genocidal violence, etc.), which I do not 
consider all pornography and the pornographic being knotted to.   
 Even further, similar to Nash’s departure from Collins and Spillers’ standpoint, I see 
blackness as having the capacity to function outside of the domain of trauma/victim that is 
always already projected by the white voyeur. However, I see blackness functioning as a site of 
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pleasure and enjoyment in porn and everyday spaces, most notably out of the paradigm of 
western white civil society.36 This latter point may be where my work and Nash’s depart from 
one another, as she presents the argument that this seeing of blackness as pleasure can happen in 
the presence of whiteness. While it does not prevent me from reading into the beauty of black 
femmes’ erotic mastery (see chapter 4) across interracial encounters in porn and everyday 
spaces, I do see pornographic antiblack genocidal violence as unavoidably structured into all 
black and white interracial encounters and thus evidence that interracial relations hold no value 
in working towards black life, liberation and autonomy. Thus, my main contention is with 
integration as it presents black communities with the racialized pornographic structural violence 
that is antiblack genocide.  
 In this capacity, I find Collins’ framing of racialized pornography as an episteme, or a 
way and habit of thinking and how this structures the possibility of racialized pornographic 
tropes to form in everyday life as productive to theorizing racialized porntropes. My own 
articulation would stress the distinction that it is the coercive employment of racialized 
pornography (episteme) and, not racialized pornography in and of itself, as the violent 
orchestration of the pornographic in everyday life. Note that Collins does not make this argument 
exclusive to interracial pornography per se, as in, what is called, black-on-black pornography can 
perform a type of (violent) racialized pornography in her reading as well. However, my focus is 
                                                
36 While I argue about racialized pornographic violence as unavoidably structured into all interracial encounters and 
thus if in the framing of Collins as an episteme, or a way and habit of thinking, I regard this violence as something 
inherent to whiteness and antiblackness. This means that I contend blackness to be able to exist on its own without 
the ideological and ontological violence that whiteness inhabits and projects. Therefore, I see blackness as having 
the capacity to function outside of the domain of trauma that is always already projected by the white voyeur. To 
state plainly, blackness can function as a site of pleasure and enjoyment in porn and everyday spaces. This is 
ultimately why I stress in the conclusion chapter for the need of affirming black autonomous spaces, because this 
blackness as trauma/victim seems to only come into play when whiteness/nonblackness is in the vicinity of 
blackness. Therefore, because I argue within the paradigm that blackness and the pornographic in professional porn 
settings and everyday life operates within the domain of pain, pleasure and power, my stance situates itself within 
Critical Black Feminist Porn scholarships by theorists like Miller-Young (2014), Nash (2014a), and Cruz (2016). 
While critical of the components of structural oppressions, this body of work also acknowledges the pleasure 
producing capacities of pornography for black womxn and sees it as a nuanced and dynamic media genre. 
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on the antiblack genocidal politics structured into black and white interracial pornography (one 
form of racialized pornography) and day-to-day state encounters. Thus, Nash and Collins’ 
discussion is novel in that it orients us in thinking about how racialized pornographic violence 
finds itself not only in professional interracial porn settings, but also in everyday interracial 
interaction, as ideology, politics and practice. Even further, their combined discussion with 
Weheliye and Spillers theorizations of pornotroping enables us to interrogate my theorization of 
racialized porntropes, and of particular focus in this chapter, the symbolic and literal violence 
embedded in this process. 
  More precisely, along with racialized BDSM pornographics as my broader critical 
hermeneutic tool and from the standpoint of thematic camera angle one, I draw on Nash, Collins, 
Weheliye, and Spillers to examine the formation of racialized porntropes, specifically The 
Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl. In exploring racialized porntrope formation, I dissect the 
simultaneous race, violence, erotic, sexual, and pornographic register embedded in the 
projections black femmes like Skin and Shakara continually negotiate on the interracial 
pornographic screen and in state policing encounters. This imaginary domain materializes and 
shapes the sexual, disciplinary treatment of black womxn and gxrls across sites of role-play porn 
and public schools.  
In the material domain, we see subsequent policing always already entangled with the 
gendered, classed, racial-sexual, erotic and pornographic dimension in the parodied or quotidian 
classroom setting. The undergirding elements of bondage and discipline, domination and 
submission, sadism and masochism, as well as sadomasochism are inevitably knotted together 
with this complex interplay of varying registers. However, we must not forget that the parody of 
schoolgirl punishment is for play, pleasure, and humor and the punishment of black femme 
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students in school is dangerous, deadly, and the actual political relation that sits at the origin of 
this satirical performance. Nonetheless, Skin and Shakara’s scenes demonstrate how The 
Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl who breaks school rules serves as a sexually energizing, 
electrifying, and entertaining projection for state forces and the broader State. And the material 
consequences look like sexy or deadly punishment of black femmes in porn and school settings, 
respectively. 
 By reading these professional porn and state encounter texts in circulation with each 
other, we gain sharper insight into the ways psychic structures un/sub/consciously translate from 
imaginary domain to tangible domain. For the parodied classroom, this is where, performances 
like Skin’s do not signify the treatment of just any schoolgirl, with her brown skin and 
bisexuality, she comes to represent The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl who breaks school 
rules, whether that’s with her social identity or wayward behavior. And, precisely because 
queer/blackness is coded as culpable and transgressive in and of itself, Skin is always already 
rendered naughty. Her sexy femmeness, as elucidated in her slutty uniform, also renders her 
naughty. Even further, since she likes to break school rules by vandalizing the classroom, she is 
rendered even more naughty. Due to this multi-layered register of the naughty, Skin, at the 
intersection of queer blackness, sexy femmeness, and defiant behavior, is held captive and gets 
punished by getting fucked hard.   
 This signification to Skin’s social position parallels Shakara’s, whereas her experience do 
not signify the treatment of just any schoolgirl, with her brown skin, queer femmeness, and 
defiant behavior, she comes to represent The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl who breaks 
school rules. Thus, in the real-life classroom, we see state forces’ projection of this racial-sexual 
fantasy—that is at the heart of the black schoolgirl fetishism—results in pornographic antiblack 
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policing violence against Shakara. Thus, Skin’s schoolgirl scene hearkens to the symbolic and 
literal violence state forces commit against black femmes in schools. This is where The Naughty 
Black Femme Schoolgirl trope is not for play and pleasure. Instead, this projection onto young 
black femmes in everyday spaces have dangerous and deadly consequences; these children are 
continually positioned as porn objects who get socially fucked hard via school policing, 
punishment and captivity. 
 Largely, a circulatory reading of professional pornography and public school sites 
enables us to explore how Shakara’s account represents the violent history of white men and 
black womxn and gxrls’ relations in the U.S. Her experience illuminates the historical and 
contemporary race, sex and gendered stories muted in the subtext of Skin’s naughty schoolgirl 
performance. In turn, Skin’s role-play exposes the historical and contemporary sex, race, and 
gendered stories ingrained in the torture scene of Shakara. Even further, Skin and Shakara’s texts 
reveal what is structured into the psyche of antiblack school staff, police, and state forces as well 
as the collective psyche of the State. Their—parodied or real-life—fantasies and fetishisms of 
black femme adult and children’s bodies being policed and held captive become crystal clear. 
Likewise, the racialized pornographic BDSM used to exact these libidinal desires become 
decipherable. At times, the feature of consent is present or absent, thus marking it as a 
consensual act or a violent sexual transgression. And, within the broader context of antiblack 
genocide, these lines are not always so clear, especially in the sense of unconsciously fueling 
symbolic violence via un/sub/consciously consenting to something that may ultimately uphold 
the genocidal antiblack structures we may seek to break free from.  
 Ultimately, I think about how the formation of racialized porntropes is a site where 
gendering, racializing, and sexualizing violence is used to construct and position the black 
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subject. This process is also a pornographic one that depends on elements of racialized BDSM to 
be achieved. Specifically, this chapter analyzes the per/forming of The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl trope in Skin’s schoolgirl scene and Shakara’s case. I take a close look at how state 
forces’ projections of racialized and pornographic figures simultaneously arise from racial-sexual 
fantasies and fetishisms of black femmes as well as the State’s libidinal desires and interests in 
state coherence and civil maintenance. This imaginary realm does not pervade without material 
consequences. These ramifications look like, sexual, disciplinary treatment of black womxn and 
gxrls across time, space, and place. This happens whether in the spirit of play or peril. 
Nonetheless, the ways that black femmes destabilize these disciplinary technologies 
simultaneously emerge.  
 While this aspect is further explicated later on in chapter 4, it is worthy to note that these 
sentiments are similar to Nash and Weheliye’s interest in exploring the possibility of alternative 
modes of social (after)life existing in tandem with violence, subjection, exploitation, and 
racialization (Weheliye, 2014). Likewise, to echo Weheliye again, I am also not preoccupied 
with celebrating lexicons of agency and resistance as it might prevent from coming to a more 
layered and improvisatory understanding of extreme subjection. In other words, taking this 
balanced approach to reading these scenes enables us to interrogate the problematics, but never 
annihilate the lines of flight, freedom dreams, practices of liberation, and possibilities of other 
worlds. And this notion of other worlds, though not expressed from Weheliye’s standpoint, is 
taken on in the Conclusion chapter to think through seeing black life, liberation, and autonomous 





II. Close Reading Racialized Porntrope Formation: The Parodies and Perils of Racialized 
Pornographic Punishment in Interracial Schoolgirl Porn and Public Schools 
 
Before I get into exploring the intricacies of the continuities and discontinuities 
embedded in Skin’s schoolgirl performance and Shakara’s school policing encounter, I want to 
briefly layout the overarching distinctions and parallels that are structured into these scenes. 
Firstly, the broader fundamental differences of these scenes lie in the very nature of a paid, 
theatrical performance with professional actors and a production team versus an everyday life 
performance with real-life civilians and calculated, or otherwise, co-conspirators. Furthermore, 
the matter of factness that Skin’s performance is a scripted performance already delineates a 
premeditated, composed and regulated order of events that, to at least some extent, has been 
agreed upon to be enacted by all actors and the production team. This means that there are 
boundaries put in place as to what possibilities could take shape in their porn setting. This is to 
say, for example, that before the live and recorded performance, the production team at some 
point, presented a script to Skin and TJ which laid out the structure of planned sex acts 
(missionary position, cowgirl, blowjob, etc.) and presumably they, as actors, consented via 
verbal and written contract to the performance and also made clear the sex acts they are 
un/willing to do on the pornographic screen. 
Meanwhile, for Shakara, there is no physical script arranged amongst the school staff and 
fellow classmates for what will proceed in their shared environment. There are no particular 
boundaries put in place per se, other than those from cultural socialization that operate on 
presumed acceptable acts in the social world of school environments. The overtly known code of 
social conduct is one where teachers teach and students learn, in the most ideal sense. However, 
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what lies in the unsaid is the racialized pornographic structural violence that frames all of the 
social interaction between, particularly, black students and white school staff. This is where in 
the subtext of social interaction in the classroom, it becomes socially acceptable for a white male 
teacher to punish a black gxrl for his own false presumptions of off-task behavior. It becomes 
socially acceptable for an antiblack, black male administer to reinforce these arbitrary 
reprimands. And, even further, it becomes a social norm for a white male police officer to be 
brought into the classroom to reinforce this discipline and regulate social interaction. It is 
socially acceptable for him to perform as the aggressing force via a brutal arrest and for the 
public (e.g. fellow school staff, general classmates, etc.) to not doubt or place into question the 
depravity of antiblack law-in-order culture, but instead invest concerted energy in speculating 
whether the black girl deserved such treatment.  
As in, she must have done something wrong to receive such disciplinary action. If only 
she would have complied and left the classroom when the teacher instructed, she would not have 
been brutally arrested. But, because she did not do what the school staff demanded, she justly 
faced the repercussions. This is in contrast to conceiving of police brutality against black gxrl 
students as in no way acceptable under any circumstances. Or more to the point, that in any 
possibility of things, an officer or school staff should not be engaging in harsh or any physical 
contact with (black) students. Or even more to the point, that the entire police force, as an entity 
and structure, should be non-existent. However, the unscripted script in schooling environments 
is where the moral soundness of a black gxrl’s behavior is placed at the center of whether school 
staff’s verbal and physical disciplinary action is just or unjust. When it comes to black children, 
school staff can transgress any social respect boundaries one might presume to be between adult 
figure and child, or anyone for that matter. The only social script ascribed to here is the one 
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where pornographic genocidal antiblackness is the unsaid social arrangement; it’s the unscripted 
script. This is the script that cannot help but be followed with un/sub/conscious intent. It is the 
script where such social behavior is normalized to go and be unchallenged. And to challenge 
racialized pornographic violence is to go off of the unscripted script (which is largely what my 
project intends to do).  
Moreover, the differences between Skin’s schoolgirl performance and Shakara’s school 
policing encounter also extend to the factors of mutual consent via written contracts to 
participate in a (live, scripted or otherwise) performance versus being forced to perform survival 
to navigate and negotiate a real-life threatening encounter. Another key factor includes 
intentionality to offer sexual pleasure to a femme performing a trope or actually endanger her life 
due to a coercive projection of a trope. Resultantly, these aforementioned factors shape most of 
the tangible and obvious discontinuities that arise in these interracial encounters. It is also why 
for Skin’s scene and Shakara’s case the material consequences of The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl trope has two starkly different outcomes. For the former, we see sexy punishment that 
unconsciously alludes to the symbolic violence of pornographic antiblack policing, captivity and 
ultimate genocide of black femmes. For the latter, we see deadly punishment that is direct 
physical and symbolic violence that fuels this structural libidinal economy.  
To get into the overarching parallels of racialized porntrope formation in Skin and 
Shakara’s scenes, let’s revisit a few conversations. This will enable us to see that this process 
begins in the imaginative dimension as soon as the black and white subject coalesce in the U.S. 
settler-colonial setting marked by slavery and its afterlife. In the previous chapters, we learned 
that regardless of race being intentionally played on as a site of difference, eroticization and 
fetishization, the interaction between black and white bodies always already incite inter/racial-
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sexual histories and dynamics. This happens because skin performs a site of memory that 
conjures racial-sexual history.  
Cruz (2016) visits a range of scholars who elaborate on this conversation of skin’s 
ontological and social functions. However, I offer just a few of the key theories that she uses to 
capture the essence of how the value of skin functions far deeper than just its three layers of cells 
(Cruz, 2016). The first is Spillers’ notion that skin is a site of memory. Particularly for the 
black/ened subject, the traumatic memory of chattel slavery becomes pain etched into the 
archives of flesh (Spillers as cited in Cruz, 2016, p. 92). Similarly, Toni Morrison’s skin memory 
illuminates how skin is a “...site that chronicles the remembrance of pain and ‘the body’s 
recollection of pleasure’” (Morrison as cited in Cruz, 2016, p. 92). Morrison argues that “skin 
memory is distinctly sexual; the flesh is a palimpsest of sexual impression, ‘accumulating its 
own sexual memories like tattoos’” (p. 92). Lastly, Fanon’s idea on racial epidermal schema 
offers us an overarching maxim on what brown skin becomes in an antiblack world (Fanon as 
cited in Cruz, 2016). He argues that the black body is “‘overdetermined from without’” (p. 90). 
Brown skin that comes to signify the black/ened subject, then, withholds the “psychic and 
somatic ‘distort[ions]’ of anti-black racism” (p. 90).  
Ultimately, the invisible and visible marker of the skin as racial-sexual difference, 
history, and memory is how Skin’s schoolgirl scene as well as Shakara’s school policing 
encounter need no explicit recitation of slavery or indications of blackness in order to perform a 
telling tale of the positionality of blackness. This is because, as Fanon reminds, in the colonial 
world, their brown skin withholds the psychic and somatic distortions of anti-black racism (see 
Fanon as cited in Cruz, 2016, p. 90). Thus, Skin and Shakara’s mere presence in the interracial 
settings that they occupy will tell us much of what we need to know about black and white social 
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interaction and relations. More precisely, it is in this imaginative and visual domain that 
racialized porntrope formation of The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl takes place at the outset 
and foundation of Skin and Shakara’s scenes. This racialized pornographic BDSM dimension 
operates in the unscripted script of social interaction on and off the pornographic screen. And 
because it lies at this affective level of subtext, this dimension is not always consciously 
consented to.  
For example, in regards to the professional pornographic setting, while Skin enjoys 
racialized pornographic BDSM performances (Cruz, 2016), this particular scene with TJ was not 
explicitly and intentionally purposed for this. Instead, the performance is supposed to be just a 
naughty schoolgirl getting fucked hard by her teacher (read: not racialized). Thus, whether she 
consciously and intentionally signed up for the play of race and BDSM in the unintentional 
affective level of this scene must be speculated. (As a result of knowing some of Skin’s sexual 
interests, we might, however, make the presumption that her un/sub/conscious attraction to 
participate in such interracial performances that conjures structurally similar interracial leitmotifs 
may be why she consciously consented to the schoolgirl scene with a white person in the first 
place.) Needless to say, anti/blackness resides in the structural, social and psychic domain of 
U.S. civil society and brown skin is rendered its repository. Thus, regardless of explicit intent, 
both Skin and Shakara’s scenes share overarching analogies and continuities. They tell us 
something about racial-sexual interaction in interracial settings and, particularly, the process of 





A. ‘I’m in Detention Everyday Just Because of the Way I Look’: Skin Diamond as the Naughty 
Black Femme Schoolgirl in Need of Policing, Punishment, Captivity, and a Hardcore Fuck 
 
 The best dishes are always international. So what do you get when you stir up Ethiopian, 
Danish, Czech, German, and good old American hotness in one body? You get Skin Diamond. 
It’s no accident that this nude model and edgy porn star calls herself Skin. That tight little body 
is wrapped up in the sweetest mocha skin you just want to lick all over (italics recited from 
Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). These are the opening lines to Skin’s bio on Pornhub.com. And it 
is these particular details about Skin’s transnational ethnicity, mixed-race identity, nationality, 
and sweetest mocha skin complexion that hearkens to aforementioned scholars’ conversations on 
the ways that brown skin becomes a palimpsest, a repository of racial-sexual desires. While 
Skin’s skin would typically invoke antiblack repulsion and violence in the everyday interracial 
encounter, the antagonism against her skin morphs into, or reveals itself as, a fascination, a 
strong racial-sexual desire for her skin in the porn setting. In this particular venue, Skin’s 
cinnamon brown—I would argue this as the more accurate description than mocha because of 
cinnamon and the red undertones in her complexion—skin becomes a site/sight of fantasy and a 
marker of a particular type of racial-sexual currency. Skin’s sweetest cinnamon skin becomes 
one that you just want to lick all over.     
 It becomes clear that it is, in fact, no accident that this nude model and edgy porn star calls 
herself Skin (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). And Cruz (2016) connects these 
dots for us. She provides analysis to understanding how skin performs a certain type of racial-
sexual history and memory to Skin Diamond’s stage name. According to Cruz (2016), Skin 
shared that she selected it because it had a “‘ring’” (p. 93) to it. This ring, Cruz (2016) 
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emphasizes, is most sonorous because Skin’s skin also comes to embody the historical legacy of 
brown skin rendered black skin, rendered an exoticized skin, rendered a fetishized skin with an 
erotic threshold to be delineated and crossed (p. 91). Since the stag genre of the early-to-mid-
1900s, Cruz (2016) reminds us, “pornography has been deeply invested in representing 
transgressions of this ‘threshold of the skin,’ trespassing and mining the perceived boundary of 
black and white as a seemingly endless repository of eroticism” (p. 91).  
Furthermore, Cruz (2016) echoes Amber Jamilla Musser’s point that “flesh ‘oscillates 
between being a symptom of abjection and objectification and a territory ripe for reclamation’ (p. 
93).37 In other words, Skin’s stage name hearkens to this eroticized history of black/ened skin. 
Moreover, it is also a gesture and performance of reclaiming her actual skin (and thus, body) 
that, interestingly, shares a similar treatment of the commodity and beauty value of diamonds. 
However, this is one rough diamond you could only dream of taming (italics recited from 
Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). Making her stage name Skin Diamond, a challenge to parallel in 
sexiness, depth, and one that simply requires a history lesson.  
And of course, Skin is always interested in queering the script, or the unscripted. 
Particularly, in “Naughty Skin Diamond Gets Punished by Getting Fucked Hard” (Team Skeet, 
2012), she is wearing a low-cut, burgundy and white plaid top. A black lace and short-sleeved 
shawl offers an overlay (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). The typical naughty 
schoolgirl uniform, yes. But, she’s got a rebel haircut that feeds your naughty bad girl fantasy 
until you’re stuffed. She has brown-black hair styled into a buzz cut on the left side of her head 
and the other side falls down to mid-shoulder. This longer side is flat-ironed and curled into a 
wavy texture. The front portion is pinned into a hump and the back hair hangs down. For those 
                                                




who are into body art and ink, Skin’s skin is a tapestry of hard rock art. This is where in the 
opening scene, we are exposed to her facial piercings and arm tattoos (italics recited from 
Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). The fact that she is smoking a cigarette and expressing her 
discontents for being constantly sent to detention feeds your rebel and naughty bad girl fantasy 
until you’re stuffed. 
Speaking of stuffing, Skin doesn’t just pose a pretty face with smoky black eyeshadow, 
extended lashes and burgundy lipstick to match her sexy rendition of the schoolgirl uniform, but 
also knows how to stuff a hot rod or two into her holes for those vital sex injections (italics 
recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). Although Skin is often seen rocking lesbian scenes 
for the luckiest girls in porn valley, in this schoolgirl performance we see her offering TJ 
Cummings her pussy, which is just a slice of paradise. Overall, she’s the alternative to your 
everyday blonde cheerleader princess (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). In 
other words, in this interracial role-play scene, Skin does not signify just any schoolgirl or your 
everyday blond white cheerleader princess. With her brown skin and bisexuality, she comes to 
represent The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl who breaks school rules, whether that’s with her 
social identity (black, queer, femme, etc.) or wayward behavior (slutty uniform, classroom 
vandalism, use of profanity, etc.).  
In fact, whether conscious intention by the production team or otherwise, Skin is even 
scripted to know this in her schoolgirl scene. Firstly, she states: “You know it’s not like I’m a bad 
student or anything. I’m, I’m really good actually. I always hand in my homework on time, I’m 
always nice to all the staff, and, and, the students and everything. [sigh] It’s just they, just 
because I, I’m an individual and I have my own style, you know. I like to wear the, thee uniform 
in my own way. I mean they say my uniform is too slutty but it says school uniform on the box 
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soo... but you know what, that’s not even it. [light exhale] It’s not even TJ Cummings who I have 
to look at every single fuck-ing [emphasis] day. It’s not the staff, it’s not, it’s not anything, it’s 
not the fact that I’m in detention everyday just because of the way I look. [Sigh and exhale] It’s 
because I know that when they hand me that detention slip, it’s gonna be written in that stupid 
red pen!” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). 
We see here that Skin is not inherently a bad student or anything, she’s really good 
actually. She always hands in her homework on time. She’s always nice to all the staff... the 
students and everything. So why is Skin always sent to and held captive in detention? She 
answers this for us. She finds herself being sent to detention everyday just because of the way 
she looks. In the core text of this monologue, her looks directly refer to her earlier reference to 
her school uniform that she got from the box (a humorous note to the performance and theatrical 
nature of it all) and that she so uniquely presents with her own style and individuality. In this 
surface register, we come to learn that school staff think that the way she likes to wear the 
uniform is too slutty and thus she deserves to be sent to detention everyday for inappropriate 
attire.  
At the same time, Skin is making a reference to racialized porntrope formation that takes 
shape in a deeper register of the un/scripted text and overarching narrative. Her statement about 
her looks also indirectly refers to her tight little body that is wrapped up in the sweetest 
cinnamon skin you just want to lick all over. Written in the subtext of this indicative moment is 
the formation of The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl trope on the interracial pornographic 
screen. Skin finds herself in detention everyday because of her brown skin, that is rendered black 
skin, that is always already culpable and in need of racialized BDSM punishment. This is the 
grander socio-political positioning of blackness that does not escape any social setting in U.S. 
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western civil society. Antiblackness, then, is ubiquitous. More to the point, pornographic 
antiblack genocidal politics are structured into every seam of the U.S.’s societal fabric and 
followed as an informal script, yet that remains unscripted, in the everyday. This means that the 
porn setting is merely one of the many sites where its animation un/sub/consciously comes alive. 
However, in its uniqueness as a professional porn setting, the pornographic dimension of black 
positionality gets to come alive vivaciously and flamboyantly. Thus, as Skin’s production is one 
site that provides a window into this structured antagonism of anti/blackness, the audience 
unconsciously learns that Skin is in detention everyday just because of the way she looks: black.  
This message goes without saying and needs no conscious intention by the production team 
because this is the unscripted narrative structured into the broader socio-political world of the 
U.S. The black subject must be subjected to racialized BDSM punishment because the antiblack 
subject and its State depend on this punishment to find coherence in itself as an individual and 
society, respectively. 
Ultimately, Skin’s queer/blackness is why she can be a really good student who always 
hands in her homework on time, is nice to all the staff and students and everything, but is still 
punished and sent to detention. Her school uniform as the overt reason for her being sent to 
detention is both a distraction from the subtext and unsaid dimension of the narrative. It is a 
distraction from the script and unscripted that tells us Skin’s queer/blackness has always already 
rendered her naughty and in need of racialized BDSM punishment from the outset. And the 
uniform that is too slutty is the cherry on top that offers all the more reason for her to be given a 
detention slip written in that stupid red pen and then later fucked hard.   
Skin is the alternative to your everyday blonde cheerleader princess. She reminds you 
that she’s a rebel. In fact, she’s The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl who breaks school rules. 
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And she breaks school rules to feed your naughty bad girl fantasy until you’re stuffed. If 
smoking a cigarette in class and complaining about being sent to detention wasn’t rebel enough, 
Skin takes it a step further in the affective unscripted level of the text. She feels she is treated 
unfairly by being rendered a Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl and wants to teach school staff a 
lesson. What better way to teach them a lesson than to perform The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl trope with conviction? Skin wants to give them a real reason to police, punish and 
fuck her hard. She wants to give them a real reason to practice racialized BDSM. Thus, she 
moves from sitting in her desk to spray-painting the classroom’s walls and books with red ink. 
As she does so, she narrates her payback: “See how you like this huh? [a reference to her 
spray painting the walls and textbooks on student desks] Can’t fuckin study now... Oops. [She 
does a small chuckle and continues to spray paint the textbooks sitting on desks. Skin looks at a 
book and reads line]: Photosynthesis, eehhh... I don’t think soooo! Fuck you... [mimics] Don’t 
tell me what to fuckin do. [Skin continues to spray paint books on different tables. She continues 
with small chuckles:] They’re gonna be so fuckin pissed.” [More chuckles. She walks to other 
end of classroom board and spray paints on the wall under the chalkboard. It reads: “Mother 
Fucker! TJ Cummings is a dick”] (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). 
Skin’s queer/blackness continues to interact with the un/scripted text of the schoolgirl 
performance to tell us something specifically about per/forming The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl trope on the interracial pornographic screen. In the subtext and unscripted script, the 
level of the text and script that goes beyond what the production team may have intended, Skin is 
seeking revenge for being subjected to antiblack punishment by school staff. Yes, the direct 
narrative is that she is in detention because of her too slutty uniform. However, indirectly, she is 
frustrated that she is punished because of her queer/blackness, her queer/blackness is what 
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positions her as always already punishable and too slutty. Her queer/blackness is what marks her 
as culpable and punishable despite being nice to all the staff, students, and everything. And 
because of this unfair treatment, Skin, as not just any schoolgirl or your everyday blond white 
cheerleader princess, but as The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl, vandalizes the classroom 
with deeper intentions. Yes she is scripted to do so. However, her queer/blackness—her skin 
which is obviously visually apparent upon initial (re)cognition—or meanings of such in the 
subtext and unscripted portion of the narrative, morphs the, supposedly, unethical vandalism into 
righteous vandalism, a well-needed rebellion for racial-sexual justice. If the black femme student 
will not be treated fairly in the classroom, then she will perform The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl with conviction. She will take a can of red spray-paint and destroy all of the 
classroom’s walls and textbooks.     
The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl will ensure that if she can’t be treated fairly 
despite her turning in her homework on time and being nice to all of the school staff and peers, 
she will ensure that she disrupts their schooling experiences just as was done to her. Whilst 
destroying the school community’s chances of learning, she will say: See how you like this huh? 
Can’t fuckin study now... Oops. There will be no mercy, for the others must receive the payback 
they deserve for being unmercifully antiblack. The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl is tired of 
everyone attempting to police, control and contain her so she exclaims while spray-painting more 
books: Photosynthesis, eehhh... I don’t think soooo! Fuck you... [mimics] Don’t tell me what to 
fuckin do. And because the antiblack treatment is imbued with racialized pornographic violence, 
she is interested in flipping-the-script. Reminiscent of Myra’s account from the Introduction 
chapter, Skin, The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl is interested in affirming that, it’s not fuck 
me, it’s fuck you, so stop trying to regulate my queer/blackness. Put simply, Don’t tell me what 
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to fuckin do.  
They’re gonna be so fuckin pissed. As they should. Anyone who messes with The 
Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl will be fuckin pissed that they attempted to punish her 
queer/blackness, and punish her for being black/queer, in the first place. Skin, The Naughty 
Black Femme Schoolgirl will expose the pornographic violence embedded in the antiblackness 
she encounters at school by using pornographic language to curse out all those who are guilty. 
She will expose antiblack authority figures for being the Mother Fuckers that they are and for 
acting like such dicks.    
But her well-needed rampage and payback cannot last too long, for it is all the more 
reason to punish and fuck her hard. TJ eventually busts into the classroom door in the midst of 
Skin writing additional profane messages on the walls (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El 
Henson, 2021). She hides the spray paint can behind her back and backs away from the wall. 
Her face attempts to present a serious, yet humorous, innocence. She welcomes him with a quick 
transition of a wide smile and motions her mouth to a silenced gasp. TJ says: “Whaaaat.... 
The.... Fuuuck has happened here?” Skin with her right arm holding the spray can behind her 
back and left arm motioning to refer to the classroom walls, replies: “Someone just caaame in 
here and did all this...” TJ says: “And, and, drew titties on the board and wrote yum and wrote 
motherfucker TJ Cummings.” While he directs his eyes away from Skin to continue scanning the 
classroom, she places two arms behind her back. Her face is smirking trying to prevent large 
laughter. She attempts to play off her amusement by nudging her nose and then immediately 
placing both her arms behind her back. TJ continues: “...and, and what is all this shit?” (italics 
recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). 
The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl in this parody has the flexibility to engage humor 
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with no deadly repercussions for being the naughty bad girl and rebel that she is or has been 
incited to become on the interracial pornographic screen. In fact, she has this flexibility because 
this is the type of resistance that the salivating white male teacher wants in order to feed his 
racial-sexual fantasy until he’s stuffed. The surrogate slave master, or the white male teacher 
wants The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl to break school rules so that he can punish and fuck 
her hard with no remorse. Ironically and non-ironically though, he only needs her 
queer/blackness as the unsaid reason for breaking school rules. In other words, there is no need 
for any real reason or validation to punish and fuck her hard with no remorse. This means that, in 
any direction, he’s going to fuck her queer/blackness hard with no remorse. He’s going to use 
racialized BDSM to do so. And Skin spray-painting the classroom and writing profane messages 
is merely more fuel for titillation. Denying TJ’s accusations and lying about how someone else 
just caaame in here and did all this is even more, but not necessarily needed, fuel for the hardcore 
fuck and fodder to feed his BDSM thrills.   
 Because queer/blackness cannot be detached from any aspect of the performance (e.g. 
the un/scripted, the sub/text, narratological structure, enactment, etc.) regardless of intentions and 
it not being overtly referred to, it remains the electrifying force and unsaid validation for being 
held captive in detention, for the build up to the sexual punishment, and for the actual hardcore 
fuck. The visual economy of racialized porntrope formation renders this interracial porn genre 
and the experience of its texts differently. The black femme subject on the interracial 
pornographic screen is a sight/site that always already informs us about the positionality and 
meaning of anti/blackness. And so the build up to the punishment proceeds. However, let us 
insert the terms black and nonblack into the dialogue in order to ensure the muted racial-sexual 
interaction in the subtext and unscripted surfaces to the core text and scripted. 
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TJ backs and pins Skin against the chalkboard that reads in pink chalk and is underlined 
twice: “DETENTION.” He says: “It’s little [black] girls like you that just don’t seem to listen. 
I’m nice.” As TJ points his red sharpie into Skin’s chest, she makes a sound effect: “Ooh.” He 
points sharpie again and continues: “I’m awfully nice. And you disrespect me.” TJ holds the 
sharpie close to Skin’s mouth, and she air bites at it. TJ says “Mm,” and then he throws it some 
where into the classroom, glances and turns as it flies into the air. He grabs Skin by the midriff 
area, aggressively turns her around with her face against the board and back towards him, still 
with his hand in her midriff area. Skin has her hands against the chalkboard with a sexually 
mischievous facial expression that gestures both a humorous and serious shock. Her right arm 
closest to the camera reveals red spray paint residue on her bicep and forearm.  
While holding Skin’s body tightly, TJ says: “You wanna act like a [black] child, I’m 
going to treat you like a [black] child.” He places one hand at the top of her back and keeps one 
hand clasped around her lower-back and behind, hip area and says: “Bend over.” As TJ lifts 
Skin’s skirt and caresses her buttocks, she stands bent over with her hands against the wall. She 
is scrunching her face and says in a phony and curious tone: “What are you doing?”  
He says while grabbing her stomach more tightly and lifting her skirt higher to reveal a 
fuller image of her buttocks: “I’m going to you kn...” TJ rubs her buttocks and begins to force 
her to bend over to a more 90-degree angle. He continues to caress and then clenches her right 
buttocks and says: “... A little old school discipline, you don’t wanna be part of the group. We’re 
gonna treat you like we wouldn’t treat all the others. The others [nonblack children] get 
detention and you get a little of this.” TJ rubs and clenches Skin’s buttocks one last time and the 
hardcore sex begins (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). 
Let us come back to these lines that signify the positionality of whiteness/nonblackness 
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and blackness as Afterlife of Slavery scholars caution us: It’s little [black] girls like you that just 
don’t seem to listen. I’m nice... I’m awfully nice. And you disrespect me. We see here that TJ 
illuminates how whiteness positions itself as nice, in fact, awfully nice. This is despite, and 
because of, the fact that it positions itself as innocent in order to position queer/blackness as 
culpable, transgressive, and the porn object to be policed, punished, held captive, and fucked 
hard. Because whiteness is falsely constructed as awfully nice and innocent and queer/blackness 
as an interruption to its supposed pure kindness and altruism, it is disrespected when Naughty 
Black Femme Schoolgirls like Skin just don’t seem to listen. And because she just don’t seem to 
listen, she must be met with racialized BDSM punishment.  
The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl needs to be pinned against the wall, forced to 
bend over at a 90-degree angle with her buttocks made bare, caressed and clenched. And of 
course, as Nash and Collins reminds us of the history about the white obsession with Baartman’s 
body and particularly her buttocks and genitalia, The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl’s ass 
cannot help but be made a spectacle. However, in the core text of this particular moment of the 
scene, the more concrete message is that the naughty schoolgirl needs to be spanked. This is 
suggestively done with TJ’s firm caressing and clenching of Skin’s bum. The inextricable nature 
of queer/blackness in the subtext, the unscripted, and its simultaneous visual presence in the 
immediate (re)cognition of the scene, however, is reminiscent of this racial-sexual history. The 
spectacle of The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl’s buttocks signifies this moment and 
specifically the obsession with black women’s asses (Abdur-Rahman, 2012), that has held 
historical, social, and representational significance to and of the black female subject in the 
visual field, pornographic register, and genre of pornography (see also: Nash, 2014b). Thus, that 
Skin’s buttocks is revealed and groped is necessary to the construction of The Naughty Black 
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Femme Schoolgirl on the interracial pornographic screen.  
Proceeding in the scene, because The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl wanna act like a 
black child, the salivating white male teacher is going to treat her like a black child. The Naughty 
Black Femme Schoolgirl is going to receive a little old school discipline, the symbolic discipline 
that is antiblack and genocidal. It’s not that Skin don’t wanna be part of the group, but that as 
The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl, she is unable to be part of the group. She is prevented 
from being part of the group because of antiblack social arrangements and structures that depend 
on this oppositional stance of nonblack insiders (citizens) and black outsiders (de facto 
noncitizens) in U.S. civil society. Thus, The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl is gonna be 
treated like the white and nonblack subject wouldn’t treat all the other white and nonblack 
children. The other white and nonblack children get detention and The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl get a little of this: Skin gets detention and punished by getting fucked hard. As The 
Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl, she receives this sexual treatment that, in the core text of the 
scene, is a pleasurable hardcore fuck. However, as we continue to acknowledge the implicit play 
of race and BDSM in this performance, the narrative of pornographic antiblackness continues in 
the symbolic domain. It continues to linger in the subtext, in the unscripted, which at this point of 
the scene tells us that queer/blackness, or more precisely, The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl 
is punished by getting socially, symbolically, and literally fucked hard.     
But there’s a particular type of fuck that The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl receives 
when the unsaid object and aim is racialized BDSM for the salivating white slave master and his 
surrogate, the white male teacher. This is where we see TJ taking the lead in dominating sexual 
positions (e.g. variations of missionary positions, etc.) more often than Skin (e.g. variations of 
cowgirl positions, etc.). We see him penetrating and jackhammering Skin’s pussy or anus in 
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variations of missionary position or while being bent over. For example, early in the hardcore 
sex scene, we see her on the teacher’s desk (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). 
TJ is penetrating her vagina. He is jackhammering, or intensely thrusting his pelvis, while 
holding her right leg on top of his shoulder. Her left leg rests on the table while cornering his 
pelvis area. This emulates the other moments of them in a variation of missionary position, thus I 
eclipse the details of additional scenes. Needless to say, his vigorous and intense penetration and 
jackhammering is part of the hardcore fuck that The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl is in need 
of for breaking school rules. These school rules, of course, are one that to be black/queer is to be 
in need of punishment. And then to engage in some sort of self-defense or rebellion because of 
antiblack punitive practices is to be punished as well. Skin as The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl is punished by getting intensely penetrated and jackhammered in her pussy and/or ass 
that are both slices of paradise.  
In another moment we see: Skin is bent over on the teacher’s desk. Her back is facing the 
camera while TJ penetrates her. It is unclear whether it is vaginal or anal play. TJ is holding her 
lower back area with both hands. At this point, Skin is topless and her plaid skirt is flipped up 
revealing her full buttocks. TJ’s red shorts are pulled down to the level of his knees. The sound of 
moist skin smacking against one another is intense. Skin is moaning loudly and vigorously. Her 
face expresses that of experiencing both pleasurable sex pain and painful sex pleasure. With his 
left arm, TJ holds Skin’s neck and aggressively pins her head to the table. His right arm is 
grabbing the right side of her lower back. Skin rests her head on the table with less resistance 
and moans in orgasmic relief: “Ooaaahh” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021).  
The obsession with black femme ass resurfaces in this scene. What is the performance of 
a Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl without getting, or suggestively getting, fucked hard in her 
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ass by the white male teacher? Skin, as The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl must have her full 
buttocks revealed. It must be suggestively or otherwise penetrated. And despite the history of the 
symbolic fucking and penetration as well as literal dissection of Baartman’s buttocks by white 
scientists and voyeurs, The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl on the consensual pornographic 
screen (read: not everyday life) has the flexibility to enjoy this penetration. We know of this 
enjoyment via Skin’s ecstatic moans and sighs of orgasmic relief from pleasurable sex pain and 
painful sex pleasure. Skin’s sexual pleasure that lies in the core text of this scene is what 
distinguishes The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl trope on the pornographic screen from the 
racialized porntrope that is coercively formed off the consensual porn setting and in everyday 
life.   
As typical to the mainstream pornographic narrative sequence in American pornography, 
there is of course the BlowJob scene where oral sex is performed on the phallus (Cruz, 2016). 
And who would The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl be if she didn’t have to perform the 
ultimate submissive posture on the interracial pornographic screen by sucking a white cock in 
more than one occasion? And then, of course, being ejaculated on (the money shot) in more than 
one occasion? Though I explore the complexities embedded in the humiliation and 
objectification in this sexual position (chapter 3) as well as the humor that Skin brings to this 
scene (chapter 4), the racial-sexual power relations and dynamics that are structured into these 
scenes are noteworthy for understanding the construction of The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl in interracial porn. Let us summarize the BlowJob and money shot scenes in TJ and 
Skin’s performance. 
The first, which is the minor money shot is where TJ is standing erect while Skin is on 
her knees performing fellatio. She is deep throating (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 
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2021). Semen is oozing from his penis. TJ is breathing heavily... Performing until she almost 
gags and gasps for air, Skin pulls her head back with semen covering her hand and holding his 
penis. TJ’s fluids are trailing from her mouth. His hand is holding the back of her head and neck 
area to control her head bobbing motions. After gasping for air again, Skin then deep throats to 
the extent at which her mouth and face is pressed into TJ’s pelvis area and his testicles are 
touching her chin (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). The screen fades out as TJ 
offers brief sex talk.  
Then we have the final epic money shot: TJ’s shorts are completely off... The camera 
positions only to see his mid-stomach and half of his foot that stands on his shorts. Skin is of 
focus. She is on her knees with her tongue out, eyes closed, head tilting back. TJ stands with his 
left hand on the table. His right hand rubs his penis and he shoots, directing the semen onto 
Skin’s face and mouth area. He releases intense sighs to the rhythm of his semen shooting in her 
mouth. Her eyes are still closed. TJ’s hand is still on the desk behind her head area. He wraps up 
the end of his ejaculation period. He releases more sighs of orgasmic relief in tandem with 
shooting his remaining semen. As TJ continues to shoot his semen in and on Skin’s face, she 
briefly smiles. She does a small “Hmm,” that sounds like a very brief or beginning of a tiny 
laugh. Skin is opening and closing her mouth to swallow his ejaculation fluids (italics recited 
from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). 
In the core text of this scene, yes this is a typical BlowJob. It is common to see the 
BlowJob performed on the teacher by the student. And we can say this is generally how the 
BlowJob scene goes with power-play dynamics. However, reading into the subtext, the 
unscripted, this is about the racial-sexual power embedded in the white male teacher and black 
femme student. More precisely, this is the per/forming of The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl 
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on the interracial pornographic screen where we must contend with her submitting to white cock 
and white cum. We have to see The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl acquiescing to the 
symbolic power of the salivating surrogate white slave master, or the white male teacher and his 
penis.  
His white penis must be deep throated and stuffed into The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl’s mouth until she chokes and gags. He must control her head bobbing motions 
because he must not only dictate whether she performs fellatio or not, but how she performs 
fellatio. He must control how she performs submission. His semen must be oozing from his penis 
and trailing from The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl’s mouth. He must shoot and direct his 
semen onto The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl’s face and mouth area. How else might we 
have proof of his orgasmic pleasure in racialized BDSM? And what better way for The Naughty 
Black Femme Schoolgirl to appear as though she is infatuated with his symbolic and literal white 
penis power by smiling and laughing while she is swallowing his ejaculation fluids. The Naughty 
Black Femme Schoolgirl is supposed to enjoy being subjected to humiliation and objectification. 
She is supposed to be proud in deep-throating white cock and swallowing white cum. This racial-
sexual humiliation, and taking pride in it, is what she needs to be rendered black. It’s what she 
needs to become black, to stay black, and to be punished for being black.  
However, it must be noted that this blackness is not the affirming blackness that say, one 
whose political project is black autonomy and thus has no room for whiteness and nonblackness 
and their ideologies to reside. The blackness we see in operation here is the antiblackness that the 
white male teacher positions The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl as the repository to be. This 
position as a repository of antiblackness and this expectation to submit to racialized BDSM is 
indeed contested by The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl. While the contestation does not 
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transform the structural positionality of whiteness, nonblackness, and blackness, The Naughty 
Black Femme Schoolgirl such as Skin and her virtuosic sexual performance in this interracial 
role-play scene with TJ does have the capacity to rattle these power relations. She’s the avant-
garde when other girls are just learning sex education 101 and her erotic mastery should not go 
unacknowledged (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). However, I do not focus on 
this aspect here, instead, we explore the complexities of this process in chapter 4.   
Taken together, Skin in “Naughty Skin Diamond Gets Punished by Getting Fucked Hard” 
(Team Skeet, 2012) is not just any scene about a raceless schoolgirl being punished by getting 
fucked hard. This scene is about Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirls who break school rules and 
who must be policed, punished, held captive, fucked hard, and then, well, ejaculated on. This 
scene is undoubtedly a scene that plays with race and BDSM that when brought from its subtext 
and the affective unscripted level becomes evidently noticeable in the core text. We see that, 
overall, because queer/blackness is coded as culpable and transgressive in and of itself, Skin is 
always already rendered naughty. Her sexy femmeness, as elucidated in her slutty uniform, also 
renders her naughty. Even further, since she likes to break school rules by vandalizing the 
classroom, she is rendered even more naughty. Due to this multi-layered register of the naughty, 
Skin, at the intersection of queer blackness, sexy femmeness, and defiant behavior, is held 
captive and gets punished by getting fucked hard.  
 Thus, when she is doing erotic play and hardcore sex with TJ Cummings, who is a white 
male, it becomes always already a question and performance of racial-sexual interaction. More 
specifically, we are prompted to ask: How does a white male teacher use the play of (symbolic) 
violence, or more so physical sadistic aggression here, to fuck hard and punish, not just any 
schoolgirl or your everyday blond white cheerleader princess, but a queer, black, femme, and 
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sexy schoolgirl who breaks school rules? Subsequently, this white male teacher/black femme 
student power-play incites elements of bondage and discipline, domination and submission, as 
well as sadomasochism as tools to negotiate this battle for racial-sexual power. Intended or 
otherwise, at the sight/site of these contentious power relations is the formation of The Naughty 
Black Femme Schoolgirl trope on the interracial pornographic screen. 
 
B. 'I Have Not Done Anything Wrong': Shakara, Niya Kenny and Other Black Feminine 
Teenagers as Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirls in Need of Policing, Punishment, Captivity, and 
a Hardcore Social Fuck  
 
 This section takes my reading of The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl trope in Skin’s 
interracial role-play performance as a lens in which to read Shakara’s school policing encounter. 
I examine some of the particularities of racialized porntrope formation that manifests in 
Shakara’s text. When relevant, I return to some scenes of Skin to illuminate moments of 
analogies and nuanced differences that materialize in symbolic and literal ways on and off the 
professional pornographic screen. Here, my goal is to offer incisive analysis to the unconscious 
racialized pornographic BDSM embedded in the subtext and unscripted dimension of Shakara’s 
scene. In turn, I hope to make clear how Shakara’s real-life encounter also poses as informative 
to some of the gestures made in Skin’s theatrical text. Ultimately, while I perform a circulatory 
reading here in order to understand the nature of per/forming The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl who breaks school rules across both texts, I center Shakara’s scene in this section to 




 Let us return to the opening of Shakara’s school policing encounter as detailed in chapter 
1: The Algebra teacher, Mr. Long, a 62-year-old white male, initially demanded that Shakara 
leave the classroom and hand over her cellphone for, allegedly, “playing with” the device 
during instruction. He also accused her of logging into her email account when “they were 
[supposed to be] doing required schoolwork on their Chromebooks.” However, Shakara refused 
to leave the classroom because she felt that she did not do anything wrong since she put her 
phone away when initially instructed. Additionally, according to her, Shakara only had her 
“‘Gmail up so if’” she “‘get[s] an email from a teacher or something’” she could be notified, 
but other than that, she “‘wasn’t even looking at it.’”  
 She continued: “‘...[Mr. Long] was logging me out all my stuff so I was like, I turned 
around to the girl, and I was like why would he log me out of my work? She was like I don’t 
know I guess he’s in one of his moments or something. And he was like, put the phone up, and I 
did. So I was, I started back doing my work or whatever and I didn’t know what was going on 
cause I didn’t know how to do it so I was just looking in my lap like this playing with my fingers 
or something. And he was like, came over there like give me your phone, and I said you can get 
out of my face. That’s what you can do, cause I don’t have no phone. But he didn’t really ask me, 
he didn’t see me with the phone he [w]as just like give me your phone cause he saw me looking 
down. And I was like, that’s when he went to write me up and [he said] take your stuff and get up 
out. I didn’t move cause I didn’t do nothing so he called the administrator [KaRon Webb] in and 
asked me the same thing but I didn’t say anything then he said he gonna have to call the 
resource officer...’” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). 
  Why did the white male teacher accuse Shakara of being off-task and ‘playing with’ her 
cellphone? Why did he proceed with punishment based on false accusations? Accusing Shakara 
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of playing with her phone and being off-task with her email serves as a decoy narrative. This is 
likened to Skin’s scene where we learn a similar decoy narrative from her scripted monologue. 
To remind, the school staff deem her uniform too slutty and thus she is sent to detention 
everyday just because of the way she looks. For Skin, she receives this treatment despite the fact 
that she always turns in her homework on time and is nice to all the staff, students and 
everything. As we already explored, at the subtext and unscripted affective level, the real reason 
why Skin is held captive in detention is because her queer/blackness already marked her as in 
need of punishment and a hardcore fuck.  
 Likewise, Mr. Long’s fabricated reasoning follows this schema. The public narrative is 
that he demanded Shakara to leave the classroom and hand over her cellphone for, allegedly, 
playing with the device during instruction. He also accused her of logging into her email account 
when they were supposed to be doing required schoolwork on their Chromebooks. However, 
according to Shakara, she followed Mr. Long’s instructions to put the phone up, started back 
doing her work, but became confused on the assignment, so she was just looking in her lap, 
playing with her fingers. As for her Gmail, she only had it up so if she gets an email from a 
teacher or something she could be notified, but other than that, she wasn’t even looking at it. 
Despite her innocence, however, like Skin, Shakara is constructed to be deserving of reprimand. 
As her later statements encapsulate, Shakara has not done anything wrong, but she will 
nonetheless be subjected to punishment. This is the condition of being made a repository for The 
Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl projection. It’s apparent that it is does not matter what 
Shakara was really doing. Her queer/blackness was enough for Mr. Long to deem her as 
culpable, transgressive and in need of punishment. The accusation of off-task behavior and 
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cellphone use was merely an un/subconscious ploy to convince the public (and himself) that his 
arbitrary disciplinary actions were valid.  
 However, once again, we see The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl is not passive in her 
unfair punishment. If the white teacher attempts to come to her desk and demand that she hand 
over her phone, she will refuse and remark: …you can get out of my face. That’s what you can 
do, cause I don’t have no phone. The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl will make such bold 
demands simply because he didn’t see her with the phone; he was just like give me your phone, 
since he saw her looking down. At this point, the white teacher is both repulsed and titillated by 
The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl’s firm stance of self-defense. Because he wants to further 
the coercive racialized pornographic BDSM, he went to write her up and demand that she take 
her stuff and get up out the classroom. However, again, The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl 
being the rebel and naughty bad girl that she is offers more refusal to the white teacher’s 
demands. This is where Shakara didn’t move, because she didn’t do nothing, so he called the 
black administrator, Mr. Webb in. He asked her the same thing, but she didn’t say anything. 
Then Mr. Webb said he gonna have to call the resource officer, Deputy Ben Fields. The 
Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl is rampaging out of control and must be tamed by the white 
male police officer. He has to come to the classroom to remove the little girl. 
 Like Skin’s iteration of this trope, Shakara also rebels and while she does so in the name 
of self-defense and justice, her breaking of school rules offers more fodder to feed Mr. Long’s 
naughty bad girl fantasy until he’s stuffed. And it appears he has a huge appetite for such 
because he continues to actively and passively consent to the escalation of this disciplinary 
encounter. Mr. Webb follows this aforementioned pattern as well. However, Deputy Fields is 
willing to go the furthest extremes to feed his naughty bad girl fantasy, particularly The Naughty 
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Black Femme Schoolgirl fantasy and fetishism, until he’s stuffed. This chain of real-life 
punishment is where we see the very separate outcomes of per/forming The Naughty Black 
Femme Schoolgirl in the public school setting versus the pornographic screen. For Skin, we 
already interrogated that her naughtiness resulted in a theatrical hardcore fuck. However, for 
Shakara, what proceeds is a life-or-death occurrence; she is subjected to a hardcore brutal arrest. 
Rendered as The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl in everyday life, Shakara is subjected to a 
symbolic and social hardcore fuck in the classroom setting.  
 The scene continues. Deputy Fields ordered Shakara with: “‘You’re going to come with 
me or am I going to make you? Come on. I’m going to get you up / I treated you fair last year 
right?’” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). Shakara replies: “‘I don’t know 
you.’” Fields: “‘You don’t know me?... You gonna come with me, or am I gonna make you?’” / 
“‘you will move, you will move.’” And she responds: “‘No, I have not done anything wrong.’” 
Fields continues: “‘I’m going to treat you fairly’” and Shakara says: “‘I don't even know who 
you are.’” To reiterate, after this verbal interaction, Fields “wrenched the girl’s right arm behind 
her and grabbed her left leg.” Shakara attempted to resist his hold, however, he increased his 
level of force and continued to wrestle her out of her chair. In self-defense, Shakara “can be 
seen pushing her arm, and possibly hitting, Deputy Fields, but only after he had already grabbed 
her by the neck and was starting to throw her to the ground.” Once he gained a firm grip of “the 
back of her neck,” he flipped the desk with the girl still in it. After he “violently slammed” 
Shakara onto the floor, Fields continued to aggressively drag her and the desk to the front of the 
classroom. He then slammed Shakara, again, this time, onto her stomach. As Fields was on top 
of her, pinning her to the floor and handcuffing her, he was exclaiming, “‘Put your hands behind 
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your back... Gimme your hands! Gimme your hands!’” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El 
Henson, 2021). 
 According to Shakara, she “‘fought him,’” “‘got thrown across the room,’” and put in 
“‘handcuffs [a]nd everythang’” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). This is how 
The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl gets treated fairly after she refuses unfair reprimand. This 
is how The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl gets treated fairly after she enacts self-defense by 
“hitting” the officer. And any additional black gxrls who attempt to challenge the justness of 
this, supposedly, fair treatment will suffer the consequences as well. This is where Kenny, 
Shakara’s classmate, is punished for filming the incident and standing up against this brutal 
arrest. To remind: In the midst of this “‘nasty’” and gruesome scene and despite the potential 
physical threat, Kenny filmed the arrest and stood up for Shakara. Kenny exclaimed, “‘Ain’t 
nobody gonna put this shit on Snapchat?’” The administrator attempted to “quiet her down, 
saying her name over and over, but she would not be silenced.” Kenny continued “crying,” 
“praying out loud,” and “screaming ‘What the f, what the f is this really happening?’” Pressed 
by the urgency and severity of Deputy Fields violent arrest, she immediately pressed the upload 
button to document her recording of the encounter on her Iphone’s Snapchat application. As 
Fields was pinning down Shakara and forcing her arms behind her back, he shouted at Kenny 
for her protests: “‘I’ll put you in jail next’” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021).  
 After he handcuffed Shakara, another SRO, Officer Bradley, came to aid Fields in the 
arrest by standing “the student up and walk[ing] her out of the classroom.” Kenny questioned 
the two male adult staff members standing still at the scene. She frantically asked whether they 
would stand there and allow this to happen to the little girl or do something about it. Deputy 
Fields “after beating up Shakara,” “walked back into the room and bullied” Kenny by saying, 
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“‘you want some of this too?’” He continued “‘You got so much to say?... Come on.’” 
Frightened by the violence Shakara was subjected to, Kenny did not speak. She immediately 
placed her hands behind her back and Fields arrested her. After the arrest, school staff, 
including Deputy Fields, also went so far as to take Kenny into another room for questioning to 
attempt to make her feel guilty for her actions (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 
2021). However, she ultimately felt adamant about speaking out against this tragedy involving 
her classmate.  
 Kenny is also subjected to racialized porntrope formation. Positioned as The Naughty 
Black Femme Schoolgirl, she can’t help but rebel against unjust behavior. The Naughty Black 
Femme Schoolgirl is distraught at seeing her classmate subjected to such events, thus she will 
video record the incident and exclaim: Ain’t nobody gonna put this shit on Snapchat? She will 
not be silenced. She will cry, pray out loud, and scream: What the f, what the f is this really 
happening? The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl, being the naughty bad girl that she is will 
not allow this violence to go unseen. Thus she will press the upload button on her Iphone’s 
Snapchat application. And despite the white officer’s, or the salivating white slave master 
surrogate’s, threats of I’ll put you in jail next, The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl will 
question the two male adult staff members standing still at the scene and express outrage at their 
moral depravity.  
 But, of course, once again, the rampaging righteous rebellion of The Naughty Black 
Femme Schoolgirl will not go unpunished. The white officer must tame her because this is the 
height of his sexual electrification. He is most excited by the resistance of The Naughty Black 
Femme Schoolgirl. Thus, after subduing one Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl, he will subdue 
another. The white officer will come back to feed his appetite because he is still not stuffed. He 
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will say to the second Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl: you want some of this too? / You got so 
much to say?... Come on. The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl just saw her fellow classmate 
brutalized for all to see and while she will rebel to some extent she realizes that her life is in 
jeopardy. Thus, the second Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl will not speak, she will 
immediately place her hands behind her back and submit to the white officer’s arrest. Both 
Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirls are not allowed moral and bodily autonomy. And their 
continued transgression starting at their queer/blackness, to their femmeness, and extending to 
their rebellious behavior in response to all staff serves as more fodder to feed the white police 
officer’s insatiable appetite for, not the everyday blonde white cheerleader princess, but The 
Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl who breaks school rules.  
 While the second Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl will be badgered by school staff and 
the officer to feel guilty for her actions, she ultimately will not and will be proud that she did not 
passively stand still while the other Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl was brutalized. And 
because both Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirls can’t help but break school rules, the school 
staff will continue to punish them. They want to feed their coercive racialized pornographic 
BDSM thrills and teach these naughty bad girls a lesson about what it means for black femme 
students to express moral and bodily autonomy and self-defense. The school staff will aid and 
abet the courts in charging two Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirls with a misdemeanor of South 
Carolina’s Disturbing Schools Law and a maximum fine of $1,000, as well as sentencing them to 
up to 90 days in jail (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). In other words, these 
Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirls will be subjected to a symbolic hardcore fuck.    
  And a continued read of Shakara’s particular interaction proves this. Throughout this 
entire real-life encounter, Shakara does not consciously perform as this racialized porntrope. 
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Nonetheless, her account is a strong indication of what lies in the un/sub/conscious domain of the 
police officer as well as additional school staff’s imagination. They all appear to follow the 
unscripted script of genocidal antiblackness and, subsequently, using the black femme subject as 
a repository for anti/black desires, fantasies and fetishisms. The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl is an implicit racial-sexual fantasy, fiction, and thus, racialized porntrope projected 
onto Shakara’s body. Similar to the teacher and administrator, for the police officer, her 
simultaneous queer/blackness marked her as a target and transgressive figure from the start, and 
her femmeness heightened this position. Serving as ideological validation for Fields’ excessive 
force, her resistance and refusal to school rules rendered Shakara a naughty black femme student 
in need of sexualized brutal punishment.  
 To reiterate, this disciplinary action was carried out because Shakara was supposedly 
engaging in excessive cellphone and off-task activities. Specifically, at the beginning of this 
event, Shakara was sent out of class and ordered to hand over her cellphone for allegedly playing 
with the device during instruction. She was also accused of additional off-task activities. 
However, Shakara refused the teacher, and later, the administrator and police officer’s 
reprimands to leave the classroom on false pretenses. Shakara felt that she had not done anything 
wrong because she put her phone away when initially told and stayed on task. Nonetheless, 
because the teacher assumed she was on her phone, when in fact, she was simply looking down 
at her hands on her lap, the teacher escalated with the reprimand to leave the classroom and she 
resisted. At the most minuscule reason to discipline, the teacher not only calls an administrator, 
but also brings in the police officer, Fields. This chain of events, mark the tangible beginning of 
the racialized pornographic violent scene as well as the projection of The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl by all levels of staff. Intensifying this already hostile encounter, Fields subjects 
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Shakara to a hardcore brutal arrest.  
 As Weheliye (2014) and Spillers (1987) remind us, as part of pornotroping, violence and 
suffering is a condition of being made and unmade a black subject. Even further, the black 
female body and her mutilation serve as a conduit and vessel to experience agony and enjoyment 
by the violent enactor. This sight/site is one that encompasses a gendering, sexualizing, and 
racializing process. The persistently abused flesh of the black subject creates concomitant 
features of desire, violence and desubjectification that works in forming the construction of race 
in the present moment (Weheliye, 2014). Therefore we can conclude that Fields’ aggressive 
physical treatment of Shakara, a little black femme-presenting teenager surviving in the foster 
care system who supposedly did not abide by school rules, is inherently a gendered, classed, 
racial-sexual, and erotic act. Even further, as it appears to function as a sexually titillating, 
energizing and entertaining violence that feeds his sadistic appetite, Fields’ vicious arrest is 
necrophilic and pornographic in nature. It becomes clear that Shakara served as the racialized 
porntrope: The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl who breaks school rules and deserves 
sexualized brutal punishment because she is just… that… naughty. 
 This racialized pornographic violence that lies in the subtext of Shakara’s encounter with 
Deputy Fields becomes even more noticeable when revisiting another scene from Skin’s role-
play performance. For instance, let us return to the ending dialogue between Skin and TJ. While 
holding Skin’s body tightly, TJ Cummings says: “You wanna act like a child, I’m going to treat 
you like a child…: Bend over…” Skin reacts by saying: “What are you doing?” TJ responds 
while grabbing her stomach more tightly and lifting her skirt higher to reveal a fuller image of 
her buttocks: “…A little old school discipline, you don’t wanna be part of the group. We’re 
gonna treat you like we wouldn’t treat all the others. The others get detention and you get a little 
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of this...” He rubs and clenches Skin’s bum one last time and then hardcore sex begins (italics 
recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021).  
 Skin’s text takes some of what resides in the imaginative dimension of school, police and 
state interactions and materialize these projected sexual-racial fantasies, fictions and roles. 
Firstly, let us return to the leitmotif of the obsession with black femme ass that occurs in this 
aforementioned scene with Skin and TJ and use it to elucidate the similar analogies made in 
Fields’ brutal arrest of Shakara. In the previous section that centered Skin’s scene we already 
explored the ways that white subjects have been violently fascinated with black womxn’s asses 
and proof of this comes from early 19th-century accounts of Baartman and the racialized 
pornographic violent display and dissection of her body and genitalia, particularly her buttocks. 
For Skin, this obsession most notably emerges in both the scenes where her buttocks is made 
completely bare and she is bent over at a 90-degree angle in front of the chalkboard and on the 
teacher’s desk. The former takes place at the end of the dialogue section between she and TJ 
where her ass is caressed and clenched to suggest a naughty spanking. The latter happens a few 
scenes later where her bare ass is exposed and TJ is penetrating her from the back. Although it is 
unclear whether it is vaginal or anal sex, it does not matter because the scene nevertheless 
suggests it is anal play by focusing the frame on Skin’s ass.  
 For Shakara, we see that while Fields is forcefully sitting on top of her as he is pinning her 
to the floor and handcuffing her, the area of his genitals aligns with and is impressioned on 
Shakara’s clothed buttocks area. At the symbolic and gestural level, this is suggestive of anal 
penetration. And he is beyond excited to feed his compulsive desire for dominating black ass, but 
not just any black ass, Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl ass. This is exemplified via his 
aggressive and boisterous violent sex talk: Put your hands behind your back... Gimme your 
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hands! Gimme your hands! This obsession with black femme ass in this particular policing 
encounter is no far stretch. According to Nikki Jones (2020), she illuminates how a 
commissioner for Minneapolis’ Police Conduct Oversight Commission and former public 
defender revealed that her black “‘clients were constantly getting anal searches. Not at the 
hospital. At the Third Precinct’” (p. 2). Jones (2020) emphasizes that in addition to routine anal 
searches, strip-searches, and overall aggressive, violent and exploitative policing tactics, the 
bodily integrity of black people are continually and systematically violated across places like 
Minneapolis, Chicago, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and beyond. These policing abuses 
are often employed in order to beat black people into submission (Jones, 2020).  
 Needless to say, Fields is one amongst many police officers and only one representative 
from many law enforcement departments across the U.S. who obsess over black ass and 
routinely conduct anal searches on black people to feed their appetite until their stuffed. 
However, considering that these anal searches are routine, police officers’ appetite for black ass 
proves to be insatiable, and thus, unable to be stuffed. Ultimately, like Skin, Shakara’s encounter 
reminds us how The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl must star in a cameo of ass shots. Her ass 
will be literally or symbolically made bare, caressed, clenched, spanked, searched, and/or 
penetrated. For parody or real-life, this will take place while she is forced into submission with 
her neck chocked and her head aggressively pinned to the table (Skin), or aggressively choked, 
flipped while sitting in a desk, dragged across the classroom while attached to the desk, violently 
slammed, slammed again, sat on top of, pinned to the floor, and handcuffed (Shakara).   
  Furthermore, let’s examine the white male pedophilia and the adultification of black 
femmes across these scenes in TJ and Fields’ dialogue. TJ says: You wanna act like a child, I’m 
going to treat you like a child / Bend over / A little old school discipline, you don’t wanna be 
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part of the group. We’re gonna treat you like we wouldn’t treat all the others. The others get 
detention and you get a little of this (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). Deputy 
Fields says: I’m going to treat you fairly and proceeds with the brutal arrest of Shakara. TJ’s 
lines hearken to antiblack school staff and police force ideologies that shape dimensions of 
Shakara’s reality. Whereas Fields says he’s going to treat Shakara fairly and proceed with 
excessive and brutal force, TJ says he’s going to treat Skin like a child. Being treated like a child 
here is actually being treated like an adult who is fucked hard for sexy punishment. This is where 
the reality of white male teacher, police officer and school staff ideology align. These state 
forces think that treating young black femmes fairly is equivalent to treating them as they would 
an adult and symbolically fucking them hard via sexualized brutal punishment. 
 Shakara and Skin’s scenes illustrate the starkness of how the classroom and sexroom 
converge for the black femme—whether a child or an adult. For black femme children in the 
classroom, this reveals how they routinely face gendered antiblack violence, criminalization, 
hypersexualization, and adultification. For example, the African American Policy Forum 
(AAPF) reveals that during the 2011-2012 school year in Boston and New York, “Only 2 percent 
of white females were subjected to exclusionary suspensions in comparison to 12 percent of 
Black girls” (Crenshaw, 2015a, p. 16; see also Wun, 2015). These numbers reiterate how, as we 
learned from Epstein and colleagues (2017; 2019), due to the adultification of black gxrls, they 
are punished more often than any other gxrl counterparts. I understand this type of adultification 
of black gxrls, or sexually/treating them as adult-like figures, to have pedophilism at its core. 
This comes alive in Fields statement I’m going to treat you fairly and his subsequent brutal arrest 
of Shakara. Meaning that, she is not given the typical discipline of nonblack school children who 
might simply receive detention or an office slip for their supposed misbehavior. Instead, she is 
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treated adult-like and manhandled so intensely that she faced serious injuries to her body.  
 These scenes and dialogues by TJ and Fields also signifies Nash’s (2014a) read of how 
Collins (1990) thinks about racialized pornography as an episteme, or a way and habit of 
thinking and how this structures the possibility of racialized pornographic tropes to form in 
everyday life. Once again, and in the spirit of Nash, I am not classifying this racialized episteme 
as violent simply because it is pornographic, but instead violent because it is entangled with 
pornographics, antiblackness, and genocide. From this departure point, this is how we can think 
of this episteme as a peculiarly racialized pornographic violent one that shapes the projected 
tropes and treatment of black femmes across interracial porn and public schools in symbolic and 
literal ways.  
 Broadly, for Skin’s scene and Shakara’s case the material consequences of The Naughty 
Black Femme Schoolgirl trope has two starkly different outcomes. For the former, we see sexy 
punishment that unconsciously alludes to the symbolic violence of pornographic antiblack 
policing, captivity and ultimate genocide of black femmes. For the latter, we see deadly 
punishment that is direct physical and symbolic violence that fuels this structural libidinal 
economy. Particularly for this aforementioned scene on Fields and TJ’s alignment of ideology, 
politics, and symbolic practice, we see old school discipline is especially for naughty black 
femme students. Symbolically and literally fucking them hard is how you treat them fairly for 
breaking school rules. Nash and Collins’ discussion orients us in thinking about how Fields and 
TJ’s un/sub/conscious way and habit of thinking gesturally or literally invoke this racialized 
pornographic violence that which, in these particular scenes, also involves pedophilism. 
Ultimately, we can see how Skin’s role-play narrative toys with this racialized pedophilic desire, 
or treating black gxrls as adults, by drawing on antiblackness and child-play as a point of both 
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parody and arousal.  
 Despite the fact that power dynamics are, indeed, challenged, manipulated and transformed 
by Skin in her role-play performance, some scenes illustrate the analogous racialized 
pornographic gestures, symbolisms and fictions embedded in the torture scene of Shakara. While 
the play of sex may as well be pleasurable for Skin, the narratological structure, scripted 
dialogue, and the unscripted affect level of the scene hearkens to the gendered antiblackness, 
criminalization, punishment, and hypersexualization that black gxrls are subjected to in school 
settings. As Skin’s performance denudes: while other nonblack children simply get detention, 
young black femmes get a little of this, or, more rather, a lot of sexualized brutal punishment by 
school staff and police. These state forces operate on the presumption that black gxrls are 
transgressive, adult-like, and sexually matured figures. Because of these strong held projections, 
self-presenting young black femmes like Shakara, as well as Kenny, are rendered Naughty Black 
Femme Schoolgirls in need of policing, punishment, and captivity. These children, supposedly, 
deserve this hardcore racialized pornographic violence because of their very non/being.  
 This rationalization is also evident in the white teacher and black administrator’s role and 
reaction to these incidents. Both condoned these unfair disciplinary arrests. They were actually 
the figures who initiated and welcomed Fields’ racialized pornographic violence. The teacher 
Mr. Long and administrator Mr. Webb both appear to take pleasure in his behavior. For the 
teacher, sadism here. Similar to Fields, he also takes sadistic pleasure in over-policing and 
punishing young black femmes. We cannot forget that these incidents started because he called 
additional staff to further discipline Shakara for alleged excessive cellphone and off-task activity. 
For the administrator sadomasochism reeks. This is because he is black and presuming a black 
collective self and struggle, the pain of Shakara and Kenny is symbolic harm to himself as well. 
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While his collective racial-sexual imago may be un/sub/consciously pained, he appears to enjoy 
it and, even further, support the sexualized brutal discipline and captivity of these two young 
gxrls. Non-consensual racialized pornographic BDSM is embedded in the play out of these 
events. These very knotty elements allow for and fuel Deputy Fields’ sadistic pleasures in 
policing, punishing, and holding Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirls captive. 
 For both Shakara and Kenny, they are black femme-presenting teenagers, and—although 
no public commentary was made about their own conception of self and identity—become queer 
because of this very social classification. At Spring Valley High, they are performing the role of 
students in the quotidian setting. Thus, when school staff interact, they are not just interacting 
with any type of students, but black, queer, and femme students who, allegedly, break school 
rules. We learn that the white teacher, black administrator, and white officer’s interaction with 
Shakara and Kenny cannot help but be a racial-sexual violent encounter purposed for their 
pornographic fantasies of Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirls who break school rules. These 
schoolgirls must get punished by getting socially fucked hard via harsh reprimand, brutal arrests, 
and captivity.  
 It appears these school staff members are titillated and energized by projecting this 
fiction onto Shakara and Kenny as well as using it as ideological validation to commit 
disciplinary punishment. The dialectical relationship between the State’s libidinal interests to 
maintain pornographic antiblackness and state forces’ libidinal desires to police black femmes to 
maintain such order never escapes this scene. This relational commitment between the State and 
its forces serve as all the more reason to take Shakara and Kenny into custody because it fuels 
self-coherence of the antiblack subject and its State. This process manifests through unconscious 
and subconscious intentions. Ultimately, the punishment and captivity of young black femmes 
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like Shakara and Kenny, then, offers sadistic entertainment, intended or otherwise. That these 
policing events are racialized, eroticized, and sexualized violence used for amusement, the 
pornographic comes alive at every instantiation of the interaction. Even further, these 
disciplinary encounters depend on nonconsensual bondage and discipline, domination and 
submission, as well as sadomasochism to be executed. (An analysis of the sadomasochistic 
nature of antiblack punishment by white subjects like the teacher and officer, the passive consent 
of this violence by black figures like the administrator, and the unsaid and unconscious 
expectation of masochism by the aggressed black subjects (Shakara and Kenny) are described in 
chapter 3.) 
 While also gaining insight into the pattern of racialized porntrope formation, other black 
gxrl students’ stories enable us to access other moments of Fields’ behavior and history. 
Although Shakara’s experience takes center stage and some light is shed on Kenny’s particular 
encounter in this section, we cannot help but acknowledge how these additional students’ 
policing encounters were brought to light because of their incident. We learn how Fields’ 
habitually projects and treats Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirls who break school rules on a 
regular basis. Moreover, their accounts reveal the repetitive and routine ways that black gxrl 
students face this projection in public school settings.  
 For example, Breanna Blake details how Fields threw her “off a bus” because she and her 
sister got into a “shouting match” with other gxrls (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 
2021). Another student who is black femme-presenting shares that in 2012, they were “‘coming 
from lunch and saw Deputy Fields slam that pregnant woman.’” This student was “‘frozen in 
shock at how he was man handling her.’” They reiterated that Fields “‘has done this numerous 
times,’” however Shakara’s incident “‘is the first time [they] seen it captured on video and 
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shared like this.’” Janae Ricks, a black femme-presenting former student, reiterates this point. 
Ricks expressed online: “‘it’s sad [the brutal arrest of Shakara] wasn’t a big surprise to me 
[because] Deputy Fields BEEN slamming kids since I graduated [three years ago,] just was 
never captured’” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). However, the case of 
Shakara enables us to capture them and precisely name the racialized pornographic violence that 
continues to be committed by Fields. Other black feminine students denude his history with 
enacting this violence that involves coercive racialized pornographic BDSM and punishment. 
These accounts reveal additional threatening performances of racial-sexual humiliation and 
suffering.  
 But he’s “‘...been dating an African-American woman for ‘quite some time’” and Sheriff 
Lott thinks that this means he is “no racist” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). 
To remind, Lott further states: “‘...Would that have a bearing on his thought process?... It may 
have, but I would think that would have effected it in a positive way, not a negative way.’” Thus, 
he concluded that Shakara “‘…was the one resisting arrest’” and Fields’ actions “‘wasn’t 
racial.’” While Lott thought that sharing this information was absolving Fields from being a 
racist, social media critics said otherwise. In fact, opposite to his aim, Lott actually offered more 
details that validated precisely how Fields is not just a racist thinker, but a pornographic 
antiblack thinker. The fact that he’s been dating a black woman for quite some time, well that’s 
just what we needed to know to confirm his racial-sexual desires for black womxn. 
Subsequently, we are exposed to how this translates into his on-duty work as a deputy interacting 
with black gxrls at school.  
 We come to see that Shakara is not the only black feminine teenager subjected to the 
projection of The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl by Fields. There are many, from Kenny, to 
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Blake, to young pregnant womxn, to additional students who have endured his sadistic abuse for 
over three years. This perhaps extends to more untold stories of students who may be too afraid 
to speak up. Nonetheless, from the told stories, it is clear that Fields himself and as a pawn for 
maintaining the State’s order has an insatiable appetite and fetish for Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirls who, supposedly, break school rules. Even further, we see how he transforms this 
projection into materiality. Possessed by his and the States’ racial-sexual fantasies, he forces 
black feminine students to perform The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl trope. We cannot help 
but realize how he, as a tentacle of the State, enjoys humiliating and brutalizing black gxrls who 
he deems as naughty and in need of punishment. 
 Largely, Shakara’s case and others alike reveal that black gxrls in public schools are 
continuously positioned as the culpable, transgressive, and porn object of captivity in slavery’s 
afterlife. The racialized pornographic violence against these children by school staff, police and 
state forces serve as a reminder to the school community and general public that black 
positionality is a status of inferiority in the school setting and the larger U.S. white civil society. 
In essence, these figures un/sub/consciously reproduce the historically presumed master/slave 
ontology of nonblack and black people. School staff and police violence against young black 
femmes function as sites that feed the U.S.’s libidinal economy of antiblack violence, 
punishment and power. In the spirit of Wun (2015), this means that black gxrl’s (and womxn’s) 
so-called loud and deviant behavior is always already a reaction to institutional and structural 
oppression. Thus, the more rebellious, subversive, and transgressive behavior black femmes 
express, the more they should be encouraged to challenge racialized pornographic violence and 
captivity in the school setting and beyond. 
 This is to say that in the case of Shakara, her defiance to school staff and police authority 
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to not leave the classroom for allegedly engaging in excessive cellphone and off-task activities 
was necessary to resist harsh reprimand and the State’s order. Additionally, Kenny’s refusal to sit 
silently and idly while her classmate was being abused was absolutely necessary to challenge 
horrific disciplinary punishment and the State’s antiblack structural antagonisms. In both 
instances, none of these policing interactions should have occurred in the first place. In fact, to 
protect the bodily integrity of black gxrls in school, police shouldn’t be stationed in these settings 
and, more to the point, should be abolished as an entire institutional structure. Needless to say, 
Shakara and Kenny should be praised for their subversive behavior to a largely pornographic, 
antiblack, and genocidal system. In Skin’s performance, her school uniform that is deemed too 
slutty by school staff is actually her own way of demonstrating her individuality and own style. 
She dares to be sexy regardless of the harsh censorship and presumptions projected onto black 
womxn and gxrls’ bodies. Even further, her mimicry of “Fuck you... Don’t tell me what to fuckin 
do” while spray painting profane messages like “Mother Fucker! TJ Cummings is a dick” was 
also necessary to defy being held captive in detention on a regular basis (italics recited from 
Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). Ultimately, it should go without saying that whether in play or 
peril, scripted or unscripted, and literal or symbolic, the right to moral and bodily autonomy 
should be a given for black femmes. Even further, the per/forming of The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl should be a choice, not a condition of being made and unmade a black femme subject 




 The scenes of Skin and Shakara teach us about how The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl has naughty implications for the former, and very knotty implications for the latter. 
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This is where the subtext of Skin’s interracial role-play scene will inevitably hearken to the 
structural conditions of anti/blackness. Intended or not, this antagonism against and towards 
blackness appears to shape the narratological structure and dialogue embedded in the role-play 
scene. It also appears to heighten the pleasures of administering sexy punishment to her as a 
black femme performing the naughty schoolgirl. For these reasons, it is certainly a role-play 
scene that unconsciously plays with anti/blackness, violence, and BDSM on the pornographic 
screen. 
 For Shakara and others alike, this knotty implication lies in the fact that this projection 
fuels and is fueled by the libidinal economy of school policing violence. We come to learn how 
these genocidal aggressions against black children at school serve as masterbatory material for 
antiblack school staff. It un/sub/consciously feeds the State and its forces’ insatiable appetite for 
racial-sexual humiliation and violence in the quotidian and structural locale. This racialized 
pornographic dimension of genocidal policing and captivity typically goes unsaid. However, 
using racialized BDSM pornographics to employ racialized pornographic language enables us to 
capture this racialized pornographic violence of Shakara and other black gxrls.  
 From here, we can plainly say that like Naughty Skin Diamond Gets Punished by Getting 
Fucked Hard, naughty Shakara was punished by getting socially and symbolically fucked hard; 
she was brutally arrested by Deputy Fields, as well as charged with a misdemeanor, fine, and up 
to 90 days in jail. Although the charges were eventually dropped, the racial-sexual violence and 
trauma was already endured. Thus, the live event and its reproducing materials (e.g. viral videos 
on social media, online articles, etc.) continue to serve as violent pornographic entertainment for 
the antiblack State, state forces, and uncritical viewers. (This aspect is further elaborated on in 
chapter 3.) Ultimately, while it may spark discomfort in readers, translating Shakara’s incident 
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within this lexicon of racialized BDSM pornographics enables us to see the bare nature of the 
event, and subsequently, the urgency and severity of the issue. Simultaneously reading across 
porn and everyday sites allow this translation to more vividly come alive. As explored, this 
circulatory reading takes our analysis into where these parodies and perils reside, in naughty and 
very knotty dimensions. 
 This chapter carefully excavated one part of the unavoidable triptych that produces and is 
produced by the racialized pornographic economy of antiblack genocide. More specifically, with 
racialized BDSM pornographics as the lens and racialized porntrope formation as the thematic 
angle, I read the emergence of The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl trope in Skin’s schoolgirl 
performance and Shakara’s school policing encounter. In exploring racialized porntrope 
formation, I dissected the concomitant features of the racial-sexual, erotic, and pornographic 
violence embedded in the projections black femmes like Skin and Shakara continually negotiate 
on the interracial pornographic screen and in state policing encounters. Particularly, I turned to 
Skin’s scene and Shakara’s case to discuss how The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl who 
breaks school rules serves as a sexually titillating and entertaining projection for the State and its 
forces. The material consequences of this racialized porntrope look like sexy or deadly 
punishment of black femmes in porn and school settings, respectively.  
 My discussion was inspired by Weheliye’s (2008; 2014) engagement with Spillers’ 
(1987) concept, pornotroping. This term captures how violating the black body for shocked and 
titillated onlookers is a gendering, racializing, and sexualizing site of violence. I also drew on 
Nash’s (2014) read of Collins’ (1990) conversation on Baartman’s coerced exhibition as the 
genesis of contemporary pornographic tropes and a kind of racialized pornography. I was also 
inspired by Nash’s framing of Collins’ understanding of pornography as a racialized episteme or 
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way and habit of thinking that happens on and off the pornographic screen, as well as her interest 
to critically push back on Collins’ insistence on writing off all pornography or the pornographic 
as a monolithic and condemnatory media form, thinking pattern, and/or optic field. 
 Taken together, I explored how the formation of racialized porntropes involves the co-
constitutive features of gendering, racializing, and sexualizing violence. Unavoidably then, this 
process is also a pornographic one that relies on racialized BDSM to be accomplished. 
Specifically, this chapter analyzed the per/forming of The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl 
trope in Skin’s schoolgirl scene and Shakara’s case. I took a close look at how state forces’ 
projections of racialized and pornographic figures emerge from their own racial-sexual fantasies 
and fetishisms of black femmes. Simultaneously, this emergence takes precedence from the 
State’s libidinal desires, interest and economy of pornographic antiblackness. This dialectical 
relationship between the State and its forces sustain self and collective coherence as an antiblack 
bloc. We learned that this imaginative dimension that spans from individual to collective and 
vice versa has material repercussions. These consequences are often animated in and through the 
sexual, disciplinary treatment of black womxn and gxrls across various sites and in forms of 
parodied or real-life administration. Ultimately, these spaces of racialized porntrope formation 
offer sexual titillation and amusement for the State and its forces. The ways that black femmes 
destabilize these disciplinary technologies and processes simultaneously emerge. However, this 
aspect is more thoroughly explicated later on in chapter 4. 
The next chapter, “Antiblack Genocide Porn and Its Symbolic Money Shot” addresses an 
additional facet inherent to the racialized pornographic economy of antiblack genocide. Here, I 
use the professional racialized pornographic screen and its jargon to explicitly describe and 
analyze Shakara’s case as the violent racialized pornographic scene that it is. This is to denude 
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how state policing violence against black femmes function as everyday forms of what I call, 
antiblack genocide porn. And, following the traditional schema of U.S. hardcore pornography, 
there is of course the money shot or the cum shot. However, in this coercive and real-life 
pornographic event, it becomes a peculiarly violent money shot. This, what I refer to as, symbolic 
money shot is where the height of black pain, suffering, and humiliation parallel the height of 
white sadistic pleasure, aggression, and domination. Ultimately, by reading into the symbolic and 
signifying nature of violence, antiblackness, BDSM, sex, and orgasms, we learn that social 
interaction in everyday spaces gesture to and, very much so, has sexual meanings, and vice 
versa. The ways black femmes contest these interactions and meanings also become crystal clear. 
To reiterate, this latter dynamic is taken on in chapter 4.  
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 Chapter 3: Antiblack Genocide Porn and Its Symbolic Money Shot 
 
‘There are those who believe that the come [sic] shot, as some refer to it, ‘the money 
shot,’ is the most important element in the movie and that everything else (if necessary) 
should be sacrificed at its expense... [I]f you don’t have the come [sic] shots, you don’t 
have a porno picture. Plan on at least ten separate come [sic] shots.’ 
 
—Stephen Ziplow as cited in Linda Williams’ Hard Core (1999), p. 93 
 
Some students said [Deputy Ben] Fields had a history of being over-aggressive, 
especially with black kids. ‘He has to prove how big and bad he is,’ said 18-year-old 
Breanna Blake, who is black.  
 
 —Nicole Hensley, New York Daily News (2015), p. 6-7 
 
White supremacy and anti-Black racism are genocidal... [They] happen both because of 
what we and others do as well as what we and others don’t do. Consequently, silence, 
inaction, and ignorance are as genocidal as the most racist acts and thoughts. 
 





 This chapter uses racialized BDSM pornographics as a lens to articulate, read, and 
understand another dynamic of the unavoidable triptych in the racialized pornographic economy 
of antiblack genocide. Early on, we learn from chapter 2 that projections of racialized 
porntropes, like The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl, and the subsequent disciplinary 
treatment offer titillating and masterbatory material for the State and its forces across porn and 
school policing encounters. To remind, this previous chapter’s discussion represents one 
dynamic of this broader libidinal economy.  
 Thus, chapter 3 takes us a step further by examining another part of this process via 
thematic camera angle two: antiblack genocide porn and its symbolic money shots. Here, I use 
the professional racialized pornographic screen and its jargon to explicitly describe and analyze 
Shakara’s case as the violent racialized pornographic scene that it is. Similar to the previous 
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chapter, I recite the reconstructed narrative from Chapter 1 in italics, however I come to it from a 
different vantage point. (Again, italics are also applied for more conventional academic usages as 
well.) Attentive readers may be exhausted at this point because of this language repetition. 
However, this exhaustion only elucidates the strength of my key theoretical argument for this 
chapter.  
This excess, this banality, this redundancy of narrative is to denude how state policing 
violence against black femmes function as everyday forms of, what I call, antiblack genocide 
porn. And, following the traditional schema of U.S. hardcore pornography, there is of course the 
money shot or the cum shot. Typically, this prized and expensive filmic image captures phallus 
ejaculation being shot out on the sex partner/s to signify phallic peak of pleasure as well as 
sexual humiliation and domination of the other. While I do not consider this as an inherently 
violent act in professional, consensual pornography per se, within the specific context of real-life 
antiblack policing, I do consider state forces’ symbolic cum shots in these encounters, peculiarly 
violent money shots. This, what I refer to as, symbolic money shot is where the height of black 
pain, suffering, and humiliation (e.g., these can emerge as fear, tears, blood, bruises, bodily 
mutilation, etc.) parallel the height of white sadistic pleasure, aggression, and domination (e.g., 
these can emerge as brutal arrests, verbal and sexual assaults, killings, and impunity for such 
acts, etc.).  
 This chapter takes what we know from Vargas’ (2005; 2010) ideas on the symbolic and 
physical forms of antiblack genocide, Cruz (2016) and Linda Williams’ (1999) conversations on 
the money shot in U.S. hardcore moving-image pornography, and emergences of the money shot 
in Skin Diamond’s schoolgirl performance. Specifically, for the latter, TJ Cummings’ cum shots 
on Skin offer us a vivid point of reference in which to further theorize Deputy Fields’ (and 
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others’) symbolic money shots that emerge in Shakara’s narrative. Taken together, these scholars 
and porn performances advance our exploration of the intricacies that render Shakara’s case a 
site of antiblack genocide porn with its prized violent cum shot series. By reading into the 
representational and signifying nature of violence, antiblackness, BDSM, sex, and orgasms, we 
can identify and dissect these moments of the symbolic money shot in everyday antiblack 
genocide porn. We learn that social interaction in everyday spaces gesture to sexual meanings, 
and vice versa. The ways black femmes contest these interactions and meanings also become 
crystal clear. (However, this latter dynamic is fully elaborated on in the next chapter.) 
Ultimately, this reading aims to add to the long running list of reasons why it is imperative for 
black communities to strategize for black life, liberation, and autonomy.  
 
I. '[I]f You Don’t Have the [Cum] Shots, You Don’t Have a [Porn] Picture': Theorizing 
Antiblack Genocide Porn and its Dependence on Symbolic Money Shots of Black Pain and 
White Pleasure 
 
 To first build our theoretical grounding for my concepts of antiblack genocide porn and 
its symbolic money shots (thematic camera angle two), let us return to Vargas’ Never Meant to 
Survive: Genocide and Utopias in Black Diaspora Communities (2010). Drawing from 
Patterson, James, Raphäel Lemkin, and Ward Churchill’s initial theorizations of genocide, this 
text further elaborates on antiblack genocide. Vargas (2010) asserts that the States’ (both U.S. 
and Brazil’s) antiblackness and white supremacy are ideological underpinnings in the 
orchestration of the harm and mass killings of black communities. Moreover, Vargas (2010) 
contends that discourses and discursive silences about antiblack genocide—and the hesitance to 
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proclaim it as such—maintain and sustain the systemization of premature black death and killing. 
More specifically, mass incarceration, police brutality, high infant mortality, discriminatory 
medical facilities and treatment, lack of adequate educational systems, few economic 
opportunities, control of black reproductive rights, fertility and sterilization, hypersegregation of 
black neighborhoods, poverty, everyday violence in the inner-city, chronic depression, self-
hatred, and more, inextricably adds to the calculation of genocide. This infrastructural 
embeddedness of antiblack genocide, then, renders it a structural antagonism. 
 Even further, in his article, “Genocide in the African Diaspora: United States, Brazil, and 
the Need for a Holistic Research and Political Method” (2005), Vargas explores the inextricable 
link between white supremacy, antiblack racism, and genocide as well as symbolic and physical 
violence. He states: “White supremacy and anti-Black racism are genocidal... [They] happen 
both because of what we and others do as well as what we and others don’t do. Consequently, 
silence, inaction, and ignorance are as genocidal as the most racist acts and thoughts” (p. 283). 
This genocidal violence happens both at the symbolic and tangible domain. Vargas reminds us of 
the utility of Pierre Bourdieu’s (1997) concept of symbolic violence. This type of violence 
happens via unconscious, quotidian and representational acts of discrimination and exclusion. 
These unconscious modes of upholding oppressive structures fuel the imaginary and gestural 
dimension that sustain everyday hegemonic practices in an array of institutions such as schools, 
hospitals, news media, and the criminal justice system, to name a few (Vargas, 2005).38  
 Symbolic violence, Vargas (2005) argues, offers a conceptual and factual link to the 
systemic physical violence that often leads to massive incarceration, dehumanization, and 
premature death of black communities. It is also this same imaginative violence that structures 
                                                
38 In other words, symbolic violence is unconscious actions that uphold and signify discriminatory ideological and 
social power structures in the imaginary domain. Subsequently, this type of violence, then, also (re)produces these 
power structures via material means as well. 
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inaction against and silence and ignorance of antiblack genocide as equally as dangerous as 
physically contributing to this outcome (e.g. incarceration, killing, etc.). Broadly, from this 
standpoint, we are able to explicitly draw linkages between the symbolic and factual, the local 
event and general trends, everyday antiblack violence and the broader structure of antiblack 
genocide, as well as history and contemporary reality (Vargas, 2005). 
 To remind, as we’ve already concluded from BBGA scholarships, the enactment of black 
suffering for a shocked and titillated audience is a gendering, racializing, and sexualizing site of 
violence (Spillers, 1987; Weheliye, 2008, 2014). In fact, race, in and of itself, is an erotic project 
and pornographic fantasy (Nash, 2014a).39 Sharing two basic definitions of pornography are 
insightful to solidifying how antiblack genocide is nothing other than coercive, racialized 
pornographic entertainment. First, according to New Oxford American Dictionary, pornography 
is “television programs, magazines, books, etc. that are regarded as emphasizing the sensuous or 
sensational aspects of a nonsexual subject and stimulating a compulsive interest in their 
audience...” (New Oxford American Dictionary, 2016). Second, based on Dictionary.com’s 
definition, pornography is defined as: “sexually explicit videos, photographs, writings, or the 
like, produced to elicit sexual arousal… [and/or] thought to cater to an excessive, irresistible 
desire for or interest in something: a magazine filled with enticing food porn; an addiction to 
real-estate porn” (Dictionary.com). Broadening these definitions, I am defining pornography and 
that which has a pornographic capacity as any material or immaterial form that incite erotic and 
sexual titillation for producers, enactors or spectators.  
                                                
39 For a detailed discussion on antiblack racism and genocide as racialized pornographic violence, revisit this 
dissertation’s Introduction chapter section, titled: “THEORY: BBGA Scholarships: Antiblack Policing, Captivity 
and Ultimate Genocide as Racialized Pornographic Structural Violence.” Because this discussion is fully elaborated 
in this earlier chapter, I ellipse a detailed exploration of scholarships that support this point in this current chapter.  
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 Thinking through these basic definitions as well as BBGA scholarships, we might say 
that, in fact, these sites of antiblack violence have a pornographic affect on multiple registers. As 
BBGA scholars illuminate anti/blackness and racialization is a process of sexualization and vice 
versa. Meaning that, antiblack violence is always already a racial-sexual violence and, 
ultimately, antiblack genocide is a racial-sexual atrocity. Thus, instead of being a nonsexual 
subject, it is that antiblack violence is, indeed, a racial-sexual subject that also serves as an 
aphrodisiac. Building on this, for lustful violent enactors and uncritical spectators, antiblack 
violence stimulates a compulsive and irresistible desire for or interest in such acts. Considering 
that this violence simultaneously functions as a source of racial-sexual entertainment, 
enticement, and addiction, we can presume that there is always already a racialized pornographic 
life undergirding the excessive desire for and enactment of disciplinary violence against black 
people.  
 This is to say that antiblack racism is pornographic antiblack racism. Thus, antiblack 
genocidal policing violence is nothing other than pornographic antiblack genocidal policing 
violence. It, and the reproduction of these events via material and immaterial means have 
sexually energizing, electrifying and entertaining capacities for violent enactors and uncritical 
viewers. For this material domain, this may look like the live enactment of violence as well as its 
visual, audio, written, etc. reproduction in print, electronic media, online platforms, and so forth. 
For the immaterial domain, this reproduction may be in the individual or collective 
un/sub/conscious, imagination, ideology, dialogue, and the like. Across these vast domains, and 
within the particular context of black femmes and policing encounters, the genocidal aggressions 
against these adults and children, then, serve as masterbatory material for contemporary 
surrogate slavemasters such as antiblack school staff, police and other state forces. Simply put, 
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they experience sadistic pleasure and orgasmic relief from the excess (re)production of black 
suffering. This happens on literal and symbolic registers. 
 To become a bit more tangible, we can think of Shakara’s case. The very acts of the 
teacher and administrator’s verbal discipline and the police officer’s brutal arrest represent the 
live enactment of violence. The sensationalized accounts of these events on social media and the 
virality of the student-filmed videos of this incident represent the excessive (read as 
pornographic) reproduction of this event. The comments made by the official in charge of the 
aggressing police officer who sustained that the lethal encounter wasn’t racial and Shakara was 
the one resisting arrest represents the reproduction of this event (italics recited from Chapter 1 in 
El Henson, 2021). Then, the police officer’s lawyer who concluded that his “actions were 
‘justified and lawful,’ ‘carried out professionally,’ and was ‘performing his job duties within the 
legal threshold’” represent the reproduction of this event. These are just a few instances of the 
ways in which Shakara’s incident was reproduced via material and immaterial means and 
circulated from the school (originary site), to social media, to law enforcement, to the courts, to 
online news, and back to the general public via social media. (In other words, the circulation 
extends beyond this flow).  
 We even see how antiblackness serves as the ideological underpinnings that legitimize 
this violence for state officials. And it is this attainment of coherence that heightens the sadistic 
pleasure of the antiblack action. This is where state forces like the sheriff department 
representative and the police officer’s lawyer logic that Shakara was essentially at fault for her 
own criminalization and punishment. They alleged that the interaction was devoid of any racial 
charge and lethal force was done ethically under the court of law because she resisted the arrest 
and thus deserved any resulting excessive force. This thread of antiblackness, that which is 
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always already a racialized pornographic violence, from un/sub/conscious ideology to physical 
action maintained its sexual electricity throughout the (re)production of violating Shakara. She is 
the black subject that needs to be policed and state force conversations around the incident will 
uphold this presumed necessity because this is their libidinal fuel. Therefore, the material and 
immaterial dimensions that are constantly being recreated from Shakara’s incident continue to 
animate antiblack state forces’ masterbation and necrophilic orgasms in literal and symbolic 
ways. And this to-the-point statement can only be remarked when we turn to hardcore 
pornographics to facilitate the employment of this hardcore pornographic language to then 
capture this hardcore pornographic reality.      
 Largely then, the genocidal policing of black femmes serve a racialized pornographic 
purpose at every instantiation of structural, institutional, systemic, systematic, and interpersonal 
exchange. And, precisely because of the titillating capacities of the aforementioned material and 
immaterial economy that birthed and continues to fuel the U.S., these eroticized elements are 
unavoidably structured into interracial encounters across historical and contemporary sites. This 
is with intentional or unintentional means as well as with explicit or implicit affect. This 
ubiquitous nature fuels the fascination, desensitization, and paradoxically, the denial of the 
regularity and familiarity of pornographic antiblack policing, captivity, and ultimate genocide. In 
other words, these violent acts are regular and familiar precisely because they lie at the very 
emergence and maintenance of the U.S. state. This settler-colonial territory depends on 
eroticized antiblack genocide—and the denial of such permanence—to establish and sustain 
itself as a nation.40 To echo Vargas (2005; 2010), the discourse, silence, inaction, and ignorance 
                                                
40 For important discussions on the fascination, desensitization, and paradoxical, denial of the regularity and 
familiarity of state violence as well as its necessity to (re)producing the U.S. state, see W. L. Patterson and 
Colleagues’ We Charge Genocide (1951) and Dylan Rodriguez’s “(Non)Scenes of Captivity: The Common Sense of 
Punishment and Death” (2006). 
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all uphold this structure. And when we choose to challenge this way of perceiving or talking 
about the issue, we come to see that genocidal policing, which relies on coercive BDSM, feeds 
state forces’ (unconscious, subconscious, and conscious) insatiable appetite for the pain, 
suffering and death of black womxn and gxrls. In fact, we can then acknowledge that these 
policing encounters are titillating acts of gendering, racializing and sexualizing moments. Thus, 
these live acts and subsequent recountings serve a racialized pornographic purpose and function 
as a type of pornography for state forces. Even further, we are able to boldly state that the 
policing, captivity and punishment of black femmes as well as the reproduction of such events 
via the material and immaterial economy operate as antiblack genocide porn.  
  Here, then, characterizing every instantiation of antiblack events as a performance of 
antiblack genocide porn for violent enactors and eager audience, may be a productive 
nomenclature to capture all of these unsaid and unconscious elements. To explicitly state, this 
study does not conceptualize porn in and of itself as indecent, immoral, dangerous, or the like. 
Rather, the descriptor and existent quality of, antiblack genocide is what renders this particular 
type of pornographics as indecent, immoral, dangerous, and deadly. In this way, categorizing 
these violent scenes as antiblack genocide porn may possibly be quite appropriate to moving 
beyond euphemisms and remaining silent, inactive and ignorant of the issue. In the spirit of 
Vargas (2005; 2010), this is because antiblack genocide porn happens both because of what we 
and others do as well as what we and others don’t do. Largely, employing the phrase, antiblack 
genocide porn, may allow us to speak of and capture the raw, hardcore and obscene 
entertainment that is antiblack genocide. By extension, the racial, erotic and sexual qualities 
structured into the (re)production of antiblack policing, captivity, and violence become 
undeniable. This naming and recognition of these dimensions may hopefully denude the urgency 
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in addressing these larger structural antagonisms against black communities and being 
intentional with what we and others do and don’t do, as well as what we and others say and don’t 
say.  
 With this, we also expose how black womxn and gxrls are continuously positioned as the 
culpable, transgressive, and porn object of captivity by the salivating surrogate slavemaster. The 
ideological, structural and interpersonal antagonism that state policing forces perpetuate aim to 
remind the general public that white/black positionality cannot transcend the master/slave 
ontological relation in U.S. white western civil society. As Afterlife of Slavery scholars remind, 
this fixation pervades, because it offers these forces white ontological coherence, a coherence 
that depends on sadistic aggression and necrophilia (Wilderson, 2010). These qualities are a 
necessity to structurally position whites as whites and for the broader maintenance of civil 
society (Wilderson, 2010). This is ultimately how the whitened subject achieves sexual 
gratification, literally and symbolically. Largely, then, positioning black womxn and gxrls—as 
well as black communities more broadly—as these types of objects of captivity feeds the U.S.’s 
libidinal economy of antiblack violence, punishment and power. The co-constitutive nature of 
racialized, pornographic, and necrophilic dimensions embedded within antiblack interracial 
encounters typically goes unsaid. Therefore, the aim of this chapter, and larger study, is to say 
what should be plainly spoken. 
 In this attempt of speaking plainly on the matter, this chapter uses the professional 
racialized pornographic screen and its jargon to explicitly describe and analyze Shakara’s 
narrative as the violent racialized pornographic scene that it is. I name in a hardcore 
pornographic manner, with hardcore pornographic language, this hardcore pornographic reality 
of how state policing violence against black femmes function as everyday forms of antiblack 
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genocide porn. And, following the traditional schema of pornography, there is of course the 
money shot. Typically, this shot is regarded as the moment where viewers see phallus ejaculation 
on the screen to signify a peak of pleasure and, as it is often aimed to shoot on the sex partner/s, 
sexual humiliation and domination of the other. To the contrary of what anti-pornography 
viewpoints might say, I do not necessarily consider this as an inherently violent act. However, 
within the specific context of coercive and real-life pornographic events of genocidal antiblack 
policing, I do consider, the symbolic money shot here, a peculiarly violent money shot.  
 Cruz (2016) and Linda Williams’ (1999) conversation on the money shot in hardcore 
pornography become important here. In The Color of Kink (2016), Cruz states: “One cannot 
discuss pornography’s authentication of pleasure without considering the money shot” (p. 189). 
It is this significance that marks the violent symbolic money shot as inextricable to my concept 
of antiblack genocide porn. As in, if we could not see the pain, suffering and death of black 
people in the live enactment and recounting of such acts, then the authentication of white sadistic 
pleasure and its greatest height (orgasm) could not be (re)produced. Cruz (2016) continues:    
 
A “nearly universal” act in U.S. hard-core moving-image porn, the money shot is 
usually performed so that the male ejaculates not inside but on the body of his 
female or male partner—typically on the face, mouth, buttocks, stomach, and/or 
breasts. [Linda] Williams offers a seminal theorization of the money shot as 
“visual evidence of the mechanical ‘truth’ of bodily pleasure caught in 
involuntary spasm; the ultimate and uncontrollable—ultimate because 
uncontrollable—confession of sexual pleasure in the climax of orgasm.” 
 
—Cruz, 2016, p. 189 
 
 Cruz (2016) informs us that Williams (1999) though not the first to theorize the value of 
the pornographic money shot, she does in fact offer a very compelling reading of this still-
significant spectacle in modern pornography (Cruz, 2016, p. 271). Thus, I also turn to Williams’ 
text Hard Core: Power, Pleasure, and the “Frenzy of the Visible” (1999) to aid in curating this 
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conversation. In her chapter 4: “Fetishism and Hard Core: Marx, Freud, and the ‘Money Shot,’” 
she focuses on the polysemic meaning of the money shot. This chapter opens with a quote from 
Stephen Ziplow’s The Film Maker’s Guide to Pornography. As it functions as a canonical guide, 
I present the quote here: 
 
There are those who believe that the come [sic] shot, as some refer to it, “the 
money shot,” is the most important element in the movie and that everything else 
(if necessary) should be sacrificed at its expense. Of course, this depends on the 
outlook of the producer, but one thing is for sure: if you don’t have the come [sic] 
shots, you don’t have a porno picture. Plan on at least ten separate come [sic] 
shots.  
 
—Ziplow as cited in Williams, 1999, p. 93 
 
  
Williams uses this as an entry point to discuss Gernard Damiano’s Deep Throat to determine 
how best to understand the form and content of hardcore films’ attempt to capture an involuntary 
confession of pleasure: the sight of ejaculation or the money shot.  
 Williams (1999) informs us that this shot’s name originates from mainstream film 
industry jargon that refers to the fact that porn producers pay their male performers extra for (p. 
95) being able to visually capture their ejaculation on screen. Thus, the money shot becomes a 
shorthand version to refer to the fact that it is a film shot that costs the most money to reproduce 
as well as the valuable—in its financial and sexual capacities—nature of this imagery. It is this 
direct correlation to capital and the obsession with capturing male pleasure, Williams argues, that 
marks the money shot as a quintessential example of commodity fetishism. Finally, she 
concludes, “...[A]s the most blatantly phallic of all hard-core film representations, the money 
shot can [also] be viewed as the most representative instance of phallic power and pleasure” 
(Williams, 1999, p. 95) as well as objectification, humiliation and domination of the other.  
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 Williams’ (1999) chapter takes on all three possible meanings via a lens of Marxian, 
Freudian, and white feminist orientation. Williams asserts that with these lenses in mind, the 
money shot can be interpreted as another form of cinematic perversion where the fetish for more 
direct instances of genital connection emerge and ejaculation becomes the most important 
moment to capture. This chapter contends that the money shot “succeeds in extending visibility 
to the next stage of representation of the heterosexual sex act: to the point of seeing climax” and 
the “hydraulics of male ejaculation” (p. 95). However, it, Williams emphasizes, leaves out the 
sight of female pleasure. Nonetheless, Cruz (2016) thinks about more contemporary forms of 
hardcore pornographic moving-images that do indeed repurpose the money shot and destabilizes 
its phallocentric origins by capturing female ejaculation or squirting on the screen, such as 
videos of black womxn on fuckingmachines.com, for example.41  
 However, my focus on the money shot is not necessarily interested in staking a claim 
about phallic (or yonic) power as well as its relationship to capitalism. Although these are very 
legitimate concerns and needed conversations on symbolic white capitalist and hetero-patriarchal 
domination,42 I am more so interested in thinking about this shot in the frames of seeing that 
antiblack enactors come in a range of gender performances and sex categories and their violent 
acts are able to emerge in this capacity regardless of such. In other words, while I do 
acknowledge that the money shot does in fact tell us something about genital power, I am not 
                                                
41 In Cruz’s chapter 4: “Techno-Kink: Fucking Machines and Gendered, Racialized Technologies of Desire” in The 
Color of Kink (2016), this is where she offers this in-depth discussion of the money shot, female ejaculation or 
squirting, and fucking machines. In the interest of interrogating how fuckingmachines.com destabilizes the 
phallocentric origins of the money shot, Cruz writes: “While [Tim] Dean asks how pornography can produce a 
money shot when ejaculation occurs internally, fuckingmachines.com asks how it can deliver a money shot without 
a biological penis. Fuckingmachines.com regularly depicts female ejaculation, which is often referred to as 
squirting. The subgenre of squirting in contemporary porn speaks to the continuing reign of hard core porn’s 
‘principle of visibility’ and the potential destabilization of this regime from its phallocentric foundation” (p. 193). 
42 Note that this is a truncated version that describes the hegemonic social power group. U.S. public school staff, 
police and broader state forces are not only guilty of the charge of white capitalism and hetero-patriarchy. These 
structural antagonisms are inextricably linked to other forms of oppression such as: genocidal antiblackness, white 
supremacy, hetero-sexism and heteronormativity as well as colonialism, imperialism, classism, misogynoir, 
colorism, pedophilia and much more.  
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interested in exclusively relegating this cum shot to a biological register of ‘male’ or ‘female’ 
genital orgasms. Instead, I am conceiving of genitals as elusive and having no specific category, 
shape, or form.  
 This becomes particularly relevant because in Shakara’s case I am dealing with the 
symbolic (abstract) dimension of the money shot. As in, it did not take place literally per se, but 
this does not exclude the possibility that antiblack violent forces could have orgasmed on their 
own accord and in unseen sights/sites. In any direction, while I do know the genitals of Skin and 
TJ as they offer us hardcore pornographic imagery, I am unsure of the actual genitals state forces 
in Shakara’s case may have and hope to avoid making any presumptions. For this reason, I direct 
my conversation in understanding the violent symbolic money shot, that which becomes violent 
because antiblack genocide is involved, in the general sense that it is a demonstration and proof 
of seeing climax and orgasmic pleasure. And because I am specifically exploring the violent 
money shot, this gesture to orgasm is where state forces’ peak of necrophilic pleasure 
accompanies their own enactment of violence and the racial-sexual humiliation and domination 
of the black/ened other.  
 Put differently, while I do not consider the money shot as an inherently violent (and 
gender and sex specific) act in professional, consensual and modern pornography per se, within 
the specific context of real-life antiblack policing, I do regard state forces’ symbolic cum shots in 
these encounters as violent money shots. To become a bit more tangible, for example, in the case 
of Shakara, Deputy Fields’ violent money shots or symbolic ejaculation periods are animated 
when he brutally chokes, slams, drags, slams again, and is on top of and arrests Shakara for her 
refusal and self-defense against antiblack reprimand and punishment. At this moment of black 
torment and Fields’ eagerness to achieve this via dominating, violating, and humiliating Shakara, 
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we may imagine how this brings him to the height of his pleasures and fantasies of coercive 
racialized pornographic BDSM. Vargas’ (2005; 2010) ideas on the symbolic and physical forms 
of antiblack genocide as well as Cruz (2016) and Williams’ (1999) conversations on the money 
shot in U.S. hardcore moving-image pornography enable us to read into this register. Taken 
together, they allow us to operationalize the symbolic money shot in antiblack genocide porn as 
the moment in which the height of black pain, suffering, and humiliation (e.g., these can emerge 
as fear, tears, blood, bruises, corporeal mutilation, etc.) parallel the height of white sadistic 
pleasure, aggression, and domination (e.g., these can emerge as brutal arrests, verbal and sexual 
assaults, killings, and impunity for such acts, etc.).  
 In the spirit of Ziplow, this symbolic money shot becomes the most important element in 
the antiblack genocide porn and everything or everyone else, as in black people, will be 
sacrificed at its expense. This is because if you don’t have the cum shots of black pain and white 
pleasure, then you don’t have an antiblack genocide porn picture. And with this level of 
purported necessity, antiblack state forces rely on this (re)production to have an array of separate 
cum shots. This plethora of symbolic money shots and the varied ways that it emerges becomes 
clear in the reading of Shakara’s case below.  
 Ultimately, by reading into the representational and signifying nature of violence, 
antiblackness, BDSM, sex, and orgasms, we can identify these moments of the symbolic money 
shot in everyday antiblack genocide porn. We learn that social interaction in everyday spaces 
gesture to sexual meanings, and vice versa. The ways black femmes contest these interactions 
and meanings also become crystal clear. To this capacity, then, they continually resist and refuse 
antiblack state force domination and dominion. (Again, this component is more thoroughly 
explored in the next chapter.)  
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 It is here that employing this sexualized language to describe the arc of events and the 
nature of their recirculation ensures that we do not lose the integrity of just how these antiblack 
scenes are always already racialized, pornographic and violent. This nature animates itself before 
any rearticulation. My research and employed terminologies do not sexualize or spectacularize 
these moments, the antiblack events do this for themselves. It is my job as the researcher to 
capture what I see these events always already doing. If we do not explicitly name cases like 
Shakara’s as one of antiblack genocide porn and identify its attendant symbolic money shots, 
then we render ourselves passive in this violence and do nothing for abolishing the antiblack 
genocidal State. Without thematic camera angle two or hardcore pornographic language to 
describe Shakara’s incident and others alike, we do nothing to disrupt the sugarcoated and 
euphemistic discourse that hides the naked truth about how antiblackness brings antiblack 
subjects necrophilic joy, orgasms, and coherence on literal and symbolic levels. It is my goal 
then to incite black communities to disrupt, destroy, or better yet, remove ourselves from U.S. 
western civil society, discourse, politics, and practice to a space of black autonomy. (In the 
conclusion chapter, this is a maneuver I refer to as teleporting to dark matter space.)  
 
II. Close Reading Antiblack Genocide Porn and Its Symbolic Money Shots: Deputy Ben Fields 
and TJ Cummings’ Cum Shots 
 
A. 'Get It Wet': A Brief Recounting of TJ Cummings’ Money Shots in Skin Diamond's Schoolgirl 
Scene 
 
 Firstly, let us open with a recounting from chapter 1 of TJ Cummings’ money shots in 
Team Skeet’s “Naughty Skin Diamond Gets Punished by Getting Fucked Hard” (2012). His cum 
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shots on Skin offer us a vivid point of reference in which to further theorize the symbolic money 
shots that emerge in Shakara’s narrative. More specifically, in addition to what we have already 
learned from Vargas, Cruz, and Williams, it will tangibly frame our understanding of Deputy 
Fields’ (and others’) violent money shots that become an on-going leitmotif in what we’ve come 
to know as a (re)production of antiblack genocide porn.   
 
 TJ’s First Money Shot: ...This is the minor money shot; the major comes/cums later. TJ 
faintly says: “Oh shit” and stands erect while Skin performs fellatio on her knees. She deep 
throats. Semen is oozing from his penis. TJ is breathing heavily. The sound of his moist penis in 
her mouth causes for suction cup like sounds. Performing until she almost gags and gasps for 
air, she pulls her head back with semen covering her hand and holding his penis. TJ’s fluids are 
trailing from her mouth. His hand is holding the back of her head and neck area to control her 
head bobbing motions. After gasping for air again, Skin then deep throats to the extent at which 
her mouth and face is pressed into TJ’s pelvis area and his testicles are touching her chin. As the 
screen fades out, he faintly says twice and with heavy breathing: “Get it wet”... 
 TJ’s Second Money Shot: ...This is the final epic money shot. TJ’s shorts are completely 
off. His left foot appears to be stepping on them. The camera positions only to see his mid-
stomach and half of his foot that stands on his shorts. Skin is of focus. She is on her knees with 
her tongue out, eyes closed, head tilting back. TJ stands with his left hand on the table. His right 
hand rubs his penis and he shoots, directing the semen onto Skin’s face and mouth area. He 
releases intense sighs to the rhythm of his semen shooting in her mouth. Her eyes are still closed. 
TJ’s hand is still on the desk behind her head area. He wraps up the end of his ejaculation 
period. He releases more sighs of orgasmic relief in tandem with shooting his remaining semen. 
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As TJ continues to shoot his semen in and on Skin’s face, she briefly smiles. She does a small 
“Hmm,” that sounds like a very brief or beginning of a tiny laugh. Skin is opening and closing 
her mouth to swallow his ejaculation fluids... (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). 
 
B. 'He Has to Prove How Big and Bad He Is': Deputy Ben Fields’ Antiblack Genocide Porn and 
His Symbolic Money Shots in Shakara’s School Policing Case 
 
 Along with key interlocutors of this chapter, Skin’s scene enables us to use the 
professional racialized pornographic screen and its jargon to explicitly describe and analyze 
Shakara’s state encounter as a violent racialized pornographic scene. This is to denude how state 
policing violence against black femmes function as everyday forms of antiblack genocide porn. 
And, following the traditional schema of pornography and as TJ Cummings’ cum shots 
elucidate, there is of course the money shot: the visual proof of genital ejaculation and orgasm. 
However, in these coercive and real-life pornographic events like Shakara’s, it becomes a 
peculiarly violent money shot. To reiterate, this money shot is understood in its symbolic register 
where social interaction in everyday spaces gesture to sexual meanings. For example, the height 
of black pain, suffering, and humiliation parallel the height of white sadistic pleasure, 
aggression, and domination. These paralleled events of black pain and white pleasure signify the 
proof of the antiblack white subject’s necrophilic enjoyment and orgasm. For the former, these 
can emerge as fear, tears, blood, bruises, corporeal mutilation, and so forth of the black subject. 
For the latter, these can emerge as brutal arrests, verbal and sexual assaults, killings, impunity for 
such acts, and more by the antiblack white subject. Ultimately, by reading into the 
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representational and signifying nature of violence, antiblackness, BDSM, sex, and orgasms, we 
can identify these moments of the symbolic money shot in everyday antiblack genocide porn. 
 Although Shakara’s experience takes center stage in exploring this violent money shot 
committed by Deputy Fields, we cannot help but acknowledge how his additional policing 
encounters with black gxrls, and black students generally, were brought to light because of her 
incident. While the central focus is on Fields, we also cannot help but offer a bit analysis on a 
few other culprits and co-conspirators such as the white teacher Mr. Long and black 
administrator Mr. Webb who are guilty of aiding and abetting Fields’ violent money shot in the 
actual classroom site of Shakara’s lethal arrest. Largely, Shakara and others’ accounts reveal the 
repetitive and routine ways that black feminine students face the projection of The Naughty 
Black Femme Schoolgirl trope. In addition to corroborating aforementioned analysis, these 
gxrls’ stories offer more evidence into how these genocidal aggressions against black children at 
school serve as masterbatory material for antiblack school staff, police, and additional state 
forces as well as the State at large. It un/sub/consciously feeds their insatiable appetite for 
antiblack genocide porn in everyday life.  
 While also gaining insight into the pattern of racialized porntrope formation, other black 
gxrls’ stories enable us to access other moments of Fields’ behavior and history. We learn how 
he habitually projects and treats Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirls who break school rules on a 
regular basis. In fact, his desire for antiblack genocide porn becomes even clearer. Fields’ 
behavior offers us insight into a range of scenes that appear to be amongst his favorite to enact 
without consent. Even further, like TJ, we see Fields perform symbolic and gestural money shots 
to, as Breanna Blake acutely states, prove how big and bad he is (italics recited from Chapter 1 
in El Henson, 2021). Also similar to TJ, he has minor and major cum shots. However, while TJ 
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has only two, Fields has a few of them, and on different occasions. They all build on one another 
to accumulate to a final epic one that appears to be never-ending. Even further, if anyone 
challenges his masterbatory preferences, he ejaculates on them too. 
 On the note of divergence, fortunately, TJ’s money shots do end. In the core text of the 
performance, it was done with Skin’s permission. Depending on the crowd and their politics, this 
domination and humiliation has the capacity to range in reception from sexy, to not sexy at all, to 
something in-between. For those interested in interracial sex, TJ’s cum shots may have the 
potential to be sexy for a plethora of reasons. However, for those uninterested in interracial sex 
and black humiliation, this scene may have no such capacity. And for those in-between, the 
feelings may teeter on the spectrum between these standpoints. In any direction, as far as we 
know, by the looks of her smiling and giggling as TJ ejaculates on her face and in her mouth, 
Skin enjoyed it. And in some ways, her comedic response destabilizes this humiliation to become 
a site of humor. Thus, unlike TJ, Fields’ symbolic money shots are starkly different because not 
only are they non-consensual, but also intended to actually violate and harm young gxrls and are 
in no way laughable to a non-antiblack subject. This pain, this humiliation is what heightens his 
sadistic pleasure and intensifies his ejaculation and also marks it as not just any money shot, but 
a violent money shot. The more brutality, the more suffering, the more sadism, equals more cum. 
We cannot help but realize how he enjoys symbolically and gesturally shooting his cum onto 
little black gxrls who he deems as naughty and in need of punishment. Interestingly, for this very 
same reason, the subtext of TJ’s money shots become grotesque with its signification to the 
racial-sexual humiliation of who Skin is supposed to be, a naughty black femme student.   
 Now to explore Fields’ violent money shots that signify the height of his sadistic pleasure 
in his orchestrated antiblack genocide porn scenes: First and most obvious among these is his 
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encounter with Shakara. His ejaculation to demonstrate how big and bad he is lies in brutally 
choking, slamming, dragging, slamming again, and being on top of and arresting Shakara for 
resisting unfair reprimand and employing self-defense. She did not willingly ‘assume the 
position,’ as said in police jargon, so Fields offered us verbal commentary to curate his sadistic 
enjoyment in forcing her to do so. At different moments of shooting his cum on the symbolic and 
gestural plane, he gives violent sex talk: “‘you will move, you will move’” / “‘I'm going to treat 
you fairly’” / “‘Put your hands behind your back... Gimme your hands! Gimme your hands!’” 
(italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). As if the bondage and captivity of Shakara 
were not enough humiliation and domination, his words reinforced his intentions.   
 Scene transition, next violent money shot: if there is any protest of his actions and 
attempts at defending endangered black gxrls by his audience, he enjoys, verbally threatening 
them, especially if it is another self-presenting young black femme, with: “‘I’ll put you in jail 
next’” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). Then, well, actually arresting them 
too. This is where he comes back into the classroom to arrest Kenny and says: “‘…you want 
some of this too’” / “‘You got so much to say?... Come on’” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El 
Henson, 2021). Because she saw how extreme he will get to prove how big and bad he is, she, 
unlike Shakara, did ‘assume the position.’ Kenny immediately acquiesces and places her hands 
behind her back. This submission, Fields takes pleasure in. Arresting her in front of fellow 
classmates, as he did Shakara, this is more humiliation. This equals more cum for his violent 
money shot. And for challenging his masterbatory preferences, he even took Kenny into another 
room with the administrator and started yelling at her with: “‘What did you think you were doing 
in there?’” (ACLU, 2016). He did not enjoy the fact that Kenny was protesting his actions by 
screaming and recording the event. He wanted his antiblack genocide porn to go unrecorded and 
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with only restricted access. He also did not want to be exposed for his sadistic pleasures, so he 
even demanded her to hand over the phone in order to delete the recording. Already balling in 
tears and feeling ashamed as if she were “the bad guy” and “did the wrong thing” (ACLU, 2016), 
she admitted that she already uploaded it on Snapchat. But this matters only partially, simply 
because her tears and feelings of shame were enough to get Fields off.   
 The white teacher and black administrator both condoned these brutal disciplinary arrests. 
Mr. Long and Mr. Webb were actually the figures who initiated and welcomed Fields’ antiblack 
genocide porn performance. They both appear to take pleasure in his violent production. For the 
teacher, sadism here. Similar to Fields, he also takes sadistic pleasure in over-policing and 
punishing black femme children. We cannot forget that these incidents started because he called 
additional staff to further discipline Shakara for alleged, excessive cellphone and off-task 
activity. Furthermore, both Mr. Long and Fields are also guilty of coercive sadomasochism. This 
is evident when we remember Hartman’s (1997) conversation about the slipping on of blackness 
that is employed by the slavemaster.  
 To remind, this is essentially where the enslaved is rendered an abstract and empty vessel 
vulnerable to the slaveholder’s projections of feelings, ideas, desires, and values. Integral to the 
slaveholder’s identity and obsession with power and dominion, the captive body signified an 
external object, person, and surrogate to the master’s body. This meant that while the beaten and 
mutilated body presumably establishes the brute materiality of existence, the materiality of 
suffering regularly eludes (re)cognition by virtue of the body’s being replaced by other signs of 
value, as well as other bodies (Hartman, 1997, p. 21).  
 Even further, Hartman (2007) contends, the black body remains a vessel for the social 
and political antagonism as well as the materiality of antiblackness to thrive. Whereas the black 
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subject is coerced into knowing of its positionality via its subjection and suffering, the white and 
nonblack subject knows of its positionality by coercing and debasing the black subject. It is in 
this fabricated notion of ontologies that the white and nonblack subject perpetually finds pleasure 
and enjoyment in the act, display, representation, and circulating imagery of their opposition to 
the black body. This signification to, particularly, white domination and dominion is what offers, 
as Wilderson (2010) terms, White ontological coherence. In other words, the libidinal economy 
of violence against the black body is a means to manufacture a comprehensible white self across 
personal and socio-political spheres and maintain civil society. It is a self that necessitates 
necrophilia and sadistic aggression (Wilderson, 2010). Largely, the white subject constructs the 
law to validate its means and ultimately uses antiblack violence to reserve its structural 
positionality as the white (Wilderson, 2010). 
 This is to say that Shakara and Kenny become fungible and empty vessels in which Mr. 
Long and Fields get to slip on blackness to police and punish their internal selves to achieve their 
own terroristic cravings and pleasures. They get to police and punish their own deepest hate, 
fears, feelings, and desires. They get to police and punish themselves for the contorted ideas and 
values that position them as the white subject. This is because if anti/blackness is eroticized 
suffering and death, as BBGA scholars lead us to believe, it is a reflection of the 
surrogate/slavemaster/white subject that is in a state of internal eroticized suffering and death. 
This means that white domination and dominion not only depends on the eroticized suffering and 
death of external black/ened others to thrive, but it depends on internal eroticized suffering and 
death. And this type of internal suffering and death perpetually seeks and receives consolation 
from eroticized antiblack violence. The is the intricate mechanics behind how the white settler-
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colonial subject depends on necrophilia and sadistic aggression against black people as it is 
ameliorated via racialized, eroticized, and sexualized means.    
 The age-old saying, misery loves company too becomes pertinent here; The 
surrogate/slavemasters appear to be in a state of erotic/ized misery and ensures that the external 
black/ened subjects also mirror this state of erotic/ized misery. And if the black/ened subject 
does not mirror this, they will receive sexualized beatings and mutilations to enter this state of 
suffering and death. Largely then, white ontology is a state of erotic/ized misery, suffering and 
death in and of itself and requires the external black/ened subject to aid in negotiating this 
deleterious state of being. In other words, black people, in interracial encounters, become 
perpetually entangled in a web where they constantly have to contend and struggle with the 
white settler-colonial subjects’ libidinal pathology. A pathology that suffers from necrophilia and 
coercive sadomasochism. Even further, it becomes apparent that the white settler-colonial 
subject is perhaps experiencing internal suffering and, as a result, perpetually seeks necrophilic 
orgasmic release via violating the black/ened body.  
 Ultimately, this aperture in which to understand the ontology of the 
surrogate/slavemasters and their equivalents enable us to see how antiblack settler-colonial 
subjects such as Mr. Long and Fields turn to the bodies of Shakara and Kenny to contend and 
discipline their state of internal suffering, hate, fears, and desires. In other words, these children 
literally did nothing but exist and occupy space as black/ened children. And this occupation of 
space in the surrogate/slavemaster’s setting, is nothing but an opportunity for them to exorcise 
their internal state of eroticized suffering and death. It is also here where these children’s 
subjection to symbolic and/or literal beating and mutilation are not recognized as such. To 
reiterate, in the eyes of antiblack state forces, Shakara and Kenny’s punishment is registered as 
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something that is deserved. However, this is only because of the contorted logic that marks those 
at the intersection of black, queer, and/or femme as always already the culpable, transgressive, 
and porn objects of captivity. They are rendered prime culprits and ideal victims who function as 
external objects of the antiblack state force. This state force seeks to punish their internal 
suffering and dead erotic/self that is the criminal that must be punished for its very state of being. 
This attempt to reconcile the self for the sake of white ontological coherence is what makes black 
queer femmes like Shakara, Kenny and others susceptible to racialized pornographic violence in 
the classroom.  
 For the black administrator, Mr. Webb, sadomasochism is also present. This is because 
he is black and presuming a black collective self and struggle, the pain of Shakara and Kenny is 
symbolic harm to himself as well. While his collective racial-sexual imago may be 
un/sub/consciously pained, he appears to enjoy it and, even further, support the sexualized brutal 
discipline and captivity of these two young gxrls. There is also an unsaid and unconscious 
expectation that Shakara and Kenny take a masochistic pleasure in being policed, punished and 
held captive. The convoluted logic asks the rhetorical question: Why else would they be breaking 
school rules, they must like being punished and being held captive by disciplinary forces? 
Contrary to this antiblack rhetoric that justifies racialized pornographic violence and punishment 
of black femmes, I think it is safe to say, these children obviously do not enjoy being violated. 
Instead, it is the matter-of-factness that at the intersection of black, queer, and femme, they are 
rendered culpable, transgressive and porn objects to be policed, fucked, and held captive, 
symbolically or literally. At the very foundation of this social positioning, they are deemed 
objects to be punished.  
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 Meaning that, Shakara and Kenny need not do anything wrong other than occupy space 
and simply exist. And when they challenge pornographic antiblack structures, their resistance 
and refusal becomes all the more reason for state forces to exorcise their coercive, racialized 
pornographic BDSM desires and disciplinary practices. To reiterate, these are all things that are 
an attempt to reconcile the white/antiblack self and offer ontological coherence (and of course 
this applies to Mr. Webb as he represents the antiblack, black subject). Taken together, non-
consensual bondage and discipline, domination and submission, sadism and masochism as well 
as sadomasochism are all embedded in the play out of these events. These knotty elements fuel 
and allow for Deputy Fields’ (and although not of central focus, Mr. Long and Mr. Webb’s) 
symbolic ejaculation. These very complex play of events that happened over a matter of minutes 
are just a few of the recorded moments that reveal the violent money shot.   
 Here are more. Prior to these incidents, there are other occasions that reveal the habitual 
nature of Fields’ symbolic money shots. From these, we gain a sense of his fetish for ejaculating 
on Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirls who break school rules. Other black feminine students 
denude his history with enacting this racialized pornographic violence that involves coercive 
BSDM and antiblack punishment. We are exposed to other violent performances of racial-sexual 
humiliation and suffering. These additional moments depict what brings Fields to the height of 
his coercive, BDSM pleasures in his ongoing antiblack genocide porn.  
 For example, Breanna Blake, who so pointedly named the logic behind his fetish, offers 
us a scene that adds to this variance. She details how Fields enjoys throwing black gxrls like her 
“off a bus” because she and her sister got into a “shouting match” with other gxrls (italics 
recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). Blake reasoned that his physical aggression against 
black students is because “‘He has to prove how big and bad he is.’” An eloquent statement to 
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signify his goal for the symbolic money shot. I hear Blake saying that Fields has to prove his 
domination and dominion by humiliating black children. And this degradation is both his violent 
cum shot and fuel for it.  
 Next scene, another student shares he enjoys slamming young black pregnant womxn: 
“‘Deputy Fields has done this numerous times. But [Shakara’s incident] is the first time I’ve 
seen it captured on video and shared like this... [In 2012,] I was coming from lunch and saw 
Deputy Fields slam that pregnant woman. I was frozen in shock at how he was man handling 
her’” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). Then, there is another major scene, 
still not yet his final, that captures the continuous nature of his symbolic money shot. This is 
where former student Janae Ricks shared online: “‘it’s sad [the brutal arrest of Shakara] wasn’t 
a big surprise to me [because] Deputy Fields BEEN slamming kids since I graduated [three 
years ago,] just was never captured’” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). His 
violent money shots that aimed to, as Blake says, prove how big and bad he is were never 
captured. However, the case of Shakara enables us to capture them and precisely name the 
racialized pornographic violence that continues to be committed by Fields.  
 But he’s “‘...been dating an African-American woman for ‘quite some time’” and Sheriff 
Lott thinks that this means he is “no racist” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). 
To remind, Lott further states: “‘... Would that have a bearing on his thought process?... It may 
have, but I would think that would have effected it in a positive way, not a negative way.’” Thus, 
he concluded that Shakara “‘…was the one resisting arrest’” and Fields’ actions “‘wasn’t 
racial.’” While Lott thought that sharing this information was absolving Fields from being a 
racist, social media critics said otherwise. To reiterate my point from the previous chapter, his 
statements actually offered more details that validated precisely how Fields is not just a racist 
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thinker, but a pornographic antiblack thinker. The fact that he’s been dating a black womxn for 
quite some time confirms his racial-sexual desires for black womxn. Contrary to those like Lott 
who attempt to argue that interracial ‘love’ relations or ‘romances’ are a testament against 
racism, we learn that, in fact, this logic is part and parcel of pornographic antiblack rhetoric.43 
This is to say that this romantic interracial relation is simply evidence that the white subject gets 
easy access to what they’ve always been craving: black genitals. In Fields’ case, that he’s been 
allegedly dating a black womxn is just proof that (potentially) he’s been also literally fucking a 
black womxn. Subsequently, we are exposed to how Fields’ interracial fucking desires translate 
to his on-duty work as a deputy interacting with young black feminine teenagers at school.  
 We come to see that the translation looks like Shakara not being the only black gxrl 
student subjected to the projection of The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl by Fields. His 
appetite for the black femme or feminine, adult or child, is a bottomless pit. He draws on this 
abyss in order to perpetually commit his violent money shot on them, one after another. As we 
have seen, there were many, from Shakara, to Kenny, to Blake, to young pregnant womxn, to 
additional students who have endured his sadomasochistic abuse for over three years. This 
perhaps extends to more untold stories of students who may be too afraid to speak up. 
Nonetheless, from the told stories, it is clear that Fields has an insatiable appetite and fetish for 
Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirls who, supposedly, break school rules. Even further, we see 
how he transforms his projection into materiality. Possessed by his racial-sexual fantasies, he 
forces black feminine students to perform The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl trope and star 
in his antiblack genocide porn enactments. This is where the more coerced bondage and 
discipline, the more domination and submission, and the more sadomasochism fuels his 
                                                
43 See also related and interesting discussions by Sexton in “There is No Interracial Sexual Relationship: Race, 
Love, and Sexuality in the Multiracial Movement” (2001) and his later book that includes this discussion and more, 
Amalgamation Schemes: Antiblackness and the Critique of Multiracialism (2008). 
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masterbation. To top him off, the more suffering, the more brutality, the more racial-sexual 
humiliation, equals more cum. We cannot help but realize how he enjoys symbolically and 
gesturally shooting his ejaculation onto little black gxrls who he renders as naughty and in need 
of punishment.   
 Then, of course, there are more of Fields’ violent money shots to come, hence, its 
ongoing and excessive nature. To reiterate, they all build on one another to accumulate to an epic 
one. This epic money shot that is both final yet never-ending comes at the closing of Shakara’s 
narrative. We find out that if anyone, and not just black gxrls, challenges Fields’ masterbatory 
preferences, he ejaculates on them too. Final cum shot scene: if it is possible for the audacity and 
irony to surpass its current level, Fields files a lawsuit against Sheriff Lott, the sheriff department 
and school district. This is all because the truth about his favorite antiblack genocide porn scenes 
and the great measures he takes to enact them are exposed. He feels his reputation is ruined and 
now everyone knows that he lusts for antiblack genocide porn and forces little black feminine 
students to be his Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirls. He does not like this public scrutiny. He 
wants to keep his antiblack genocide porn fantasies and performances a (public) secret because, 
just as when racialized pornographic violence is unsaid, it, as well as he, thrives more viciously. 
 Moreover, to offer a divergence to and invert the racialized pornographic violence that he 
orchestrated, Fields alleges that he has been “swiftly” punished because he is “white” and 
Shakara is “black” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). This inversion of the 
truth of things thrusts it far into the racialized pornographic violent domain. Never mind the 
matter-of-factness that he grabbed, choked, slammed, dragged, slammed again, and then got on 
top of and arrested a little black femme-presenting teenager. Then, he comes back into the 
classroom to arrest another young black femme-presenting student for speaking out against his 
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excessive force. Double-teaming with an administrator he takes her into another room to censure 
and scream at her for her protests. This does not consider his history of aiming to achieve a 
violent money shot on a regular basis. This history involves heinously throwing black gxrls off 
of buses as well as brutally slamming young pregnant womxn and other students over the course 
of years.  
 What’s more is that his attorney and the courts appear to subscribe to a perversion of the 
social interaction and, well, enjoy and condone his violent money shot because they have 
historically and symbolically performed their own. For the former, this is where his lawyer says 
Fields’ “actions were ‘justified and lawful,’ ‘carried out professionally,’ and was ‘performing 
his job duties within the legal threshold’” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). In 
other words, according to his lawyer, Fields was performing his money shot the way he was 
supposed to under the jurisdiction of U.S. law. Similarly, in the latter, the courts not only 
acquitted him of the crime against Shakara, but also appear to find validity in his case, whereas 
his lawsuit is still being considered. This is in opposition to immediately dismissing his argument 
that poses as irrational to anyone actually interested in social justice for black gxrls.  
 However, this comes at no surprise because U.S. legal systems and state forces have 
historically invested in upholding these pornographic antiblack logics. For example, we cannot 
forget about the Partus Sequitur Ventrem law enacted during the period of New World chattel 
slavery. This legislation ensured that slave status was one of racial heredity that followed the 
condition of the mother. In other words, Partus Sequitur Ventrem extended the status of an 
enslaved black womxn to the child, regardless of the father’s status (Morgan, 2018). This 
enabled white enslavers to use the law to validate and justify their obsession of raping black 
womxn. Subsequently, leading this rape culture allowed enslavers to birth more enslaved 
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children, increase labor production, and ultimately, fuel the U.S.’s racialized pornographic 
economy of antiblack captivity and ultimate genocide.   
 Moreover, as Wilderson (2010) recites David Marriott, during the Jim Crow era, white 
law enforcement and civilians were legally justified to lynch black people and mutilate their 
bodies and genitals as a site of joyful social gathering as well as self and community coherence. 
These white communities also exchanged photographs of these moments as libidinal and literal 
gifts as well as preserved fermented black genitals (and other body parts) in jars as tokens of 
these lynchings. Live scenes of lynching and mementos as well as their circulation and 
reproduction in photography and in cinema served as a reminder to the public that blackness is 
fungible and accumulable. “‘Blackness is a vicarious, disfiguring, joyful pleasure, passionately 
enabling as well as substitutively dead’” (Marriott as cited in Wilderson, 2010, p. 332). The 
black subject, then, represents the only body in modernity to have these collective meanings and 
qualities ascribed to them. From this standpoint, blackness is rendered the singular epitome of 
fungibility and accumulability. Thus, along with this, the sadistic pleasure experienced in and 
through the violence that shape and is shaped by these meanings of blackness are what gave the 
lynching photographs and memorabilia its circuit of exchange, surplus value, and gift-ness. 
However, the imagistic memento became more valuable than the corporeal memento. This is 
because the white subject who posed for a picture next to the lynched black body became “‘a 
figure in a public event’ and acquire[ed] ‘a means to fashion the self through the image of a dead 
black man and the identification with fellow whites which can follow’” (p. 332). In other words, 
this is the means by which the white developed their sense of self and community. The white 
subject comes to know of itself and fellow whites via the live mutilation and death of black 
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bodies. To echo Wilderson (2010), the lynching as well as its visual reproduction and trade in 
photography and cinema serve as institutional memory of an ontological necessity (p. 333).  
 These violent social and disciplinary structures are all part of the genocide equation that 
W. L. Patterson (1951) reminds us about. Throughout history and the contemporary moment, the 
U.S. courts and state forces continue to legally justify and orchestrate the genocide against black 
people (W. L. Patterson, 1951) to achieve collective and individual coherence. Thus, while 
audacious and ironic, it is no surprise Fields’ lawsuit is still under review. This is because similar 
to Fields, the courts and its juries (as well as general white civilians) typically compose of alike 
thinkers who find white ontological coherence through antiblackness, sadistic aggression and 
necrophilia (see also: Wilderson, 2010). The U.S. courts are also guilty, and, in fact, thee 
quintessence of using the law to commit and condone racialized pornographic violence against 
black communities. This means that not only do they continue to orchestrate antiblack genocide 
porn, literally in their own right, allowing Fields’ case to be taken seriously is just one example 
of their participation. Fields’ lawsuit is merely an offering of masterbatory material to be 
indulged within their public courtrooms and private legal offices.44 This continuing investment in 
his case is what allows his symbolic money shot and, overall, antiblack genocide porn production 
to remain ongoing.     
                                                
44 See Anthony P. Farley’s article, “The Black Body as Fetish Object” (1997) that captures how the U.S. legal and 
social worlds position the black body as fetish object that fuels the white state subject’s sadistic desires and, 
ultimately, provide race-pleasures. Farley (1997) eloquently states: “The site and cite of colorlined pleasure merge 
when we reflect on the literarily-defined nature of our bodies. Our bodies are palimpsests and ‘race’ has been a bold 
inscription on the layer representing the contributions of the 20th century. The racial pornographer, the legislator, 
both carves his accusation message into the black body and makes it true in the act of legislating. That act is an act 
of race-pleasure. The legislative drafting, executive enforcement, judicial interpretation, academic analysis, 
jurisprudential theorizing, police violence, mob violence, democratic legitimation, and public awareness of these 
Acts are all acts of race-pleasure” (p. 496). This is to say that at every instantiation of antiblackness, whether 
enacted in school, the public courtroom, the private legal offices, or beyond, it provides coercive, racialized 
pornographic BDSM pleasures and, thus, becomes a site of antiblack genocide porn for violent state forces and 
uncritical audience.  
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  Largely, Shakara’s case and others alike reveal that young black femmes are perpetually 
marked as the culpable, transgressive, and porn object of captivity in public schools (and 
beyond). The racialized pornographic violence against these children by school staff, police and 
state forces signify to the school community and general public that black positionality is one of 
nonhuman in the school setting and broader U.S. civil society. In essence, these figures 
un/sub/consciously reconstitute the historically presumed master/slave ontology of nonblack and 
black people. School staff and police violence against black gxrls function as sites that feed the 
U.S. libidinal economy’s insatiable appetite for antiblack violence, punishment and power. This 
means that these children’s so-called loud and deviant behavior is always already a reaction to 
institutional and structural oppression. Thus, the more rebellious, subversive, and transgressive 
behavior black gxrls express, the more they should be encouraged to challenge racialized 
pornographic violence and captivity in the school setting and beyond.  
 Furthermore, for both Shakara and Skin’s scenes, the narratives signify racial-sexual 
domination by white men—quite literally, symbolically and gesturally—in the exercises of 
power, displays of power, and representing power. Shakara and Skin Diamond come to represent 
the racialized porntrope of The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl. She is rendered the 
punishable slave, captive and criminal. Subsequently, she is culpable, transgressive, and the porn 
object and subject to be fucked on the physical, social or symbolic plane. While the white men 
such as the real-life officer and teacher as well as the teacher pornographic actor signify the 
slavemaster, captor, and punisher. Subsequently, he is the aggressor, authority figure, and 
fucker—or one who attempts to dominate in fucking.  
 This is where the salivating surrogate slavemaster does all he need to do to achieve his 
masterbation. And as bait to the supposed white master, the pain, death and dying of black 
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people’s bodies continually feed his coercive BDSM desires and hunger for antiblack, 
necrophilic and pornographic entertainment. This eventually leads to his violent money shots on 
the symbolic or literal domain. Ultimately, within the core text of Deputy Fields and Mr. Long’s 
role in the public school setting and the subtext of TJ’s role on the pornographic screen, their 
historical social power and status converge. Whether real-life or parody, Fields, Long, and TJ’s 
policing symbolically work within these perverse interracial sexual fetishes and dialectics. These 
un/sub/conscious acts manifest and have meaning on the physical and social as well as 
representational and super/structural plane. 
 The scenes of Skin and Shakara teach us about how The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl has naughty implications for the former and knotty implications for the latter. This is 
where the subtext of Skin’s interracial role-play scene will inevitably hearken to the structural 
conditions of anti/blackness. Intended or not, this antagonism against and towards blackness 
appears to shape the narratological structure (and dialogue) embedded in the role-play scene. It 
also appears to heighten the pleasures of administering sexy punishment to and ejaculating on 
her as a black femme performing the naughty schoolgirl. For these reasons, it is certainly a role-
play scene that plays with anti/blackness, violence, BDSM, and orgasm on the pornographic 
screen.  
 For Shakara and others alike, this knotty implication lies in the fact that this projection 
fuels and is fueled by the libidinal economy of antiblack school policing violence. We come to 
learn how these genocidal aggressions against black children at school serve as masterbatory 
material for antiblack school staff. It un/sub/consciously feeds state forces’ insatiable appetite for 
antiblack genocide porn in everyday life. This coercive production orchestrated by school staff, 
police, and additional state forces (e.g. U.S. courts, etc.) is fueled by racial-sexual humiliation 
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and domination of the black subject in the quotidian. Therefore, to reiterate my point using 
Ziplow’s language, this symbolic money shot becomes the most important element in the 
antiblack genocide porn and everything or everyone else, as in black people, will be sacrificed at 
its expense. This is because if you don’t have the [cum] shots of black pain and white pleasure, 
then you don’t have an antiblack genocide porn picture. And with this level of purported 
necessity, antiblack state forces rely on this production to have an array of separate [cum] shots. 
This is how and why Shakara’s case presents us with the symbolic money shot by Fields, and 
other state forces, as an on-going leitmotif in what we’ve come to know as a (re)production of 
antiblack genocide porn. 
Broadly, this racialized pornographic dimension of policing violence typically goes 
unsaid. However, using the lens of racialized BDSM pornographics and employing racialized 
pornographic language from thematic camera angle two enables us to capture this racialized 
pornographic violence against Shakara and other black gxrls. From here, we can plainly say that 
while Naughty Skin Diamond Gets Punished By Getting Fucked Hard and ejaculated on, Shakara 
was punished by getting socially and symbolically fucked, hard and ejaculated on; to say the 
least, she was brutally arrested by Deputy Fields, charged with a misdemeanor, fine, and up to 90 
days in jail, and her case and student-filmed video recordings of the incident went viral on social 
media and online news sites. Although the charges were eventually dropped, the racial-sexual 
violence was already endured and the symbolic money shot was already, well, shot in Fields’ 
antiblack genocide porn (re)production. Thus, the individual (Shakara) and collective (black 
community) trauma is irreversible and may, in fact, be relived at every instant of its recirculation. 
As similarly remarked in the previous chapter, while it may spark discomfort in readers, 
translating Shakara’s incident within this lexicon enables us to see its symbolic and gestural 
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mechanics as well as the urgency and severity of the issue at hand. Simultaneously reading 
across sites with Skin and TJ’s scene allows this translation to more vividly come alive. As 
explored, this circulatory reading takes our analysis into where these parodies and perils reside, 




 Chapter 3 used racialized BDSM pornographics from the vantage point of thematic 
camera angle two. This was to articulate, read, and understand another element that is 
fundamental to the racialized pornographic economy of antiblack genocide: antiblack genocide 
porn and its symbolic money shots. Here, I used the professional racialized pornographic screen 
and its jargon to explicitly describe and analyze Shakara’s case as the violent racialized 
pornographic scene that it is. I aimed to uncover how state policing violence against black 
femmes function as everyday forms of antiblack genocide porn. And, replicating the 
conventional narrative structure of U.S. hardcore pornography, there is of course the money shot 
or the cum shot. Typically, this prized and expensive filmic image captures phallus ejaculation 
being shot out on the sex partner/s to signify phallic peak of pleasure as well as sexual 
humiliation and domination of the other. While I do not consider this as an inherently violent act 
in pornography per se, within the specific context of real-life antiblack policing, I do consider 
state forces’ symbolic cum shots in these encounters, peculiarly violent money shots. This is 
where the height of black pain, suffering, and humiliation parallel the height of white sadistic 
pleasure, aggression, and domination.  
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 This chapter took Vargas’ (2005; 2010) ideas on the symbolic and physical forms of 
antiblack genocide, Cruz (2016) and Williams’ (1999) conversations on the money shot in U.S. 
hardcore moving-image pornography, and emergences of the money shot in Skin Diamond’s 
schoolgirl performance to form a theoretical basis to support this proposition. Specifically, for 
the latter, TJ Cummings’ cum shots on Skin offered us a vivid visual vocabulary in which to 
further theorize Deputy Fields’ (and others’) symbolic money shots that emerge in Shakara’s 
narrative. Taken together, these scholars and porn performances advanced our exploration of the 
intricacies that render Shakara’s case a site of antiblack genocide porn with its prized violent 
cum shot series. Ultimately, by reading into the representational and signifying nature of 
violence, antiblackness, BDSM, sex, and orgasms, we have thoroughly and carefully excavated 
these moments of the symbolic money shot in everyday antiblack genocide porn. We learned that 
social interaction in everyday spaces gesture to sexual meanings, and vice versa. The ways black 
femmes contest these interactions and meanings have also emerged, however, the next chapter 
fully elaborates on this.  
 More precisely, in chapter 4, we will turn to how black femmes do not simply remain 
acquiescent to the symbolic money shot. In fact, they continue to offer a disruption to it via 
erotic mastery. And because I refuse to offer antiblack state forces the power to end my 
dissertation on their money shot, I proceed with how black femmes come to represent erotic 
masters doing erotic mastery (thematic camera angle three). While it is not the end-all-be-all to 
this circumstance, as I elaborate in the conclusion chapter that resistance is not enough and black 
autonomy is imperative to black life, it is nonetheless a testament to how black femmes do not 
passively lie in getting socially, symbolically, or literally fucked.  
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To become a bit more tangible, the next chapter, “Erotic Masters Doing Erotic Mastery,” 
applies racialized BDSM pornographics but from the standpoint of thematic camera angle three. 
I return to scenes of Skin and Shakara to read some of the beauty that lies in their employment of 
what I call, erotic mastery. Here, they draw on virtuosic modes of erotic power and discipline to 
embody, disembody, and transmute The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl trope. Largely, I 
argue that black womxn and gxrls tap into their deep erotic root to resist and, at times, make a 
parody of, this porntrope and the broader libidinal economy. In doing so, they toy with, reject, or 
transform elements of racialized BDSM in order to flip-the-script of being fucked and mastered 
by another disciplinary force on the literal or symbolic plane. Ultimately, we see black femmes 
mastering and being erotic masters of their own life force energy. And, in doing so, we see them 





Chapter 4: Erotic Masters Doing Erotic Mastery 
 
 
I’m a Switch by nature. I flow with the ebb of life, wherever that takes Me. 
 
—Skin Diamond via Twitter, 2019 
 
‘…[The teacher, Mr. Long] was like, put the phone up, and I did. So... I started back 
doing my work or whatever and I didn’t know what was going on cause I didn’t know 
how to do it so I was just looking in my lap like this playing with my fingers or 
something. And he... came over there like give me your phone, and I said you can get out 
of my face. That’s what you can do, cause I don’t have no phone… that’s when he went 
to write me up and [he said] take your stuff and get up out. I didn’t move cause I didn’t 
do nothing so he called the administrator in and asked me the same thing but I didn’t say 
anything then he said he gonna have to call the resource officer...’   
 
—Shakara in SLED Investigative File, 2016, p. 8 
 
‘I’m not mad at her, she was brave enough to speak out against what was going on and 
didn’t back down and it resulted in her being arrested... Looking at the video, who was 
really disturbing schools? Was it my daughter [Niya Kenny] or the officer [Ben Fields] 
who came in to the classroom and did that to the young girl [Shakara]?’  
 




 This chapter turns to another component of the unavoidable triptych that is integral to 
U.S. antiblack genocide and its racialized pornographic economy. I analyze how black femmes’ 
erotic performances in interracial pornography may, unconsciously or otherwise, expose porn 
and quotidian sites as spaces of political talk back—or fuck and fight back. In other words, 
racial-sexual revenge is used to challenge the positionality of black womxn and gxrls on the 
pornographic screen and in the public school site. Applying racialized BDSM pornographics and 
from a vantage point that centers black femme power enables me to return to scenes of Skin and 
Shakara as sites of remedy. This positioning allows me to read some of the beauty that lies in 
their symbolic revenge in these spaces. In my final reference to the reconstructed narratives from 
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chapter 1, once again, I recite the moments that are to be analyzed via italics. (To remind, I use 
italics in its traditional academic writing capacities as well.) This repetition is to re-invoke the 
same scene and its excess, but from a starkly different vantage point than that of thematic camera 
angle one (racialized porntrope formation) and two (antiblack genocide porn and its symbolic 
money shot). My observant readers may be at their boiling point of this redundancy and repeated 
exposure to symbolic or literal subjection, but they may also become reinvigorated by this 
chapter’s dedicated interest in centering the subjectivity and agentic possibilities in Skin and 
Shakara’s performances. Here then, chapter 4 revisits these scenes from the position of thematic 
camera angle three: erotic masters doing erotic mastery. More precisely, I examine some of the 
ways that Skin and Shakara use, what I call, erotic mastery to destabilize racialized porntrope 
formation (see chapter 2). This is where they draw on virtuosic modes of erotic power and 
discipline to reify, disembody, and transform The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl trope. In 
this way, they disrupt antiblack genocide porn and its symbolic money shots (see chapter 3), 
thus, also rattling the larger structural antagonism of antiblack genocide. 
 My conceptualization of erotic mastery merges both Audre Lorde (2007 [1984]) and 
LaMonda Horton-Stallings’ (2015) understandings of the erotic to read it in its creative life 
force, sexual and pornographic capacities. I place this in relation to Hartman’s (1997) 
conversation on displays of mastery by slave owners and the possibility of the usurpation of 
power by the enslaved. Finally, I also draw on Cruz (2016) for her theorization of black 
womxn’s sexuality, particularly race-play BDSM performances, as sites of pain, pleasure and 
power. Largely, these scholars enable us to argue that black womxn and gxrls tap into their deep 
erotic root to resist and, at times, make a parody of, The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl trope 
and the broader libidinal economy of antiblack policing, captivity, and ultimate genocide. In 
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doing so, they employ erotic activisms that involve adroit performances of subjectivity and 
subversion to flip-the-script of being fucked and mastered by another disciplinary force on the 
literal, symbolic, or gestural plane. At times, they toy with elements of racialized BDSM, reject 
it, or transform it, in order to execute this script inversion. This is like when Skin also teaches TJ 
a lesson about receiving a hardcore fuck in detention or Shakara refusing school staff’s 
reprimands and resisting the police officer’s arrest. Ultimately, we see black femmes mastering 
and being erotic masters of their own life force energy. And, in doing so, we see them mastering 
their sensual, pornographic, and/or inner selves. 
 
I. Theorizing Erotic Mastery: Black Femmes Mastering Their Erotic to Rattle the Racialized 
Pornographic Economy of Antiblack Genocide  
 
 LaMonda Horton-Stallings’s Funk the Erotic: Transaesthetics and Black Sexual Cultures 
(2015) unsettles both Audre Lorde’s (2007 [1984]) theorization of the erotic and Western 
humanism’s notions of the term. Lorde’s chapter, “Uses of the Erotic: The Erotic as Power” 
(1978) in Sister Outsider (2007 [1984]) asserts the erotic—a force often demonized by the 
oppressor as strictly sexual and pornographic—is a deep power that lies within a female spiritual 
plane that can be used as a source of knowledge and empowerment in all life-pursuits. It is 
creative energy. It is those deep sensual expressions from the physical, emotional, and psychic 
selves. It is life force that inspires political and everyday activities. Erotic power, tapped into 
from the deep erotic root, allows for the capacity to feel and experience joy, love, and 
fulfillment. It is a power that is unwilling to accept powerlessness, docility, resignation, despair, 
self-effacement, depression, and self-denial. When fully in tuned with this erotic power, this 
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deepest feeling, fighting oppression becomes integral with self, because it no longer settles for 
these standardized modes of idle being that sustain colonial spaces. This awakened self, Lorde 
(2007 [1984]) argues, no longer reduces eroticism to pornography and obscenity. Instead, the 
erotic emerges to the forefront as a creative energy, a life force, a feeling able to galvanize 
revolutionary change (Lorde, 2007 [1984]).  
 In L.H. Stallings’s Funk the Erotic (2015), she speculates:  
 
“Is there really a difference between pornography and eroticism if the same 
systems of knowledge have produced or defined each artifact, form, and subject? 
No… We must first understand that the opposite uses of eros and the sexual 
demonstrate the dominant [Western humanist] epistemologies that have produced 
sexuality before we can even consider debating the politics of those opposite 
uses”  
 
—L.H. Stallings, 2015, p. 10 
 
Thus, L.H. Stallings (2015) critically meditates on this complexity and asks: “[W]hat does it 
mean to do as this text’s title implores, to funk the erotic? Copulate with it, dismiss it, or make it 
stink?” (p. 2). This text draws on funk studies as scholarship, theory, and praxis to offer a re-
reading and re-interpretation of the eros, erotic, and black erotica as well as the magnitude of 
funk’s role in using the power of these forces.  
 L.H. Stallings (2015) extends beyond a singular meaning of funk that associates it with 
party music. Funk as a multisensory and multidimensional philosophy captures the complexities 
of black sexual cultures, as it “is the affect that shapes film, performance, sound, food, 
technology, drugs, energy, time, and the seeds of revolutionary ideas for various black 
movements” (L.H. Stallings, 2015, p. xvi). Largely, this author contends that there is a 
significant need to dismiss, confront, and transcend the criticism that any study of erotica, porn, 
or ratchet popular culture is tangential and not of practical use to future black movements. And it 
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is by expanding on our understanding of the erotic that this becomes possible. For these reasons, 
L.H. Stallings argues that the erotic and its uses of power and empowerment can simultaneously 
live on a feminine spiritual plane as Lorde insists as well as a sexual, pornographic and ratchet 
one. Broadly, both these scholars enable us to conceptualize the erotic in its creative life force, 
sexual and pornographic capacities. With this, we can read it in its multiple dimensions and the 
dynamic ways that it emerges in black femmes’ navigational performances across the 
pornographic screen and public school site.45   
 Furthermore, in Scenes of Subjection (1997), Hartman’s conversation on displays of 
mastery remind us why framing black womxn and gxrls’ uses of their erotic as forms of political 
activism in interracial role-play porn and policing encounters is an apt conceptualization. She 
informs us that in order to sustain the institution of New World chattel slavery, it necessitated a 
power triptych: exercises of power, displays of power, and representing power. Domination was 
dependent on the white slaveholder’s dominion and the black captive’s abasement, where as the 
captive body was a vehicle of the master’s power and truth. This display of mastery was 
equivalent to the necessity of the legal title of slave property and representing this power was 
essential to (re)producing domination. Nonetheless, Hartman (1997) reveals that all moments 
where the master would attempt to demonstrate his power were not met by ultimate domination 
and submission by enslaved black people.  
 In fact, she points to Harriet Jacob’s 1861 Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, Written by 
Herself as an account that reveals the reversibility of seduction in the master’s law and practice 
of sexual violence. This is where seduction both legitimates violence and enables an enactment 
of rebellion and usurpation of power (p. 8). Ultimately, as Hartman (1997) terms it, exploring 
                                                
45 See also interesting discussions on the erotic and race relations in Sharon P. Holland’s The Erotic Life of Racism 
(2012) and Musser’s eloquent engagement with her text “Desire, Belonging, Touch: Sharon Patricia Holland’s The 
Erotic Life of Racism” (2014b).  
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moments of Jacob’s masterful rhetoric of seduction (p. 8), illuminates the precarious nature of 
emancipation and the potential loophole of retreat. These spaces of freedom and, simultaneous 
spaces of captivity that are evident in Jacob’s narrative demonstrate the role of the free, self-
possessed individual, and the critique of emancipation (Hartman, 1997, p. 9).  
 Building on L.H. Stallings and Lorde’s conversation of the erotic, Hartman (1997) 
enables us to analyze how black femmes’ erotic performances in interracial porn may, 
unconsciously or otherwise, expose the pornographic screen and quotidian sites as spaces of 
political talk back—or fuck and fight back. This is where racial-sexual revenge is used to 
challenge the positionality of black womxn and gxrls across pornography and public school 
settings. This means that for Skin and Shakara’s scenes, we can read the beauty that lies in their 
symbolic revenge in these spaces. More precisely, I am able to examine some of the ways that 
they use erotic mastery to destabilize racialized porntrope formation. Here, they tap into their 
deep erotic root to resist and, at times, make a parody of, The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl 
trope and the broader libidinal economy of antiblack policing, captivity, and ultimate genocide. 
In this way, they also disrupt antiblack genocide porn and its symbolic money shot. With their 
erotic activisms that involve adroit performances of subjectivity and subversion, like Jacobs, 
these black femmes flip-the-script of being fucked and mastered by another disciplinary force on 
the literal, symbolic, or gestural plane.  
 Furthermore, Cruz (2016), who is also pivotal in building the lens of racialized BDSM 
pornographics in all of its registers, but particularly here, the injury, ecstasy and potential that 
black womxn may find in BDSM spaces, is also important to this discussion. This is because she 
informs us that black womxn’s race-play BDSM performances provide us with visual images 
that reveal their sexuality as sites of possibility and impossibility. With this, Cruz (2016) allows 
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us to center the pleasure of black womxn’s pornographic performances amid, and despite, 
structural oppression. And this approach encourages us to employ racialized BDSM 
pornographics from thematic camera angle three: erotic masters doing erotic mastery. This 
vantage point extends Cruz’s balanced reading to black femmes and their employment of erotic 
mastery in both porn and public school sites.  
 To remind, my larger argument contends that Shakara’s scene is emblematic of the 
structural embeddedness of coercive racialized pornographic BDSM in U.S. civil society and its 
disciplinary technologies that (re)produce antiblack genocide. Resultantly, because of this 
broader structural condition, Skin’s schoolgirl scene—that which does not take place in a 
vacuum—is one that inevitably plays or contends with racialized BDSM on the pornographic 
screen. As we reviewed in previous chapters, this happens on implicit and unconscious levels 
simply because brown skin (Skin Diamond), particularly when in the vicinity of pale skin (TJ 
Cummings), invokes racial-sexual history and memory, and thus remind us that forceful modes 
of racialized BDSM have always been used to construct and differentiate the black/ened subject 
from the white/antiblack subject. To reiterate, this dynamic of historical and contemporary 
interracial relations and ontologies also emerges in the subtext of the narratological structure and 
scripted dialogue in Skin’s scene. To this extent, I find it useful to revisit Cruz’s (2016) 
definition of race-play/BDSM and its meaning-making for black womxn. This will allow us to 
think about how, as troubling as it may sound, along with pain, there is also pleasure-producing 
capacities in black femmes’ navigational strategies in such fraught terrains.  
 Therefore, I proceed with a recapitulation of Cruz’s conversation. In The Color of Kink 
(2016), she uses race-play to make clear the specific subset of racialized pornography under 
investigation. In short, race-play is a type of BDSM pornographic practice that explicitly plays 
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with race and elements of bondage and discipline, domination and submission, as well as sadism 
and masochism with mutual permission and consent. Race-play BDSM traditionally straddles 
lines of invocation and reinforcement of racial slurs, hatred, and humor to challenge, defy and 
humiliate racial and racist constructions. It draws on racial epithets, role-playing, scenes, tools, 
and props to set a platform that eroticizes racial difference and histories of racialized 
exploitation. Largely, it is a genre that has universal sociocultural currency and relevance. For 
example, Cruz points to how some black womxn feel that they experience race-play in their 
every day without consent. (This is a very important point to why and how I can employ 
racialized BDSM pornographics as a critical reading method across settings of professional porn 
and everyday life.) However, when in mediated porn performances, race-play is a “precarious 
erotic game of race” (p. 76) that becomes a game when consent is involved. In fact, mutual 
consent is fundamental to what makes race-play BDSM dangerous and deadly or pleasurable and 
exciting (Cruz, 2016).  
 For this reason, Cruz (2016) contends that black womxn’s consensual race-play BDSM 
performances offer powerful images that remind us that their sexualities are sites of trauma, 
ecstasy, and power. We learn that black womxn’s sexual experiences function in fraught terrains 
of pain, restriction, repression, and danger as well as pleasure, agency, exploration, and 
subjectivity (see Vance, 1984, p. 1 as cited in Cruz, 2016, p. 19 and Cruz, 2013, p. 224). Instead 
of being confined to the politics of respectability46 in the context of porn and traditional Black 
Feminisms, Cruz (2016) emphasizes the importance of drawing on Nash’s (2014a) strategy of 
racial iconography and moving towards, what she terms, a politics of perversion as both critical 
reading practices for understanding black womxn’s race-play BDSM performances. These 
                                                
46 See Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham who coins politics of respectability in her text, Righteous Discontent: The 
Women’s Movement in the Black Baptist Church, 1880–1920 (1993).    
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approaches illuminate how black womxn in this subset of racialized pornography may draw on 
domination and submission as mechanisms of power and modes of pleasure (Cruz, 2016, p. 3). 
Broadly, Cruz (2016) argues that their race-play BDSM pornographic performances serve as a 
venue to critically explore dimensions of racialized shame, humiliation, and pleasure that are 
embedded in the genre of U.S. contemporary commercial interracial pornography. Ultimately, 
her reading that interrogates the complexities and contradictions in black womxn’s race-play 
BDSM pornography is fertile ground for reading interracial role-play sites that implicitly and 
unconsciously play with these very same elements, similar to Skin’s. Likewise, we can apply this 
dynamic read to interracial encounters in everyday spaces, like Shakara’s policing experience at 
Spring Valley High.  
Taken together, Lorde (2007 [1984]), L.H. Stallings’ (2015), Hartman (1997), and Cruz 
(2016) enable us to read some of the beauty that lies in both scenes of Skin and Shakara. This 
beauty emerges in their employment of erotic mastery as a means of grappling with and 
subverting racialized porntrope formation, and as a result, antiblack genocide porn and its 
symbolic money shot. Their virtuosic modes of erotic power and discipline reify and refashion 
The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl trope and rattle the larger structural antagonism of 
antiblack genocide. In this way, black femmes’ navigational and survival strategies function as 
erotic activisms. These involve adroit performances of subjectivity and subversion that flip-the-
script of being fucked and mastered by another disciplinary force on literal or figurative planes. 
At times, they toy with, reject, or transform elements of racialized BDSM to execute this script 
inversion. This is like when Skin also teaches TJ a lesson by administering a hardcore fuckback 
in detention or Shakara refusing school staff’s reprimands and fighting back during the police 
officer’s arrest. Ultimately, from thematic camera angle three, we see black femmes mastering 
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and being erotic masters of their own life force energy. They continue to refine and enhance their 
sensual, pornographic, and/or inner selves.47 
 
II. Close Reading the Erotic Mastery of Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirls: On Skin 
Diamond’s Sexy Performance and Shakara and Niya Kenny’s Brave Refusal  
 
 This section reads some of the beauty that lies in both Skin and Shakara’s scenes. This 
beauty emerges in their employment of erotic mastery as a means of embodying, displacing, and 
completely altering The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl trope and, ultimately, rattling the 
larger structural antagonism of antiblack genocide. This involves tapping into their deep erotic 
root to skillfully perform subjectivity and subversion that flip-the-script of being fucked and 
mastered by another disciplinary force on literal, symbolic, or gestural registers. At times, they 
play with aspects of racialized BDSM, refuse it, or transmute it in order to achieve this script 
inversion.  
 For example, we will see that Skin’s erotic mastery enables beauty to emerge in the core 
text of her schoolgirl scene. Her virtuosity comes alive in a range of sexual actions that toy with 
domination, submission, and its sexy in-betweens. With this, she reverses the play of bondage 
and discipline as well as sadism and masochism embedded within the narrative of The Naughty 
                                                
47 Note that in her 1982 interview, “Interview with Audre Lorde: Audre Lorde and Susan Leigh Star” (as cited in 
Cruz, 2016), Audre Lorde may have not agreed on the argument that I pose here. Cruz (2016) reminds us that Lorde 
sees BDSM and pornography as unproductive sexual sites that misname and misuse the erotic. On top of this, 
according to Lorde (1982), accepting these modes of sex as a means to express passion even in forms of play, “‘is to 
set the emotional and social stage for the continuation of that relationship, politically, socially and economically’” 
(Lorde 1982 as cited in Cruz, 2016, p. 35). In other words, for Lorde, all forms of BDSM and pornography are to 
blame for upholding oppressive BDSM and pornographic power structures in everyday social culture. This is 
different than my argument in that I am saying, coercive modes of pornographic BDSM used as a means to uphold 
antiblack genocide is dangerous. This means that I distinguish from saying consensual BDSM and pornography are 
healthy forms of sexual practice. To this extent, Cruz (2016) leads us to speculate: “...One wonders how Lorde 
might have responded to testimonies, scholarly and quotidian, that BDSM is an erotic practice that indeed privileges 
consent” (p. 230).  
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Black Femme Schoolgirl trope. This peek of beauty, this reversal of play looks like Skin 
masterfully performing sexual positions, moaning ecstatically, and employing rebellious humor, 
to name a few. These are some of her sexiest moments where her performance is so adroit and 
affecting that they enable audience members to vicariously experience her pleasures. Ultimately, 
these visually and sonically inviting performances as well as level of erotic skills that Skin 
demonstrates materialize, refute, and alter The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl trope. 
 In Shakara’s school policing encounter, the beauty of this scene lies in her resistance to 
both the denial of her humanity and projection of this racialized porntrope by school staff and 
police forces. Shakara made a courageous moral, verbal and physical commitment to not leave 
the classroom for alleged excessive cellphone and off-task activities. With this, her erotic 
mastery emerges in her refusal to be passive in racialized porntrope formation and the coercive 
BDSM entangled in this process. Additionally, as we explored in the previous chapters, Shakara 
was not the only one subjected to The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl projection. In turn, she 
was not the only one to employ erotic mastery to grapple with and subvert this racialized 
porntrope and its material consequences. This analysis extends to Kenny, Blake, and other black 
gxrls at Spring Valley High who demonstrated bravery in the face of racialized pornographic 
violence. Largely, their employment of erotic mastery reveal how these children tap into their 
deep erotic root to refute and transform The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl trope and the 
broader libidinal economy of antiblack policing, captivity, and ultimate genocide. 
 
A. 'I’m a Switch by Nature': Skin Diamond Mastering Implicit Racialized BDSM to Transform 
the Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl Trope 
 
 Skin’s role-play scene, “Naughty Skin Diamond Gets Punished by Getting Fucked Hard” 
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(Team Skeet, 2012) fluctuates on extremes. On the one hand, it may be grotesque and distasteful 
for its racial-sexual subtext that hearkens to taboo interracial relations where whites are 
inherently violent against black people. This implicit play of race and violence operates at the 
narratological structure and in dialogue exchange. On the other hand, it has potential beauty for 
its consensual, moderated, and organized sex in the core text. Skin’s scene is a professional 
scripted performance that parodies schoolgirl punishment via modes of sexual discipline, 
pleasure and humor. While BDSM does take shape at this level of the text, it may be considered 
as a mild employment of this practice. This is in relation to more traditional forms of BDSM that 
may use props like ropes, chains, whips, paddles, and so forth with permission.  
 Nonetheless, this soft-core use of BDSM in the core text still interacts with the subtext of 
race and violence in Skin’s scene. This allows elements of race-play BDSM to continually tiptoe 
between the unconscious, subconscious, and conscious registers. However, in opposition to 
Shakara, because this is the consensual version, Skin’s encounter with race, violence, and the 
pornographic does not place her in danger. Her performance is not a literal life-or-death 
situation. It is only satire. As far as we know, the pornographic actors, filmmakers, and producers 
intend to maintain her safety and operate within the zone of mutual consent via written contracts.      
 Along with this element of safety and written permission, Skin’s erotic mastery enables 
beauty to emerge in the core text. Her virtuosity comes alive in a range of sexual actions that toy 
with domination, submission, and its sexy in-betweens. With this she reverses the play of 
bondage and discipline as well as sadism and masochism embedded within the narrative of The 
Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl trope. This peek of beauty, this reversal of play looks like 
Skin masterfully performing sexual positions, moaning ecstatically, and employing rebellious 
humor, to name a few. These are some of her sexiest moments where her performance is so 
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adroit and affecting that they enable audience members to vicariously experience her pleasures.  
 For example, we are graced with these delightful sights when the camera focuses on her 
taking the lead in controlling the speed, motions, and intensities of riding TJ’s penis in forward 
or reverse cowgirl position. In the former, we get to see her sitting on TJ smiling and making 
intense sex faces that heighten the ecstasy of the moment. The loud sound of moist skin and 
genitals smacking together is the cherry on top. In the background, there is a green chalkboard 
that reads in underlined pink chalk: Detention (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 
2021). In the latter scene, TJ is practically positioned out of the shot. Here, we can focus on more 
of Skin’s sex faces and the alluring way she grabs her breasts as she jumps up and down. In the 
mid-ground, the chalkboard that reads Detention is only seen in a one-point perspective vantage 
shot. In the background, we see a wall where Skin previously spray-painted a message that reads 
in red ink: Fuck yo mama... Asphyxia (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). This 
message is decorated with red hearts. A part of her playful sadism shines through here.  
 In these epic moments of forward and reverse cowgirl position, Skin is only wearing frilly 
schoolgirl socks and strapped heels. All of this sexy action takes place on top of the teacher’s big 
dark brown desk. TJ is bound to his table until he offers her ecstasy at the speed, motions, and 
intensities of her desire. He’s been a very naughty teacher who is now getting fucked hard by 
The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl. This signifies what detention looks like when Skin 
Diamond offers some sexy discipline and punishment. And as long as TJ plays by the rules, he’ll 
be able to leave home from detention. However, he likes being held captive; it offers him 
masochistic pleasure. So, the longer the hardcore fuck, the better detention becomes. This is how 
Skin fucks him hard and good, with a tinge of naughty comedy. We learn about some of the 
ways she reverses the play of BDSM as a demonstration of erotic mastery.   
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 There are also scenes of her adroit skills while in submission. For instance, this is when she 
executes deckchair position while on the very same teacher’s table. Skin graces audience by 
spreading her legs in the air to allow TJ to do what this variation of missionary position is 
famous for: deep penetration as well as fast and intense activation of the vagina’s G-Spot or G-
Zone. We are invited to gaze upon Skin as she effortlessly enjoys the pleasurable poundings and 
pounding pleasures that may come with this deckchair pose. Even further, her moans like “ooh 
fuck…Mmm” and screeches: “I’m gonna cum…” incite us to vividly imagine the visceral sonic 
responses that result from sexual bliss (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). With 
her bra, skirt and panties tossed across the classroom, we get to see her perspiration trickling 
down her entire body, from her breasts, to her toned abs and pierced navel, to her vagina and its 
own oozing nectar. As Skin wrote on the walls, this scene makes audience say yum (italics 
recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021).  
 We come to another two scenes of submission. The first is early on in the performance 
when TJ is telling Skin that while other children get detention, she gets a little of this (italics 
recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). And a little of this is being bent over at a 90-degree 
angle with her skirt flipped up to reveal her buttocks and a clench and caress of her ass that 
suggests a spanking. The next is a few scenes later in the hardcore sex portion of the 
performance where TJ is bending Skin over on the teacher’s desk while her skirt is flipped up 
and her head is pinned to the table. Both scenes focus on Skin’s buttocks. In chapter 2, we 
explored the antiblack debasement of and obsession with black ass that permeates the unscripted 
subtext of these scenes. Thus, in this chapter, instead, I want us to focus on the other side of the 




 This is because with all antiblack sexual philias and phobias aside, I want to think of seeing 
Skin’s nude buttocks from the standpoint of the affirmation of blackness, and particularly black 
femmeness. This means that I want to center black (femme) ass as a sight/site of pleasure and 
power in and of itself and one that black femme subjects can take pleasure and power in by 
virtue of owning their bodily, sensual and sexual selves (see also: Cooper, 1993, 2004; Morgan, 
1999; Miller-Young, 2014; Halliday, 2017, 2020). This anal ownership is achieved whether in 
dominating, submissive, or the in-between power-play of anal sex acts as well as the mere 
showing off of the booty. Particular to both of the aforementioned scenes, I focus on the anal 
pleasures and beauty that emerge in Skin’s submissive postures. Throughout both scenes, 
proving all the more reason why her name is Skin Diamond, Skin’s ass is glistening with 
perspiration. Her buttocks shimmers with moistened skin that adds for a very soft, supple, and 
sultry look. It is not the phat ass (read: very plump and phenomenal buttocks) that Saartjie 
Baartman has come to represent for us as well as the one that is often spectacularized and desired 
in black pornographies and particularly black anal pornography (Nash, 2014b). Nonetheless, 
Skin’s booty is moderately rotund and is certainly a nice one to drool over. Her buttocks looks 
like a dreamy, delicious and delectable ass. But not just any ass, sexy black femme ass. It is one 
of the sweetest cinnamon brown asses you just want to lick all over. Yum (italics recited from 
Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021).  
 This yummy black femme booty needs to be praised and adored. In American pornography 
this act is typically called ass worship (Pornhub.com). Thus, we might say that Skin is in need of 
a sexy black femme ass worship. This may be demonstrated via a caress, a clench, a spank, a 
kiss, a lick, a penetrating play, an honoring gaze, and/or merely writing about the delightfulness 
of her bum. The latter is what I attempt here. For the former, some of these sex acts are 
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suggested or precisely done by TJ. However, if we as audience are not interested in seeing a 
white male perform these acts on sexy black femme ass such as Skin’s, the fact that TJ is in the 
periphery of the frame, particularly for the latter scene where they are positioned on the teacher’s 
desk, makes it easy for him to function as a placeholder for the affirmative black viewer. The 
aesthetic beauty and desirability of Skin’s ass and her delightful ass shots, that function 
something akin to a (black femme) money shot,48 remind us of her adroit eroticism. To offer us 
such glorying and flattering positions amidst (suggestive) penetration or otherwise takes sexual 
virtuosity and prowess. And this is something that Skin takes pleasure in. By way of her ecstatic 
moans and sighs of orgasmic relief such as Ooaaahh, we know of this sexual pleasure and 
enjoyment (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). These significations to her 
ecstasy add for an even more delightful vicarious sexual experience. Ultimately, Skin is telling 
us that she enjoys owning her booty and allowing it to experience pleasure and present as 
pleasurable. Skin is telling us that she finds bliss and power in owning her bodily, sensual and 
sexual selves. This ownership and right to anal pleasures requires mastery. To groom, prepare 
and offer us two slices of paradise takes erotic mastery. Because of this, Skin’s bum is more than 
worthy of this sexy black femme ass worship.    
 For these very same reasons, Baartman may be in need of an adoring ass worship as well. 
After all, her ass was so sexy that white voyeurs became fanatic over her, captured her, locked 
her in a cage, and showed her off to their friends across Europe so that they all can masterbate, 
whether literally and symbolically, to the sight of her. Baartman’s ass was so sexy that even after 
her death, white voyeur scientists dissected her genitals and made a casted mold of her body. Let 
                                                
48 For a similar discussion of black women’s buttocks and anuses glazed in lubricant, in saliva, or in ejaculate (p. 
449) as another iteration and unusual form of the money shot in pornography, see Nash’s “Black Anality” (2014b). 
Readers may note, it is understood as unusual because it is a “genre that has long privileged the penis streaming with 
ejaculate (often through the vehicle of fellatio, what Linda Williams terms the ‘most photogenic of all sexual 
practices’) as the climax of the film” (Nash, 2014b, p. 446).  
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us eject Baartman out of this coercive racialized BDSM pornography. Let us eject her out of this 
positioning that attempts to shame sexy black phat asses just because antiblack voyeurs cannot 
help but coercively deploy BDSM to feed their terroristic desires.  
 For my affirmative black viewers, let us imagine a consensual racialized BDSM porn scene 
with Baartman. In this fantasy, there is no (European or otherwise) colonial rule or powers and 
her consensual performance arises from a mere interest of erotic self-expression and pleasure. 
Here, Baartman is wholeheartedly desirous of exhibiting her phat assets and wants to show off 
her goods inside of a cage to her polyamorous black friends who frequent some of her erotic 
performances. And while in this cage, she is twerking for us while nude. She is gyrating her hips, 
isolating glute muscles, and vibrating her thighs. At some point, her ass presses against one of 
the cage’s bars. She is offering us a nice and slow grind. The result: a subtle ass jiggulation. 
Precisely at this point, her friends and affirmative black audiences more generally are melting. 
This is because they just found out that perhaps Baartman is not caged in, but rather we are 
caged out! We as audience are caged out of accessing her sexy black femme ass.  
 But, we need not touch it in order to appreciate it. We must simply admire the ways that 
she employs twerking as a mode of self-expression, as a mode of knowing herself, as a mode of 
feeling pleasure in her body and gracing us with such. As Aria S. Halliday (2020) reminds, black 
womxn (and gxrls) turn to twerking as a black diasporic dance and kinesthetic memory (p. 2) that 
celebrates skillful movements of the buttocks (p. 8). This very textured, dynamic and complex 
form of dance that black womxn do and do together is embodied discourse (p. 5). It is a practice 
of erotic power that connects them to their bodies and sensual selves, their cultural heritage, and 
to each other. It is a movement or “conversation that occurs when Black [womxn and] girls insert 
themselves into a space” (p. 5-6). Twerking is a means of turning to the body and the booty to 
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remember and “know oneself, one’s history, and the world” (p. 6). The body, the booty, and 
twerking have epistemological and pleasurable possibilities. Echoing Katherine Dunham, 
Halliday (2020) reminds us that the body is a repository of knowledge (p. 6) and one capable of 
using dance to experience great pleasures. And it just so happens here that this fantasy of 
Baartman twerking reminds us of her power and capacity to experience and feel these great 
pleasures in her body. She articulates an embodied knowledge of her capacity to do so. This 
happens by way of her shaking that sexy derrière. Thus, though we can appreciate from afar, 
learning that we are caged out from her as well as her phat phenomenal ass and its skillful 
movements, we suffer from great devastation.  
 However, our devastation does not go in vain because we learn another lesson that is based 
on my fantasy of Baartman’s consensual live racialized BDSM pornography as well as the real-
life coerced version. In the spirit of Scott (2010), what has often been framed as historical defeat, 
is also and actually Baartman’s heroism in disguise. But we need none of these scenes to know 
this. Baartman and her phat ass are black femme pleasure and power preceding and succeeding 
colonial oppression. I am reminded here of Wilderson’s (2010) point that, for the white subject, 
blackness gave the quality of gift-ness to lynching and the circulation and trade of its imagistic 
and corporeal mementos. To reiterate briefly, he informs us that because blackness is rendered 
fungible and accumulable amongst antiblack white communities, this is where the literal and 
libidinal gift-ness of trading jarred black body parts, lynching photos, and cinema productions of 
such arise (Wilderson, 2010). However, I am interested in thinking of blackness and its capacity 
of gift-ness from the standpoint of the affirmative black/femme viewer. Here, then, I want to 
reframe this idea of blackness and its gift-ness to perhaps blackness as giftedness to think about 
Baartman’s (and Skin’s) body as a site of embodied epistemology, empowerment, and ecstasy. 
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Through this chapter’s thematic camera angle that reads for beauty and erotic mastery of the 
black femme, we instead see how she and her body represent black femme pleasure and power in 
the midst of any social climate or arrangement of (skewed/deleterious) power structures. This is 
the gift-ness, the giftedness of the black femme, her body, and her booty.  
 Whether conscious intention or otherwise, Baartman is one that many contemporary black 
femmes across hardcore black/pornography (e.g. figures like Pinky, etc.) to broader popular 
culture (e.g. figures like Nicki Minaj, etc.) attempt to live up to. And in their attempts to do so, 
these black femmes are idolized (and demonized) for the success of living in Baartman’s image. 
Needless to say, black ass and black phat ass are black power. Black phat/ass is pleasure and 
power. Black phat/ass in and of itself is bodily and erotic mastery. And contemporary figures 
like Skin and historical predecessors like Baartman need to be acknowledged for this black 
femme power and pleasure, pleasure and power. Skin and Baartman are gifts. Skin and 
Baartman’s bodies are gifts. Skin and Baartman’s booties are gifts. And in order to praise and 
thank them for their presents/presence, I offer a sexy black femme ass worship of them both. 
May we have a moment of gratitude for sexy black femmes and their black femme ass power and 
pleasure... Thank you for being black/femme gifts to this world.                         
 Coming back to a focused discussion on Skin, there are other instances at the opening of 
the performance where she engages us with rebellious humor to elucidate other dimensions of 
her erotic mastery. For example, after spray-painting the textbooks, desks, and other walls in the 
room, she walks to the wall nearest to the front door of the classroom. She sprays messages on 
the wall next to the American flag. She draws a huge rounded “W” and two dots in the center to 
appear as breasts. She calligraphies at the bottom of this drawing: “yum!” and underlines it. 
She backs up a little to see what she drew. She continues to spray more paint to bolden the lines 
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of her drawings (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). Interestingly, the proximity 
of her drawn titties and yum with a bold underline and exclamation point on the wall gestures to 
a few symbolic messages.  
 The first, Skin is telling us that America is obsessed with titties, and genitals, and sex, and 
pornography more broadly. And this obsession is apparent in its everyday coercive forms of 
racialized pornographic BDSM used to (re)produce its disciplinary structures and the State in 
and of itself. In another register, Skin is demonstrating her disregard to the American flag and, in 
many ways, whatever it stands for. That’s to say, as we’ve explored throughout this dissertation, 
the U.S. stands for pornographic antiblack policing, captivity, and ultimate genocide. In fact, 
because of this, it runs on a racialized pornographic economy that fuels itself on violent 
racialized, gendered and sexualized structures geared towards the obliteration of black femmes. 
And so when Skin tags titties and emphatic remarks such as yum!, she is saying fuck America 
and, well, quite frankly all of its symbolic and literal fucking of black womxn. Her I don’t give a 
fuck behavior combined with her sexy schoolgirl outfit offers us a parodic performance where 
The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl who is typically getting fucked by state forces, 
symbolically or literally, get to flip-the-script and say fuck state forces, and fuck America. And as 
the next few scenes unfold, she fucks back a symbolic state force, also known as TJ Cummings. 
(I will come back to this in a few.)  
 We also get some more of this humor and flipping-of-the-script in TJ’s second money shot 
scene. This is where the camera positions only to see his mid-stomach and half of his foot 
standing on his shorts. Skin is of focus. She is on her knees with her tongue out, eyes closed, 
head tilting back. TJ shoots and directs his semen onto Skin’s face and mouth area as she is 
smiling, laughing, and swallowing his ejaculation fluids. Though this money shot is supposed to 
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be the degrading, humiliating and objectifying moment of the pornographic scene and proof of 
the phallus’s pleasure, the fact that Skin is smiling and giggling as he ejaculates on her face and 
in her mouth says something else. This is something she is not pained, humiliated, or degraded 
by. This is something she enjoys, and it is something she finds amusing. It is also proof of her 
skillful ability to bring TJ to such an ecstatic state. And to this extent, for audience, the central 
pleasure or focus is not on TJ, his ejaculating penis, or his symbolic white patriarchal power. 
Instead, it is Skin basking in cum and taking pleasure in it because she worked so hard for this 
proof of pleasure. Her pleasure and enjoyment is what takes the spotlight. Thus, in some ways, 
Skin’s comedic response destabilizes this shot of humiliation, to become a shot of humor. 
 This Blowjob and money shot scene (and the minor shot earlier in the performance) also 
becomes humorous because the trope of the white guy with a small penis emerges. But not just 
any white guy, the salivating white male slavemaster surrogate who continually seeks 
domination and dominion to appease his own sexual inadequacies. The inadvertent emergence 
of this trope in TJ’s Blowjob and money shot scene(s) incites us to read into the unconscious and 
unscripted script that provokes Skin to do whatever is needed for the sake of achieving a 
successful porn scene. The intended success of this shot depends on the male who is receiving 
the Blowjob and ejaculating on the sex partner to feel and look big and bad. Subsequently, what 
also happens here due to Skin’s pornographic acumen is the indirect feeding and inflation of TJ’s 
ego, penis size and prowess.  
 In stereotypical notions of what penis is ideal and most pleasurable, the big penis—which 
is often racialized as the big black monster cock—takes the cake. For TJ, his penis presents itself 
on the smaller side of the spectrum and he comes to materialize and represent the trope of the 
white male slavemaster surrogate who suffers from little penis syndrome because of his pinky-
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sized penis. The continued trope narrative follows: This white settler-colonial male trope 
negotiates this syndrome and feelings of inadequacy in and through his obsessive compulsion 
towards sexual and social aggression and domination as well as land occupation. He must fuck 
and ejaculate on the (black and brown) people and their land. And he must do so fanatically. 
This is the settler-colonial white male slavemaster/surrogate trope who is constantly salivating 
and attempting to overcompensate for his own sexual shortcomings.  
 And in the unscripted and unintended subtext, yet in the immediate visuals, we see a 
hearkening to this. In Skin’s attempts at sucking TJ’s penis, it appears that her mouth does not 
take on the appearance of being stuffed and full, an effect that comes with allegedly having a big 
penis. His penis also does not extend far enough to highly stimulate her uvula and cause her 
throat to dramatically contract and gag. Because it presents itself as not big enough to cause for 
the intense choking effect that comes with deep throating, we see Skin attempting to 
accommodate for TJ Cummings’ shortcoming. For the close watcher, Skin appears to make 
exaggerated and what looks like self-imposed gags. In a few swift moves, her pornographic 
acumen causes for a successful Blowjob and money shot scene as well as an indirect bolstering 
of TJ’s ego and ideal big bad dick persona. This is the persona that the salivating white male 
slavemaster and his surrogate has to create in order to compensate for his, real or imagined, little 
penis, and sexual inadequacies. A feeling of inadequacy that leads him to his obsessive 
compulsion to coercive racialized BDSM (read: chattel slavery and its many iterations) and 
settler-colonial domination and dominion (read: the continued maintenance of the U.S. and its 
territory). Skin’s performed exaggeration that, in the end, directly adds for a successful scene and 
indirectly bolsters up TJ’s ego, penis size and capacity becomes quite parodic and hilarious for 
the close viewer.  
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 Here, then, in addition to the Blowjob and money shot being sexual acts she may find 
humorous and enjoyable, perhaps TJ’s sexual shortcomings serve as a private, but not so private, 
insider joke that is another source of Skin’s laughter and giggles. Written in the unscripted script, 
this scene ultimately presents audiences with a comedy about The White Slavemaster Surrogate 
(Teacher) whose sexual inferiority-complex causes him to make The Naughty Black Femme 
(Schoolgirl) feel inferior and overcompensate for his own insecurities by acting as if it was the 
biggest and baddest dick she n/ever had. And because of this sexual inadequacy he has to 
constantly hold her captive in detention and fuck her as hard as he can to prove his own self-
worth and importance. Thus, in many ways, this Blowjob and money shot scene is not 
necessarily humiliating for Skin. Instead, it inadvertently becomes a marker of TJ’s real or 
imagined sexual inadequacies. Consequently, TJ’s Blowjob and money shot scene(s) present us 
with his own racial-sexual humiliation, degradation and embarrassment. Intended or not, Skin, 
once again flips-the-script in a humorous and sexy manner via another iteration of her erotic 
mastery.            
 Another rebellious humor example that displays more of her mastery takes us back to the 
opening of the scene. To recap, TJ enters the detention classroom to find that Skin used red 
spray-paint to draw titties on the board (though actually a wall, TJ may have jumbled some of 
his lines) as well as write yum and Mother Fucker! TJ Cummings is a dick on the walls. Upon 
entry, he says: “Whaaaat.... The.... Fuuuck has happened here? Skin responds with: Someone 
just caaame in here and did all this...” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). 
However, in the previous scene, we got the chance to actually see Skin in action with spray-
painting the classroom walls, boards and books. Even when he enters, she is still holding the 
spray paint can behind her back. So, it is obvious that she is the one who tagged everything.  
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  Firstly, it is also noteworthy that Skin named TJ a Mother Fucker! and a dick. This is 
because she makes another gesture to sexual and political messages in the subtext and unscripted 
portion of the scene. This is where, she, once again, with her I don’t give a fuck rebellious 
behavior and humor curses out TJ, the symbolic state force, for continually sending her to 
detention for her slutty uniform. And because what she is wearing is always already deemed 
slutty in his antiblack state force eyes, she degrades his inability to stop being a dick. A dick in 
the sense that he is a stupid, irritating or ridiculous person (New Oxford American Dictionary, 
2016), as well as one ruled by his literal phallus desires. In other words, as one controlled by his 
(real or imagined little) penis and interest/obsession with fucking Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirls because of their alleged slutty uniforms and continuous breaking of school rules, he 
becomes nothing other than his genitals. Thus, TJ is, in fact, a dick. (This is also where he might 
become the big bad dick he was hoping to have physically for self-esteem purposes. The 
behavioral and symbolic big dick will suffice.)   
 Therefore, because TJ is a motherfucker and a dick, Skin is playing coy and denying his 
accusations of committing any wrongdoings. While explaining her defense and as TJ’s eyes are 
scanning the classroom, Skin is laughing towards the camera. When he gazes upon her, she is 
also intentionally making an unsuccessful attempt to hide that she is not taking TJ’s scrutiny, 
disappointment, and social power seriously. Skin wrote, and denies, this writing of radical and 
profane messages to give TJ a real reason—beyond her sultriness—to call her naughty and 
punish her with a hardcore fuck in detention.  
 Nonetheless, what we later see by the end of the entire performance—from examples like 
the cowgirl position scenes—is that Naughty Skin Diamond is not the only one who Gets 
Punished by Getting Fucked Hard. Instead, both teacher and student learn invaluable lessons 
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about getting fucked hard in detention. One of them being is that, among this power-play, the 
student also has the power to fuck and fight back, or perform sexual revenge on the teacher. 
Thus, Skin and TJ learn to challenge traditional teacher-student power dynamics. They learn to 
play key roles that have a continuous ebb-and-flow: the dominant (teacher) who administers the 
hard fuck, the submissive (student) who receives the hard fuck, and the dom-sub/sub-dom 
(teacher-student/student-teacher) who fucks back after receiving so well.  
 As Cruz (2016) reminds us, this is how role-play performances that—particularly here, 
implicitly and unconsciously—play with race and BDSM may function as mechanisms of power 
and modes of pleasure for black womxn. Skin substantiates this as she states: “I’m a Switch by 
nature” (Diamond, 2019). She elaborates on this in an interview: “...I really like power exchange. 
I like a guy who can dominate me and can also let me take control. I think that’s a really big 
turn-on when you’re fighting for the power” (Jack, 2014). Meaning that, she enjoys the back-
and-forth or switching of power positions from dom to sub, sub to dom. Learning to traverse 
these power plays and become both teacher-student and student-teacher, Skin and TJ appear to 
have taught one another a balanced set of pleasurable lessons, discipline and punishment. Thus, 
in a certain kind of way, both Skin Diamond and TJ Cummings may have enjoyed meeting their 
match and equaling the score of the fucking battle.  
 At the same time, while TJ may not have lost per se, as there is no losing when given the 
opportunity to have sex with someone of her poise, erotic status, and sexiness, Skin still takes the 
title as champion. She fucks him hard and good. She gets fucked hard and good. And, she 
remains sexy throughout it all. In fact, the maintenance of her sexiness and seeing her in ecstasy 
is the focal point of the performance. This is evident especially when TJ is positioned out of, or 
peripheral to the camera’s shots. For those who may find the history of interracial sex to be 
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distasteful and disturbing, these are, in fact, some of the best moments to enjoy Skin’s sexual 
bliss without implications of what her bliss means in relation to a white body. For audience who 
lives for Skin’s pleasure, primarily seeing her face and bodily reaction as well as hearing her sex 
sounds to a particular sexual action or position is the supreme stimulation to vicarious euphoria.  
 These are some of the core features of successful porn performances that keep audience 
captivated and sexually excited; the erotic performer must remain sultry and mesmerizing during 
amazing sex. They must work the camera’s angles to capture all of their flattering sexual 
positions and mind-blowing erotic power and energy. And, ultimately, they must become imbued 
with rapture, or at least appear as such, to command the center of attention. Owning and 
executing this position encourages audience to frolic in sexy wild fantasies of being a surrogate 
to anyone involved in the production: the starring erotic performer, the featuring sex partner(s), 
and the filmmakers who are fortunate to capture, direct, and be in the vicinity of their 
astronomical sex. Skin’s performance meets all the necessary components to please viewers and 
incite them to long for: being the porn star, having sex with the porn star, and/or watching their 
sex play.  
 Thus, she wins the fucking game. Skin’s naughty schoolgirl scene is only one of her 
popular performances that illuminate her sexual confidence, mastery and triumph. This is very 
apparent, considering that she is a “Multi-award winning erotic Icon” (Diamond, 2019) formerly 
in the adult porn industry. During her prime, she performed in about 300-400 pornographic 
films. She was known to be “one of the biggest stars” and “for a very good reason” (Jack, 2014). 
In fact, in 2012, she was awarded the Urban X Award for Female Performer of the Year. Also, 
from 2013-2015, she was nominated three times for AVN Female Performer of the Year; this 
Adult Video News (AVN) film awards is known as the “Oscars of porn” (The Sydney Morning 
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Herald, 2006). These awards and nominations are only a couple of her accolades that 
acknowledge her (professional) erotic mastery. 
 Taken together, I illuminate just a few moments of Skin’s role-play scene to offer a 
glimpse into the ways she enables audience members to vicariously experience her embodied 
pleasures and orgasms. Her erotic mastery enables beauty to emerge in the core text of her 
performance. Skin’s virtuosity comes alive in a range of sexual actions that toy with domination, 
submission, and its sexy in-betweens. With this she reverses the play of bondage and discipline 
as well as sadism and masochism embedded within the narrative of The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl. The visually and sonically inviting performance as well as level of erotic skill that 
Skin demonstrates transfigures this trope. As we explored, traditionally, this racialized porntrope 
is symbolically, socially and literally getting fucked hard; they are subjected to being mastered, 
violated, and in constant pain by state forces. However, Skin uses erotic mastery to flip the 
narrative into The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl who gets her revenge by mastering and 
fucking a (symbolic) state force hard while enjoying her climaxes and constant pleasure!  
 That this ecstatic, climactic, and orgasmic state lies in the core text of Skin’s role-play 
scene makes her sexy masterful performances of erotic subjectivity and subversion all the more 
electrifying. She offers us a visual vocabulary into the ways black femmes may, intentionally or 
unintentionally, perform racial-sexual revenge to challenge the positionality of black womxn and 
gxrls in porn and school settings. This political talk back, or the fuck and fight back, is where 
unconscious parodies of racialized pornographic violence emerge. Skin Diamond’s erotic 
performance, and others alike, illuminate how across imaginative and physical domains, black 
femmes use defiant and, at times, satirical play, to flip-the-script of social fuckery and mastery. 
Their provocative performances on the pornographic screen challenge being socially as well as 
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physically fucked and mastered by another disciplinary force. Instead, their demonstrations of 
moral and sonic as well as physical and sexual action demonstrate black femmes mastering and 
being masters of their own life force energy. In this way, Skin comes to represent an erotic 
master owning her sensual, pornographic, and/or inner selves. 
 
B. Transmuting ‘Trauma into Activism’: Shakara, Niya Kenny and Other Black Feminine 
Teenagers Mastering Bravery to Transform the Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl Trope 
 
 In “‘I Didn’t Move Cause I Didn’t Do Nothing’: Shakara’s Interracial School Policing 
Encounter,” the beauty of this scene lies in Shakara’s resistance to both the denial of her 
humanity and projection of The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl trope by school staff and 
police forces. Shakara made a courageous moral, verbal and physical commitment to not leave 
the classroom for alleged excessive cellphone and off-task activities. With this, her erotic 
mastery emerges in her refusal to be passive in racialized porntrope formation and the coercive 
BDSM entangled in this process. Additionally, as we explored in the previous chapters, Shakara 
was not the only one subjected to The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl projection. In turn, she 
was not the only one to employ erotic mastery to grapple with and subvert this racialized 
porntrope and its material consequences. This analysis extends to Kenny, Blake, and other black 
feminine teenagers at Spring Valley High who demonstrated bravery in the face of racialized 
pornographic violence. Largely, their employment of erotic mastery reveal how these black gxrls 
tap into their deep erotic root to protest and transform The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl 
trope and the broader libidinal economy of antiblack policing, captivity, and ultimate genocide. 
 To examine this process for Shakara, let’s revisit the beginning of the scene as told in 
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chapter 1. Here, she recounts that Mr. Long “‘…was logging me out all my stuff so... I turned 
around to the girl, and I was like why would he log me out of my work? She was like I don’t 
know I guess he’s in one of his moments or something. And he was like, put the phone up, and I 
did. So... I started back doing my work or whatever and I didn’t know what was going on cause I 
didn’t know how to do it so I was just looking in my lap like this playing with my fingers or 
something. And he... came over there like give me your phone, and I said you can get out of my 
face. That’s what you can do, cause I don’t have no phone. But he didn’t really ask me, he didn’t 
see me with the phone he [w]as just like give me your phone cause he saw me looking down. And 
I was like, that’s when he went to write me up and [he said] take your stuff and get up out. I 
didn’t move cause I didn’t do nothing so he called the administrator [KaRon Webb] in and asked 
me the same thing but I didn’t say anything then he said he gonna have to call the resource 
officer [Deputy Fields]...’” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021).  
 This scene reveals that Shakara was, in fact, not the distraction the white teacher, Mr. Long 
attempted to play her out to be. Instead, it becomes obvious that it was simply him in one of his 
moments or something where he wants to police Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirls like 
Shakara, just because he can as a white male and teacher. However, Shakara and her interest to 
take control of her life force energy, as opposed to allowing antiblack state forces like Mr. Long 
to use coercive modes of BDSM to control it, she refuses to play into his criminalization of her. 
As she reminds, because she didn’t know how to do the assignment, she was just looking in her 
lap like this playing with her fingers or something. And Mr. Long came over there like give me 
your phone, and Shakara said you can get out of my face. That’s what you can do, cause I don’t 
have no phone (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021).  
 First and foremost, this begs the question, why does Shakara not feel it possible to ask for 
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help in the classroom if she didn’t know how to do the assignment? Well, as the following 
ensues with Mr. Long jumping to the false conclusion that she continued to play with her phone, 
reprimands her, brings in the administrator to further reprimand her, and then warrants Deputy 
Fields to ‘remove’ her with a brutal arrest, we see that the classroom is not a space of learning 
for black gxrls. Instead, it is a space of pornographic antiblack policing, punishment and 
captivity that depends on coercive modes of racialized BDSM to be executed.  
 Thus, Shakara’s erotic mastery emerges in a very bold move that illuminates her bravery in 
contesting this routinely hostile schooling environment. This is where she resists and refuses Mr. 
Long’s verbal reprimands with: “‘…[Y]ou can get out of my face. That’s what you can do, cause 
I don’t have no phone. Shakara is not modest about Mr. Long’s options, nor should she be. In the 
face of having to contend with The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl projection, Shakara gives 
it straight to him by demanding that he simply get out of her face. Other black femmes might 
take a page out of Shakara’s book to meet antiblack state forces with such a demand when they 
project a racialized porntrope onto them for pornographic entertainment. However, it may be 
wise to ensure one is armed for the struggle that will follow. This is because state forces are 
intimidated by black femmes who own themselves and refute their entanglements of racial-
sexual amusement. This ownership of self and refusal by the black femme subject is a disruption 
to the State’s order and the coherence of civil society. To this extent, Shakara teaches us about 
adroitly performing symbolic racial-sexual revenge by being blunt in our message. She 
encourages us to own and take advantage of our erotic mastery and our power to do so.   
 At the same time, Shakara is made an example of how antiblack state forces’ intimidation 
emerges because their individual and collective coherence as an antiblack State is rattled by such 
brave black rebellion and self-defense. This is where school staff make extreme attempts to 
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dismantle black gxrl’s efforts in taking this kind of ownership and demand over their life force 
energy, and especially in the classroom. A space that is always already purposed for their 
punishment. We also see the kind of coercive, racialized pornographic BDSM embedded in their 
strategies to police and beat these children into docility. It is here where after she dismissed him, 
Mr. Long went to write her up and he said take your stuff and get up out. However, Shakara 
didn’t move cause she didn’t do nothing wrong, so he called the administrator, Mr. Webb in and 
asked her the same thing but she didn’t say anything then he said he gonna have to call the 
resource officer, Deputy Fields (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). Shakara 
continued to exercise her erotic mastery via bravely refusing to leave the classroom for false 
pretenses and resisting their violent modes of BDSM.  
 However, Deputy Fields’ entry into the interaction is when we see the most extreme and 
brutal disciplinary action that takes shape when black femme children like Shakara draw on their 
erotic as power and demand just treatment. This is also where the material consequences of The 
Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl trope becomes the most extreme, and coercive BDSM 
strategies increase in intensity in this scene. To recount, the following occurs: Deputy Fields 
walked over to Shakara’s desk and demandingly said, “‘You’re going to come with me or am I 
going to make you? Come on. I’m going to get you up.’” According to ABC News (2015), he 
closed shut her laptop and placed it on a nearby desk and continued, “‘I treated you fair last 
year right?’” Shakara responded, “‘I don’t know you.’” Fields, “‘You don’t know me?... You 
gonna come with me, or am I gonna make you?’” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 
2021).  
 Niya Kenny, an 18-year-old black femme classmate, was sitting nearby and took out her 
iPhone to record the interaction because she heard stories about Fields’ violent history and had 
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a feeling that things might get “extreme.” She also whispered to some of the other students to 
take out their cellphones and record as well. Tony Robinson Jr., a black teenage boy classmate 
who, in addition to Kenny, videotaped the incident because he was “terrified,” explained in 
WLTX-TV’s Exclusive Interview that Fields further ordered Shakara with, “‘you will move, you 
will move.’” Robinson Jr. continued: “‘[She said] No, I have not done anything wrong’... Then 
he [Deputy Fields] said, ‘I’m going to treat you fairly.’ And she said, ‘I don’t even know who 
you are.’ And that is where it started right there” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 
2021). 
 That Shakara bravely refused to leave the classroom and verbally responded to Deputy 
Fields with, I don’t know you / No, I have not done anything wrong / I don’t even know who you 
are, illuminates more dimensions of this beauty and self-mastery. In her statement, No, I have 
not done anything wrong, Shakara publicly acknowledges that her actions did not measure up to 
the amount of reprimand she was being subjected to. Thus, she would not acquiesce to Fields’ 
demands to move. In the opening and closing statements, I don’t know you and I don’t even know 
who you are she makes clear that the police’s projection of The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl trope is a misrecognition of her character.  
 Laying out a psychoanalytic elaboration of the phrases I don’t know you / No, I have not 
done anything wrong / I don’t even know who you are, may allow us to imagine this and 
Shakara’s overall message more vividly. Within this social context, her response to Fields may 
translate into: Who are you to demand that I move? I don’t even know who you are and you don’t 
even know who I am. I also don’t know who you think you are talking to and why you think you 
have so much authority over my being, but you must have me confused with your fantasies of 
people with similar features. You have crossed a boundary of familiarity because I am not the 
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projection you think I am. I am not your Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl. I did not break any 
school rules. I have not done anything wrong. So, if you’re threatening to discipline me, what are 
your real reasons for doing so? Because there are no real reasons for me to be sent out of class, 
I will not move.    
 Furthermore, progressing in this event, Shakara explained that she “‘don’t remember’” 
what happened during the physical portion of the brutal arrest, she “‘just saw the video.’” 
According to her text message exchanges to another classmate, all she knows is that she “‘was 
talking to the resource officer,’” “‘fought him,’” “‘got thrown across the room,’” and put in 
“‘handcuffs [a]nd everythang’” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). This very 
much so sums up the encounter. However, the multiple student-filmed videos of the incident 
captured from various angles that went viral on social media offer a few more details. Some 
reveal that Deputy Fields “wrenched the girl’s right arm behind her and grabbed her left leg.” 
Shakara attempted to resist his hold, however, Fields increased his level of force and continued 
to wrestle her out of her chair. In self-defense, Shakara “can be seen pushing her arm, and 
possibly hitting, the officer, but only after he had already grabbed her by the neck and was 
starting to throw her to the ground” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). 
 Shakara’s perception of the event that she fought Deputy Fields is indicative of the power 
she feels she had in the interaction. To use the term fought, as opposed to something like got beat 
up or the like, I hear Shakara telling us that from her standpoint she feels there was some power 
and capacity on her end to indeed put up a fight. This is in place of feeling that she would 
automatically or unavoidably be obliterated and manhandled by some one of Fields’ muscular 
and institutional stature (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). Despite him being, 
in Kenny’s words, a big man, about 300 pounds of full muscle, and a police officer, Shakara still 
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mustard up the courage to defend herself and push her arm to hit him (italics recited from 
Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). However, because he proved the stronger by employing modes of 
violent BDSM such as choking, slamming, and throwing her across the room and putting her in 
handcuffs and everythang, this is when she lost the fight. Note that Shakara was willing to 
perform self-defense by any means necessary. And it is only that Fields proved his physical 
dominance via lethal force and coercive BDSM that she was taken into custody.  
 Shakara’s refusal to move, along with her employment of self-defense against Fields’ 
physical assaults, protest arbitrary, yet structural, school disciplinary technologies. She 
challenges social conditions of adultification and objectification as a read: queer, black, femme, 
and schoolgirl body. Even further, then, she disrupts this racialized porntrope projection that 
forms in tandem with this socialization. Fighting to proclaim her humanity and body at the 
imaginative and tangible domain, we see Shakara contesting the racial-sexual fantasies and 
fictions as well as violence and power of these said institutional figures. She knows that she is 
not naughty and did not break school rules to the degree of school staff and police accusations.  
 Thus, Shakara displaces state forces’ projections of The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl 
trope and its perverse notions intertwined within it. Instead, she transforms traditional notions of 
this racialized porntrope into one who is naughty and breaks school rules because of a 
willingness to evince a high level of bravery towards opposing unjust forces as well as a 
certainty and possession of the self. This self, across any context, has the erotic and sexual at its 
core, rendering the erotic and sexual as always already in operation. Meaning that, at these 
particular moments of state-police violence and enactments of coercive BDSM, these core selves 
are being contested. Thus, Shakara’s discipline and ownership of the self and life force energy—
and thus, erotic and sexual selves—are, in fact, a display of her erotic mastery. In the face of 
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antiblack pornographic BDSM, it manifests itself as symbolic racial-sexual revenge.  
 Building on this, as we acknowledged in the previous chapters, Shakara was not the only 
one subjected to The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl projection. In turn, she was not the only 
one to employ erotic mastery to embody, refuse, and alter this racialized porntrope. This analysis 
extends to Kenny, Blake, and other black gxrls at Spring Valley High who demonstrated bravery 
in the face of racialized pornographic BDSM violence. For Kenny, the first action that signifies 
her erotic mastery is taking out her own cellphone to record the policing encounter and 
encouraging other students to do so. Without this courageous action, we would not have any 
videos that, as other students say, captured Fields’ habitual sadistic aggressions (italics recited 
from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021).  
 Moreover, this demonstration of mastery extends to Kenny protesting his excessive force 
and brutal arrest of Shakara. While the majority of students were, as Robinson Jr. says, turning 
away, don’t know what to do, and were just scared for their lives, Kenny was recording the event 
and screaming: “‘…Ain’t nobody gonna put this shit on Snapchat?’” (italics recited from 
Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). Despite the fact that the administrator was trying to quiet her 
down, saying her name over and over... she would not be silenced. Kenny continued to cry, pray 
out loud, and scream: “‘…What the f, what the f is this really happening?’” Fed up with the 
outrageous nature of the events and certain that Shakara was not a Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl in need of policing and punishment, Kenny immediately uploaded the video on 
Snapchat for the world to see this debaucherous crime. And her mother, Doris Ballard-Kenny 
was proud of her for doing all that she did: “‘I’m not mad at her, she was brave enough to speak 
out against what was going on and didn’t back down and it resulted in her being arrested... 
Looking at the video, who was really disturbing schools? Was it my daughter [Kenny] or the 
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officer who came in to the classroom and did that to the young girl [Shakara]?’” (italics recited 
from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021).   
 Kenny’s erotic mastery does not end in that classroom filled with pornographic antiblack 
genocidal violence. After the event, she continued to master her life force energy via getting 
involved in organized political activism. Working alongside Crenshaw in the nonprofit 
organization, AAPF, Kenny has been raising awareness about the gendered aspects of school to 
prison pathway systems and the criminalization of black gxrls in school settings. To reiterate, 
Kenny shared: “‘I feel like people are more aware of the issues that young black females face 
now, because its actually caught on camera this time. It wasn’t just a he-said, she-said, 
situation’” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). As Crenshaw remarks about her 
actions that day, Kenny “is simply a powerful example about how leadership skills and courage 
and the ability to reason right from wrong... get turned into a justification for bringing them into 
the juvenile justice system” (Klein, 2017). Kenny’s leadership skills, courage and ability to 
reason right from wrong signify her mastery of the self. This mastery of the erotic functions as 
racial-sexual revenge on the symbolic plane.  
 Even further, by flipping-the-script within this domain, Kenny informs us that she exerts 
high levels of bravery because she “doesn’t want anyone to forget [the] lesson” of her and 
Shakara’s incident (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). She notes that it is not 
she, Shakara, or other black gxrl students who need to be taught a lesson. Instead, Kenny insists 
that the jarring lesson to be learned is by lawmakers, law enforcement, and school districts. 
These state forces, Kenny argues, must learn that they need to change policies that, advertently 
or inadvertently, target black students and remove police officers from campus all together and 
replace them with counselors. Instead of the policing and punishment embedded in school 
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culture, Kenny hopes for black students, particularly black gxrls, to receive helpful hands, not 
hurtful ones. 
 Kenny’s bravery extended to becoming the lead plaintiff on ACLU’s lawsuit against the 
state of South Carolina and its disturbing-school and disorderly conduct charges (italics recited 
from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). Despite the potential of retaliation by state forces like 
Fields, she continued to, as her mother states, speak up for other students who she didn’t feel was 
treated right (Klein, 2017). Along with ACLU lawyers, they eventually won the case. Ballard-
Kenny tells us that Kenny “...has always been taught to speak up for people. If you see an 
injustice being done, help the person...” (ACLU, 2016). It is clear that Kenny-Ballard raised her 
child to embody, as Crenshaw terms it, leadership skills, courage and the ability to reason right 
from wrong.  
 Inspired by Kenny’s day-to-day and organized activism and continuing what she teaches 
her daughter, Ballard-Kenny got involved in organized political activism geared towards 
spreading awareness of and ending school policing violence against black girl students. Ballard 
has taken action with the community-based organization, Every Black Girl, which was also 
launched directly in response to the arrests of Kenny and Shakara. This campaign and program 
aims to “bring awareness and solutions to issues impacting black girls and to create a world 
where #EveryBlackGirl can thrive” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). 
Together, both Kenny and her mother’s political activism signify mastering of the self. Instead of 
submitting to disciplinary forces like the school staff, police, and courts, they continue to subvert 
these figures and their institutions. This mastery of the erotic functions as symbolic racial-sexual 
revenge. Both Kenny and her mother employ erotic mastery to transmute their “trauma into 
activism” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). 
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 For Blake and other students, their erotic mastery that emerges as bravery lies in the fact 
that they shared online stories about fellow peers and their personal violent encounters with 
Fields. To remind, for example, Blake detailed how Fields threw her “off a bus” because she and 
her sister got into a “shouting match” with other gxrls (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El 
Henson, 2021). Blake reasoned that his physical aggression against black students is because 
“‘He has to prove how big and bad he is.’” Another student shared how he slammed a young 
black pregnant womxn: “‘Deputy Fields has done this numerous times. But [Shakara’s incident] 
is the first time I’ve seen it captured on video and shared like this... [In 2012,] I was coming 
from lunch and saw Deputy Fields slam that pregnant woman. I was frozen in shock at how he 
was man handling her’” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El Henson, 2021). Furthermore, black 
femme-presenting high school graduate, Ricks, shared online: “‘it’s sad [the brutal arrest of 
Shakara] wasn’t a big surprise to me [because] Deputy Fields BEEN slamming kids since I 
graduated [three years ago,] just was never captured’” (italics recited from Chapter 1 in El 
Henson, 2021).    
 It takes high amounts of courage to speak up and share their stories and trauma in the 
public domain. Because these students shared personal moments of racialized pornographic 
BDSM violence, we can interpret this as taking ownership of these encounters as well as the self, 
and more precisely, the erotic self. These black gxrls and others who shared their stories 
employed erotic mastery, however subtle, to expose Fields’ violent history of sadistic aggression 
against black feminine students. With this type of symbolic racial-sexual revenge, they denuded 
how his projections confused them with his fantasies of Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirls who 
break school rules. By deflecting this projection and being adamant in their moral soundness, 
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their stories offered a community to those who may have experienced similar encounters as well 
as those who may be too afraid to speak up.  
 Ultimately, Shakara, Kenny, Blake and other black feminine students simultaneously 
reify, disembody, and transform The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl trope. As Hartman 
(1997) reminds, these spaces of freedom and, simultaneous spaces of captivity that are evident in 
narratives like Jacobs’—and, I add here, the narratives of these black gxrls—demonstrate the 
role of the free, self-possessed individual, and the critique of emancipation. In this precarious 
position, there is, in fact, a potential loophole of retreat as Hartman informs. Written in this 
paradox, Fields’ vicious arrest and previous violent encounters are sites that demonstrate how 
black gxrls are not mere victims or porn objects of adultification and punishment. They are not 
solely fodder for torture, captivity, and annihilation.  
Instead, Shakara’s case and others alike simultaneously illuminate how black gxrls assert 
their subjectivity and subversion in these spaces. These children bravely stand by their moral 
commitments through the power of erotic mastery. They use this type of erotic resistance that, at 
times, emerges as sonic and physical action to challenge school, police and state forces’ 
insatiable lust for racialized pornographic violent encounters with black children. In this way, 
they protest being submissive participants in Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl fantasies, and 
thus, disrupt state forces’ attempts at orchestrating antiblack genocide porn and its symbolic 
money shots. As Sexton (2011) has it, this pushing back is really a pushing forward and 








 This chapter turned to another complicated facet of the racialized pornographic economy 
of antiblack genocide. I analyzed how black femmes’ erotic performances in interracial 
pornography may, unconsciously or otherwise, expose porn and quotidian sites as spaces of 
political talk back. In other words, we come to see how these femmes employ erotic activist 
modes of fucking or fighting back in figurative or literal ways across these settings. This is 
where black womxn and gxrls use racial-sexual revenge to challenge their positionality on the 
pornographic screen and in the public school site, respectively. Applying racialized BDSM 
pornographics and taking thematic camera angle three (erotic masters doing erotic mastery), I 
returned to scenes of Skin and Shakara as sites of remedy to read some of the beauty that lies in 
their symbolic revenge in these spaces. As done in the previous analytical chapters, I utilized 
italics to mark the recitation of scenes as presented in chapter 1. To reiterate, my goal was to 
display the same scenes and remind readers of its banality, while at the same time, providing 
another set of analytics or vantage point that centered the beautiful moments amidst the terror. 
More particularly, I examined some of the ways that Skin and Shakara use erotic mastery to 
destabilize racialized porntrope formation (see chapter 2). Here, they draw on virtuosic modes of 
erotic power and discipline to encapsulate, displace, and fundamentally alter The Naughty Black 
Femme Schoolgirl trope. In this way, they disrupt antiblack genocide porn and its symbolic 
money shots (see chapter 3), thus, also rattling the larger structural antagonism of antiblack 
genocide. 
 My conceptualization of erotic mastery merged both Lorde (2007 [1984]) and L.H. 
Stallings’ (2015) understandings of the erotic to read it in its creative life force, sexual and 
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pornographic capacities. I placed this in relation to Hartman’s (1997) conversation on displays of 
mastery by slave owners and the possibility of the usurpation of power by the enslaved. Finally, I 
also drew on Cruz (2016) for her theorization of black womxn’s sexuality, particularly race-play 
BDSM performances, as sites of pain, pleasure and power. Largely, these scholars enabled us to 
argue that black womxn and gxrls tap into their deep erotic root to resist and, at times, make a 
parody of, The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl trope and the broader libidinal economy of 
antiblack policing, captivity, and ultimate genocide. In doing so, they employ erotic activisms 
that involve adroit performances of subjectivity and subversion to flip-the-script of being fucked 
and mastered by another disciplinary force on the literal, symbolic, or gestural plane. At times, 
they toy with elements of racialized BDSM, reject it, or transform it, in order to execute this 
script inversion. This is like when Skin also teaches TJ a lesson by returning a hardcore fuck in 
detention or Shakara refusing school staff’s reprimands and fighting back during the police 
officer’s arrest. Ultimately, we see black femmes mastering and being erotic masters of their own 
life force energy. Therefore, we bare witness to their process of enhancing and perfecting their 
sensual, pornographic, and/or inner selves. 
 Though it is beautiful to see how black femmes come to represent erotic masters doing 
erotic mastery, it is not the end-all-be-all to the circumstance of antiblack genocide and its 
racialized pornographic economy in the U.S. Over the course of this dissertation, I hope it has 
become crystal clear that to participate or integrate in this western civil society, black people 
must, at some level, submit to nonconsensual pornographic BDSM and genocidal antiblackness 
because it offers white and nonblack ontological coherence. As a result, these politics are 
ubiquitous, and thus, unavoidably structured into interracial encounters across porn, schools, and 
everyday spaces. Thus, in the conclusion chapter, I emphasize that resistance is not enough and, 
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in fact, these conditions signify the need to remove ourselves from antiblack integrationist U.S. 
civil society. Black communities must preserve and redirect their energy from resisting or 
reforming an essentially slave and genocidal state territory. I argue out of the settler-colonial 
State’s paradigm because black resistance, albeit commendable, cannot be a substitute for black 
life, liberation, and autonomy.  
 More specifically, in the conclusion chapter, “A Climax: Dark Matter ‘Space Is the 
Place’: Erotic Mastery, Teleportation, and Black Autonomy” I shift my narrative voice to speak 
as an insider to make a direct call to black communities to see this urgent necessity. It opens and 
closes with Skin’s Space Age (2015) photoshoot where she performs as, what I call, The Sexy 
Extraterrestrial Dark Matter Femme. Her performance serves as a provocative entry and link to 
key ideas from Assata Shakur, Sheree R. Thomas, and Sun Ra. Largely, Skin, Shakur, Thomas, 
and Ra enable this chapter to creatively bridge the analogy of what I term, dark matter space to 
black autonomous space, its urgent necessity, and its sexy capacities. More specifically, 
threading the conversation of Skin’s sultry, intergalactic blackness inspires us to think of her as 
some sort of personification of this; she is The Sexy Extraterrestrial Dark Matter Femme whose 
erotic mastery and autonomy keeps us gravitating towards her delightful black holes. If not 
already so, we become enticed to (re)calibrate our political libido to one that sees black 
autonomy as a sexy and sacred dark matter space. It is a delightful space that awaits our cum.  
Ultimately, this dark matter space analogy is my imaginative way to insist that we must 
redirect and employ our erotic mastery as a tool to teleport there. However, this is for those who 
seek to live, and not simply survive while forcibly—symbolic or otherwise—getting fucked and 
ejaculated on by antiblack state forces in the process of doing so. As I briefly stressed at the 
closing of the previous chapter, I do not seek to end my dissertation on what may fuel the State 
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and its forces’ antiblack genocide porn and their symbolic money shots. Thus, I hope that ending 
on a note of black life, liberation and autonomy brings ecstasy to those black communities 




CONCLUSION: A Climax: Dark Matter ‘Space Is the Place’: Erotic Mastery, 
Teleportation, and Black Autonomy 
 
 
...We must defend ourselves and let no one disrespect us. We must gain our liberation by 
any means necessary... 
—Assata Shakur (1973) in Joy James’ Imprisoned Intellectuals (2003), p. 119  
... [M]ost astronomers believe that as much as ninety percent of the material in the 
universe may be objects or particles that cannot be seen. This means, in other words, that 
most of the universe’s matter does not radiate—it provides no glow or light that we can 
detect. Research suggests that dark matter may be Jupiter-sized objects, [primordial] 
black holes, and/or unimagined ‘exotic’ forms of matter.  
—Sheree R. Thomas in Dark Matter (2000), p. x 
The music is different here. The vibrations are different... We could set up a colony of 
black people here. See what they can do on a planet all on their own without white people 
there. They could drink in the beauty of this planet. It would affect their vibrations, for 
the better, of course. Another place in the universe, up under different stars... We’ll bring 
them here through isotopic teleportation, transmolecularization, or better still, teleport the 
whole planet here through music. 
—Sun Ra in Space Is the Place (1974)  
 
I. The Final Scene: Skin Diamond As The Sexy Extraterrestrial Dark Matter Femme in 
Penthouse’s ‘Space Age’ Photoshoot  
 
 A liquid, metallic silver bodysuit. It is a long-sleeved one-piece that shows off her toned 
legs. There’s a silver-strap with a black buckle that closes around the midriff. Early on, it is 
zipped down to reveal her silver coned bra with a zebra-patterned band. She is adorned in a 
glossy silver, thick choker necklace. Two large frosted-silver angel wing earrings cover most of 
her ears and flare out. Aiding in her sexy femme stances are glittery silver strapped platforms. 
They are open-toe with a stiletto heel. With a matching manicure, her freshly pedicured toenails 
are a shiny burgundy lacquer.  
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 Her makeup compliments this grand intergalactic theme. She has heavy black eyeliner 
and extended lashes. It is emphasized by smoky black eyeshadow with white, burgundy, copper, 
and silver highlights. A soft burgundy blush traces her cheekbones and a shiny peach lipgloss 
adds for delicacy. Her flat-ironed hair is sleeked down and cut into a bob. The top is styled into a 
bump for volume, while one side is slicked to the back and the other is shaved. It’s her famous 
one-side buzz cut that reminds us she is a queer rebel. But this time, she’s a queer rebel... in outer 
space. Her overall glamour is accented by the white-silver shimmer glistening from her nose ring 
and naval piercings. Against all the metallic silver regalia, her well-moisturized cinnamon 
complexion gives off a copper tone and is complimented by body art. Her skin, in and of itself, is 
that of intergalactic blackness, or dark matter. Meanwhile, her invocation of powerful metals 
along with her piercings and tattoos are the electrifying cherries on top. 
 This is Skin Diamond in Penthouse’s Space Age (En Sabah Nur The Konqueror, 2015) 
photoshoot. She performs as, what I like to call, The Sexy Extraterrestrial Dark Matter Femme. 
Here, Skin offers numerous poses in front of a glossy white wall. It is hammered mosaic tiles. 
The flooring is gray cement. A silver-brushed stool sometimes accompanies her. In this 12-shot 
series, Skin both inspires us, and prepares us to teleport to (her) dark matter space. Commanding 
this domain all by herself—via erotic mastery, of course—these single-person shots capture her 
alluring, intergalactic blackness and remind us of autonomy. But, not just any ole autonomy. 
Black autonomy. And, we are incited to long for it, to desire it, because just as Skin’s sexiness is 
of necessity, (her) dark matter space is of necessity. But, however do we get to this space of 
necessity, this/Skin’s black autonomous space? Perhaps, early on in our voyage, we may find out 
that becoming erotic masters and doing erotic mastery just might be the tool to teleport there. 
Judging by the conditions of black people on planet Earth, it might be wise to expedite cumming 
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to this realization, and, subsequently, our space-time travel sooner rather than later. Before we 
can get to all of this, let us simply visit this epic 12-shot series of sexy dark matter femme 
goodness.  
 
The photoshoot begins. 
       
 The first few poses. A full-length shot, Skin is standing with one hand on her hip, the 
other elegantly resting on her nude thigh. She stares directly into the camera telling us she is sexy 
and assertive. Next, with her left arm still on her hip, she is at a slight bend, thighs pressed 
together and legs separating below the knees. Sophisticated, yes. Her right arm is out in front of 
her positioned as if to be stopped by time, or stopping time, with her sexiness. She stares off into 
space. Third pose, we have a medium-long shot of Skin with her hands resting on her hips. 
Gazing directly into the camera, she is shifting her weight to her right hip and showing off her 
scrumptious curves. Ooh la la. 
 Next shot, a full-length one. Her metallic silver bodysuit is zipped down to her naval and 
she is holding each flap apart to flaunt her coned bra and its zebra-patterned band. She looks off 
to her left as she pokes out her breasts and bum with a semi-wide stance. Another medium-long 
shot, Skin is posing with her legs slightly separated as she holds the flaps of her bodysuit. 
Already zipped down, it is now hanging slightly off of her shoulders, as her breasts lay bare. She 
looks into the camera with a seductive sneer, indicating that it only gets sexier. Full-length shot, 
she poses in a slant to the back, with her left leg leading in front and her right leg keeping base. 
She is holding the top half of her bodysuit that is rolled down to her midriff, fully exposing her 
copper breasts. Skin offers us a soft, sophisticated, and innocent look. It’s adoring.  
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 Another full-length shot, she is posing in the corner. Her legs are positioned in the shape 
of a four and her arms are spread on the wall. She is now only wearing a silver G-string and 
platform stilettos. She glares off into space in an alluring mischievous manner. Things are getting 
intense in this next shot. Her bum is positioned towards the camera, as she is slightly bent over 
and turning back to look at us. With her right hand raised to her mouth, she is biting her fingers, 
naughtily. With her left, she is holding one dark matter butt cheek apart as her G-string is pushed 
over to offer us a peekaboo shot of her derriere’s black hole. A mouthwatering money shot of 
sexy dark matter femme ass. And she knows it; it’s why she has a sly, lustful look in her eyes. 
Next pose, Skin is crouching down with her back at a three-fourths tilt towards the camera. She 
is fully nude and her copper skin is glistening. However, her position only reveals the contour of 
her bum and one nipple. A yummy tease. Her left arm bends at the elbow as her hand rests on her 
left leg. Her right arm is extended up as her hand lays flat on the wall to balance her in this 
intricate pose. Her head is slightly titled back as she offers smoldering bedroom eyes, telling us 
what comes next is something much hotter. 
 And, of course, it is much, much hotter. She is now positioned on the silver-finished 
stool. With her arms holding her up as she slightly tilts back, her left leg hangs down and rests on 
part of the stool’s legs. Her right leg is bended at the knee and raised closer to her chest as part of 
her heel rests on the stool’s seat. With her legs apart, we get a straightforward shot of her 
delicious dark matter pussy and its black hole. Bon appétit. While she is offering us this 
additional money shot, Skin gives a soft look and perky lips, nothing too dramatic as her 
gentles49 are more than enough to sate our appetite. Nonetheless, we are still prepared to feast on 
yet another full-course meal in this next money shot: Skin is in a similar position. She is still 
                                                
49 I use the term gentles as a sexy alternative to the term genitals. This is because I feel that the latter lacks an 
alluring connotation and reference to private areas on sultry dark matter/black femmes like Skin.  
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sitting on the stool, but now fully upright with one folded arm raised upwards and resting on the 
back of her head. The other hand is resting on her thigh. As she stares into the camera with her 
dark matter breasts and yoni being kissed by the air, she gazes directly at us with the utmost 
confidence. It is the confidence of a master, but not just any master. It’s an erotic master who 
simply enjoys doing erotic mastery. What an inspiration.  
 The last pose, a full-length shot. She is turned at a three-fourths tilt with her back towards 
the camera. Skin uses her hands as support on the stool as she bends over. Her knees are titled 
inwards as her legs are spread apart. Her sexxxy dark matter ass, a peekaboo shot of her sexxxy 
dark matter pussy and one sexxxy dark matter nipple sends us off into sexxxy intergalactic dark 
matter space. We are hoping to encounter, or perhaps be swallowed by, her black holes at some 
point of our voyage. With a sultry and fierce look in her eyes, Skin looks back into the camera to 
tell us that she knows her dark matter has the strongest gravitational pull. This is the grand and 
final money shot.  
 For those who live and breath for all that is Skin and her steamy sexiness, at this point, 
we just want to express our gratitude for the existence of such a photoshoot and honor her dark 
matter skin, and her dark matter space. Thus, we vividly imagine an extended ending here: After 
a few more moments of heavy breathing and lying in sexual stupor from Skin’s sultry, 
intergalactic performance, we bask in our own lubrication for another few. It’s a combination of 
drool, sweat, and cum. This is all due to Skin’s, not one or two, but a series of femme money 
shots that allowed us to engage in a series of climaxes. Every one was stronger than the last. 
Lying in stillness in order to absorb all the benefits of our consecutive orgasms, we direct this 
blissful energy to build in our deep erotic root and stimulate a blast off, if ever necessary. And, 
what moment if not now; Skin awaits us. Thus, as another tour de force of our erotic mastery, we 
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tap into this reservoir and activate this base energy center to raise the orgastic fuel to the top of 
our heads. Traveling through our bodies’ core, the erotic energy and its electrical pulses are 
spiraling upwards at the speed of light. Our electromagnetic vibration is through the roof. 
Generating such powerful neurotransmissions, our atoms begin to transmolecularize. We are 
now teleporting to Skin’s dark matter space. And voila, we’re here instantaneously, with the 
simple mastering of our erotic as an internal teleportation device!  
 Upon arrival, we first pat dry ourselves from smutty moisture because we are careful so 
as not to offend her autonomous space. A dark matter space that is both sexy and sacred, sacred 
and sexy. Then, we bow on our knees before Skin. She is resumed back to sitting upright on the 
silver-finished stool. Both feet are planted firmly as she strikes this yet another confident, erotic 
master position. With her granted permission, of course, we begin kissing her freshly pedicured 
toes as they so effortlessly maintain that sexy arch in those intergalactic silver platform stilettos. 
This is all the while we chant, “Thank you, Skin Diamond, Thee Sexy Extraterrestrial Dark 
Matter Femme!” And we repeat this (dark matter) Skin worship as the scene fades out to a black 
screen (read symbolic of dark matter). We live happily ever after in (her) dark matter space. The 







 “A Climax: Dark Matter ‘Space Is the Place’: Erotic Mastery, Teleportation, and Black 
Autonomy” is a closing meditation—and I hope, a mouthwatering one—on the urgent necessity 
for black life, liberation, and autonomy. It opens and concludes with Skin’s Space Age (2015) 
photoshoot that incites a few themes that range from blackness, femmeness, queerness, erotic 
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mastery, autonomy, dark matter, extraterrestrialism, to the intergalactic. This serves as a 
provocative entry and link to key ideas in this conclusion chapter and three interlocutors who 
support its theoretical premise. The first thinker is the Black Feminist revolutionary, Assata 
Shakur who emphasizes the necessity to gain our liberation by any means necessary (Shakur, 
1973 in James, 2003, p. 119). This is inclusive of self-determination, self-defense, and/or a 
people’s war (armed struggle) geared towards freeing black people. Second is Sheree R. Thomas 
(2000), whose conversation on the figurative nature of blackness to dark matter enables us to 
extend the analogy to see, what I call, dark matter space as synonymous to black autonomous 
space. These are held in tandem with Sun Ra (1974), who theorizes extraterrestrialism, space 
[a]s the place to achieve black freedom, and how to teleport, or transport, black communities to 
this liberatory space.    
 Largely, Skin, Shakur, Thomas, and Ra enable this chapter to creatively bridge the 
analogy of dark matter space to black autonomous space, its urgent necessity, and its sexy 
capacities. More specifically, threading the conversation of Skin’s sultry, intergalactic blackness 
inspires us to think of her as some sort of personification of this; she is The Sexy Extraterrestrial 
Dark Matter Femme whose erotic mastery and autonomy keeps us gravitating towards her 
delightful black holes. If not already so, we become lubricated to (re)orient our political libido 
and see black autonomy as a sexy, a desirable, a necessary, dark matter space. A space more than 
worthy of our cum. Thus, I suggest that we must use erotic mastery—in its creative life force, 
sexual, and pornographic capacities—as a tool to teleport there. Teleportation to black 
autonomous spaces is a method that indicates an instantaneous shift in space-time dimension, 
and thus a transformation of political, social, erotic, and spatial values. Transforming our 
paradigm must take this expeditious route in problem-solving out of antiblack integrationist 
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politics and spaces because, as we’ve learned, they coercively salivate and orgasm to black 
captivity, suffering and death, both figuratively and literally. Perhaps a promising route to black 
livelihood and liberation is a move towards a dark matter consciousness, if you will, where the 
‘impossible’ maxim becomes realizable: dark matter space is the place.  
 For those readers who are anxious about hearing more on how Skin’s sexy Space Age 
performance enables us to speak about the sexiness of this maxim, I graciously request that you 
hold all her sultry imagery in your subconscious and allow it to simmer for a bit longer. Let us 
first review a recapitulation of this dissertation’s chapters. This will remind us of the urgency 
from which I write. And, the urgency from which we must teleport to dark matter space. After 
this revisitation, we will continue to think through this im/possibility. I’ll then turn to Shakur, 
Thomas, and Ra to build a theoretical foundation in which to think about transporting ourselves 
to dark matter space as a means of black life, liberation, and autonomy. Finally, after acquiring 
these necessary theoretical blocks, I’ll close with a return to Skin’s opening scene to creatively 
reaffirm how we can use erotic mastery as a teleportation device to get to this intergalactic space 
realm. Taken together, we may realize that we already have the fuel to support our space-time 
travel; it simply requires a redirection of our erotic energy. It is with hopes that the very 
conception of black autonomous space becomes more expansively understood as both desirable 
and imperative. Recalibrating or reaffirming ourselves to this notion is an early step in creating 
more of these tangible spaces. That it appears to be the only, or at least one of the few, effective 
means in which to promise our longevity as a community, is, indeed, reason enough to work 





II. Dissertation Recap  
  
Chapter 1 offered a visual index in which to better imagine the continuities and 
discontinuities in per/forming the racialized pornographic trope, The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl. I turned to Moten (2003), Hartman (1997; 2008), and Scott (2010) to think about the 
possibilities and impossibilities of reproducing scenes of racial-sexual violence and pleasure. I 
also examined how key it is to reconstruct accounts of black femme subjects from the standpoint 
of the affirmation of blackness and offer counter-narratives to enter the Archive. I aimed to 
situate the significance of (re)narrativizing and (re)presenting Skin’s schoolgirl porn scene and 
Shakara’s school policing encounter in the main body text of chapter 1. Exploring Moten, 
Hartman, and Scott’s conversations also served as an informative way to frame my interest in 
revisiting and (re)reading Skin and Shakara’s texts in the remaining body chapters.  
 This is where chapters 2 through 4 carefully excavated the unavoidable triptych that 
produces and is produced by the racialized pornographic economy of antiblack genocide. 
Specifically, chapter 2 (thematic camera angle one) close read Skin and Shakara’s vignettes to 
explore the formation of racialized porntropes. I discussed how The Naughty Black Femme 
Schoolgirl who breaks school rules serves as a sexually energizing, electrifying, and entertaining 
projection for the antiblack State and its forces. The material consequences look like sexy or 
deadly punishment of black femmes in porn and school settings, respectively. I drew on 
Weheliye (2008; 2014), Spillers (1987), Nash (2014a), and Collins (1990) to think about how the 
formation of racialized porntropes depends on the coterminous features of gendering, racializing, 
and sexualizing violence. This process is also a pornographic one that relies on elements of 
racialized BDSM to animate itself.  
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 Chapter 3 (thematic camera angle two) turned to another feature of this economy’s 
unavoidable triptych. Here, the professional racialized pornographic screen and its jargon were 
used to explicitly detail and analyze Shakara’s state encounter as a violent racialized 
pornographic scene. This was to lay bare how state policing violence against black femmes 
function as everyday forms of antiblack genocide porn. Furthermore, following the traditional 
schema of U.S. hardcore pornography, there is of course the money shot or the cum shot. 
However, in this coercive and real-life pornographic event, it becomes a peculiarly violent 
money shot. Thus, I regard this symbolic money shot as the moment in which the height of black 
pain, suffering, and humiliation parallel the height of white sadistic pleasure, aggression, and 
domination. This chapter revisited the money shot scenes in Skin’s schoolgirl performance and 
ideas from Vargas (2005; 2010), Cruz (2016), and Williams (1999) to read for this theme in 
Shakara’s case. Ultimately, by reading into the representational and figurative modes of 
violence, antiblackness, BDSM, sex, and orgasms, we learned that social interaction in everyday 
spaces signify to and has sexual meanings, and vice versa.   
 Chapter 4 (thematic camera angle three) addressed a different component of the 
unavoidable triptych fundamental to genocidal antiblack policing and its libidinal economy. Like 
the previous ones, this chapter applied racialized BDSM pornographics, but it examined Skin 
and Shakara’s texts from an angle that reads for the beauty and erotic mastery of the black 
femme subject. From this lens and vantage point, I read some of the pleasures and possibilities 
that lie in their employment of virtuosic modes of erotic power and discipline that animate, 
disembody, and transform The Naughty Black Femme Schoolgirl trope. I turned to Lorde (2007 
[1984]), L.H. Stallings (2015), Hartman (1997), and Cruz (2016) to argue that Skin, Shakara, and 
others alike tap into their deep erotic root to grapple with this trope and the broader libidinal 
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economy of antiblack policing. In doing so, some black femmes toy with, reject, or transform 
elements of racialized BDSM in order to flip-the-script of being literally or figuratively fucked 
and mastered by another disciplinary force. In the process, they become erotic masters of their 
own life force energy as well as sensual, pornographic, and/or inner selves. Broadly, erotic 
mastery allows black femmes to rattle racialized porntrope formation, antiblack genocide porn 
and its symbolic money shot, and thus, the larger structural antagonism of antiblack genocide.   
 What does all of this mean? As this conclusion chapter suggests, it means that first and 
foremost, black communities must reconsider the ramifications of U.S. antiblack genocide and 
its racialized pornographic economy. Cumulatively, we learned from body chapters how black 
femmes are continuously positioned as the culpable, transgressive, and porn objects of captivity 
during slavery and its afterlife. The State and its forces aim to remind the general public that 
white/black positionality cannot transcend the master/slave ontological relation in U.S. white 
western civil society. This ideological, structural and interpersonal antagonism against black 
femmes—as well as black communities more broadly—feeds the U.S. libidinal economy’s 
insatiable appetite for antiblack violence, punishment and power. It becomes crystal clear that to 
participate or integrate in civil society, black people must, at some level, submit to 
nonconsensual pornographic BDSM and genocidal antiblackness because it offers white and 
nonblack ontological coherence. As a result, these politics are ubiquitous, and thus, unavoidably 
structured into interracial encounters across porn and everyday spaces. For me, this signifies the 
need for autonomy from this settler-colony.  
 More precisely, seeing as that the U.S. cannot help but function on these aforementioned 
principles since and for its inception, organizing for black autonomy is key. Operating outside of 
this state’s territory is vital to resolving our dilemma. I aim for us to see the urgent necessity to 
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retreat from their time warp where, for the most part, meanings of blackness is rendered to live in 
relativity to that of whiteness; this state of black non/being means constantly resisting eroticized 
state violence or death. Black communities must preserve and redirect their energy from resisting 
or reforming an essentially slave and genocidal state territory. I argue out of the settler-colonial 
State’s paradigm because black resistance, albeit commendable, cannot be a substitute for black 
life, liberation, and autonomy. 
 
III. Building Our Theory for Teleportation to Dark Matter Space  
 
 Therefore, “A Climax” is a concluding meditation that opens and closes with Skin’s 
Space Age (2015) photoshoot to creatively bridge the analogy of dark matter space to black 
autonomous space. We also gain the opportunity to think about why this community formation is 
very much so needed and very much so sexy. Skin’s images that incite a few themes like 
blackness, femmeness, queerness, erotic mastery, autonomy, dark matter, extraterrestrialism, to 
the intergalactic provocatively links these key ideas and the three interlocutors who support its 
theoretical premise. In this section, let us explore these pivotal thinkers. The first is the Black 
Feminist revolutionary, Shakur who emphasizes the necessity to gain our liberation by any 
means necessary (Shakur, 1973 in James, 2003, p. 119). This is inclusive of self-determination, 
self-defense, and/or a people’s war (armed struggle) geared towards freeing black people. The 
second is Thomas (2000), whose conversation on the figurative nature of blackness to dark 
matter enables us to extend the analogy to see dark matter space as synonymous to black 
autonomous space. These are held in tandem with Ra (1974), who theorizes extraterrestrialism, 
space [a]s the place to achieve black freedom, and how to teleport black communities to this 
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liberatory space. Taken together, they enable us to build a theoretical foundation in which to 
think about transporting ourselves to dark matter space as a means of black life, liberation, and 
autonomy.     
 Firstly, let us turn to Assata Shakur who emphasizes the necessity to gain our liberation 
by any means necessary (Shakur, 1973 in James, 2003, p. 119). In her “Open Letter from Assata 
Shakur” (2000 [1998]), she writes:  
 
In the establishment media, the bombing and murder of thousands of innocent 
women and children in Libya or Iraq or Panama is seen as ‘patriotic,’ while those 
who fight for freedom, no matter where they are, are seen as ‘radicals,’ 
‘extremists,’ or ‘terrorists’...But I feel that people need to be educated as to what 
is going on, and to understand the connection between the news media and the 
instruments of repression in Amerika. All I have is my voice, my spirit and the 
will to tell the truth...  
 
—Shakur (1998) in James & Sharpley-Whiting, 2000, p. 283   
 
Here, Shakur (1998) writes to the public as “a twentieth century escaped slave” who fled to Cuba 
as an “ex-political prisoner” and lived there since 1984 (James & Sharpley-Whiting, 2000, p. 
273). In addition to previous false charges of criminal activity that were eventually dropped, she 
went into exile because of U.S. government persecution and false accusations of offenses against 
New Jersey police officers. This state-sanctioned harassment and violence was actually part and 
parcel of the U.S.’s systematic attacks against any black community members, and particularly 
those engaged in activism for black liberation. With Shakur’s long track record of activism in 
various struggles such as the black liberation, student rights, and anti-Vietnam War movements 
as well as her (former) political affiliations with the Black Panther Party and Black Liberation 
Army, she was considered a criminal and terrorist50 in the eyes of the State.  
                                                
50 Evidently, Shakur is still considered a criminal and terrorist in the eyes of the State, see also Answer Coalition’s 
“Assata Shakur: Understanding the politics behind the FBI’s new attack” (2013, May 03).  
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 In fact, because she was already under surveillance for her continued fight for freedom, 
liberation and truth-telling about the racism, violence, and political repression that continues to 
conceal relentless genocide against black communities by U.S. police and state forces, Shakur 
was rendered even more of a state’s target, specifically a shoot-to-kill target, for allegedly aiding 
in the killing of a police officer and wounding another during a traffic stop (Shakur, 1998 in 
James & Sharpley-Whiting, 2000).51 Contrary to the State’s fabricated narrative, Shakur, along 
with some of her additional comrades, was actually shot and assaulted by police forces during 
the incident and faced violence and abuse while in state hospital and police custody (Shakur, 
1987). Unjustly sentenced to life plus thirty-three years in prison as well as in fear that she would 
be murdered while serving time, Shakur escaped to a maroon community in Cuba. Because of 
this, New Jersey state officials sanctioned Shakur as the “‘most wanted woman’” in “Amerika,” 
with a “$50,000 reward for [her] capture” (Shakur, 1998 in James & Sharpley-Whiting, 2000, p. 
281).52  
                                                
51 In Shakur’s “An Open Letter From Assata Shakur” (2000 [1998]) she writes of the traffic stop and the subsequent 
unfair trial: “On May 2, 1973 I, along with Zayd Malik Shakur and Sundiata Acoli were stopped on the New Jersey 
Turnpike, supposedly for a ‘faulty tail light.’ Sundiata Acoli got out of the car to determine why we were stopped. 
Zayd and I remained in the car. State trooper Harper then came to the car, opened the door and began to question us. 
Because we were black, and riding in a car with Vermont license plates, he claimed he became ‘suspicious.’ He then 
drew his gun, pointed it at us, and told us to put our hands up in the air, in front of us, where he could see them. I 
complied and in a split second, there was a sound that came from outside the car, there was a sudden movement, and 
I was shot once with my arms held up in the air, and then once again from the back. Zayd Malik Shakur was later 
killed, trooper Werner Foerster was killed, and even though trooper Harper admitted that he shot and killed Zayd 
Malik Shakur, under the New Jersey felony murder law, I was charged with killing both Zayd Malik Shakur, who 
was my closest friend and comrade, and charged in the death of trooper Forester. Never in my life have I felt such 
grief. Zayd had vowed to protect me, and to help me to get to a safe place, and it was clear that he had lost his life, 
trying to protect both me and Sundiata. Although he was also unarmed, and the gun that killed trooper Foerster was 
found under Zayd’s leg, Sundiata Acoli, who was captured later, was also charged with both deaths. Neither 
Sundiata Acoli nor I ever received a fair trial. We were both convicted in the news media way before our trials. No 
news media was ever permitted to interview us, although the New Jersey police and the FBI fed stories to the press 
on a daily basis. In 1977, I was convicted by an all-white jury and sentenced to life plus 33 years in prison. In 1979, 
fearing that I would be murdered in prison, and knowing that I would never receive any justice, I was liberated from 
prison, aided by committed comrades who understood the depths of the injustices in my case, and who were also 
extremely fearful for my life” (p. 274-275). 
52 According to the FBI’s most recent announcement in 2013, they have increased the reward for the capture of 
Assata Shakur by the State of New Jersey to $2 million (Lowndes, 2013).  
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 Shakur reminds us that while New Jersey schools are falling down, marginalized spaces 
in Newark are looking like disaster areas as well as the crack epidemic, wide-spread poverty, 
and unemployment across the state, “these depraved, decadent, would-be slavemasters want 
federal funds to help put this ‘nigger wench’ back in her place” (p. 281). The irony, Shakur 
emphasizes, is that when it came to jobs, economic opportunities, decent housing, or the like, she 
“never felt ‘wanted’ before” (p. 281). Shakur stresses, “It seems like the only time Black people 
are on the ‘most wanted’ list is when they want to put us in prison” (p. 281). I quote her at length 
again, as her words are epic to the notion of the afterlife of slavery and what it means to refuse 
the positionality of the (submissive) black slave:  
 
“I guess the theory is that if they could kidnap millions of Africans from Africa 
400 years ago, they should be able to kidnap one African woman today. It is 
nothing but an attempt to bring about the reincarnation of the Fugitive Slave Act. 
All I represent is just another slave, but I will go to my grave a rebellious slave. I 
am and I feel like a maroon woman. I will never voluntarily accept the condition 
of slavery, whether it’s de facto or ipso facto, official or unofficial.”  
 
—Shakur (1998) in James & Sharpley-Whiting, 2000, p. 281 
 
  
 It is no surprise, then, that in Shakur’s Assata: An Autobiography (1987), she emphasized 
the need for a people’s war to ensure the freedom of black communities. Contesting the State’s 
false presumption that she was a violent black female revolutionary (Walsh in James, 2003, p. 
115), Shakur (1987) elaborated that a people’s war is not synonymous with violence. Instead, it 
is a revolutionary war geared towards the liberation and freedom of a historically oppressed 
peoples. This means that “armed struggle, by itself, can never bring about a revolution” (Shakur, 
1987, p. 242). It is the moral impetus of the masses, the goal of the masses to achieve black 
freedom coupled with armed struggle, a winning political, military, and scientific strategy as well 
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as values of self-determination and self-defense that will bring about a revolution (Shakur, 
1987). In Shakur’s (1973) “July 4th Address,” she eloquently closes this point: 
 
There is and always will be, until every black man, woman and child is free, a 
Black Liberation Army. The main function of the Black Liberation Army at this 
time is to create good examples to struggle for black freedom and to prepare for 
the future. We must defend ourselves and let no one disrespect us. We must gain 
our liberation by any means necessary.  
 
It is our duty to fight for our freedom.  
It is our duty to win.  
We must love each other and support each other. We have nothing to lose but our 
chains! [Emphasis in the original] 
 
 —Shakur (1973) in James, 2003, p. 119 
 
 In other words, our life, autonomy, and freedom are non-negotiable. It is not something 
we wait around for, and it is not something given to us. It is our duty to fight for our freedom 
until we win it. Largely, Shakur argues that we must take it upon ourselves to achieve liberation 
and independence from the U.S. After all, it is a government with ulterior motives to continue to 
fundamentally function as a slave state and plantation economy dependent on, and as we’ve 
learned in this dissertation, the pornographic antiblack policing, captivity, and death as well as 
raping and labor of black bodies. Echoing Shakur’s sentiments and some of my dissertation’s 
key points on the unavoidable, libidinal nature of the State itself and its disciplinary structures, 
this ultimate function of the U.S. is the only reason why black people become the most wanted. 
We are on the most wanted list when the antiblack state subject wants to fuck and own us as 
vessels to exorcise their racial-sexual desires and fantasies. We are on the most wanted list when 
the State wants to consume us to feed their insatiable appetite for coercive, racialized 
pornographic BDSM. We are on the most wanted list when the State wants to torture, kill, or 
devour us in order to fuel their necrophilic antiblack orgasms, both figuratively and literally. 
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 Particularly, in Shakur’s case it is both ironic and not so ironic that she was and is still 
marked as the most wanted woman in Amerika by state and police forces. In fact, since 2013, the 
State of New Jersey has increased the bounty for her capture to $2 million (Lowndes, 2013). If 
we still did not yet learn from this dissertation the positionality of black femmes in U.S. settler-
colonial territory, Shakur has brought the point home. Her case alone elucidates how black 
femmes are rendered the culpable, transgressive, and porn objects of captivity. Black femmes are 
the most wanted by the State to be policed, punished and held captive to remind the general 
public that white/black positionality cannot function outside of the master/slave ontological 
relation in U.S. white western civil society. As Afterlife of Slavery scholars remind, this fixation 
continues to animate itself because it provides white (and nonblack) ontological coherence to the 
State and its forces. This collective and individual coherence depends on sadistic aggression and 
necrophilia. These qualities are a necessity to structurally position whites (and nonblacks) as 
whites (and nonblacks). This all adds for the broader maintenance of civil society and enables the 
whitened subject to achieve sexual gratification, literally and symbolically. Largely, then, 
positioning black womxn and gxrls as well as the broader masses of black communities as these 
types of objects of captivity feeds the U.S.’s libidinal economy of antiblack violence, punishment 
and power.  
 And, when they escape this symbolic, and at times literal, fuck—as Shakur has 
accomplished in escaping to maroonage in Cuba—the antiblack state forces become furious. In 
Shakur’s words, the depraved, decadent, would-be slavemasters are willing to pay $2 million in 
federal funds to help put this ‘nigger wench’ back in her place. State forces are furious that they 
did not successfully fuck her. They did not successfully capture her to exorcise their coercive, 
racialized pornographic BDSM fantasies. They demonstrate a desperate craving, a dependency to 
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fuck Assata Shakur, so much so that they have invested millions of dollars just to fund this fuck. 
They have invested millions of dollars just to get the chance to feed their insatiable appetite of 
punishing the captured and bound naughty black femme. They want to make her suffer. They 
want to humiliate her. And, they want to masterbate and orgasm to her suffering and humiliation.  
 However, it is not just Shakur’s humiliation that they are craving, as she acknowledges, 
she represents just another slave or black person in the U.S. Therefore, when Shakur shares that 
she will go to her grave a rebellious slave, or, better yet embrace herself as a maroon woman 
who will never voluntarily accept the condition of slavery, whether it’s de facto or ipso facto, 
official or unofficial, then we should take it as serious instruction for the masses of black 
communities. The lesson we learn from Shakur is that we should refuse to be fucked by the 
antiblack State and its agents. The aforementioned circumstances are alarming. The lived, the felt 
experience of such monstrosity is even more disturbing. In the spirit of Shakur, we must defend 
ourselves and let no one disrespect us. We must gain our liberation by any means necessary. We 
must fight for our sovereignty. Self-defense and self-determination in our journey of doing so is 
a given under these dire circumstances. We have nothing to lose but our chains. 
 As Shakur suggests, black autonomy, then, is imperative to our livelihood. Let us turn to 
Sheree R. Thomas’ (2000) conversations on the figurative nature of blackness to dark matter to 
expound on the analogy of black autonomous space to dark matter space and its urgent necessity. 
In Thomas’s “Introduction: Looking for the Invisible” in her edited volume Dark Matter: A 
Century of Speculative Fiction From the African Diaspora (2000), she explains why she uses 
dark matter as a metaphor to talk about blackness as well as speculative fiction of black writers 
and their contributions to the genre of science-fiction. Here, I eclipse a discussion of the latter for 
purposes of relevancy and, instead, focus on thinking through blackness as dark matter.  
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 Thomas opens her Introduction with Obie Award-winner Douglass Ward and his 
production Day of Absence. This is a satiric play and speculative work that centers on black 
absence. When his main character, Rastus, and other black townspeople who are capable of work 
vanish (and those who are sick still remain), leaving a fictitious southern town absent of a black 
labor force, and thus a black presence, the town finds itself in a frenzy and a world of chaos. 
Thomas (2000) argues that Ward does not offer audience any direct indication that his main 
character, Rastus, and other black townspeople were dark matter, however his play on the 
figuration of black absence and invisibility very much so conjures this matter.  
 What is dark matter? Thomas (2000) explains that over the past five decades, most 
astronomers believed that after observing the motions of galaxies and the expansion of the 
universe, about ninety percent of the material consists of objects or particles that cannot be seen. 
This missing or invisible matter has come to be discussed as dark matter.53 Thomas (2000) 
continues:  
 
Research suggests that dark matter may be Jupiter-sized objects, [primordial] 
black holes, and/or unimagined ‘exotic’ forms of matter. Scientists believe that 
the amount of ‘visible’ matter in the universe is not enough to account for the 
tremendous gravitational forces around us. First theorized some sixty years ago by 
astronomer Fritz Zwicky, this ‘missing’ or ‘invisible’ matter was believed to 
reside within clusters of spiraling galaxies. Today astronomers and astrophysicists 
prefer to call the missing mass ‘dark matter,’ because it is the light, not the matter, 
that is missing.  
                                                
53 I must acknowledge that while the written record may point to this research on dark matter, oral histories in 
ancient black communities, like the Moors and Dogons for example, have long theorized dark matter (and black 
holes) far before it has been ‘coined’ in Western scientific spaces. In regards to Moorish cultural epistemology, I 
know of this discussion of dark matter and black holes as I come from a family of Moors. For Dogon communities, 
Janell Hobson says it best in her article “Oshun Energy in Beyoncé’s ‘Black is King’” (2020). Here, Hobson (2020) 
discusses Beyoncé’s Black is King (2020), a music/visual album that serves as a companion to her The Lion King: 
The Gift (2019) album and the remade film The Lion King (2019). Specifically, related to Dogon’s knowledge on 
dark matter and black holes, Hobson (2020) tells us that Beyonce’s creative production: “...restores the original 
motifs—based on the story of Sundiata Keita of the Mali empire—and takes it back further, literally telling us, ‘Find 
Your Way Back,’ by highlighting the cosmology of the Dogon whose knowledge of astronomy was far more 
advanced than the West. Consider how these ancestors knew of black holes, dark matter [my emphasis] and the 
milky way millennia before Galileo was put on trial by the Catholic Church in the seventeenth century for 




—Thomas, 2000, p. x 
 
In other words, research shows that most of the universe’s matter does not radiate—it provides 
no glow or light that we can detect (Thomas, 2000, p. x). In the astronomer and astrophysicist 
communities, they have mainly studied this dark matter via its gravitational effects on other 
visible matter and continue to work on pioneering a method for directly detecting it (Reuters, 
2020; RT News, 2020). In the meantime, they speculate a few things about this undetectable 
matter: it has a strong gravitational pull; possibly originates from primordial black holes;54 
appears to constitute about ninety and some percent of galactic matter in the material universe; 
and functions as an invisible glue that holds visible matter together.55 Thomas (2000) uses this 
elusive conclusion of dark matter as a space to entertain a few speculative theories (p. x) of her 
own. By way, she analogizes the imaginative configuration of blackness, black communities as 
well as black speculative writers and their contributions to the science-fiction genre to the 
complex and multidimensional nature of dark matter. (Again, I only focus on the former.) 
 Thomas (2000) writes that blackness, in the early construction of the white colonial 
imagination has been positioned as a resistant force, racially charged matter that must be 
penetrated (p. xiii). From this standpoint, Africa as the heart of darkness (a terminology inspired 
                                                
54 For a discussion on the link between dark matter and primordial/black holes, see “Possible Link Between 
Primordial Black Holes and Dark Matter” (2016) by Francis Reddy of NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center.  
55 According to more recent research on dark matter: “Dark matter is the invisible glue that holds stars together 
inside a galaxy. It also creates an invisible scaffold that enables galaxies to form clusters. But it has very peculiar 
properties. It does not emit, absorb or reflect light and does not interact with any known particles. The bulk of the 
matter in the universe, about 96 percent, is thought to be dark matter, with ordinary matter—the visible stuff that 
makes up stars, planets and people—a mere 4 percent. Dark matter’s presence is known only through its 
gravitational pull on visible matter in space. It differs from the similarly enigmatic and unseen dark energy, which is 
considered a property of space and is driving the universe’s accelerated expansion. Dark energy is repulsive. Dark 
matter attracts through gravity” (Reuters, T. (2020). Additionally, Mohamed Abdullah and a team of Cosmologists 
at the University of California, Riverside approximates a composition breakdown of the universe: Dark energy is 
about 69 percent of the universe, while about 31 percent is made of matter (RT News, 2020). Of this total matter, 
dark matter is about 80 percent (much research still says 96 percent, whatever the approximation, dark matter is 
indeed the majority of galactic matter) and of regular matter 20 percent (RT News, 2020). 
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by Joseph Conrad’s controversial work The Heart of Darkness (1899)) or the Dark Continent 
continues to invoke images of primordial blackness in our imagination (p. xiii). It becomes one 
to be explored or penetrated for its “‘unknown’” territory (African land) and its “‘Otherness of 
alien life’” (Africans themselves) (p. xiii). This fascination lies at the beginnings of slavery and 
the scramble for Africa (Thomas, 2000, p. xiv). Thomas continues:  
 
Africa became the ‘unknown’ and blackness was equated with the ‘Other.’ Two 
hundred years of slavery said so. And as these thoughts became institutionalized 
and codified, first in the form of slavery and later in the imaginary lines of 
political maps that documented the scramble for Africa, the people behind the 
‘blackness’ receded into the background.  
 
—Thomas, 2000, p. xiv 
 
In this way, blackness and black people became dark matter, invisible to the naked eye; yet their 
influence—their gravitational pull on the world around them—would become undeniable 
(Thomas, 2000, p. xiv). Blackness and black people as dark matter, then, Thomas argues, come 
to occupy the fine line between known and unknown, present and absent, as well as visible and 
invisible.56   
 Let us then conclude a few things and hold them as truth for the purposes of this closing 
chapter’s analogy of dark matter as blackness and black autonomous space as dark matter space. 
The first is that, as Thomas enables us to suggest, blackness is dark matter and, thus, black 
people are dark matter people. Like dark matter, throughout history, black people have proven 
                                                
56 Following this historical schema, Thomas (2000) argues, black speculative fiction writers’ work is often rendered 
to occupy these dichotomies in the science-fiction genre and mainstream literary canon as well. Like dark matter, 
their contributions have not been directly observed or fully explored, therefore, the broader purpose of Dark Matter 
(2000) is to do just that. Going beyond the exploration of the few well-known black speculative writers (e.g. Samuel 
R. Delany and Octavia E. Butler) to the less well-known, Thomas (2000) brings us this collection of writings to shed 
light onto the science-fiction genre, correct the misperception that black writers are recent to the field, and 
encourage talented writers to enter the genre. We know that black speculative fiction exists, but similar to dark 
matter, it simply requires new instruments to detect and explore its presence. Or, as Thomas frames it, a collected 
volume of black speculative work makes this black presence in science-fiction seeable, and thus, undeniable. 
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that their influence and black holes have a gravitational pull on the world around them and this 
magnetism is undeniable. Additionally, this dark matter analogy is novel in that it also captures 
the complexion component of brown skin as matter that is dark. However, because the color of 
actual dark matter is translucent or invisible to the human eye, let us imagine that our brown skin 
is the re-materialized form of this invisible matter. Meaning that brown melanin is dark matter 
that is visible in the human eye register. However, this register of darkness is not dark as in evil, 
as settler-colonial forces attempt to lead us to believe. But dark as in the darkness, the in/visible 
blackness that is the majority of the universe’s galactic matter. This repositioning of the dark 
enables us to regard blackness and its darkness as something beautiful, simply because it is, and 
because it is what enables the universe to function as it does. That is to say that dark matter, 
black holes, and thus blackness in its totality are beauty in and of themselves, and, particularly 
because their natural state of in/visible darkness serves a key order in the universe’s workings.   
 Therefore, I am interested in extending the analogy of dark matter beyond the condition 
of subjugation. As in, we are dark matter people not solely because we are rendered so visible 
that we become invisible in the eyes of the antiblack colonial subject. Instead, I invest little to no 
energy in thinking about how our dark matterness relates to the anti-dark matter subject. This 
means, and I think more importantly, that I come to understand us as dark matter people because 
our dynamic brown complexions naturally allow us to emulate that which composes the 
universe’s majority matter, a matter with gravitational pull that serves an essential function in 
maintaining the cosmic order. Furthermore, I am interested in this dark matter as blackness 
analogy because we are required to then think in terms of outer space, and subsequently, think 
about the intergalactic nature of black people (which Sun Ra elaborates on below) and their 
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black holes (as Skin erotically invokes). Thus, our blackness becomes nothing other than 
intergalactic blackness, if you will (or in Ra’s words, astro-blackness).57   
 To my grandeur point, this dark matter analogy also captures what is created when 
communities of black people come together and function autonomously. Just as a space that is 
predominantly composed of dark matter may be understood as dark matter space, a space 
primarily composed of autonomous dark matter people is inevitably a dark matter space as well. 
It is a space of intergalactic blackness and darkness, beauty and liberation. It is one uninterested 
in being penetrated by an antiblack white colonial presence. Subsequently, it is one where our 
black holes simply do not allow any of their matter to gravitate towards us or seek our 
absorption. And in many ways, the white settler-colonialists and their construction of blackness 
as slave is the notion to dissipate or recede into the background. Or all this simply becomes 
irrelevant as we opt out of existing and constructing ourselves in relation to their deleterious 
paradigms. Instead, we recenter ourselves in dark matter space. Recalibrate to affirming dark 
matter politics. Rejoice in the pleasures of our own black holes.  
 Why is this gravitation to affirming dark matter space and dark matter politics as well as 
taking pleasures in our own black holes a threatening proposition? My careful readers must 
know that affirming dark matter space, dark matter politics and black-on-black hole pleasures are 
threatening to the U.S. state and its order. As Vargas (2018) reminds us, the empire-state has 
deep fears of Black autonomy (p. xi). Let us remember that dark matter functions as the invisible 
glue that holds stars together inside a galaxy and creates an invisible scaffold that enables 
galaxies to form clusters (Reuters, 2020). Thus, if dark matter ceased to exist, we may predict 
that many dimensions and the galactic system may collapse (or at least unpredictably morph into 
                                                
57 Intergalactic blackness may also be interchangeable to Sun Ra’s Astro Black and astro-blackness (Reed, Sites, 
Tate, & Faber, Sun Ra: Astro Black Mythology & Black Resistance (Panel) 2015).  
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something entirely and unimaginably different, but I’ll leave this for theoretical astrophysicists to 
theorize). This is to say that without black communities to be the subjects of and repositories for 
antiblackness and white/nonblack coherence, U.S. western civil society will crumble. Without 
dark matter people serving as the structure to the non-dark matter subject and its society, the 
individual and State will collapse.58 Because this empire-state is dependent on what it polices 
(see also: Sexton, 2011), kills, fucks, and masterbates to, if black communities refuse to be and 
be positioned as the black/ened slave who compulsively desires interracial mixture (sexual and 
non-sexual) with the white/ened and nonblack slavemaster, the State will collapse.59 Just as 
Ward’s production, Day of Absence suggests, western civil society would find itself in a frenzy 
and identity-less without black people, without dark matter people.  
 The U.S. state deeply fears this crumbling of individual and State identity formation. 
Therefore, as part of the U.S.’s libidinal identity and economy, the State will do anything it needs 
to do to maintain its order and, consequently, feed its insatiable appetite for antiblack genocide 
porn and necrophilic orgasms. Most notably, this happens in and through the pervasive and 
contradicting promotion of, on the one hand, antiblack integrationist politics, agendas, and social 
                                                
58 Wilderson (2017) reminds us of this and, though not a central analogy throughout the text, uses the dark matter 
analogy to describe the dependency of western civil society and the constructed category of the non-black on 
anti/blackness. He states: “[I]t is Blackness, and more specifically anti-Blackness, that gives coherence to categories 
of non-Black—white, worker, gay, i.e., ‘human.’ Categories of non-Black must establish their boundaries for 
inclusion in a group (humanity) by having a recognizable self within. There must also, consequently, be an outside 
to each group, and, as with the concept of humanity, it is Blackness that is without; it is Blackness that is the dark 
matter [my emphasis] surrounding and holding together the categories of non-Black” (Wilderson, 2017, p. 9).  
59 This trope is reminiscent of James and Vargas’ (2013) early conversations on the black cyborg. In his latest 
discussion of this figure, Vargas writes in The Denial of Antiblackness (2018): “This book points to the elementary 
contradictions of a social formation that on the one hand purports to abide by principles of multiracial democracy, 
and on the other is spectacularly structured against Black people in methods at once foundational, essential, ever 
changing, and ubiquitous. One of the current contradictions is that, while there appears to exist a greater social 
awareness of Black suffering, there is a generalized incapacity to locate, particularly revealing in progressive circles, 
the antiblack logic at the very core of these empire-state formations. It is this logic that, unexamined, continues to 
systematically generate Black suffering. There prevails a belief, even among the progressive-minded, that 
multiracial formations can bring about full equality and inclusion of the oppressed and the Black. This belief is 
carried out by collective efforts that, since at least the 1960s, have relied on, produced, and reproduced the figure of 
the Black cyborg: the super-, extra-human being, of infinite wisdom, boundless knowledge, unassailable strength, 
and universal love. The Black cyborg and his/her multiracial bloc believes in, and thus legitimates, the empire-state 
project of integration (chapter 6)” (p. xi-xii).  
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movements (see also: Vargas, 2018) and, on the other, the outright mass policing, captivity, and 
killing of black communities (see also: Vargas, 2005, 2010). All of which leads to and is part and 
parcel of the collective order of antiblack genocide. While a contradicting, and quite disturbing, 
pattern and mixture of black philia and phobia, it is clear that the antiblack subject obsessively 
loves to fuck and kill us. Or in one swift motion: fucking kill us. And thus, embracing dark 
matter politics, spaces, and black holes (read: black people deeply loving, fucking and 
committing to each other) just may be the most revolutionary and transformative maneuver in 
our strategies for dark matter life, liberation and autonomy.        
 Largely, this chapter creatively analogizes dark matter to blackness and, thus, dark matter 
space to black autonomous space. Dark matter space symbolizes a space of freedom that is (as 
Skin reminds) sexy, desirable, and (as Shakur reminds) imperative to our livelihood and 
longevity as a community. Whether it is with waging a people’s war or any other necessary 
means as Shakur insists, black freedom is a necessity. Allowing us to continue theorizing in the 
intergalactic, Sun Ra poses a few more methods to achieve this freedom in his film, Space Is the 
Place (1974). Here, he ultimately reminds us that we have the capacity to teleport, 
transmolecularize, and/or use a music-powered spaceship to evacuate the dangerous premises of 
the United States and, as I would term it, land in dark matter space. 
 Ra (1914-1993) was a self-identifying extraterrestrial from the planet Saturn as well as an 
intergalactic thinker who, most notably, created space music and led the band The Arkestra.60 
His legendary contributions as an avant-garde free/jazz musician, composer, poet, performer, 
bandleader as well as his philosophies that spanned from Egyptian esoteric wisdom, science, 
science-fiction, myth to beyond positions him as the touchstone of Afrofuturist thinkers and 
                                                
60 For a discussion of Sun Ra as contributor to space music and his pioneering band The Arkestra, see Kirk 
Silsbee’s, “The Light Still Shines on Sun Ra” (2014). 
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creative producers.61 In Space Is the Place (1974), Ra performs as the extraterrestrial that he is 
and, following his typical adornment, is dressed in ancient Egyptian garments. In the opening 
scenes, we see him dressed in this intergalactic African regalia as he enjoys the wonders of outer 
space in an alien planet. He says:  
 
“The music is different here. The vibrations are different, not like planet Earth. 
Planet Earth sound of guns, anger, frustration. It was no one to talk to on planet 
Earth who could understand. We could set up a colony of black people here. See 
what they can do on a planet all on their own without white people there. They 
could drink in the beauty of this planet. It would affect their vibrations, for the 
better, of course. Another place in the universe, up under different stars. That 
would be where the alter-destiny would come in. Equation wise, the first thing to 
do is to consider time as officially ended. We work on the other side of time. 
We’ll bring them here through isotopic teleportation, transmolecularization, or 
better still, teleport the whole planet here through music. 
 
—Sun Ra, Space Is the Place, 1974 
 
 This sets both the tone and goal of the storyline. In aims to achieve this type of 
teleportation to freedom, if you will, the film consists of Ra traveling across time, space and 
dimension through a music-powered spaceship. Eventually, it lands in Oakland, California in the 
early 1970s. His mission is to save black people on Earth from the destruction of white colonial 
                                                
61 Lanre Bakare’s online article “Afrofuturism Takes Flight: From Sun Ra to Janelle Monáe” (2014) offers succinct 
information about Afrofuturism and cultural producers who function as key figures. Bakare states: “First coined by 
cultural critic Mark Dery in an essay called Black to the Future, Afrofuturism draws together elements of astral jazz, 
African-American sci-fi and psychedelic hip-hop into an all-encompassing philosophy, imagining alternative visions 
of tomorrow.” This author further notes Ytasha Womack’s description of AfroFuturism whereby black culture, 
technology, liberation, imagination and mysticism intersect. This creative activism expresses itself in a range of 
modalities such as art, literature, and music (e.g. free jazz, hip-hop, etc.). Bakare illuminates important figures such 
as Sun Ra and his Arkestra, John Coltrane, Alice Coltrane, Miles Davis, Don Cherry, Jimi Hendrix, George 
Clinton’s Parliament/Funkadelic, Prince, Erykah Badu, Janelle Monáe and more. This article highlights Sun Ra’s 
contributions as he asserts “the future for black Americans could be intergalactic.” Furthermore, Ishmael Butler of 
Shabazz Palaces is quoted for articulating his read of “Sun Ra’s teachings as being rooted in the now.” Butler further 
states: “‘I try not to really think of past or future, but to make the most of the instinct that’s happening in the 
moment,’ he says. ‘To me that’s where individuality lies. I learned and got the notion from Sun Ra and cats like that, 
for sure. I see these guys, who we call Afrofuturists, to be masters of the now.’” Largely, Afrofuturism sees past, 
present and future as circular, as opposed to linear and, thus, as one. It is a theoretical and creative tradition that 
speaks at the interstices of race, art, and technology to address the social concerns and dilemmas of black people in 
contemporary culture. Afrofuturism reminds us that blackness has always been foundational to modernity, 
technological advancement, and technoculture.  
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forces. Ra poses to black communities how white people “take frequent trips to the Moon” and 
thus black people turning to space as a place of liberation is, indeed, possible. However, Ra is 
faced with a few challenges. There is a black nemesis named the “The Overseer” who attempts 
to thwart his progress in getting through to the people. There are also white FBI agents and 
NASA scientists who are purely intimidated by Ra’s extraterrestrial nature, knowledge, and 
access to advanced scientific technologies. Subsequently, they attempt to destroy him for his 
ancient, yet futuristic and of the now capacities and for spreading liberating ideologies to black 
communities. In the end, Ra is only able to save a few black people by using music to teleport 
from Earth to a free planet in outer space. The film concludes with Earth exploding behind him. 
 Largely, Ra tells us a few things with Space Is the Place (1974). At the outset, we learn 
of the importance of understanding the complexity of extraterrestrials like himself and their self-
identification as a valid mode of identity formation. In other words, the extraterrestrial is an 
identity that serves no more fictive or real than the social construction of Western humanism’s, 
the human.62 Even further, the extraterrestrial is not a mere identity formation that succeeds 
Western European colonial subjection, subjugation and positioning as the Other. Instead, with 
Ra’s performance in ancient Egyptian dress, he is gesturing to us that ancient African ancestors 
are the extraterrestrials of the past, a past far before colonial/human intrusion. And these African 
ancestors remain the extraterrestrials of the present and the future because while their spaces of 
inhabitance on Earth may be disrupted, their originary home in outer space can never be 
uprooted. Thus, they—and their descendants who remember these intergalactic origins—work on 
the other side of time because their survival transcends colonial notions of linear time constructs 
as well as the presumption that we all originate from Earth. Ra attempts to inform black 
                                                
62 For complex explorations that unsettle Western constructions of the human, blackness and black(ened) people see: 
Sylvia Wynter and colleagues’, Sylvia Wynter: On Being Human (2015), L.H. Stalling’s Funk the Erotic (2015), and 
Zakiyyah Iman Jackson’s, Becoming Human: Matter and Meaning in an Antiblack World (2020). 
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communities that this ancestral, and thus, extraterrestrial consciousness precedes oppression. 
Oppression is merely another force that necessitates us to urgently remember and return to the 
celestial self that originates in the interplanetary, interstellar and intergalactic regions, or more 
pointedly, in dark matter space. Ra leads us to believe that this is the real home of African 
ancestors.  
 This mode of re-memory, Ra suggests, re-attunes the Earthly body to the Astral realm; it 
enables the transcendence from lower dimensional and colonial constructs of time, space and 
dimension—social constructs used solely to control populations—to the higher dimensions of 
existence. In other words, as Sun Ra posits, this recalibration enables the Earthly body to teleport 
to another world in intergalactic space via isotopic teleportation, transmolecularization, music 
vibrations, or better still, a combination of these. Tapping into this ancient, futuristic and eternal 
now way of knowing the black self as an extraterrestrial and one who has the capacity to de-, re-, 
and trans-materialize (back) to outer space is the pathway to black freedom. In other words, 
space is the place. Ra reminds, when this is fully realized, this is how we could set up a colony 
of black people in our own planet without white people there. This is all because black 
communities will have teleported away from planet Earth and Western white settler-colonial 
destruction. Without their sound of guns, anger, and frustration, we could drink in the beauty of 








IV. Dark Matter Space: Let’s Use Erotic Mastery to Teleport There 
 
 Largely, we see Shakur emphasize the necessity to gain our liberation by any means 
necessary. This is inclusive of self-determination, self-defense, and/or a people’s war geared 
towards black autonomy. We also learn from Thomas the figurative nature of blackness to dark 
matter. This dark matter analogy is extended to see black people as dark matter people and, thus, 
black autonomous space as dark matter space. Finally, Ra teaches us about extraterrestrialism, 
space as the place to achieve black freedom, and how to teleport, or transport, black communities 
to this liberatory space via isotopic teleportation, transmolecularization, and/or music-powered 
spaceships. Ultimately, because I understand the erotic in its creative life force, sexual, and 
pornographic capacities, I hear Shakur and Ra encouraging us to tap into this source of energy to 
work towards black life, liberation, and autonomy. This means that in any of our strategies, it 
requires us to master our erotic or employ erotic mastery to engage our plan of action. In other 
words, becoming erotic masters and doing erotic mastery just might be the tool to get to dark 
matter space. 
 Skin’s opening Space Age (2015) photoshoot and conversations by Shakur, Thomas, and 
Ra enable us to imagine how we can use the expansive capacities of our erotic root and mastery 
of it as an internal teleportation device to get to there as well as self-defense mechanisms to 
protect it. Taken together, they allow us to see that we already have the fuel to support our space-
time travel; it simply requires a redirection of our erotic energy. With this, let us return to Skin’s 
opening performance that provocatively links these key ideas. In many ways, she comes to 
personify this broader conversation in that she performs as The Sexy Extraterrestrial Dark Matter 
Femme whose erotic mastery and autonomy keeps us gravitating towards her delightful black 
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holes.63 We have seen her schoolgirl performance that invokes vestiges of the past and the 
present position of anti/blackness in the real-life public school setting. With this magnetic Space 
Age performance, we see Skin make a call to the futurity (and, as Ra reminds, the ancientness) of 
blackness. To reiterate, her photoshoot incites a few themes that range from blackness, 
femmeness, queerness, erotic mastery, autonomy, dark matter, extraterrestrialism, to the 
intergalactic.  
 More specifically, dressed in her all metallic silver regalia (gear that is reminiscent of 
Ra’s intergalactic extraterrestrial decor, but the sexy queer femme version), Skin offers 
numerous poses in front of a white tiled wall with grey flooring. She is sometimes accompanied 
by that silver-brushed stool. To remind, in this series of 12-shots, Skin both invites and prepares 
us to teleport to (her) dark matter space. This photoshoot is one that she commands all by herself. 
Using erotic mastery, she reminds us of her captivating, intergalactic blackness and the power of 
autonomy. However, this is no ordinary autonomy. This is black autonomy. And Skin’s 
signification to the power of black autonomy is where we become aroused to long for it. To 
yearn for it. To crave it. Why? Perhaps just as Skin’s sexiness is imperative to the vitality of our 
erotic root, (her) dark matter space is imperative to the vitality of our erotic root.  
 If not already the case, it is here that we are allured into (re)calibrating our political 
libido. We are enticed to see black autonomy as a sexy, a necessary, dark matter space. A space 
that warrants our cumming. We are guided to perceive black autonomous space as a desirable 
and imperative formation. (Re)affirming ourselves to this notion is an early step in creating more 
of these tangible spaces that may promise our longevity as a community. Thus, I suggest that we 
                                                
63 For a beautiful discussion of analogizing black womxn and their sexuality to black w/holes, see: Evelynn 
Hammonds’ canonical essay “Black (W)holes and the Geometry of Black Female Sexuality” (1994), Nash’s “Black 
Anality” (2014b), Rizvana Bradley’s “Living in the Absence of a Body: The (Sus)Stain of Black Female 
(W)holeness” (2016), and Cruz’s The Color of Kink (2016).  
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must use dynamic modes of erotic mastery as a tool to teleport to (and protect our) dark matter 
space. Teleportation to dark matter space is a method that indicates an instantaneous shift in 
space-time dimension, and thus a transformation of political, social, erotic, and spatial values. 
Functioning on a completely different paradigm and doing so expeditiously is key to our life. It 
is key to our livelihood. It is key to black nation-building and thriving as a community. This is to 
say that if we want to live and not merely survive, perhaps we must configure ourselves outside 
of a society that revolves around antiblack integrationist politics and spaces. Outside of a U.S. 
society that, as we’ve learned, seeks black relations for the sake of salivating and ejaculating to 
our captivity, suffering and death, both figuratively and literally.  
 Is a political space that operates on this necrophilic paradigm even worthy of 
consideration for black involvement? To each their own, however, I must offer an emphatic: No. 
In fact, that this question exists and must be posed is only proof of our state of emergency. Thus, 
I am more so interested in strategizing for black autonomy and asking: What would our political 
and libidinal economy look like if it were organized around longing for and climaxing to black 
freedom, vitality and happiness, in the literal and symbolic sense? Perhaps, only then can 
blackness be strictly equated to life and, while not perfectly, at least pleasurably thrive in 
sovereign black nation-states. It is only with a dark matter consciousness where we can come to 
recognize that dark matter space is, indeed, the place.  
 And, how can we ever thank Skin Diamond for this Space Age photoshoot and her ability 
to creatively represent the analogy of dark matter space to black autonomous space, its urgent 
necessity, and its sexy capacities? Well, for those who live and breath for all that is Skin and her 
steamy sexiness, we will do so by reliving what it might look like if we got the opportunity to 
share our gratitude for the existence of such a photoshoot. We want to honor her dark matter 
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skin, and her dark matter space, once again. Therefore, I will close similar to how we opened this 
chapter. I will recite the final part of the opening allegory at length to express our appreciation 
for (her) dark matter space and teleporting to this place of intergalactic euphoria.  
However, before I do so, I want to briefly make a meta-analytical note as to the power, 
pleasure, and purpose of such playback. As I shared throughout this dissertation, I continued to 
recite the scenes and its attendant language from Skin’s schoolgirl performance and Shakara’s 
school policing encounter presented in chapter 1. Though I employed different thematic camera 
angles and analytics in which to breakdown these texts and their complexities, the recycling of 
terms paralleled the redundancy and banality of such scenes as experienced in everyday life. 
Because this final chapter is geared towards positing another narrative, I am re-presenting and re-
inserting the scene below for the affirmative dark matter femme viewer who enjoys pleasuring 
themselves to dark matter life, liberation, and autonomy. Eye wink. Resolve to a smize.  
Ultimately, I engage in a final recitation of my alternative ending to Skin’s Space Age 
performance for us to climax to my own creative narrative that centers these aspects. A critical 
fabulation—as well as a critical and fabulous ending, if you will—that narrates an aspired past, 
present, and future of black freedom, vitality and happiness. If there is anything that becomes 
ordinary, repetitive, and routine, I hope that it is these dimensions of our existence that do so. I 
recite the below narrative to reverberate in and through our bodies, minds, spirits, energies, and 
the grand Archive. Along with using erotic mastery as our guiding force for social and political 
action, perhaps (re)writing this vision can re- and trans-materialize it into fruition for the dark 
matter communities of today, yesterday and tomorrow.   
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Without further ado, let us replay the alternative ending to Skin’s Space Age photoshoot. 
Re-imagine that Skin has just completed the final shot of her performance and the following 
ensues:  
…. After a few more moments of heavy breathing and lying in sexual stupor from Skin’s 
sultry, intergalactic performance, we bask in our own lubrication for another few. It’s a 
combination of drool, sweat, and cum. This is all due to Skin’s, not one or two, but a series of 
femme money shots that allowed us to engage in a series of climaxes. Every one was stronger 
than the last. Lying in stillness in order to absorb all the benefits of our consecutive orgasms, we 
direct this blissful energy to build in our deep erotic root and stimulate a blast off, if ever 
necessary. And, what moment if not now; Skin awaits us. Thus, as another tour de force of our 
erotic mastery, we tap into this reservoir and activate this base energy center to raise the 
orgastic fuel to the top of our heads. Traveling through our bodies’ core, the erotic energy and 
its electrical pulses are spiraling upwards at the speed of light. Our electromagnetic vibration is 
through the roof. Generating such powerful neurotransmissions, our atoms begin to 
transmolecularize. We are now teleporting to Skin’s dark matter space. And voila, we’re here 
instantaneously, with the simple mastering of our erotic as an internal teleportation device!  
Upon arrival, we first pat dry ourselves from smutty moisture because we are careful so 
as not to offend her autonomous space. A dark matter space that is both sexy and sacred, sacred 
and sexy. Then, we bow on our knees before Skin. She is resumed back to sitting upright on the 
silver-finished stool. Both feet are planted firmly as she strikes this yet another confident, erotic 
master position. With her granted permission, of course, we begin kissing her freshly pedicured 
toes as they so effortlessly maintain that sexy arch in those intergalactic silver platform stilettos. 
This is all the while we chant, “Thank you, Skin Diamond, Thee Sexy Extraterrestrial Dark 
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Matter Femme!” And we repeat this (dark matter) Skin worship as the scene fades out to a black 
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